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PREFATOltY NOTICE.
During the progress of an extended and systematic survey like that which
is now being carried out by the Geological Survey of India, it necessarily
happens that information is obtained regarding districts, or minerals, or fossils,
which, though imperfect, is still of much value, and which forms a link in the
chain of evidence tending to establish the age or character of the several groups
of rocks or formations in this country. It has hitherto been impossible to give
these isolated facts publicity, as it would obviously be inconsistent with the
scheme of the ‘ Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India’ to publish in them
detached facts, or minor sketches, only in anticipation of the morelinished and
detailed descriptions which it would be practicable to give a little later. In
several cases, however, to wait for this more full and complete description
would betantamount to waiting for many years. The area of the Indian

Empire is so immense, the staff of the survey so limited, that the detailed work
of each successive season makes but a very small inroad on the country yet
unvisited ; while the almost total ignorance of the geological structure of India
under which we suffered until within the last few years made it both diﬁicult

to anticipate the importance of such isolated observations and impossible to
attempt to reduce them to any general system.
The conditions of the case, however, appear to me now to have undergone

suﬂicient alteration to justify, and even to demand, a more rapid publication of
such facts, though they may be isolated and imperfect. There are also many
other matters, essentially forming a portion of the labors and of the progress
of the survey, of which the public may fairly, as I think, expect a knowledge
up to the latest practicable date.
It is therefore contemplated to issue independently of the “ Memoirs of the
Geological Survey of India,” and of the “ Palaeontologia Indica,” a separate
i series which shall bear to these Memoirs somewhat the same relation which in
is learned societies, the ‘ Proceedings,’ ‘ Sitzungsberichte,’ ‘ Monatsberichte,’
' Bulletins,’ &c., do to the larger and more important ‘ Transactions,’ ‘ Memoirs,’

r§ ‘ Abhandlungen' ‘Denkschriften,’ &c.

This series will contain a notice of the

; current work of the survey up to date; a list of contributions to the Museum or
';i Library ; a list, and occasionally an analysis, of such books published elsewhere
r
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as bear upon Indian Geology; and, generally, of all facts illustrating the
immediate object of our researches, which may from time to time come to our

knowledge .

'

This series will be issued of the same size and general form as the ‘ Memoirs,’
so that it may ﬁnally be bound with them, forming a second part of each volume.
It will be paged separately, and printed economically so as to be saleable at a
very low price ; excepting in special cases, it will not contain any illustrations,
which in this country are always a source of great delay and cost, and so far as
practicable, a part of this series will be issued at intervals of three months.
These parts will vary in size as the matter available may vary, but within cer
tain limits the portion referring to each year will be kept nearly of the same
extent.
The present is the ﬁrst issue of these ‘ Records,’ and must be looked upon
as an experiment, which will only be continued in the event of its being found
really useful.
T. OLDHAM,
Supa't., Geol. Survey o/' India.
CaLcun, June 1868.
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Annual Report of the Geological Survey of India and of the Muscuni of
Geology, Calcutta, for the year 1867.

The adoption of the ordinary calendar year, from the 1st of January to the 31st of
December, as the period to which the annual reports of the Geological Survey of India should
in future refer, while the report of last year extended to the close of the ﬁnancial year, or the
31st of March 1867, necessarily restricts the present report to only nine months out of the
twelve. For convenience, however, it may be desirable to consider it as including the three
months at the commencement of the year also.

During the past season, the number of the oﬁicers of the Geological Survey actually at
work has been considerably reduced, by absence on leave, and by other causes.

At the com

mencement of the season Mr. Wynne was still absent on medical certiﬁcate, and only re'oined

on the e iry of his leave towards the end of the year.
furlough a

Mr. W. Theobald left India on

r a continuous and useful service of eighteen years without absence, and he has

not yet returned. Mr. F. Fedden obtained six months’ leave, and being delayed in rejoining
by stress of weather, has since obtained one month's further leave, rejoinmg at the beginning of
December. Mr. R. B. Foote was compelled by ill health to leave rather suddenly in May last,
and is still absent. Mr. Tween also, who was in charge of the Museum in Calcutta, was
compelled to leave on medical certiﬁcate, and is still absent.

Further, Mr. W. T. Blanford was appointed to accompany the Abyssinian Expedition as
Naturalist and Geolo ist. And Mr. H. M. Ormsby oﬁiciated as Professor of Physical Science
at the Presidency Co ege for six months, during the temporary absence of the Professor.
The working staff has, therefore, been much fewer in number than usual, and the progress

made in the geological examination of the country has been proportionally curtailed.
Taking advantage of this reduction of numbers, and the comparatively ' hter amount of

work in the ofﬁce, and ve desirous of obtain’ for the labors of the Geo ogical Survey in
India the vast advantages w 'ch must always res t from an actual comparison of specimens
and from the study of such original series as can never be hoped for in this country, I obtained

authority to proceed to Europe for a few months during which the climatal conditions of this
countr prevent the possibiht of ﬁeld-work being carried on. Taking with me Dr. Ferd.
Stoliczka, Palaeontologist to
e Survey, we accomplished much, and returned to India at the
beginning of December.

With these few preliminary remarks, showing the diminished strength of establishment
with which the Geological Survey has been working during the past year, I shall notice in the
usual order the progress made.

BENGAL AND UPPER PnovuvcEs.—In the last report I brieﬂ noticed the reconnoissance
of the countr lying south of the districts which were under detaile 'examination near Ranigunj
and Hazaree

h, and extending westwards to the south of the Rewah country, including a

large portion 3? the great drainage basin of the Mahanuddi. Proceeding from Ramghur to
Ranchi, and thence to Pertabgurh, Mr. Medlicott found the greater part of the road to extend
over the undulating highland region of Chota Nugpore. About 30 miles east of Pertabgurh,
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tlwre is a decided ghﬁt or sudden descent into the wide valley of the Mohun, where the far
stretching view over the low plains at once suggests a change in the nature of the rochs; there,
in fact, comes in a portion of the great central area of the rocks associated with the coal-bearing

series of India. The road itself, excepting in one or two spots where the newer formations stiﬁ
exist, runs upon crystalline rocks, keeping to the north side of the Mohun valley ;although west
wards from Burwah, the up r members of these newer formations had been noticed capping
some of the hills of the uplan area, in one case themselves capped by trap.

These rocks extend from Pertabgurh to the Husdoo, through Bisrampur (60 miles), here
and there varied by a ton

most cases of hills ly'

e-like extension of the crystalline rocks, forming prolongations in

to t e eastward.

Many of these hills by their outline show that the

crvstalline rocks extdiid to their summit, while others form table-lands, on the scarped edges of

which the white sandstone is conspicuous. These scarps admirably exhibit the very unequal
surface of deposition on which the sandstones were formed. From the Husdoo and the plains

of Belaspur, the main mass of the crystalline rocks, which greatly predominate, lies to the
north-west, forming the hill re ion of lllahtin, while the numerous and almost detached areas
of the secondary rocks (chiefijv o the Talcheer series) are extensions from the eastwards, where

the table-to ped hills of Odeypur appear to be formed alto ether of the sandstones. With this
extension 0 that series of rocks is connected the smal coal basin of Koorbah. On the
Mahtin hills themselves a few remnants of the upper sandstones stand up like old fortresses
on the highest summits.
Over the area lying between the Koorbah coal-basin and the plains of Belaspur, there is
no continuous high grmmd. Isolated ridges, mostly of inconsidera lc elevation and composed
of the crystalline rocks, occur.

In this r ion of the Mahanuddi, as also in that of the Godavsry drainage basin, the only
knowledge we ad of the structure of the country was derived from the Rcvd. Mr. Hislop's
exertions; he had, however, confounded rocks belonging to two distinct series, between the

deposition of which there had been an immense interval of time.

The great

lains of

(‘hutteesghur were colored as belonging to the same series as the coal-ﬁeld of Koor ah.

In

renlit , however, the rocks belong to that very much older series to which the general name of
Vind yan has been given. These cover an area of more than 12,000 square miles, limestone
being the prevalent rock. On the north, they abut against the crystalline rocks; on the west,

they pass under the Deccan tra s; to the south-west, they stretch to an unknown (as yet)
distance up the valley of the Ma anuddi; to the south-cast, they rest upon c

stalline rocks ;

and to the east, they are crushed up with, and upon, similar rochs inja comp icated manner.
The more recent Ta cheer rocks are ﬁlled with debris from these, but nowhere was the actual
contact or superposition visible.

Thetowards
Talcheer
from theis Ode_
ur district
to very
near soSumbulpur.
country
Ga rocks
pur extend
from Chaibassa
nowvhoing
examined
in detail,
that it need The
not
be more specially silfuded to here. At Chaibassa itself there is the junction of the newer
submetamorphic with the gneissose rocks. There is also a grand exhibition of tmppean

intrusions, which, it is noteworthy,,occur with vastly greater frequency in the granites than in
the slates.
This extended reconnoissanco of Mr. Medlicott's will prove of very great value when we
are able to extend our detailed researches into this vast area.
The Hoharo or Karun
ra coal-ﬁeld was completed in the early part of the year by

Mr. Hughes.

This, as state in my report for last year, is of considerable extent, covenng an

area of not less ‘than ﬁve hundred s uare miles, but it is poor in coal, few of the seams

romis'

well.

Iron is largely smeted within this area, nearly 200 small native ﬁlrpaoes

being eitiﬁ at work.

Later in the season Mr. Hughes completed the exainm_ation_of the south

Karunpoora coal-ﬁeld, also of considerable superﬁcial area, and at the same tune ncher in coal.

We have unfortunatel been unable to obtain maps so as to enable us to continue and
complete the examination 0 the coal-ﬁeld of Palamow. lyin to the west of those nst alluded
to. We had commenced this last year, and in full hopes 0 being able ‘to p
steadily to
the completion of its examination. It is highly important to obtain some . trustworthy
information regarding the prospects of good fuel being discovered there, especially in connection
with the proposed execution of the Soane canals. As soon as maps are available‘, the geological

examination of the ﬁeld will not take long.
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The smaller and com arativel ' valueless ﬁeld near Eetcoora has subsequently engaged
Mr. Hughes’ attention, an it will be quite completed before the present season is over.
Last year I noticed the serious interruption to the continuity of our work in Manbhoom
caused by the maps not being read
for issue. To prevent a similar stoppage during the

present season, I obtained, at cousiciierable expense, tracings of all the maps required to com
plete the area, and join on to the Topographical Survey work to the south. Since the early
part of the year, therefore, Mr. V. Ball has been engaged in the Manbhoom coun , steadily
ca ing his geological lines southwards: while Mr. Ormsby has been carrying the oundaries
in e adjoining country to the south and to the west, and near Ranchi. Mr. Ball appears
to have established some interesting facts as to the connection of special groups of rocks
with certain kinds of mineral wealth.

Mr. Mallet has been en aged principall in the neighbourhood of Jhansi and Lullutpore,
tracin out the geological Ivoundaries in t e country included in the northern portion of
Sheet 0 of the Indian Atlas.

Mr. Hackett similarly has been steadily carrying his geolo '

cal lines southwards from the Gwalior country, using as the basis of his researches t e
admirable maps of the Gwalior and Central India Topographical Survey.

Mr. Wilson is similarly engaged in adetailed examination of the Saugor district, and
of the country lying between that and Jubbulpore.

This had been very cursoril

before, but when no maps existed: now we have the excellent maps recently issu

visited

of these

districts.
Mr. Blanford's labors during the few months at the beginning of the year have been
brieﬂy noticed in last year's re ort. Subsequently to that, he progressed steadily to the
south, and carried his lines of undary down to the Chanda coal, where he examined the
ﬁeld, and ascertained the robable extent of the coal-bearing rocks in that neighbourhood,
which is not great. A pre iminary report on the coals of this ﬁeld was submitted shortly

after.

It is probable that a large pro ortion of the rocks near Chanda belong to the same

series as those in the immediate neig bourhood of Nagpur, which in my last re

had been recognized as possibly belonging to a diﬁbreut series.

rt I stated

This inference as not been

altogether borne out by subsequent and closer investigation, although the necessity for so ratin the rocks into a distinct group of the Damuda series has been fully established.
e

full etails have still to be worked out.
Mr. Blanford has since then been de uted to accompany the Abvssinian Expedition as
Naturalist and Geologist, and has joine the forces from Bombay.

This is a duty for which

he is singularly well qualiﬁed, and I feel perfectly conﬁdent the results will amply justify the
wisdom of the selection.

B0lBAY.—Mr. Fedden has been absent on leave for seven months of the ear.
return, he has been deputedto join Mr. Wynne in Cutch.

Mr. Wynne has

On his

en placed in

char e of the Bombay party, in consequence of Mr. W. Blanford's absence in Abyssmia, and
side? by Mr. Fedden, he has taken up the detailed examination of Cutch.
MADRAs.—The labours of the Madras pa
have been curtailed by the absence, as
already alluded to, of Mr. Foote. In m last report expressed a hope that the close of the season
would see the examination of the Kud apah rocks earned u to the limit of Sheet 76 of the

Indian Atlas.

This was accomplished in one place; but il ess in cam

the season prevented the whole breadth being examined so far north.

and inclemency of
general reconnois

sauce to the north of the Kistnslhas shown that these sub-metamorphic rocks stop out, for a

distance at least, a few miles north of the Kistna, the gneissose rocks appearing from beneath
them, all across from the vicinity of Juggiapett round by Warupully to Kurnool. Of the
portion that now remains to be mapped in, a large area is marked on the maps as an inacces
sible tract unsurveyed. Across this there are only one or two footpaths at considerable inter
vals. And seeing the nature of the ground and the great intricacy of the geological lines, I

greatl fear that with only two assistants at work it will be impossible to get over all this
agaat isseason. It is certain, however, that a general lmowledge of its structure will be
0 taine .
Of the Madras work two further quarter sheets, Sheet 78. NE. and SE., have been sent
to the engraver months since.

BURMAH.—-I have already in my last report detailed the progress of the work in Burmah
for the few months at the commencement of the year. Mr. Theobald left, on furlough, in
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April, and is still absent, and it has not been practicable to send any one to take up his work
tllgns sgzgson.

mm

On his return in the autumn, Mr. Theobald will resume his researches in

.

PnBLrcATrons.—During the year the Survey has issued of the Memoirs ofthe Geological
Survey of India, the following :—“ On the neighbourhood of Lynyan in Sind," where coal
was said to occur: “On the Geolo

been worked ; both by Mr. W. T.

of a

the Bokaro coal-ﬁeld in the Hazareeb

the

art of Cutch," where also coal was stated to have

lanfo .

There have also been issued a detailed report on

h district, by Mr. T. W. Hughes, and a similar one on

urh coal-ﬁeld by Mr. V. Bal .

Also a general sketch report on the trap rocks of

Western and Central India, by Mr. W. T. Blanford.
In Sind, the coal at Lynyan, which had been the subject of many re orts extending over
several years, and of considerable expenditure of time and money, prov to be merely a nest
or patch of lignite, not extending one hundred yards in any direction. Nor did there a pear
any probability of other deposits occu ' Q in the vicinity. In Cutch, the only seam 0 coal
seen is a little more than one foot in thic ness, of which thickness onl about eight inches is

fairly

ood.

It is, therefore, obviously not worth working. Mr.

lanford's visit being,

unavoi ably at the time, a very cursory one, a careful examination of the whole of Cutch has

this year been commenced and the results will be of high interest.

This coal of Cutch is

geologically of a middle jurassic age, while the lignitic coal of Sind belongs to the lower terti
ary e och. The Bokaro and Ramgurh coal-ﬁelds belong to the ordinary coal-bearing series
(the amuda) of Indian rocks. They lie to the south of Hazareebagh, and are of consider
able extent, but not rich in coal. And, as I have alread stated, must I think be looked upon

as only useful to meet a local and limited demand, and t is, too, only for such rougher work
as the inferior qualit of coal may be adapted for. Mr. Blanford's re ort “On the traps of
Western and Central dia," throws light on their histo. , extent and c arscter, and on their

geological epoch.

Mr. Blanford thinks it highly proba le that the commencement of these

at over-ﬂowings of lava which extend over such an immense area may have occurred even
so early as the time of the middle cretaceous period, and have continued up into tertiary ages.
These conclusions, however, are based upon evidence, which Mr. Blanford himself admits to be

far from conclusive.

More detailed examinations must be carried out before they be admitted.

The subject is one of great interest in Indian geology.
In accordance with a demand from the Right Hon'ble the Secretary of State for India, I

prepared at the commencement of the year a brief summary statement of all that was known
regarding the coal-ﬁelds of India. Details, as full as the mformation obtainable admitted of,
were given “ of the resources and production of coal."

During the years from 1858 to 1866,

inclusive, these returns showed an actual increase in the amount of coal raised in India, from

61}; lakhs of maunds to 108% lakhs.

The returns were avowedly only careful approximations,

as there was no organization for the compilation of such information, but they are probably

relatively correct. Arrangements have been made to carry on these statisties of out-turn of
coal, so far as the information can be obtained.

A new edition of the Catalogue of Meteorites in the Geological Survey Musuem, has also
been issued embodying many more recent acquisitions in Europe.
stones, and 95 iron aerolites.

In it are recorded 152

These if taken in conjunction with seven others, of which the

Geological Museum, has no specimen, but which are represented in the Indian Museum, will
form a total number of two hundred and ﬁity-four distinct falls, re resented in Calcutta: a
number which fully justiﬁes the statement made by me in the Cataib ue, that so far as the
number and variety of its specimens are concerned, the series of aero 'tes in Calcutta stands

among the ﬁrst in the world.
Of the Palwontologia Indica, the ﬁrst half of the detailed ﬁgures and descriptions of the

Cretaceous Gastropoda of South India, has been published. This contained four parts, issued
in anticipation of the regular dates for the quarterly publication, and as for the year from
April 1867 to April 1868. This ortion contains descriptions of 83 species, under 46 genera,
with full analyses of the several
ilies, sub-families, &c., and of their natural history rela

tions, so as to form a standard guide for the student of this very important group of fossils.
I have in all cases desired to bear in mind in our publications, the very different circumstances
under which Indian readers are placed, as compared with similar students in Europe, from
the absence of collections for comparison, and books for reference, and it has, therefore, been a

steadily pursued ob'ect to render all our descriptions, catalogues, &c., as complete in them
selves, and as deta' ed in their references, as possible.

The preparation of the parts for the

Annual Report, 1867.
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coming year is for advanced, and they will be ready for issue punctually at the proper times.
The issue for this year (4 parts) will

hope complete the Cretaceous Gash‘opoda.

It was not a little gratifying to ﬁnd the high appreciation _in which the publications of
the Geolo 'cal Survey were held by the

ologists of Europe, durlng our v1sit last year:

many we had applications for these wor s, both the N_[em01rs

From

Palaeontologm, which could

not be acceded to, owing to the limited number of cop1es nownvmlable.

I am glad also to be

able to bear hearty testimony to the friendliness with which any proposals for exchange were
invariably received, and I only regret that this excellent system 0 co-operation cannot be
carried out to a much larger extent than at present.
_

During the ear, a report on the coal seams found near Chanda on the Wurdah river, to
the extreme sout of the N ur territory, was submitted. As stated m last year's report,
and alluded to above, Mr. W. . Blanford had been deputed to carry on the lines of boundary
of the several rock grou s from their known limits to the north past
ur to the south, so
u to trace out, if possib e, the actual connection as he went along._ The as been done as far

south as about 19 25' of north latitude, or about the southern hmits of the country included
in Sheet 73 of the Indian Atlas. It is not intended to convey the idea, that such an extent of
area has been worked out in detail, but the general features have been sketched in.
The rocks belonging to the coal-bearing series of India do not cover any very extensive
area in the vicinity of Chanda. They extend from under the great ﬂows of the Deccan traps,
a little to the south of Wurrooda and Legaon, in an irregular band of an average width of
about 20 miles to the Wurdah river where this band has diminished to about 12 miles in
width. The further extension to the south of these rocks_has yet to be traced out. It is
difﬁcult to arrive at any very satisfactory conclusions regardmg the true distribution of these
rocks, inasmuch as the area under which they extend, is so thickly and widely covered with
recent and alluvial deposits, as almost entirely to conceal the solid rocks beneath.

It is, how

ever, robable that a very large portion of these rocks belong to the group developed in the
imm iate vicinity of Nagpur, and in which no coal seams have been found.
The coal yet discovered near Chanda is conﬁned to two or three localities. One is about
10 miles due west of the station at a village called Kumbari. The bed is seen on both sides
of the Wurdah, which here forms the boundag between the Woon district of Berar, and the

Central Provinces. It is not easy, as no s1 cient exposure of the coal has yet been made,
to determine the exact thickness, but it seems to be between ﬁve and six feet; the upper part
being much decomposed. It dips about 7° to the west-south-west. On the other side of the
Wurdah the coal cut into varied from 2 feet to 15 inches in thickness, and as in the distance
of less than 250 yards, it had thus diminished from ﬁve feet or rather more to less than half

that thickness, the probability seems to be that the seam is very irregular if really constant at
all, and that the quantity available is therefore not sufliciently steady to justify mining on any
large scale. The quality of the coal is also poor. It yielded only 49 per cent. of ﬁxed carbon,
that is, not one-half of the weight. There is also present a considerable quantity of iron
pyrites.

Mr. Blanford suggested that the extent of this bed should be proved by sinkings or
borings near the village of Belora on the west, and a little to the west of the village of

Googoori on the east side of the river.
A second locality is about 10 miles south of Chanda, and about 1§ miles north of
Balarpur. It is seen on the right or Hydrabaxl bank of the Wurdah near the vill e of Sasti,
and in the bed of the river is covered by the water excepting at the driest seasons.
11 the bank
it was cut into for seven feet, of which six were coal, the top of the seam having been denuded,
so that the total actual thickness could not be seen. It is all covered by alluvial clay forming
the
bank
the river.
The of
up Ibetter
or three
feet appeared
of fairbeing
coal, shaly
here The
and
there;
the‘oflower
three feet
quality,
one foottoatconsist
the bottom
the best.

rocks all round there are so concealed as to render it diﬁicult to form any trustworthy opinion
as to the extent or constancy of the seam. This knowledge can only be obtained by a careful
series of borings or sinkings.
The sum of Rs. 152-11-3 has been paid into the public treasury, realized during the period
referred to in this report by the sale of Memoirs, &c.
LIBRARY.—-By the liberality of the Government of India, I was enabled this year to

devote a portion of the large amount sanctioned as for the estimated expenses of the Survey, but
undrawn in consequence of the absence of so man of our staff to proeming such standard
series of works as were not within 0m‘ reach from t e rery limited monthly sum allowed for
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books, as well as standard series of specimens of fosils, &c., for the Museum. By this
means, independently of the usual additions to our most valuable series, we have added more
than one thousand volumes, including some rare and important series.
We continue to receive regularly from the societies and institutions with which we are in

relationship of exchan
large part of the reg

, their valuable transactions, journals, &c. These constitute a very
additions to our lib
. And it is very greatl to be wished that

this system of exchange might be extended large .

It would be by muc the most effective

method of making our own researches known to t e scientiﬁc world, while the publications we
should receive in return would more than counterbalance the cost. The literature of Geology,
Mineralogy, Palaeontology is rapidly increasing, and we ﬁnd it impracticable even to keep up
the supply of current publications on these subjects, from the small monthly grant appropriated
to the purpose.

To our library (independently of the additions noticed above) have been added during the
nine
under report (April to December) 630 volumes or parts, of which number 248i
were months
presented.
MUseUM.—The usual large and varied contributions to our Museum from the labours of

the Geological Survey have continued during the season.

None of the Surve parties have

been working in any richly fossilifcrous district, so that the number of fossils 0 tained in this
way has not equalled that of some former years. From Europe we have procured a very
extensive and grand series of fossils, both in ori inals and casts. When visiting European

collections last year, I represented to the Right

on’ble the Secretary of State the

eat draw

backto progress in India, which resulted from the absence of good standard 00 lections for
comparison, and ventured to recommend the purchase of a valuable collection then available,
the result of some ﬁve-and-twent years’ researches b Prof. von Klipstein. This recommend
ation was sanctioned, and the colliiction was purchase . It has not yet been all delivered in

this country, only a few out of more than two hundred cases having as yet arrived. And I will,
therefore, defer entering into detail, until after it has been

racticable to go over this series, and

open it out, at least partially (for our present premises wi 1 not afford means of exhibiting it,
even to the most limited extent).

During our brief tour in Europe we also received some valuable donations of fossils,
minerals and rocks, all of which have still to arrive. A detailed list of these will be pre
pared as they are opened out.

Calcutta, 31st March 1868.

BLANFoRD, W. T., on the Coal Seams of the Tawa valley, Baitool Dis

trict, Central Provinces.—The coals of the Tawa Valley have frequentl been re rted
upon, the last and most com lete account of them being that given_ by Mr.

o the Geological Survey.
re

. G. M

icott,

ull details of the different seams are given in the body of his

rt “on the Geological structure of the Central Portion of the Nerbudda District"

( emoirs of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. II.) or in the Appendix, page 268.
The principal localities described were the following
1.

Rawundeo, on the Tawa River : 21 feet 2 inches of coal seen in 8 distinct outcrops,

besides some repetitions. Two of the seams are 4 feet at least in thickness at their outcrops.
2- Murdun ur and Kotri on the Machna, a tributary of the Tawa: two seams; one
3 feet thick, the 0 er 6 inches only.

3- Sonadi, on the Bora Nuddi, another tributary: two scams, 19 and 10 inches thick
respectively.
4.

Sooki Nuddi, a 3rd tributary: two thin seams, 3 and 2% inches thick respec

tively, and of course worthless.

Besides these, there are two seams, one 2 feet 3 inches thick, and a lower seam of 3 inches
occurring on the Machna River between Shapoor and Murdanpoor mentioned in the
detailed Section at page 160, but not referred to in the Appendix, bemg probably considered

by Mr. Medlioott merely a repetition of the Murdanpoor outcrops.
No new localities have since been discovered, so far as I can learn.

I received information

from a native of the occurrence of kala patthar, near Kesla, which would be an important
locality, being within 12 miles of the railway, while the nearest known outcrop of coal is
double that distance, but on visiting the spot, I found the “ black stone" indicated to be a
sandstone.

W. Blingforzl, Ta a Valley.
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But although no new localities have been met with, the progress in our knowledge of the
coal-bearing rocks of India during the 10 years which have elapsed since Mr. Medlicott
examined the Tawa Valley has been so great that it appeared possible that some additional
particulars might be noted, and that a better idea of the mming prospects of the locality could

be formed.

In this anticipation I have not been wholly disappointed, although I reﬁret to say

that the result of my examination is to induce me to take an even more unfavorab e view of
the coal seams of the Tawa Valley than Mr. Medlicott did. I doubt if a single seam is known
to occur in the valley which could be mined to any depth with roﬁt under existing circum
stances, and with one ossible, but very dubious exception, am decidedly of opmion that
no seam could be worke under any ossible circumstances. The possible exception is in the
Raw undeo section, to which Mr. edlicott particularly called attention,'hut there are some
peculiarities, connected with the seams there found, which make me think their availability
for mining purposes doubtful.

In order to show my reasons for the unfavorable opinion formed, I shall proceed brieﬂy to
describe the several localities. It must be remembered that these are all outcrops exposed in
streams, and that the sand in the bed of the stream shifts from season to season exposing portions
of rock and outcro s at one time, which it conceals at others. This is especially the case with
those coal seams w ich usually underlie beds of coarse sandstone, and the latter, being hard,

stand up in small terrace-shaped masses against which the sand accumulates, concealmg the
softer coal beds beneath. For this reason it is im robable that any two successive observers
will see exactly the same section, if their visit
in different years, and in some cases I was
unable to ﬁnd again seams mentioned by Mr. Medlicott, and, vice versd, I saw some which he,

I believe, did not.
1. Sonadi.—I saw coal in three places here.

Mr. Medlicott- only in two. The highest

seam is about 19 inches thick, with 4 or 5 inches of shale overlying it, and, upon this, coarse
sandstone. All other seams are thinner. The second seam in descending order is 10 inches
thick, with a roof of coarse sandstone.

Beneath this comes

Coarse sandstone, about
Coal
...

...

feet.
10
0

Shale and shaly san tone
Coal

...

inches.
0
6

4

0

0
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About 100 yards further south another seam occurs, about 1 foot 6 inches thick of coal and
shale mixed. The roof here also is of coarse sandstone.

2.

Sooki Nulla.—-Only strings 3 or 4 inches thick occur, as noted by Mr. Medlicott.

3. About 2 miles east of Sh apur, in the Machna River, a seam 2 feet 3 inches thick is‘
seen associated with shale. and a lower seam, 3 inches thick, as above mentioned. The upper
seam can be traced for a short distance, about 100 yards.

4. Murdanpur, on the Machna.—Mr. Medlicott saw two seams here ; one was probably
concealed by sand at the time of my visit, but it was only 6 inches thick-

to 3 feet in places, but is extremely variable.

The other amounts

The roof is again coarse sandstone.

The seam

is seen for several yards along the south (right) bank of the stream, but is not seen, where,
if continuous, it should recur on the north bank. It is possible that there may be a fault,
but I could ﬁnd no indication of one; it appeared to me that the associated sandstone re

appeared without the coal seam, and my impression was that the latter had thinned out and
vanished completely.
5.

Rawun deo, on the Tawa River.—-A careful description and a measured section of

this locality are given by Mr Medlicott at page 154 of the Memoirs. Yet such changes have
been produced by the stream in 10 years that I had much diﬁiculty in recognizing several of
the beds. I believe the rocks in the up er part of the section to be better exposed on the
whole now than they were in 1855, while t e lower ortion is now comparatively concealed.
I counted 11 outcrops of coal, Mr. Medlicott 13, of w 1ich he considers several to be repetitions
caused by small faults. At the same time he mentions that there was no clear evidence of

faulting, and I certainly do-not think there is any in the upper

art of the section, and I

think, so far as the number of seams exposed is concerned, that he as underrated the resources

of the spot rather than otherwise. Some of the coal is of excellent quality, and one or two
seams are 4 feet thick, in places at all events.
13
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On the other hand the roof is frequently, though not always, coarse sandstone. The
seams are not of even thickness throughout, some, perhaps all, being very variable. Most of
them are only seen for a few feet, and in only two cases could I trace them the whole distance
across the nver.

One so traced varied but slightl ' in thickness, being about 1 foot to 1 foot

3 inches; the other was 2 feet thick on one bank 0 the stream, and gradually thinned away,
vanishing completely before reachin the other bank, less than 50 yards distant. Both these
seams were associated with ﬂags an shales.
It will thus be seen that, except at Rawundeo, not one seam is known to occur exceed

ing 3 feet in thickness, and I doubt if any seam of that thickness can be proﬁtably mined in
India. I am aware that much thinner seams are worked in England, some, I believe, not
exceeding 18 inches, though that is exceptional. But in England there are three advantages at
least which are wantin in India. These are—1. Alarge local demand; 2. Excellence of
quality; 3. A skill mining population.
In India, in a place like the Tawa Valley, there is no local demand, nor is it very
robable that there ever will be. The best Indian coal from the Damuda beds is about
half as good as the best English coal, that is, if used in a steam engine, for instance, it takes

twice as much Indian coal to do the same work.

The value consequently, weight for

weight, is about one-half, and a 3 feet seam of Damuda coal is, on this account alone, only

an equivalent of an 18 inch seam of En lish coal. Another disadvantage entailed by the
infenority of quality, is of course, increased expense for carriage.
The want of skilled labour causes more coal to be cut to waste besides largely increasing
the cost of superintendence.

Taking all the disadvantages into consideration, my own impression is that from 4 feet
6 inches to 5 feet is the minimum thickness of acoal seam which can be roﬁtably mined
in India under ordinary circumstances. In the immediate neighbourhood o a railway, or
of any other large source of demand, perhaps rather thinner seams might be worked.
Of course a considerable quantity of coal, some thousands of tons in many cases, may

be proﬁtably extracted from thinner seams near the surface.
Of course too, the conditions of the proﬁtable mining of Indian coal depend upon a
variety of circumstances liable to change. A mining population might g:-adually spring
up, the demand for fuel may, and probab y will, increase, while other supp 'es may fail or
increase in value to such an exent as to raise the rice of the article permanently. These other

supplies, at present, are wood and En lish coal, either of which may at any time become
nn rocurable. On the other hand, if ndia ever attains a civilization at all approaching that
of urope, it will undoubtedly grow timber for fuel largely, as is done in all other civilized

countries not rich in coal. At present the principal eﬂbrts of the whole Native population of
India, and of no inconsiderable proportion of the European population, a pear to be devoted
to the destruction of the forests, and it is but fair to say that their labours ave been rewarded
with great success.

Supposing, however, that seams of 4 feetinthickness could beworked or that two or three
seams were mined from one shaft, thus diminishing the cost of sinking and of machinery,

there appears a possibility that the Rawundeo coal might be mined, especially as the

quality is, in some seams, exceptionally good. But there is still one oint which must be
satisfactorily determined before the seams could be pronounced worka lo, and that is the
question how far the seams can be trusted to be constant in thickness.
Where merely small sections are seen in the banks of rivers, not extending frequently
more than 5 or 6 yards, this question is diﬁicult to answer. Of all the seams seen in the Tawa
Machna, and Bora streams, the outcrops of not more than 3 or 4 can be traced for 50 yards,

and out of these few, one in the Tawa dwindles from 2 feet to nothing in that distance, and
a second at M u rd u npo 0 r on the Machna, appears to do the same, and certainly, out of a

total of barely 3 feet, varies as much as a foot within 20 yards.

Moreover, nothing is more

common than to ﬁnd coal seams of variable thickness when their roof consists of coarse sand
stone; it a pears always to mark slight local unconformity, and denudation of the coal seam
beneath.
ut in the case of the seam at Rawundeo which is seen to thin out, its irre

gularity is not due to this cause, the roof being of ﬂaggy sandstone.
In describing the Ranigunj coal ﬁeld, I showed that there were two sub-divisions of

the coal-bearing rocks or Damndas, the lower containing numerous coal seams of great size
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but so variable in quality and thickness, that it was doubtful if any could be largely mined,
The beds were characterized by frequent alternations of shales, ﬂaggy beds and massive sand
stones. In the higher sub-division of the Ranigunj beds the alternations were less numerous,
the several beds much thicker, and the coal seams more constant. I am inclined to believe that
the beds of the Tawa Valley resemble those of the lower or Barakar series of the Ranigunj
ﬁeld in the peculiarities of the coal seams, as they certainly do in their position at the base of
the coal messures.*

A very important and interesting question is the robabilit
the more northern portion of the Tawa Valley near

esla an

of the occurrence of coal in
Bagra;

in the ﬁrst place,

because coal occurring there might belong to the higher and richer beds; and, secondly,
because it would be so much nearer to the line of railway. Time did not allow me to examine
the valley thoroughly, but a cursory inspection of the neighbourhood of Bordha and
Kesla induced me to believe that the rocks there occurring are very possibly higher in
position than the true coal bearing beds of the Damudss. April Mb, 1866.

H. B. MEDL1coTT, On the prospects of useful Coal bein found in the GAR
now HILLs, Bengal.—M report on the coal resources of the arrow Hills admits of
bein very brief. I have on y to indicate the very fallacious nature of the statements, upon
whic expectations have been founded.
The region to which my remarks will be limited, as bearin upon the question of the
northern extension of the Eastern Bengal Railway, comprises the hi s to the south and east of

the Bramahpootra, borderin
created 'urisdiction of the

the Mymensing and Goalpara Districts.
arrow Hills.

It forms the recently

It thus excludes the Cossiah Hills and Silhet, of

which t e coal has already been cursorily described, and which would be beyond the range of

the ob'ect, indicated as the special reason for my mission. It will be seen that the spurious
coal 0 the Garrow Hills is geologically distinct from most of that already so well-known as
Silhet, or Cherra coal.
As it was conjectured, and in the main correctly, that the Garrow Hills were eologically,
as well as geographically, the continuation of the Cossiah Hills, I formed the pin to begm
at Cherrapoonji, and so to work westward from the known to the unknown. Owing to the

lateness of the season at which the project was taken up, I started from Calcutta before ﬁnal
orders were received from the Home Office. But in consequence of the great delay subse
quently in procuring ele hants, the only practicable carriage in these districts, I was unable to
leave Cherrapoonji until the 22nd of January. I was, therefore, prevented from carrying
on the connection of the sections so closely or continuously as I had wished. I had to hurry

on to the ground where the principal ob‘ect of research lay.

However this unavoidable haste

may have diminished the scientiﬁc res ts of my season's work, it has not, I consider, affected
the judgment I have to give on the practical question proposed. The circumstances of the
case are so simple as to admit of a very deﬁnite opinion.

I have examined every coal outcrop in the Garrow Hills of which I could obtain any
information. They are grouped in two localities; one on the Sumesurri river, north of
Shushun -Durgapur in Mymensing, the otherinthe neighbourhood of Harigaon, at
the west
of the hills near the Bramahpootra. It is the latter that has chieﬂy
attracted attention, as being so favorably situated with reference to the great river and to
Assam. The former position is more than ﬁfty miles from the Bramahpootra, besides being

se arated from the plains by a zone or belt of hills, ten miles wide, and bein on an unnavi
a le stream. Both localities are marked on the Revenue Survey maps of
ymensing and
oalpara as coal-bearing; and, as ﬁar as I am aware, the coal was ﬁrst brought to notice by
the surve ors. There can be little doubt, that the same coal is more or less continuous
between t ese two localities, and that numerous other outcrops could easily be found by any

one having a slight knowledge of the rocks; but, a art from a consideration of the absence
of any prospect of improvement in the character of tihe coal, the diﬁiculties of position with

reference to the means of transport, would rapidly amount to prohibition, even in the case of
a very good coal,
in proceedi
from
Harigao
. After
section onhills,
the
Sumesurri,
and ﬁndm
thatnq eastwards
should have
little
to occupy
me seeing
in the the
outermost
I wished much to be a le to proceed up the Nitai, and so along the band of coal-bearing
" It is possible that the M o p a n i beds, which, however, I have not seen, belong to the upper or Ranigmj
urie:,a: do, I think, some and perhaps all of the P ench beds also.
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strata to Harigaon; but I could not have attcm ted this without long preconcerted

arrangements with Lieutenant Williamson, having h

repeated oﬁicial warnings not to ven

ture into the Garrow country unsupported.

.

The conﬁguration of the Garrow Hills differs considerably from that of the Cossiah

Hills; while the corresponding features in each are determined by the same geological
structure.

The high ‘table-land range of the Cossiah Hills rises almost abruptly from the

plains of Silhet, and is formed by undisturbed strata belonging to the cretaceous and
nummulitic formations, restin upon a basis of crystalline (metamorphic and granitic) rocks.
There is under the Cossiah
only a very narrow band of much lower fringing ridges,
formed of those same, or of younger, stratiﬁed rocks, but greatly broken from their origmal

horizontality. The outermost of these are very low, being composed of the comparatively
soft rocks of age later than the nummulitic; while the ndges of intermediate position and
elevation are for the most part determined by the nummulitic limestone, or by the cretaceous

sandstone. The higher ridges of the Garrow Hills, on the contrar , are scarcely visible from
the plains of Mymensing in ordinary weather. Passing westw s from Cherrapoonji, the
zone of disturbed rocks and lower ridges intervening between the table-land and the lains
becomes wider, the boundary of the main hills havmg taken a W. N. W. course, whi e the

outer limit of the minor hills maintains its E. W. direction.

It is found throughout that the

great change in the form and elevation of the hills is consistent with the a pearance of the
crystalline rocks: on the Sumesurri, the

Tura mmmtain (upon which Lieutenant

eiss comes in close tothe north of Seju; and

illiamson has just established his head quarters)

is the western termination of the great plateau of Shillong and Cherra, and is formed
of gneiss with the cretaceous sandstone resting on its S. W. base. In the same continuation,
up to the edge of the Branmhpootra at Singmari, the crystalline rocks appear almost con
tinuously, under athin covering of the same sandstone. No formation seems to be introduced
in the western expansion of the lower hills, that is, not more or less represented in the shorter

but stee r sections to eastwards. Just about Laour, in Silhet, the lowest ridges of the
outer h' are altogether cut away for a considerable length; and the nummulitic limestone
rises abruptly from the alluvium. The supra-nummulitic strata, however, soon re-appear to
the west, in force: on the Sumcsurri they are ten miles across; and further west, on a

line S. W. from Tura, they are probably much wider.
There is a contrast in the features as well as in the extent of these minor hills in the
Garrow and Cossiah regions. To the east they resent much difference of elevation, and
variety of outline; whereas from the summit of

ura one overlooks, from its base to the

plains, a monotonous expanse of insigniﬁcant hills. This seems due to several circumstances,
inﬂuencing the results 0 denudation; there is a gradual diminution westwards of disturbance
in the strata, accompanied by a less induration of the older rocks; and especially is the diﬁ"cr
ence of features due to the almost total extinction westwards of the limestone, a rock always
remarkable for its picturesque forms of weathering.
I have said that the coal of the Garrow Hills has been examined in two widely separate local
ities. Although, on the Sumesurri, its position alone would preclude the proﬁtable e)_:trac
tion even of an otherwise valuable coal, it will be well to describe this locality, as the section is
much more distinct than that of the more westerly
‘on, and the boundanes of the several

groups of rocks can be easily ﬁxed approximately.
he Rajah of Shushung, who lays claim
to the sovereignty of a large tract of hills, although to all appearance his authont is unre
cognised by the resident Garrows, has had search made for co along the banks of t e Sume
surri.
Both outcrops
In thisbelong,
way two
I believe,
outcrops
to have
the been
same opened
seam, out;
repeated
and ahttle
at the coal
surface
extracted
by contorhons
for
of the strata. It occurs near the base of the whole stratiﬁed series, withina few yards of
the underlying crystalline rocks.

The section on the Sumesurri is as follows :—At the outermost skirts of hills, below
Bijessur, we ﬁnd the sands and subordinate clays of the group next above the nummuhtu,‘.
Here they dip at 40° or 50° to southward, being very much more disturbed than at any‘ﬁplnt
higher up the river. They rapidly settle down to a very small slope and even to honzon
;
so much so that through the long windin s of the river above an below Sala aon, the very
same beds are traceable near the water ine. The most distinctive rock of
is grogp is _a

ﬁne, soft, greenish-yellow or gray sandstone, generally massive and falsebedded, but
very regularly laminated layers.

so _in

On the line of the Leko ng nuddi, these soft rocks nse
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ain to the north at about 5°; and a little above the conﬂuence, after some few score yards of
bank section, rocks of an older type crop out with dips of 40° and 50° to southwardsi

Ryuk Lamapara is on a ridge of ﬁne, yellowish, white sandstone of the type asso
ciated with the nummulitic strata. The di is here 20° to S. S. W ; but it immediately becomes
lower, and all through the valley of Ryu U'an ara the nummulitic limestone shows on
the river bank, quite horizontal. This rock is
y greatly changed from its conditions in
Silhet; instead of several thick bands of strong ure limestone, there is now altogether about 30
or
40 make
feet, and
the most
part
reous
andtoconcretiona
; selected
of it
might
goodfor
hydraulic
lime
andearthy,
cement.oc It
seems
be overlaidyby
earthy portions
shaley beds,
that are rarely e. osed; but I could not trace any symptoms of a carbonaceous deposit in this
position, which is at of the coal at Cherra.
The limestone runs quite horizontally up to the very base of a steep ridge running
W. N. W’. ; but within ten feet it bends u to a high dip, and is seen resting directly on a strong,
coarsish, pale sandstone more or less fe spathic. The two are thus apparently conformable;

and there would be no direct reason for considering them of very distinct ages. This ridge is
very narrow; and there is a ood section of it in the river. There may be about 200 feet of
the sandstone with occasiona partings of carbonaceous shale. Alon the northern ﬂank there
is a thick band of such shale, in the midst of which occurs the coa seam. It is here a ood
deal crushed, being close to an axis of ﬂexure, and di s at 80° to S. S. W. It is alto ethera out

three feet thick, but very unequally carbonaceous, ein locally split by strings o clay and of
sand; and it contains but few thin strings of coal su stance. The mass of what would be
extracted as coal is a highly resinous batt or shale, fu l of small nests and strings of a kind of
amber; it gives a woody sound when struck, is very tough, and breaks with a la a conchoidal
fracture; the lamination is observable throughout; but the whole lights read: y and burns
freely, leaving a skeleton of ash.
There is a blank section of about 100 yards on the north side of the ridge, and then strong
sandstone, like that over the coal, at pears on both banks, with a very slight northerly inclina
tion, continuing so throu hout the ong N. S. reach of the river. Where the river turns east
ward this dip increases, ringing down a limestone identical with that of B. y u k, and resting

on the strong sandstone. There 18 here a shallow synclinal, the limestone bein q. p. horizon
tal opposite Seju Lamapara, and rising rapidly on the south ﬂank of the ri ge at the point
of which stands Seju U anpara. The streamlets down the face of this ridge undercut the
strata, and disclose the coal seam at about the same depth from the limestone as before. These
rocks all strike into the gorge of the Sumesurri at and north of Seju Uj anpara; the
coal and the soft shales associated with it are of course eroded and concealed, but we now ﬁnd

the beds which underlie them—~these are about 100 feet of strong coarse sandstones just like
those over the coal; and the rest against and upon the gneiss. There is an excellent section
of the junction: the dip of t e sandstone increases rapidly, being 80° to S. W. at the contact;
but it is a natural junction, parallel to the dip of the sandstone, the base of which contains

rolled pebbles and boulders of the erystallines. The chief mass of the high irregular ridge
over Se u is of gneiss, great blocks of this rock abounding in the steep watercourses through
the sandstones at the base of the ridge.
The coal near Seju is precisely similar to that already described, only erhaps a little
better; and the sequences of the strata in the two laces so exactly correspon , that there can

be little doubt the coal belongs to one and the same band; the southern outcrop being due to
the remarkable ﬂexure of the rocks between the valleys of R yuk and Scj u.

Whatever little

use might be made of this coal, if required on the spot, it is evident that it would not supply any
extensive demand, or repay any difﬁcult transport.

The latter obstacle seems insuperable:

the Sumesurri, although a considerable stream, is choked with silt throughout the greater
part of its course below B y uk, where the rapids begin to be troublesome.

If the great thickness of cretaceous rocks, known in the section of the Cossiah hills, is
represented at all on the Sumosurri, it must be by these bottom sandstones and shales con

'

the coal, here 400 to 500 feet in thickness. All the circumstances sup ort the conjec

ture that such is the case; as, the descri tion of the rocks and their mode otp relation to the

nummulitic limestone. In the Cossiah ills too there are frequent sym toms of a carbonaceous
element in the cretaeeous rocks. Shortly before leaving Cherrapoonji noticed a bed of shale,
' The limcstrme noted on the district map of Mymensing-—(scale, 1 miles equal one inch) just above
Salagaon Ujanpam, does not show on the river; it is probably a mistake.
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full of obscure plant remains, associated with the conglomerates at the very base of the section
under M am 1 u h on the west; and it is more than probable that some of the local coal beds

of the Cherra region, as, for instance, that at Moubclarka (from which the supply for

Shillong is now taken), belong to the cretaceous and not to the nummnlitic deposits.
I wished much to go up the Koylas mountain from Seju; but the attempt would
have been useless, without some more inﬂuential protector than the pretended sovereign, the
Rajah of Shushung, through whose assistance I got along the river as far asSej u. The
slight sketch tiven of this tract of the hills on the maps is very misleading, as to the relative

importance of e several hills: Koylas, though marked rather more faintly, is about three
times as high as any of the hills to west and south of it. One can see at a distance, by the
sub-horizontal tiers of cliffs on the S. W. face, that at least the upper half of the mountain

is of stratiﬁed rocks. It would seem too on the map to stand outside the run of the gneiss
bounda at Seju, and to be on the stripe of the band of sub-horizontal rocks just south of
Seju; t us suggesting that the whole mass of the hill is of these unaltered sedimentary
rocks. If, however, such is the case,—that the cretaceous beds pass under Koylas at the

same elevation as in the Sumesurri—the top of the hill must be formed of the younger
tertiary rocks, at a much greater elevation than these have as yet been observed west of

Jynteah. I rather conjecture that there is a sha

bend in the boundary of the crystalline

rocks, and that these form the base of Koy as; in which case the cliffs noticed on the

summit may be altogether com

ed of cretaceous and nummulitic rocks.

It is possible,

indeed, that the peak of Koy as may be formed of a remnant of the submetamorphic
sandstones of Shillong.

As has been already stated, it is in the hills bordering the Bramahpootra, that the
uestion of a coal supply is most important, and where the greatest hopes have been raised by

the published statements of discovery. These statements are, as far as I am aware, based
u on the investigations of Mr. James Bedford who made a survey of this district in 1842.
The published maps of Mr. Bsdford's coal discoveries are very im erfect reductions from the
original manuscript, of which a tracing was most obligingly supplied' to me from the Surveyor
General's Ofﬁce. In these maps the facts given are of two lunds: there are several outcrops
of coal noticed in the hills north of Harigaon; and coal is said to exist in the hills south

pf Harigaon upon the evidence of debris found in the streams.
ormer.

I will ﬁrst notice the

A glance at the geological sketch map will show that Mr. Bedford's coal outcrops at

Salkura, Champagiri and Mirampara are on the exact run of the Seju bed; and
that the circumstances of the sections are very similar.

Those three localities are on the low

table-land range of Singmari, which is now much eroded into irre ular transverse ridges. All
over
this range
crystalline rocks
outplaces
from mentioned,
beneath a thin
ca ing of of
coarse
sandstone,
often the
conglomeritic;
and atweather
the three
a localpdeposit
shalefriable
or of
clay occurs between the sandstone and the gnome, and which earthy deposit is very partially
impregnated with carbonaceous matter. At Salkura and Mirampara the stuff is
mamly a resinous shale, a very poor representative of the Seju coal, but quite of the same
character; at Cham a iri, more to the north and between the other two places, it is a
thick bed of dark sti cay, with insigniﬁcant strings of lignite through it. At Salkura
the gneiss shows continuously in the stream at about ten feet under the shale. At

Champagiri and Mirampara, besides occurring for some distance in the bed of the
streams between banks of the sandstone, the gneiss is seen at the edge of the range at a

higher level than the shales, with pebbly sandstone resting on it; the shales having altoge
ther died out. All the streams form ra ids or falls over the crystalline rocks at the edge of
the range. It seems strange that r. Bedford, when he attempts to give deﬁnite names
to the varieties of the overlying rocks, and although he notices these water-falls, should

have failed to make mention of the crystalline rocks, the occurrence of which so gravely
affects the prospects of the reported coal-ﬁeld.

It must have been a ve

small and carefully selected fragment from these “ coal-beds"

that yielded the analysis ob ished by the Coal Committee; and it is not to be wondered at,
that Mr. Sweetland fail to fulﬁl his engagement to “put the Committee in possession of
more satisfactory samples than they had yet seen." It would require months of labor. to
obtain a maund of anything that would support combustion. These beds have no relation
to “ the brown coal formation ;" but they were most correctly condemned by the Committee

as " belonging to one or more small isolated basins of a spunous coal formation, and are not

Medlicott, Garro Hills.
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likely to lead to any important result.” Unfortunately, in the very next paragraph of their
report, the Committee pass an encouraging judgment upon much more precarious evidence.
Passing to E. S. E. we ﬁnd the same conditions to obtain as in the Singmari ridge.
The main mass of Harigaon hill is of gneiss with the thick sandstones restm against

and upon its southern base either horizontal or with a ver slight inclination to t e south,
and

in at Tura, the summit of which is about eight miles to E. 30° S. of Harigaon

hill, t e station at the south-west base is just to north of the gneiss boundary; and in the
stream which drains this ﬂank of the mountain (it is the head waters of the Bunarossi) the
gneiss appears in the bed for nearly a mile below the general longitudinal boundary, between

spurs formed of the overl ing honzontal sandstone. Down this stream I was taken to see
e w sticks of lignite scattered through the sandstone, at six to

a coal bed; it consists o a

ten feet above the ﬂoor of gneiss.
At Domulgiri, the stage between Harigaon and Turn, I was fortunate enough
to hit upon the nummulitic limestone; but for the clearin made for the few temporary

buildings, it would robably have esca ed notice. The bloc s of rusty stone heaped out of
the way are evident y derived from 2. ed in place—the remains of a very thin band, ro
bably asingle bed, of ochreous earthy concretionary limestone full of nummulitos.
he
shaly clays that overlie it are exposed on the side cuttings of the road leading u the hill
towards Tura; and the cretaoeous sandstone occurs in the river immediately be ow. In

kind and in position, everything corresponds with what has been described in the section of
the Sumesurri; but the limestone is reduced to this miserable remnant, useless for any

practical purpose.

This is the completion of the tendency that was already so well marked

m the hmestone band on the Sums surri, as compared with the same rock in the Silhet

sections.
As far as I penetrated to‘the south of Harigaon I could not discover even the debris
of the rocks overlying the nummulities; so I am unable even approximately to assign the
position of that line of boundary. It must be followed up continuously from the more

easterly sections.
The ve small inclination, but little removed from horizontality, of the strata in this
region woul render the tracing of the boundaries between the formations, as carved out by

the tortuous valleys through these low hills, a very intricate business indeed.
But there is another eological circumstance that adds much to this difﬁculty of ﬁxing
the boundaries, and greatly gravates the obstruction to observation offered by the dense
character of the vegetation.

his is the occurrence of an older diluvial formation.

At the

oint of the spur over Domulgiri, on the s ot where Lieutenant Williamson has built
is hut, this deposit is betrayed by the rolled b ocks of crystalline rocks. But it is olten a
sand, which, as partially indurated, cannot be certainly drstin uished in the small obscure

sections, such as almost solely are exposed to view, from the roc s of the underlying forma
tions. Along the outer margin of the hills in the Karibari region, this obstruction
amounts to a prohibition of anything like close work. In exploring the hills from Mohindro

gunj and Kakreepara, I could never think, with any cgrtamty, u n what ground I
was standing. There canbe little doubt that this deep deposit in whic the low hills are
half smothered corresponds with that of the well-known tract in Mymensing and Dacca
called the Madho ur jungle. The semi-laterite clay, which is there the chief rock, occurs
too among these ills.

We can now discuss the second statement regardin

the coal resources of these bills.

The Coal Committee remarks, after condemning the on y observed outorops—“ This brown

coal formation is not to be confounded with the indications of bituminous coal in the same
district, afforded by drifted specimens in the bed of the Bun arossi river.”

On Mr.

Bedford's ma , the Kalu above Domulgiri and the Bunarossi above Dumnigaon
are represents as trending indeﬁnitely to the south, and are labelled “coal exists in these
hills.’

There are several errors in this information, amounting to a complete misrepresenta

tion of fact. From Domulgiri the Kalu keeps altogether to the north, passmg only
through the cretaceous hand to the

eiss, and drains the northern ﬂank of Tura.

From

Dumnigaon, the Bunarossi ben s steadily round to the north, and drains the west
ern and southern ﬂanks of Tura. I examined the bed of this river for several miles above
Dumnigaon: fragments of anything that could be called coal are exceedingly rare in it;
and are in qualit , as well as in quantity, just what might be expected to be derived from the
sticks of lignite had noticed in the cretaceous sandstone near the source of the river; and
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such as might be procured at Champagiri or Mirampara—fragments of pure jetty

lignite. I have no doubt that such were what the Committee inaccurately speak of as
‘ bituminous coal’.
Thus it is plain to me that the unknown, undescribed, and unauthentioated “ bituminous
coal” came from the condemned “ brown-coal formation ;” and that no evidence whatever exists

of any other carbonaceous deposit in the Garrow Hills.
Having satisﬁed myself upon the merits of all the evidence before me, and considering
that
evidence
formobject
a judment
upon,for
I, adid‘ ﬁnd'
not without
feel called
to prospect
incur any
further
loss of.suﬁicient
time uponto the
zby huntmg
the upon
smallest
of

success. But should any adventurous man, unsatisﬁed with the preceding explanations, wish
to explore further, I would offer some remarks for his assistance.
The nummulitio formation seems to exist here, on the whole, in as great force as in Silhet,

but the valuable coal there associated with it has not been detected here. The case is slightly
diﬁ'erent from that of the limestone: this rock could scarcely escape observation if it existed;
but coal outcrops are habitually eroded and concealed.

some hint of its

I cannot but think, however, that

resence would have been brought to light, even by such search as has been.

made. The best
own (if not all) the nummulitic coal in the Cossiah Hills occurs above
limestone.
Of the cretaceous coal it may be said, that the described outcro s are all at the very

margin of the original area of deposition, and that the same tendency to fdrm coal may have
been much more developed further out in the formation. There would be no asserting the
contrary; but also, no a priori conﬁrmation can be given to such a conjecture. It is, however,

evident, that the horizon of the carbonaceous band m this formation very soon passes beneath
the drain e level of the count , and it is only by boring that this supposition of development
can be fair y tested; and only y regular pit-mining with a prodigious water discharge, that a
coal in that position could be extracted. It would seem at ﬁrst sight that the cretaceous beds on the Singmari range had over

lapped their general line of boundary, and might extend to any distance northwards, with
expansion of the coaly band. The ture is indeed a remarkable one ; showing that, to some
extent, this terminal conﬁguration of the crystalline axis is of pre-cretaceous ori in; but it does
not extend far ;—at the most northerly points of this range, at Db epkai and bingmari, the
metamorphic rocks are in place, and they occur at all points to the north where rock has been
observed in the valley; as at Dhubri, Bengal Khatar, and all along the southern road to

Goalpara. 28th lllarch, 1868.

_

MALLET, F. R.—CoPPER rn BonnLEcUnn.—ln the 2nd Volume of the Memoirs
of the Geological Survey of India. p. 35,

notice is taken of the asserted presence of

copper near the village of Sorai or Sounrai, west of the Dessaun river, in the Shahgurh
district. Mr. Medlicott there‘ states that “ when at Nagode, Major Ellis had drawn m
attention to this place, Sorai, as having once yielded large supplies of co per." The Raj

of Shahgurh had mentioned it with a view to have the place examine . The specimens
he gave were all rounded as if rolled by water, and “with a polish as if for many along
day they had lain in a greasy pocket." None gave any evidence of having been broken
from a vein. Mr. Medlicott visited the place, but could et no information. After persisting
for sometime he was shown a place just on the south of t e village where, it was stud, copper
had been extracted. It was a shallow trench through the limestone. Mr. Medlicott could
not ﬁnd a trace of an
ing like ametalliferous mineral. During the past season I heard

of this place while wor ing to the north of it, and in consequence I proceeded to the place.
It is on the Bijawur rocks, at the edge of the crystallines.
A prisoner had told the Assistant Commissioner that he could show the ace where
copper existed, and on being taken to the s ot had pointed this out. The ho e sunk by
the Assistant Commissioner was in a ﬁssure ormed on a joint in the Bijawur limestone,

heading N. E.—-S. W., the walls of which were 12 to 15 inches apart. This ﬁssure had
been ﬁlled up with clay and pebbles of various kinds; Bijawur limestone, hornstone,
Bijawur ferruginous beds, Vindhyan sandstones, &c., but none of the crystalline rocks.
At two feet from the top were bits of brick and charcoal, and at six feet from the surface,
there was a quantity of copper ore in rolled lumps, obviously the debris of some vein,

.lleteorites.
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mixed up with the pebbles of other rocks.

It is possible that the lower part of the rubbish

is much older than the upper, but there is no clearly marked line between them.

There

is, however, no copper near the to , and no bricks, &c., near the bottom. If the rubbish
be of one age, the bricks would a ow that the ﬁssure had been ﬁlled in within a com
paratively recent period, and it seemed not impossible that the ore was the result of former

workings washed into the ﬁssure by surface water.

I then tried to ﬁnd any lode; the pebbles

associated with the copper are so various as to give no clue to its locality if it exist,

exce ting the probability of ihbeing in the Bijawur and not in the crystalline rocks.
careﬁhlly examined the neighbourhood for any indications of copper without liudin
I also searched the bed of the stream which drains the locality foran

withput any result.

The only way to prove it really, therefore, seem

I

a trace.

loose peb les, but

to me to sink trial

pits. I discussed the matter with the Assistant Commissioner and gave him what ini'onn
ation I could on the subset; he expressed his determination to carry on the investigation

which he had commence , and it is to be hoped that his researches will be successful.
April, 1868.

Mmomras.—lt is well known to those who have studied the structure and character
of meteorites that, while no sin le element has been found in these bodies which does not

occur on our globe, and while a very large number of the combinations of these elements
to form mineral species which occur in meteorites occur also on the earth, there still remain

a few minerals which are specially conﬁnedto these bodies.

The most important of these

are Native iron; Schreibersite (or the phosphide of iron and nickel) ; and Troilite, or what is

generally supposed to be the protosulphide of iron. Every extension of accurate research
which tends to diminish this number of minerals special to meteorites is of very hi h
interest as bearin on the conclusions to be drawn from their composition regarding t e
origin and ph sicaFcondition of the planetary bodies. And in this point of view, the recent
researches of . Stanislas Meunier, the able adjunct to Professor A. Daubrée, in charge of the
mineralogical collection at the Jardin des Plantes, Paris, possess a very wide interest. At
present we will only allude to his researches on the nature of Troilite, of which we give here

a summary. M. Meunier has also recently published a very excellent treatise, Etude des
criptive theorique et experimentale sur les MET!:oRITEs, 8vo., Paris, 1867.
On the nature of Troilite, S. MElTNIER- “It is known that certain meteorites,
that of Orgueil, for example,’ contain small crystals of the second system formed of a
sulphide of iron, having the composition and characters of magnetic pyrites, or Pyrrhotine.
This sulphide, of which the formula is Fe 7 S 9, enters into the composition of many terms.

trial rocks also.
Besides Pyrrhotine, meteorites very often present another mineral of very similar

composition and which up to the present never has been found or stallized. To this the
name

of Troilite

has

been

given.

A

oertain number of

ineralogists, following

Mr. Lawrence Smith, attribute to it the formula Fe S, and consequentl regard it as constituting
the protosulphide of iron. This distinction between Troilite and yrrhotine is probably
not so marked as is generall supposed. As seen, the difference in composition is very slight,
and the physical properties 0' the two appear very similar.

I have had lately opportunities of analysing manyespecimens of Troilite from the
meteoric irons of Charcas and Toluca, and the num rs which I have obtained lead me
to think that this mineral is more closely allied to magnetic pyrites, than to the proto

sulphide of iron.

The results of these analyses will be published separately when they have

been completed and extended to a larger number of specimens, but I wish at once to call
attention to a reaction, which seems in all cases easily to distinguish the protosul hide of iron
from magnetic pyrites, and, a fortiori, from compounds more highly sulphurette .
It seems, at the ﬁrst view, that this distinction would be very easy, but in reality it
is not so.

The two minerals are of the same bronze yellow colour, their speciﬁc gravities

are very close (4'5 for Pyrrhotine, 47 for Troilite), and variable within certain limits
in different specimens: the mean composition differs very little, P yrrh otine contains (in the
mean of results) 396 of sulphur to 604 of iron, and Troilite, in the mean, has 364 of
sulphur to 63'6 of iron; both are feebly attracted by the magnet; both fuse freely in the

reducing ﬂame to a black globule, strongly m
etic; both ﬁnally dissolve easily in
Hydrochloric acid, with a very abundant discharge 0 sulphuretted hydrogen.

It is known also that magnetic pyrites is distin ished from the protosulphide by the
deposit of sulphur which it gives, when treated with aci , but this reaction, very marked when
G
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we are dealing with masses very pure and very abundant, is not applicable to the sulphides of
meteorites. Besides the fact that we can only operate upon very small quantities of '1 roilite,
and can therefore in every case only obtain a very trilling deposit of sulphur, it must be re
membered that this mineral is very far from dissolving entirely in acids. It gives a
residue, in which we ﬁnd carbon in the form of graphite, small hyaline grains which have
a composition very close to that of quartz, and small crystals which can be referred to various
silicates.
In the practical point of view, therefore, we must sed for some reaction characteristic
for one at least of the two sulphides m question. With this object I have submitted the
protosulphide of iron and Pyrrhotme to a very large number of comparative trials.

I shall not stop to show that the rotosul hide precipitates metallic copper from its
solution exactly as iron itself does, wh st the £’yrrhotine does not; the chemical reaction
in virtue of which copper is so reduced offers some interesting peculiarities, and I have
submitted these to a special study. (1) Without anticipating the details, I may say that the

protosulphide of iron obtained b the wet way gives rise to a metallic precipitation, as well
as the same compound obtaine in the dry way ; nevertheless the phenomenon is more easily

erceived in the latter case, inasmuch as the extreme sub-division of the black sulphide
eads the copper to deposit itself in grains not discernible by the eye.
I have been able to replace the chemically pure protosulphide of iron by a compound
containing a little more sulphur, produced by the preparation of sulphuretted hydrogen,

in fusing to other iron and sulphur. But as soon as the proportion of the sulphur approached
that deman ed by the formula of Pyrrhotine, precipitation ceased to be possible.
With a suﬁicient quantity of protosulphide of iron, a cop or solution can be deprived
of all the cop er it contains. This experiment can be easiy made with a solution of the
sulphate of t e binoxide of copper; again, with a suﬂicient quantityof sulphate of copper,
all the iron can be removed from the black precipitate which is obtained by the action of

sulpho-hydrate of ammonia on an iron solution.
These two facts show well that we have here to deal with a true chemical phenomenon,
and not with a physical action due to capillarity or any other analogous cause.

Havin

established this distinctive character so easily recognized between the proto

sulphide 0 iron and magnetic pyrites, I commenced a series of comparative trials on
specimens of Troilite from different sources. {U1 these s ecimens placed in the resence of

solutions of sulphate of copper, of which I vaned both t e concentration and t e temper
ature, proved absolutely inert. In this respect, therefore, as also in regard to its com
position, Troilite, according to my expenments, approaches closely to magnetic pyrites
(Pyrrhotin e).

It would doubtless be rash to conclude from this its absolute identity with Pyrrhotine,
although that identity appears very probable. But the experiments appear to justify the
absolute separation of
mhte I_'rom the protosulphide of iron, of which it possesses neither

the composition nor character, as is easuly proved.
0)

Cosmos, 18th January 1868.—'l‘. O.

Certain phosphidel of iron produce an analogous precipltat ion,
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BLnvronn, W. '1‘., F. G. S., on the Coal Seams of the neighbourhood of CnAnnA.
DURING the last few days I have been engaged in examining the coal seams discovered
by Captain Lucie Smith, Deputy Commissioner of Chanda, in the neighbourhood of that

station. I have the honor to forward the following report upon the prospects of the coal being
proﬁtably mined.

It will be seen that, although one seam is very promising, some further

researoh is necessary before a decisive opinion can be formed upon this subject.

I have had

the advantage of Ca tain Lucie Smith's company during my examination of the coal, and I

have received from that oﬁicer all the information and assistance it was in his Power to afford.
Coal has been found near Chanda in two localities, both upon the banks of the river
Wurds. In one of these places a seam is exposed on both banks of the river; in the other,

only upon the right bank. The river, it should be remarked, forms the boundary between
the Central Provinces and the Nizam's Territories (including Berar)—the left bank belong

ing to the former.
The more northern of the two localities is about 14 miles due west of Chanda station.
It is here that the coal is found upon both banks of the river—the right bank belon ing to the
south-east or Woon district of Berar. The coal is met with upon that ban in lands
belonging to the deserted village of Kumbari. It is exposed in the bottom of a small nulla
running mto the river; a hole dug in the bed of the nulla showed the coal seam to be between

6 and 6 feet in thickness, the uppermost portion being much decomposed, so that the exzwt

amount of coal is diﬁicult to determine. Below is grey argillaceous sandstone. The dip is
about 7° to the west-south-west.
Both above and below the coal seam there are massive felspathic sandstones, good sections
of which are exposed in the river. There is a possibilit that the sandstone seen n0rth-east
of the coal seam, and which appears to underlie it, may
the upper bed repeated by a fault
but there is no trustworthy indication of such being the case. The band of sandstone;

resting upon the coal can be traced across the country or a considerable distance, and passes
' t west of thecut
village
of Belora.
A shaft
sunk on the West side of that vﬂlago w0 uld ’ m
'
‘lilllaprobubility,
the seam,
if it extends
so far.

The exposure upon the Chanda, or left bank of the Ward , is -at the esﬁe of the river
in the lands of Googoos vill

e, and west of the

'

e of

hendoor.

ere is a bare

being An
' erent
from that
e right
bank;
but ever
iiioinsibility
favor ofofthe
its scam
identity.
excavation
madeseen
by on
Captain
Lucie
Smith,
whilea paisangg

the spot, gave the following sections :
1. Coarse white sandstone seen in the river bank, and the same as that on the

opposite bank of the river over the Kumbari coal
2. White sandy shale with carbonaceous layers
3. Carbonaceous shale
...
...

4. Coal variable

...

...
...
...

... 1 foot 3 inches to

5. Micaceous sandy shale, cut into to the depth of a foot

...

The dip was the same as on the opposite bank of the river.

...

very thick.
2 feet seen.
1 foot ,,

2 feet ,,
... bottom not seen.
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The coal in the small hole dug, which was not above 3 to 4 feet across, varied from about
2 feet to 1 foot 3 inches in thickness, and as it has further diminished from 5 feet, or rather
more, in crossing the river, a distance certainly not exceeding 250 yards (assuming the two
beds to be the same, of which there can, I think,
scarcel
any doubt), it appears
improbable that the seam can be proﬁtably mined upon a large
o, it being likely that the
quantity of coal will be limited.

The quality is only moderately good. Fair samples from the Kumbari portion of the
seam and from Googoos analysed in Calcutta by Mr. Tween at the Geological Survey Oﬁice,

gave the following results :
Fixed carbon

...

...

Volatile

...

...

son

i,!

A-sh

on

...

K ‘ll-B5
bari.

Googoo
40' S‘

no

360*
1000

43‘5
1000

The pro ortion of volatile ingredients is unusually large,'l’ especially as the coal is from
an 0utcrop,w ' e the ﬁxed carbon, which for steam purposes is alone of any value, is in very

small proportion. From a greater depth the quality would be better; but the coal is below
the average even of Indian coals.

At Kumbari there is a considerable quanti

of iron p 'tes scattered throu

theseam

in nodules md string: which is a drawback.
e coal a so appears remarkab y liable to
decompose ; blocks w ‘ch had been dug for about six weeks, and exposed to two or three da s’
rain, havin been broken up into minute fragments. This liability to decomposition is don t

less partly us to the coal having been d

from so close to the surface, and in so unfavor

able a spot as the bed of a nulla ; neverthe ess it appears excessive.

Altogether it apppars very doubtful if much use can be made of this seam. For local
purposes a considers. e quantity of inferior fuel can doubtless be obtained from it. It is
possible that it may again thicken to the north and south. This may be tested by sinking

shaﬁs or by
west of the Wurda, on the west side of the village of Belora, and east
of the river about 300 ards west of the village of Googoos. I cannot help doubting if the
bed extends so far in ei er direction.
The second locality in which coal has been found is about 10 miles nearly due south,
of Chanda, and about 1% miles south of the village of Balarpur. The spot is on the
right or Hyderabad bank of the river Wurds, near the village of Sarto, and the bed is
covered by the water of the river at all times, except in the hottest and driest weather. At
the time of my visit, in the middle of April, owing to some recent showers, the river had

risen slightly, and the bed was entirely concealed. A cutting into the bank close by, how
ever, exposed the coal, and a hole was dug into it to the depth of 7 feet, of which the
upper 6 feet were coal, and the lowest foot carbonaceous shale.

Coal may, of course, recur

beneath this. But the sinking with the means at our disposal had become very diﬂicult and '
slow, owin to the reﬂux of water, and suﬁicient had been ascertained to prove the 0081 of
workable tiiokness, if cmwtant.

The top of the seam is not exposed, at least no rock is found overl 'ng, and it is there
fore im ossible to say whether any of the coal has been removed with t e overlying rocks or
not.

pon the coal rests an accumulation of alluvial clay forming the bank of the river.

All therefore that can be positively stated is, that the bed at this spot is not less than 6 feet in _
thickness.
As regards quality the u per portion of the seam is, of course, somewhat decomposed,
less so, however, than mig t have been anticipated. The uppermost 3 feet, so far as the
state of the coal allows of an opinion, appear to consist of fair coal, but shaley and impure

here and there. The lower 3 feet are decidedly superior, indeed one foot at the bottom appears
to consist of an unusually pure and bright coal. Taking the seem as a whole, I anticipate
' This gave water 8-0, sulphur '85.
f The best seam in the_Pench "alley, near Chindwlra. that of Sirgorl, gave on aualysis—
Fixed carbou
...
...
Volatile
...
...
...
...

Ash

...

...

...

...

...

...

--.

...

-..

...

...

61'3
28’0

104

PT.
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that it will yield fhirly useful fuel for all‘ purposes. The quantity of pyrites ap are to
be considerable,.but not excessive.

It is interspersed" throughout, and not in nodulfs as at

Kumbari. It is, however, diﬁicult toform a correct estimate of the amount from an inspec
tion of the specimens rocured from so near. the surface. The seam may be considered as
highly promising.

But before it can be considered as» available for mining purposes, its

thickness and quality must be ascertained to be constant throughout a considerable area.
It is also ver. desirable to ascertain whether it recurs on the Chanda side of the river. I
regret that
am unable tothrow much light upon these points. The concealment of all
rocks near the outcrop of the coal is so great that scarcely any indications are afforded even

‘of the general dip, and the few that are met with are somewhat contradictory.
The dlpof the seam itself is obscured The angle is very low—oertainly below 5°, and
appears tube to the north-east or north, but at the same time to vary. About 200 yards up
the river, on the same bank, a l
e quantity of coarse sandstone is ex sed with an apparent
neral di to the east of about 5 , but the rock is so excessively fa se-bedded that its real
ip can only be guessed at. Still further up the river, towards Balarpur, there is more

sandstone, also-with an apparent loweastwardly dip; but at Balarpur the beds are either
horizontal or dip to the north-west.
About 300 yards below the coal also, on the right or west bank of‘the river, sandstone
is again exposed, but no trustworthy indication of a di could be discovered. All around, on
both sides of the liver, is an alluvial plain, and I- co (1 ﬁnd no trace of rock. The general
a pearanoes are in favorof an east or north-east dip. The sandstone seen to the north up
t 0 river may underlie, and that seen down the river rest upon, the coal, but this is little

more than a guess. If the dip be to the east the coal should be found in a shaft or boring on
the left or Chanda side of the river, at a depth not exceeding 50 or 60 feet below the bottom
of the bank.

It is extremely desirable that an attempt should be media to ﬁnd the coal by sinking or
boring through the sandstone on the river bank below (south-west of) the outcrop on the
Hyderabad side of the river. His Highness the Nizam would doubtless order the necessary
‘exploration if made
uainted with the facts. In sinking upon the Chanda side it is far
from improbable that on y alluvial clay may be met with tothe depth mentioned. In this

case it would be well to make deeper explorations further from the river bank, the persistency
of the seam can, in. all probability, meantime be settled by a few sinkiugs or borings on the
Hyderabad? side of the nver.‘ Further exploration on the Chanda side, with the exception of one
or two shafts on the river bank, would best be deferred until this important question is decided.

Assay yielded the following results for these coals :—
Balarpun
Fixed carbon

...

m

...

Volatile

u-|

u on

In

I-'

51'2

Balarpur,
‘ best part of scam.’
49'9
42.4

Ash
...
9'8
7'1
The existence of the seams discovered by Captain Lucie Smith renders it probable that
others, as yet undiscovered, may exist in the neighbourhood,
Probable existence of other seams.
especially as the rocks are greatly concealed by alluvium.
The area occupied by the true coal-bearing rocks of the Damuda series does not, however,

appear to be very large; and owing to the superﬁcial accumulations beneath which they
are buried, boring must, in all robability, be resorted to in order to explore them. The
discovery of the localities al
y known is clearly due, when the diﬁiculties of the case are
considered, tomost persevering enquiries and research, and I have no doubt but that the same
energetic search, if further prosecuted, will, as at Chindwara, lead to further discoveries.

Still I think it improbable that the neighbourhood of Chanda is e ual in mineral wealth
to the Pench Valle near Chindwara. As stated above, the area occupi by the coal-bearing
rocks a pears s
er, and their thickness is less. The far greater facility of communication

with

e Railway, and the possible future demand for fuel for the navigation of the

Godavery, Pranhita and Wurda,'t give a great advantage to the Chanda localities, and
' This yielded sulphur ‘77, water 4‘5. All bum with a strong long~sustained ﬂame and no caking.
1' The localities where conI has been found near Ch an do are on the navigable portion of the Wurda, and if

the proposed works for the im movement of the Godavcry navigation be carried out, they will be in direct water
communicatlon with the whole 0 the river.
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thinner seams, or inferior coal, than could be Cproﬁtably mined near Chindwara, might be
worked with advantage at Chanda. Camp; handa istrict, April 2061;, 1867.
During the present season, borings have been carried out close to the town of Chanda

itself, and have roved the existence of coal, about 2 feet 6 inches in thickness.

The coal is

said to be hard, ut as no trial of it has yet been made, its qualit is renll unknown. It is
highly probable that this bed will prove to be an extension of’ the be s seen on banks
of the Wurda by Mr. Blanford. A shaft has also been sunk at Googoos, noted above.

Up to present date (July) it had been carried down perpendicularly to a depth of 30 feet,
iving a section of 16 feet, broken ground; 7 inches, clay; 6 inches, coal; one foot shale ;
g inches, coal; 5 feet 9 inches shale, hard and ﬁrm; and then 9 feet 6 inches, of coal; in which

the men were (on the 13th July) still working without any sign of change, the coal improving
in quality. All the beds were found to dip at 10° to 11° to the west~south-west, lying con
formably one on the other.
These excavations have been carried out by the energetic De uty Commissioner Captain
L. Smith, who has also had the able cooperation of Mr. A. Einnie, F. G. s., Executive
En ' eer. The results seem to place beyond a uestion (what from the evidence visible
at

e surface, Mr. Blanford was inclined to doubt, that the coal beds are continuous, and

afford promise of a large supply of fuel.
of coal, with intervening shale, amountin

It is highly probable that the two thin seams
altogether to 2 feet in thickness, represent the

bed seen by Mr. Blanford on the left ban of the Wuxda, and that this is therefore distinct
from that visible on the right bank; the latter being, possibly, the re resentative of the

lower and thicker bed cut through in the shaft noticed above. Mr. Banford fully pointed
out the impossibility of arriving at any sound conclusion in acountry so covered as that
around Chanda.—(T. 0.).

BLANFoRD, W. T. Coal near NAGPUR, being copy of a letter to the Secr. to Chief Commis
sioner, Central Provinces—-(dated Camp, Chanda District, 12th February, 1867).

I have just ﬁnished the examination of the various sandstone rocks which are found
on the ed e of the trap area in the Nagpur district, and as the Chief Commissioner will
doubtlessie desirous tohave early information as to the possibility of coal being found
in them, I will state brieﬂy the results of my examination.

The sandstone of Taklee and Seetabuldee and all which occurs along the edge of the
tra s to the south of Nagpur as far as the boundary of the Chanda district belongs to
of later age than the coal-bearing series. The sandstone hills east of Oomraircon
sist of beds older than the Indian coal rocks. In neither, I think, is there any chance of
coal being found. The sandstones of Kamptee, Sillewara, Bokhara, and all met with

west and north-west of those places as far as.Kailod, also the rocks of Hootkyree and
Chorkyree, and robably the sandstones near Bazargaon, belong to the Indian coal-bearing

series, but I can End in them no indication of the occurrence of coal, nor of the rocks,
such as carbonaceous shales, which generally accompan coal. Indeed there is a very

remarkable and unusual absence of carbonaceous matter

ughout; even the plant fossils

have everywhere lost every trace of carbon.

By far the greater
Nagpur are concealed

rtion of the
belon ing to the Indian coal-bearing series near
y thick alluvial soil, an it is impossible to say whether coal exists

among the concealed rocks or not.

For the reasons just mentioned, I think it improbable

that it does occur, so improbable indeed that I cannot recommend search by boring.

Still if it be thought that, in so important a matter, the question should be deﬁnitely
set at rest, I would point out the following spots where borings to a depth of 200 or 250 feet

would explore rocks not visible at the surface :—
as Bokhara, north of the little hill just east of the village.
eases
Sillewara, north of all the quarries. This bore to be stopped at once if metamor
phic rocks are reached.

Bhuruthwara, at the
Soonair, in the river.

Kailod, south of village.
Agra, near Chorkyree, the Nulla west of the village.
. Shah pore, north-west of Bheead and cast of Bazargaon ; at the village.
~
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Geological Notes on the Surat Collectorate, Season 1862-63, by A. B.
WYNRE, F. G. S.—The Collectorate of Surat lies in the Bombay Presidenc on the west side

of India between the 20th and 22nd parallels of North Latitude and the 72n and 74th degrees
of East Longitude, Greenwich. Its southern extremity reaches to the Damaungunga
river, about 100 miles north of Bombay, and passes between the small maritime Portuguese
settlement of Dam aun, and a somewhat larger territory called Nuggur Huvellee, about
30 miles to the east, also helongin to the Port uese. On the west it is bounded by

the Arabian Sea, and on the north or some 40 m‘ es by the little river Keem. Beyond
the village of Keemchoke y the northern boundary becomes irregular, extending, however,

generally eastward for 50 miles to the Rajpeepla hills. The eastern boundary of this
Collectorate is very irregular: it runs for some 30 miles through the above named hills till
it reaches the Taptee river; there it turns to the west with the stream for a few miles, and
then strikes off to the south, keeping outside the ln'lly district called the Daung, and after

many bends approaches the sea between it and the Dhurrumpoor country, so that the
district becomes of very small width compared with that which it has to the north.
The principal places in the district are the city of Surat and the towns of Bhodan on
the Taptee,

urkeesaur and Oolpar in the north, and Nosaree, Gundavee and

Bulsar to the south.
General form of the

round.—This district lying, as it does, between the hills

forming the northern end of t e Western Ghats range and the sea can only be called hilly
in the north-eastern corner, which includes some of the Rajpeepla group.

The rest of it

consists of one great plain nowhere quite level, in some places undulating sharply, and in
others risin into wide, swelling, smooth eminences, and it is here and there at intervals
broken by a rupt isolated hills, like those south of Turkeesaur, outliers of the Rajpeepla

group; one north of Mota village, a few more on the eastern side of the district, the
conspicuous hill of Parneira surmounted by its ruined Mahratta fort, and others at and
near Bugwarra.

The whole country slopes slightly to the west; it is crossed b numerous

streams from the east. And as the tide ﬂows for a considerable distance up

e channels

of these (in the Taptee, for instance, to beyond Surat), the whole country can have but a
small general elevation above the sea probably not more than 150 feet, if so much.
The coast is everywhere low, and for some distance inland in the north part of the

district barren, salt and sandy, plains extend. Being thickly opulated and much under
cultivation the country is only here and there overrun by jung e, which is, however, very

dense in some places, chieﬂy along the streams at the east side of the Collectorate.
In such a country it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd characteristic features, and yet it has a charac
teristic aspect produced by the repetition of similarities.

The many undulations of the plains are too slight and too numerous to take any deﬁnite
direction at a glance, but the larger of them forming the watersheds of the rivers run like
the latter more or less east and west; and when the isolated hills take anything of a ridge
like form they run most frequently, like the coast and the neighbouring limits of the hills,
more nearly north and south than east and west.
If the plains, however, present few risin grounds as pro'ections they are broken by

numerous deep ravines—nullahs and kharries a ong the courses 0 the rivers and their tributary
streams.

These ravines are, of course, deepest towards the sea, but further inland the rivers

run between cliffs frequently from 50 to 80 feet in height.
Taken generally the district may be described as ﬂat, -with isolated hills in the south,
-and bordered on the east by a hilly and jungly tract)‘
Relations between the form of the ground and its Geological Structure.
—-These are not so obvious as they at ﬁrst sight might appear.

The reason of this is,

apparently, that the limits of the space under description, although embracing a considerable
tract of country, are not suﬁiciently extensive to enable us to generalize.

Certainly as we approach the south the hills are more numerous, and it is ascertained
that all the underlying rocks as well as the hills themselves consist of trap. On the east side
of the district this is also the case, and glancing at the whole country in the neighbourhood,
we ﬁnd a group of trappean hills (extensions of the ‘ Western Ghats’ of India) on the east
' Famous for the prevalence of fever at nearly all seasons of the year, and bearing the name of tho Dsung.
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and south, between which and the sea is a wide plain covered to a
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sat depth with cotton

soil, alluvium and detrital accumulations, and forming almost the who e of the Surat district.

Although the superﬁcial deposits are very thick, the underlying rock occasionally approaches
and a pears at the surface of the plain, and where it begins to rise almost imperceptibly
towards the hills. It is not in all cases found to consist of trap, but in the northern part
of the district in the Taptee river and other places, a series of con lomeritic, calcareous,
arenaceous and argillaceous, rocks are found dipping at a very low ang e westwards, and in
some places containing a profusion of nummuhtes and univalve shells : in others ihrther u
in the series they contain

e bones, teeth of shark-like ﬁsh and vegetable remains as we

as other fossils. These mckfﬁave been provisionally termed the nu/mmulitic series, and from
their very low and sometimes undulatmg a les of dip, their soft nature and their present
position, it seems more than probable that the oroes of denudation which must have acted
with great power over the whole country reduced the surface of the portion formed of them
below that of the harder trappean hills, wearing down these overlying rocks so as to form the
basement of the lain. Thus we should expect to ﬁnd the nummul-itic series wherever the
rock becomes visi is in the plains. And this is generally the case; however, large portions
of the low ground are so deeply covered by the surface deposits that the rocks beneath are

entirely concealed, and as the well known readiness with which trappean rocks yield to the
disintegrating action of the atmosphere, &c., may not have differed greatly from that with
which the overlying series did so,

articularly when, as here, the stratiﬁcation of both dips

in a similar direction at very low ang es, it is possible that the line of demarcation between

the two formations may be so slightly deﬁned that the place of junction forms no stronger
feature in the ground than is traceable here, and is easily concealed by overlying detrital
accumulations, although further from the junction where either the he or the nummulitic

series occupies the whole country on mass the characteristic shapes of is ground forming
hills in one case, or plains in the other, become very apparent.
The fm-motions which occur are—
Cotton soil.

Recent

Alluvium and river beds.

Tertiary

Nummulitic series.

P
Trap.
Trap.—The lowest of these formations in geological order is the trap which occupies
the eastern side of the district, extendin into it from the hilly country to the east, nearly
as far westwards as Turkeesaur in t e north. Its boundary is concealed by the alluvium
of the plains, but it would appear to strike south by west so as to come out upon the sea
shore near Bulsaar. It forms part of the great trappean group of Central India, and the

Western Ghats, and recisely as in those recipitous and highlypicturesque mountains, it is
everywhere found to em part of a regu arly stratiﬁed series intersected by numerous
dykes of very similar matenal which are frequently porphyritio.
The trap beds or ﬂows, although all ve similar, consist of considerable varieties,
ranging from solid basaltic trap to soft sha y-looking amygdaloid, the variously sized
cavities of which are ﬁlled with zeolitcs of different kinds, and sometimes by transparent or
amethystinc quartz. Beds which are locally highly ferruginous are of common occurrence,
and in many instances these have a red colour, and weather rapidly away into a rusty soil,
but in others the action of the atmosphere appears to have hardened them into a variety of

laterite. It is sometimes observed that the upper surface of a bed only has the deep red
color as if an alteration had been caused by the overﬂowing trap resting next upon it.
Concretiona structure is very common among these traps, none within this district
were observed to

columar, if we except a lateritic mass, which will be alluded to further

on. N0 regular order of arrangement seems to obtain among the traps, the diﬁerent kinds
' This enormous accumulation of tra pean rocks, whether we consider its wide superﬁcial extent or its great
thickness, which in the neighbourhood of I. e Ghats must exceed 3,000 feet, exclusive of t e unknown n per portion
removed by denudation, may well excite our astonishment. It is rhaps the largest group of strati ed irappean
materials in the world, and the vents through which these found t cir way to the surface have never been discovered.
The dykes, although in some places numerous, areqvcry insigniﬁcant both in number and quantity com axed with
the rest of the group, and seem quite inadequate to having nﬂbrded exit for the bedded traps, whose re u ar lines of
sti-atiilcatlon may be traced by the eye for many miles _i-anprinpz terrace-like along the sides of the Gm s‘ mountains

w1") #1 Pamllvlmn £0 "30 horizon and cash other, which ll seems d1lﬁcu1t to separate from the supposition of their
havmg been deposited in water
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lying one upon another, and beds passing from one texture to the other without any kind
of sequence, but at several places where from the considerations given above we might infer
an approach to the upper portion of the rou visible in this country, there is a predominance
of the red lateritic beds as the tra roc s rst become visible in ascending the streams.

Connecting these different points 0 eminence there would seem to be a zone of ferruginous
traps either among the highest trap beds of the Surat district or along the border of the
Nummulitic series which rests unconformably upon them.
This zone
seemsmay
certainly
belo more
to the traps
than anything
As an
instance,
however,
of what
be atosomelviiiat
analogous
occurrence,
I mayelse.
mention
that
at the
unconformable junction of the old red sandstone and silurian formations in the interior of

the south of Ireland, the silurian rocks over large districts and to a considerable distance
from their boundary, but always apparently in consequence of the vicinity of the old red,
change from gra to red and are highly ferrnginous; in some places containing veins of
-haematite; this iierruginous appearance increases as the unconformable boundary limit is
approached notwithstanding any circumstances of dip or strikeinthe (silurian) rocks of'
which it is quite independent; and so plainly is it marked that u n observin it I used to
know I was approaching the old red boundary. It has genera ly been attri uted toinﬁltra
tion from the overlying ferruginous red rocks, and as the nnmmulities here contain laterito
beds near their base similar causes may have produced like results.
The Nummulitic series is the next
ological sub-division in the ascending order, ‘

resting unconibrmably upon the traps,‘ an spreading in gentle undulations under a large
rtion of the district. It consists of a ver varied series of beds comprising hard lateritic
erruginous rocks, coarse conglomerates, du l yellow earthy limestone, sand and claygy beds,
and beds of loosely cemented gravelly conglomerate. The following tab e compil
from
various sections will show the general features of the exposed portion of the series with its

preponderance of sandy and gravelly beds above and ferruginous ones near the base :—
Conglomerates, sandstones and hard calcareous breccia.
Yellow limestones, sandy and gravelly conglomerates and shales (Oyster shells and
Balanidw).
_

Calcarcous sandstones, gravelly conglomerates, sandy limestone and shales (fossrl
wood, shells a/nd spines).

Sandy conglomerate, sand layers and ferruginous partings.
Calcareous concretionary clay and pale yellow sandstone (bone fragnwnhr).
Sandstone and clays (sandstone containing plant fragments).
Agate conglomerates.
Limestone (with Nummulites).

Stratiﬁed ferruginous conglomerates and sandstones and sands.
Stratiﬁed ferruginous sandstones, blue clays and variegated beds.

Yellow ochreous sandy clay, bluish and pale lilac clay.
Shales, sands, clays and sandstones.

The above list indicates the general features only, and is not a detailed representation of
any one
rticular succession. Calcareous beds are oiten met with, but though those here
and there
me re resented by thin bands of limestone, it was only in onedocality (the
country about Tur eessur) that this was observed to occur in sufﬁicient quantity to occupy

a_ large space of ground.
From the position of this series it is difﬁcult to arrive at an estimate of its thickness,

which must, however, be very considerable, although the angles are so frequently low, for
sections with a vertical thickness from one to three hundred feet ma be seen ill many of ‘the
streams. Many of the beds are highly fossiliferous; some are large made up of nummulztes,
others of the separated valves of Balanidw, some contain a num er of univalve and other

shells with which the teeth of sharks, segments of the carapace of a turtle, and of large nbs

' The evidence for this assertion is but small, only one junction, or rather very near approach to a junction, is
seen. Here the rocks have the appearance of unconformity, but in other places where the two formations occur at
short distances from each other there is reason to believe that the ground is traversed b faults. The deduction is
made from the occurrence of conglomerates in the upper series containing sgates erived apparently from the
traps, also from local appearances and observations upon the same rocks made at a distance from this district.
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and portions of other bones as yet undetermined, have been found.

[voL I.
From the evidence of

the fossils, a ‘ .Parisien' age has been assigned to this series of beds.*"

The alluviu/m includes all the deposits which so extensively occupy the district, conceal
ing and covering up the above-mentioned rocks over the low
und and forming the mural
precipices which edge all the larger streams at a little distance
m the sea.
It is almost universally composed of a ﬁne light coloured argilleceous loam seldom
pebbly or gravelly, and always formed from the decomposition of the local rocks. It some
times presents lines of stratiﬁcation, but more frequentl is quite amorphous—its only
characteristic being that like other Indian deposits of t e kind, it contains numerous
concretions of impure carbonate of lime (kunkur). Its quantity and depth are its most striking

features, and the mass of it appears to be older than that forming the ﬂats along the large
rivers, but they pass so insensibly into each other that it is impossible to distinguish

one from the other; its surface is frequently moulded into hillocks and vallies over small
spaces bearing a very great resemblance to those of the Irish drift, but whether these are the
results of mere atmospheric or other aqueous action it is diﬁicult to say.
Associated with this alluvium and generally passing beneath it are numerous beds of

recent conglomerate with a calcareous cement, but even of these it is not possible to speak
with certainty as to age, for the appear to be in process of formation at present along parts
of the coast, and their consoli tion might take place at any time; some, however, are old
enough to have been out through by, and to form in places the beds of, the rivers.

Cotton Soil—-covers the alluvium over many lar e tracts of the country, indeed it
overlies it almost everywhere upon the open slopes as we as on the ﬂats and in the hollows.
It is often of considerable dept , resenting the usual desiccation cracks, but without any
circumstances to throw additiona light upon its source or formation. It seems in this

country at least to be the ultimate result of the decomposition or recomposition of an
alluvium largel ' made up of trappean materials; its colour may be due to decayed vegetation,
or to iron or 0th, and its light loamy or compost-like character to the changes from wet to
extreme drought, its great exposure to the inﬂuence of the air b means of the deep cracks,
and its frequent disturbance by ants, &c., great quantities of w ose excuviae it must contain.

We will now proceed to give some detailed notes of the rocks in various localities, oom
mencing at the north end of the district.

In the country lying about Oolpar the rocks groper may be said to be wholl invisible.
The country is covered by alluvium, and only c nges its aspect along the sea shore where
a belt of salt marsh and barren sandy ground washed by the high monsoon tides forms the
coast. The lcharrie: or streams for lon distances mland are all salt, and eﬂlorescences
of the salts of soda and (P) alumina exude tom the ground. In the Keem river at Elao and
above that village near Sahol, there are hard white calcareous sandstones and breccias, some

of which are worked into stones for hand mills at the last named villages. They belong to the
upper art of the nummulitic series. Near Obah further up this stream the alluvium is worn
through by the river exposing yellow limestone and soft yellow clay with ferruginous bands.
These limestones occur again in the country to the north-east. More yellow limestone and
sandstone with calcareous concretions and ferruginous la ers occur: some of these beds are con

glomeritic in places and in others strangely cellular, wi
' The followin is a rough list of fossils
near the junction 0 a small stream called the
Boatellaria Proatwiclaii, D'Orb.
Terebellul, sp.
Cerithium, sp.
Oypnea (ﬂyprcovulal aleyam, Lam.
Nalicn longupira, Leym.
Coma, sp. (near 0. brevic, but thinner).
Troclnu, sp. (like T. Ililfﬂ/tﬂl, Desh.),
Pkolaa, sp.
Pccten Hapk-hm‘, D'Arch. and Haime.
,,
Fuvrei, D'Arch.
,,
comma, Sow.

a knotted and angulo-concretionary

rocured from these beds, in the To tee river, a littlebclow Bhodan,
hen. They have been identiﬁed by r. F. Stoliczka:—

5

Ortrea Flam" ' I)'A.rch.
,,
hngua, W.
Hmm, sp. (near H. vow-scam, M. Edw.).
Echinunllnu, (fragments).
Oidaria, (spines).
Fm
cuts of other E¢lu'm'd¢.
Sty main Vicaryi, M. Edw. and Haime.
Troclwleril (U
Trocllocyalhau 'Va0:denbeclrb, M. Edw. and lhhne.
Numnulitcaperforata, D'orb.
,,
Br0ng1u'M-ti, D'Arch.

Tululla legmnen, D'Arch. and Haime.
,,
earponcru, or spira, (probably both).
The ‘ bone fragments‘ were portions of ribs, &c., not in a state suﬁcleut for identiﬂcatiom
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structure. The alluvinm in the river banks is here only about 15 feet thick. Conglo
meritic and calcareous beds are seen occasionally from this to Kuthoora near Kesmchoke y,
where one of the latter contains several shells, ortions of spines, &c. Calcareous beds occur
again in the Keem river, about 3 miles above eenmhokey.
Near Turkeesaur is a considerable exposure of light buff and gray nummulitic

limestone and agate conglomerate. A low range of hills rises near this town and stretches
southwards to the Taptee; they are formed of ferruginous or lateritic beds intercalated
between agate conglomerates, and having a low dip to the west, they pass beneath the
limestone Just mentioned, which, however, is traceable alo
their ﬂank and re-ap ars in the
Taptee river at the end of the range, being let down by a ault to a lower level, ut preserv
ing its westerly dip, and seen to be overlaid again by another band of laterite.
From this eastwards the country, which now becomes hilly, forming
rt of the
Rajpeepla group, is all occupied by the traps, amygdaloids, &c., already escribed in
general terms and possessing no variety except a curious
e ﬂaggy band which extends

from near Ooskir to Monjelao. The Taptee river at hodan and above it for many
miles exposes the traps which are seen to have a very general but low and undulating di
to the west, and to be intersected by numerous dykes of dark green-gray porphyry and solid
trap.
From Gulla to Palree the rocks of the nummulitic series overlying those
of the Turkeesaur neighbourhood are seen in the banks of the river; they consist of ﬁne

gravelly conglomerates, calcareous beds, and ﬁne smooth pale gray mudstones. The latter
were not found to be fossiliferous, but the others contain many bones, fossilized timber,
univalve and bivalve shells, the teeth of sharks, and plates of the carapace of turtles.
The ﬁnest locality for fossils, however, is in the limestone let down by the fault, near
a ruined village on the north bank of the Taptee, about 3 miles east of Gulla.

In the neighbourhood of Surat city the country is covered with the ﬁne brown
alluvinm, which extends all over this part 0 the district and eastwards for many miles beyond
Mota along the valley of the Taptee.

An isolated hill, rising to a height of about 100 feet from the alluvium 4 miles north
north-east of Mota, is formed of compact and brecciated laterite of very similar character to
that occurring east of Gulla; its beds appear to undulate nearly horizontally. A smallq

in the east side of the hill exposes a soft urple and white mottled rock like a decompose
and lateritiﬁed amygdaloid, in which occur su angular lumps of red haematite.
More red lateritic beds occur interstratiﬁed with the traps in the river due south of
Mote and below Bordolee. Eastward of this the country rises and undulates, and the

usual kinds of gray traps and amygdaloid are seen along the streams and protruding from the
surface of the ground.

The Poorna river exposes the t1-apps at Muhoowa, and above and below this place they
are of the usual kinds with some red ' h beds, and the last seen as the river enters the
alluvium near Kohur eea are associated with red lateritic beds.

In the Umbeeka river which ﬂows‘ from Wulwarra past Gundavee the traps are
also exposed, and likewise a quantity of recent conglomerate. This river affords a good
example of the character of all the streams in this country, the banks wide apart formed some

times of alluvial cliffs and sometimes sloping into the stream, the bed of which is often rocky,
and in the dry weather contains but a rivulet, here trickling amen

the stones and again

forming still deep pools.

the traps yield to the

Several instances of the manner in whic

abrading forces occur, amongst which alternations of hard and soft beds (as at N agthera
near Poonea) , frequently present most varied outlines.
North of Gundavee at a bend in the Poorna river there is a quantity of red lateritic
rock, which from its peculiar prismatic jointin assumes a columnar appearance when viewed

in one direction. It seems to dip to the north at 15°, and a few yards above it in this
direction with a similar dip are some red shales'and a band of loose conglomerate or coarse
sandstone a footthick which probably belon

of these rocks is seen projecting from the

to the upper series.

Unfortunately very little

uvium, but although the want of a good section

is felt, there is little doubt that the boundary of the two groups passes near the place and

perhaps includes the lateritic rock in the Nummulitic series.
At a little more than 100 yards north of this spot parts of the skulls and several bones
of two human skeletons were found exposed in the alluvial cliﬂ" on the left bank of the river,
B
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at a depth of several feet from the general surlhce of the ground and 18 inches below the
local surface, which in this place seemed to have been excavated by rain."

From this neighbourhood the alluvium rapidly becomes thin to the east, and although it
does not possess any marked natural boundary, it is seen to grow narrow towards the south,
the trap country approaching the coast and the plain becoming dotted with hills all formed

of trap.

High ranges of hills are seen away to the east and south beyond the limits of our

district and trap rocks occur in all the rivers.
siderable height.

Some of the isolated trap hills rise to a con

That at Parneira, the most conspicuous among them, roughly measured

by a barometer is at the summit nearly 200 feet above the plain at its base, but 1t looks much
higher.

The trap of this country does not differ from that stretching along the whole of

the east side of the district, and although it is not to be seen everywhere, there is no want

of evidence to show that the whole coun

is composed of it.

Dykes are perhaps more

numerous than in several other parts 0 the district: where the Railway crosses the
Damaun river and where there are a great number, their general direction approximates

to north and south.
From near Teetul on the coast west of Bulsar and re-appearing at intervals to the
south, is a growing deposit of recent co

lomerate formed of the materials of the beach

cemented by carbonate of lime; it is stra' ed, the strata dipping at a low an lo seawards,
and the dead shells which it contains have been in many instances completely ossilized and
replaced by carbonate of lime even when they happened to be a large variety of Murez, whose
shell is very thick; but in few instances, if any, was the interior of the shell ﬁlled up by
either sand or the cementing matter.

AnnrrromL oBsERvATIoNs REGARDING mn cnrnALoronoUs rmm or rm: Scorn INDIAN’
cnaucEoUs DEPoSITs, by Ferd. Stoliczlca, Esq., Ph. D., Palaeontologist, Geol. Survey,
India.
Since the completion of the volume on the Cephalopoda of the cretaceous rocks of
Southern I1uIia,1’at the end of 1865, several additional observations have been made regarding

this portion of the fauna. No fresh materials have been procured, but having had last year
the opportunity of examining, in London, Prof. Forbes’ original collection, made by Messrs.
Ka e and Cunliife, and also in different Euro ean Museums a large number of other species

with which Indian Cephalo

information of various kin .

have respeetivei;7 been identiﬁed, I have obtained additional

Some of this is very important, inasmuch as it throws a new

light upon the determination of the species, re uiring alterations in the names, &c. ; it appears,
therefore, desirable that these changes shoul be noticed at an earl date. The observations

must be considered as a supplement to the volume on the Cephalopo , already published.
NA UTILIDE.
NAUTILUS, Auctorum.

NAUruUs mmcUs, SchZotheim.—(Ceph. l. cit., p. 24‘ and 208).
Nautilus delphinus, Forbes (Trans. Geol. Soc., Lond., 1846, VII, pp. 98 and 99), which
was described from two specimens in Messrs. Kaye and Cunliﬁ‘e's collection of Pondicherry
fossils, must be considered as identical with the above species. Forbes’ ﬁgure on p. 99 is
reduced to one-half the natural size, being taken from a larger specimen, which is, however,
very much corroded at the surface. In consequence of this erosion the outline of the septa
became rather different and the thickness of the whorls has decreased. Both the specimens
and also some others in our collection appear to have had originally the whorls somewhat
more ﬂattened laterally than typical Naut. danicus usually have them, but there are again
in our collection some other specimens which fully
ee with Sowerby's original ﬁgure in
Trans. Geol. Soc., Lond., 1840, vol. V, pl. 18, ﬁgs. 4-7. Another apparent distinction of
' There appeared to be no trace of a burial ground on the bank of the river here, and _the lower extremities
pointed in the direction in which the stream runs, but as the natives of India are oiten buned near wherever they
appen to die, while some castes bring dying people to the rivers, it is thought more safe merely to record the fact,
than to build any geological theory upon so questionable an occurrence.

1' Paheontologia Indies, vol. I, 1866.
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the two original Zpecimens of Prof. Forbes is the small number of septa, one of the specimens
having 10 and
e other 12 of them, while of two specimens of N. danicus from Riigen, in
the Geol. Soc. collection, one has 16 and the other 18 septa. I have compared all our avail
able specimens of this species, and I ﬁnd that the number of tho septa a pears greatly to
vary. Inﬂated specimens usually have a smaller number of septa, as few as O in one circuit,

but this number always increases in somewhat greater proportion with the size of the shell ;
more compressed specimens usually have 16-20, but occasionally as many as 24 septa, these
being arranged much closer to each other the more they approach the body whorl.

AMMONITIDE.
AMMONITES, Auctorum.
AnmonrrEs BLmronnrmUs, Stoliczlca, Ceph. 1. cit., p. 46.

This species is closely allied to some of the compressed varieties of Am. varia-ns, but
always distinguished from it by a much narrower back, higher and serrated keel; the se ta

are in both species almost identical, but appear to be a little less serrated in the Indian foss .
Am. varians and Coupei stand in about the same relationship to each other as do

Am. Mantelli and Am. navicularis.
AmronrTEs nosrnyros, So erby; Am. £15/latus, Sow., Ceph. 1. cit., p. 48. This last
name must be replaced by the former, inasmuch as it is not only more characteristic, but also
has priority, the species having been ﬁrst ﬁgured and described under the above name.
AuMonrrns SIvA, Forbes, Ceph. loc. cit., 39. The terminations of the saddles of this
species are phylliform, exactly as in _the HETEROPHYLLI, for which Suess proposed the

name Phylloceraa.
AMMoNITEs REMnm, Forbes, Coph. loc. cit., p. 63.
One of Forbes’ specimens of Ammonites Durga is a young shell of this species, havin

the upper layer of the shell removed and the keel therefore obsolete.

The specimen ﬁ

by me (loc. cit., pl. 71, ﬁg. 5) as a young specimen of Am. Durga also belongs to
A-m. Rembda.
AnMomrns monEes, Stoliczlca, Ceph. loc- cit., p. 64.
Another specimen apparently of this species has been subsequently found in the greyish,
siliceous sandstone from near Andoor. It is about the same size as the one ﬁgured on
plate 36, but has no trace of tubercles, the transverse ribs becoming, however, somewhat

obsolete at the centre of the back.

It is also slightly irregularly coiled at the inner edge

of the umbilicus, giving the shell an appearance of a young Scaphites.
AmaorurEs vICmsms, Stoliczka, Ceph. loc. cit., p. 84‘, pl. 44.
It is, as formerly stated, very doubtful whether this species is distinct from Amm. Saxbii,

Sharpe. I have compared the original of the English fossil, which in general character fully
agrees with the Indian species, merely differing from it by a larger number of intermediate

shorter ribs and a more squarish section of the whorls, while all our specimens of Amm.
vicinalis are conspicuously:J com ressed towards the back. Until more and better pre
served specimens of the nglis species have been found they cannot be pronounced to be
identical; the outlines of the obes are in both the same.
AmMornTEs msran, d'01-bigng/, Ceph. loc. cit., p. 85.
I have seen a specimen of this species in a collection of fossils of the Hanovcrian
cretaceous deposits in the Museum of the Mining Institute at Berlin.
AnMonrms ooAmLoUma, Riimer, Ceph. l. cit., p. 90.

R<'5mer's original specimen, which is in the University collection at Bonn, is rather badly
preserved; it has the umbilical tubercles somewhat more distantly placed from the suture,

than in most of our specimens, but this does not appear sufﬁcient to be a speciﬁc distinction
between them.
AMMomrEs Onmomr.mos, Geinitz, Ceph. loc. cit., p. 92.

Young specimens of this s ecies have a few small, sharp tubercles at the edge of the
umbilicus, and the lateral ribs

ing strongly ﬂexuous on the outer half of the whorls become
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almost obsolete on the inner one.

Our fossil perfectly agrees

[von I.

with Geinitz's original

specimens in the Museum at Dresden.
'
AnsromrEs sUsonrEcrcs, Stoliczka, Ceph. loo. cit., p. 96.
In Sha '5 collection, presented to the London Geological Society, there are one
specimen an three fragments of Am. obtectus. The row of tubercles in the middle of e
back is distinctly traceable, though it sometimes appears to become obsolete; the transverse
ribs are present in the same number as the lateral ones; the distinction mentioned (loo. cit.,
p. 97) as existing between the European and the Indian fossils must, therefore, be retained.
Ammonites Camlvﬁei, Forbes, Ceph. loc. cit., p. 97, is a Scaphites, and will be noticed
subsequently.
AMnomrEs PAvAnA, Forbes.
1846.

Ammonites Pavam, Forbes, Trans. Geol. Soe., 1.ond., vII, p. 110, Pl. vII, Fig. 5.

Amm. testa compmssa, lateraliter applanata, moderate umbilicata, oostis ﬂeruosis
prope marginem dorsalem sub-tuberculatis, longioribas ct brevioribus alternantibus,
ornata ,- dorso obtuse, paullulam rotundato et lateraliter compressiuscalo.
He ht of outer whorl : the whole considered as 1‘00
Wi th of umbilicus :
ditto
,,
,. ,,
Thickness of whorl : its height
,,
,, ,,

...
...

...

...

0'60.
0'29.
0“.

Forbes’ ori
' al specimen,
the theh not
veryIndian
perfect,creiiaceous
a pears todeposits.
be distinct
all
otherProf.
Ammonites,
a.sg1)!-‘let
known from
South
It from
has the

appearance of a young Scaphites; but for this the shell is too regularly coiled, and besides
most of the species of that genus have the ribs at the back generally recurved, not bent

(or at least not so strongly) anteriorl .

The lateral ribs are in Am. Pavana strongly

ﬁexuous, double curved, becomin gr ually thicker towards the edge of the back, where
they are provided with small tu ercles; obsoletely continuing across the back, which is
obtusely rounded; each long rib alternates with one or two shorter ones.

The specimen appears to be from the Arrialoor sandstone near Pomiicberry.
AmnonrrEs GmEsA, Forbes, Ceph. loo. cit., p. 106.
Amm. Soma, Forbes (Trans. Geol. Soe., London, 1846, VII, p. 102, pl. VII, ﬁ . 7)

must be considered as a synonym of the above species, the name having been propos

for

a young specimen of the same. Forbes’ remark on the tablet of the original specimen in
the London Geological Society's collection was already to that effect.
AsmorurEs Imam, Forbes, Ceph. loo. cit., p. 112.

Amm. Garuda, Forbes (Ceph. loc. cit., p. 149, pl. 74, ﬁg. 5) is, remarkably enou h, only
ayoung specimen of the above. There are three specimens of this species in the ondon
Geological Society's collection; all show the furrows on the back. The young shell has
really a very different aspect from the old one, inasmuch as the whorls begin to increase
very rapidly in width as soon as the specimen has attained a certain size. The specimen
ﬁgured as A. Ga-rada has a markedly large umbilicus. The outlines of the septa are quite

the same as those of Am. Indra.
AmMomrEs VELLEms, Michelin, Ceph. loc. cit., p. 116.

Amm. Nero, Forbes (loo. cit., p. 106, pl. 8, ﬁg. 7) is only a young specimen of the above
European species.
AsmomrEs KoLorUmmsrs, Stoliezlsa, Ceph. loo. cit., p. 127.
Amm. 5’ imhcus, Forbes (loc. cit., p. 114, pl. 8, ﬁg. 9) msg be a fragment of al whorl of
the above species, but the original is so much mutilated at it is impossible to form any.
decisive opin1on. The fragment is valueless in point of identiﬁcation.
Asrnomras DIPHYLLoIDEs, Forbes, Ceph. loc. cit., p. 119.
The specimen described by me, loo. cit., p. 120, pl. 59, ﬁg. 12, under the name of

4mm. Ya/ma, Forbes, is identical with the above species. It has the shell partially preserved,
and
the between
transverse
uently
not was
traceable;
then pointed
outthe
as
existing
thefurrows
divisioncons
ofetise
sutures
due to the
the difference
small diameter
in which
sutures were observed on that specimen. The original s ecimen of Amm. Yama, Forbes,
is the same which I have referred to Amm.Beuda1zti, w ‘eh now must stand under the
f_ormer name, being distinct from the European fossil.
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AMMoNITES VAJU, Stolicz/ca, Ceph. loc. cit., p. 132.

Prof. Geinitz in Dresden directed my attention to a few specimens in his Museum, being
apparently identical with those described under the above name, but on the other hand not
easily distinguishable from Amm. eramplus. The relations of the two species are indeed
remarkable, and Amm. Vaju would only seem to be a compressed variety of Amm. peramplus,
still the distinctions pointed out by me (loc. cit., p. 132) are remarkably constant; none of
our specimens of the former had the distinct furrows of the latter developed; besides this
the direction of the ribs in both species also is somewhat different. Until more specimens

of the present form have been found the speciﬁc distinctions must be retained.
AMMomrns Yum, Forbes,
1848. A,,,1‘,;.tYal\iJ§DI‘‘orbcl, Trans. Geol. Soc., London, 1840, VII, p. 107, PI. vII, Fig. 4; not idea, Ceph. loo.
., p.
.
1866.

An. Bcudanti, Brong., Stoliczka, Ceph. lac. cit., p. 142.

I am indebted to my friend Prof. Hebert in Paris for having directed my attention to the
most constant and distinguishing character of the European Gault s

ies, Amm. Beudanti,

Brongn., as compared with our Indian species, which in general iffers from the former by
having the whorls less high compared to their width, laterally a little more convex, along
the back not contracted, and the mubilicus slightly larger in proportion.

There are, however,

of the European fossil occasionally specimens to be found, which are extremely closely allied to
our species, and on1 diﬁ‘er by a scarcely traceable greater compression of the whorls (compare
Pictet's ﬁgures in al. Suisse, 2nd Series). The most important difference between the two
species lies in the form of the outline of the se ta. Those of Amm. Beudanti are com

paratively broader, less high, and the laterals g uall diminish in size as they approach
the umbilicus, on the edge of which the sixth late saddle is situated; only one or two
very minute ones are resent on the umbilical slope. In our Indian species the outlines
of the septa have higher, more ramifyin saddles and lobes, and the third lateral saddle
lies on the edge of the umbilicus, there

eing at least three additional and very oblique

saddles situated on its sloping side. All the lobes of Am. Beudanti are arranged in an
almost straight line, while those of the present species form a distinct curve. The
of the septa is tolerably well marked in d'Orbigny's ﬁgure in the “ Pal. Francaise."
Prof. Forbes’ original specimen of Amm. Ya/ma is a young shell of the present
and I therefore retain the older name, which appears the more justiﬁable, as the s
which I have previously (loc. cit., p. 120) described under that name has proved to
a somewhat abnormal form of Amm. diphg/lloides.
AMMoNITEs SACYA, Forbes, Ceph. loc. cit., p. 154.

number
species,
ecimen
c only

The species described b Coquand from the cretaceous beds of Algiers under the name
of Amm. Pauli is probab y a young shell of this species (Geol. and Pal. Province Con~
stantine, 1862, pl. 35, ﬁgs. 1-2).
SCAPHITES.
ScArmrEs CUNLIFFEANUs, Forbes, op.
Ammonitu Ounl{ﬂ'e0', Forbes, Ceph. loc. cit., p. 97.

Scaph. testa lateraliter compressa, coslie ad intervalla fortioribus, ﬂexuosis, nume
rosis brevioribus ac tenuioribus interpositis ornata, primis ad marrinem umbilicalem

et dorsalem acute tuberculatis ; anfractibusjunioribus regulariter invol/utis, ultimo antice
paulo-extemo, doreo subconvexo.

The original specimen ﬁgured by Forbes in Trans. Geol. Soc., London, 1846, VII,
pl. 8, ﬁ s. 2 a and 2 b, is unmistakably a Scaphite ; it has the last whorl somewhat more
produce at the umbilical line, than is shown in the ﬁgure. The shell is ﬂattened laterally,
ornamented with numerous ﬂexuous ribs, which terminate in sharp tubercles at the ed e
of the back and of the umbilicus, the former being slightly rounded; the sides of t e

umbilicus are perpendicular.
The young shell has the lateral ribs more straight, and the tubercles on the umbilical
edge almost obsolete (see pl. L, ﬁg. 3).
0
The outline of the sutures, as represented in ﬁg. 3 0, pl. 50, is also characteristic of a
Scaphite, there being only the ﬁrst and second lateral lobe present, while the auxili;,n'y lobes

and saddles rise suddenly in an oblique line towards the umbi ical suture.
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ScAPnrTEs sIMILABH, Stolicz/ca.
1866. Scaphitu wquolir, Sowcrby, Stollczka, (kph. loc. cit., p. 18'], Pl. LXXXI, Figs. 4-6.

I have compared in the British Museum the original s

imens of Sowerby's Sc. wqualis

and obliguus as recorded in that author's Mineral Conc ology; tho ﬁgures are in general
correct. The inner whorls of both the species are usually of the same thickness and not to be

distinguished from each other, but the form described as Scupb. wqualis has on the last
whorl the transverse ribs less numerous, thicker, the sides somewhat more ﬂattened, and

the

eneral form is usually a little longer than in Scaph. obliguus.

Both are very closely

allied’, and, when examining numerous specimens in Sharpe's collection and others in Paris

and Dresden, the frequent occurrence of the two forms together in the same beds and the
same localities so very much struck me that I thought they very probably only represent

different sexes of the same species.

Still so long as the distinctions, formerly noticed,

exist, and no other direct proof in favour of their speciﬁc identity can be produced, we cannot
but retain them as distinct forms under separate speciﬁc names.

The species which I have noticed as Scaph.

obli uus (Ceph.,

. 168) is in every respect

identical with the European form, but the other w ich I havei entiﬁed with S0. wqualis,
and for which I now propose the name Sc. similaris, is distinct from it, though it undoubt

edly must be regarded as a representative species. It diifers from Sc. wgualis, by having
the ﬁrst whorls less involute, ﬂattened at the sides, almost smooth, and by the want of the

peculiar

rojection in the umbilical space at the base of the body-chamber, which projection

is distinct y traceable in both the European species.

Scaph. similar-is also appears to be a

more compressed form than Sc. wgualis.
ANISOCERAS,"‘ Pictet, Ceph. 1. cit., p. 170.

AmsocEms nvouoM, Forbes, Ceph. loo. cit., p. 178.
Aniroceras sub-compressum, Forbes (Ceph. loc. cit., p. 179, pl. 85, ﬁg. 7) is based upon
a fragment of the above species. Forbes’ ﬁgures of Anis. rugatum, sub-comprescum, and
indicum, are taken from fragments which do not exsctl agree with the specimens in the
London Geol. Society's collection, so far as the form of t ose specimens is concerned, but

there are fragments of all the s ecies represented in the collection. Some of the specimens
determined by Forbes as Anis. su -compressum belong to Ania indicum.
TURRILITES, Lamarck, Ceph. loo. cit., p. 184.
TURRILrrEs PLANoRBIs, Forbes, Ceph. loc. cit., p. 185.
This name has most likely been applied to a small cast specimen of Am. Sacyo,
Forbes, of which I found several small specimens, but I have in this single instance not

succeeded in procuring Forbes’ original specimen, from which
5, pl. 9, in the Trans.
Geol. Soc., London, was taken.
TvnmLrrns, Coqﬂ, BnAzonnsm, Riimer, Ceph. 1. cit., p. 189.
R6mer's original of Tu/rr. Brazoensis is very like our fossil, but it shows a slight

difference in the direction of the ribbings connecting the tubercles; still their identity is
very probable; neither of the two respective fragments are, however, suﬁiciently preserved
to give a direct proof of this assertion.
_

HAMULINA, d'Orb1'gng/, Ceph. loc. cit., p. 192.

HAMULINA soEmvrs, Stoliczka, Ceph. loc. cit., p. 193.
I have seen specimens of this s ecies in the National Museum at Prague; they were

collected from the lower beds of the B0 emian cretaceous deposits at Korizany.
Summing up the most important changes regardiﬁ the different species, it will be

observed that Ammonites Pavana, Forbes, has been newly

ded to the list of the Cephalopoda;

‘_‘ My friend Prof. Gabb writes word. under date of June 2nd, 1868, Philadelphia, that he has a new form, inter
mediate between _Am':9corm and Aneylacerac. He also suggests anew generic name for s cies like Plychocenu
Forbmamm, chatin
had by having two links, but it seems to me that our mate
sof good specimens of
Pfyvhacqraa areha y suiﬂclcnt to support any essential changes in the nomenclature 01‘ these and others allied.
Ammomtoid forms.
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the s ies formerly described as Amm. Beudanti is different from the European fossil,
and as to stand under the name Amm. Yuma, while the specimen formerly noticed
under that name is identical with Amm. diphylloides.

Several other species formerly

described by Forbes under the names of Amm. Soma, Amm. Nera, Garuda, and others have

been found to be identical with other known species; the speciﬁc name Amm. inﬂatus has
to be replaced by that of Amm. roslratus ; Amm. Cbnlifei is a Scaphite, and the species
noticed as Seaph. wqualis has to be changed to Sc.aimzZa1-is, n. sp.; and last Anisoceras

sub-compressum has been found identical with Anis. rugaf/um.
These changes reduce the number‘' of Cephalopoda from 148 to 146, three s ies
having been identiﬁed with others, but one was newly added; the genera represente are,
Belemnites with 3 s

Auisoceras with 10,

ies, Nautilus with 22, Ammonites with 91, Scaphites with 4,

elieoceras with 1, Turrilitea with 6, Hamites with 2, and Hamuliiza

with 1, .Pl_1/choceras with 3, Baculites with 3. ‘The list of the 38 species identical with
those of Europe and other countries must be reduced by one, for though Amm. Yania and
Se. aimilaris must now be considered respectivel

Sc. as ualis, I have recorded the occurrence of
ceous eposits.

as distinct from Amm. Beudanti and

amulina sublevis in the Bohemian creta

LEAD in the district of RanroaE, Central Provinces.—In the month of May
last, a specimen of lead ore was received from the Deputy Commissioner of Raepore, with a

request for information as to its nature and value. It was stated by Captain T 0rd to be
found extensively in the hills between Raepore and Balaghat, and also near Chic olee, where
there is a Dirk Bungalow on the great eastern road. On examination it proved to be galena
in crystalline masses imbedded in green ﬂuor-spar formin a vein in quartz. On assay
only a trace of silver was found to be associated with the leaf The impossibility of forming
any idea of the commercial value of a metallic vein or lode from a hand specimen was also
noticed.

Subseagently very similar s ecimens were forwarded by Colonel J. E. Gastrell, Deputy
Surveyor
neral, together wit copies of letters from Mr. B. B. Smart, Revenue Surveyor,
who had collected these himself on the spot. He describes the loeali

thus: ‘ The hills in

which the ore is found are situated in the lands of Khyragurh and Nan gaon, and three miles
to the west of Chicholee Dak Bungalow, near the village of Raneetalao, and Nandga.
The hills consist of large masses of quartz imbedded in black earth. The metal runs

through the uartz in veins and crusts.’ Mr. Smart considered it to be not galena, but the
tersulphide 0 antimony.
These better specimens enabled us to cupell alarger ortion of the ore, but with the
same results ; the amount of silver present, although apprecia le, is not suﬁicient to be of any
raetical value. There is no antimony present. Fluor-spar is more abundant than was at
t thought, and the colour is quite as frequently of a rich purple as greenish.
From Mr. Smart's description the specimens sent appear tohave been derived from
loose blocks, but there can be no question that they formed art of a regular vein, which
must have existed where these loose blocks were derived
om. And in all probability

this was at no great distance from the spot where the
to trace out this lode, and prove its extent or value.
decidedly_promising.-—July 1868.—(T. O.)

were found. It will be desirable

It ooks, both as to rock and gangue,

CoAL IN THE Easrnnn HEMIsPHERE.—The vast im ortanee of any local supplies
of coal in the eastern seas, both as bearing on the development 0 navigation and commerce,
and as tending to relieve the intensity of the strain on the limited resources of Great Britain,
from which hitherto most of the supply has been derived, renders peculiarly interesting at
the present time any trustworthy information regarding the various sources from which coal
may possibly be procured, their exact locality, probable extent, and the character and value
of the fuel obtamable. We have therefore a stracted, as brieﬂy as possible, a paper
' Those like Ann. Soma, Arm. Nera, and pnrana, ete., were not includedin my paper published in Quart. Journ.

Geol. Soc, London, 1865, vol. XXI, p. 408.
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by Cuthbert Collingwood, M. B., on the Formosa, Labuan, Siberia, and Japan coal, which is

printed in the Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc., London, No. 94, May 1st, 1868.
Formosa coal district is near Kelung, in north-east corner of island. Mines, about one mile
to east of town,on the hills bordering on Quar-so-Kan Bay, are reached by boat. Leavin the
boat you pass a range of red sandstone hills, dipping about 16°-17° to south-east. Al the

country around Kelung is of red sandstone, the weather-worn outcro . forming the depression
in which the coal appears to have been deposited. The workings w en visited consisted of
two small caverns at right angles to each other in the coal-seam, which was, at outcrop,
2% feet thick. It rested upon a thin bed of stiff whitish cla , and was covered by a bank of

rubbly clay, 40 to 50 feet high. Workings were nearly on the evel and of very primitive kind.
No machinery is used, no shaﬁs are sunk; the coal is picked out and removed in small
basketE to boats, by which it is conveyed to the harbour and is deposited in the coal-stores,
where it is not in any way protected from the weather, and rapidly deteriorates. The mines
are exclusively worked by Chinese. Coal is of recent formation, and lies over the sandstone.
Another thin seam of indifferent coal was seen near the town of Skiddow, about the

middle of this part of the island, ‘over which was a bed of stiff clay, abounding in large
‘ oyster-shells, seven or ei ht inches long, of a species (probably the recent Ostrea Canademris),
‘ which I have seen broug t to Canton in vast numbers for the purposes of lime-making.’

The Kelung coal is light, burns very rapidly, and gives out a great heat, so that it
readily sets the funnel on fire.

It is extremely

'rty, produces a vast number of blacks of a

soft and soiling character; the tines get rapidly very foul, requiring frequent cleansing. It
leaves 50 per cent. of ash: its cheapness being therefore doubtful.
The Labuan coal-ﬁeld is in a dense 'ungle, where the coal crops out conspicuously not
far from the sea. The coal district is chie y composed of a soft yellow sandstone, dip ing‘ 30°
north by east.

There are several seams of coal; the lowest is 11 feet 4 inches thic , but in

quality this is not the best seam.

The coal roof is a stiff blue clay, not ﬁre clay. The

highest seam is 4 feet 6 inches in thickness ; the second 2 feet 9 inches ; the third is 3 feet

9 mches; the fourth 11 feet 4 inches. Above this fourth seam there are 8 fathoms of grey
shale in which fossil shells are occasionally found. There are two shafts, one to the ﬁrst seam,
and the other 45 fathoms deep. A third is being put down, which will
to 100 fathoms.

There are also 7 or 8 level workings. There is great diﬁiculty in getting la ur. Nominally
the Company have 600 of various nations, but only 300 are at work. The present out-turn
is 80 tons per day.

This is conveyed down a tramway, less than a mile in length, to the

coaling pier. With more labour it is said 200 tons per day could readily be raised.
Labuan coal is better than that from Kelung, heavier, close grained, tolerably clean,
very free from sulphur, and forms but little clinker.

It burns fast, gives out much heat,

ﬂames issuing from funnel often extending 6 or 8 feet, and endangering the rigging.

It

roduces a large quantity of soot, which renders everything ﬁlthy. It would seem to be
like the Kelung coal, a hgnite. Mr. Low, of Labuan, states that he has found in “ the stiff
“ clay roof of some of the seams impressions of leaves in very perfect preservation identical
“ with those of trees at the present moment growing in the jungle.”(P) There are in the coal

itself frequently found tears of ‘ pure Dammar resin’, and the Dammar pine is still a common
tree. On one occasion a mass, 6 lbs. in weight, was found. It has a remarkable tendency to
occur in veins.
Petroleum is found in immediate vicinity of coal districts, both at Kelun (Formosa)

and at Labuan.

The Chinese also have an idea that Formosa is rich in golf; gold has

been found. There is a petroleum spring not far from the mines; in Labuan a athway
to the spot in the jungle has been cleared, but no workings have been undertaken.
ere are

other springs in the neighbourhood.
Russian coaZ.—-This is at Possiette on the coast at south point of East Siberia, and
at Dui on the island of Saghalien, at the head of Castries Bay.

The latter is aconvict

settlement; the coal is worked by the convicts, and used solely for the Russian ships of war.
This coal is small, of excellent quality, presents longitudinally a conchoidal, and transversely
a cubic fracture,

like Welsh

co , producing a moderately

dense dark brown smoke.

Steaming ualities said to be
ual to Newcastle coal, and owing to its caking qualities it
would pro ably burn very wel mixed with any small Welsh coal, too small to burn by
itself. Amount of ash, cinder, and soot 20 per cent.
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The Possiette coal has a vitreous fracture, more like English Cannel coal, is very bitu
minous, and burns quickly; leaves a large residue of whitish rown ash, with a moderate

quantity of clinker; deposits soot much more than Newcastle coal.
The Dni ooal appears to be a lignite.
In Japan also several kinds of coal occur, only small quantities are obtained, and the
Daimios will not allow it to be sold for ublic use, sothat not much is known regarding
the qualities of the coal. There are live kindis, known as Gorio, Hirado, Korkora, Emakbodkh,
and Korgah, which appearto possess good ualities.

And several others which are ve

inferior, ormin an immense quantity of clin er, and unﬁt for steaming purposes, thong
no doubt valuab e for domestic use.
The Korkora coal is of two qualities; one inferior, dirty brown, showing thin red
layers when broken and conchoidal in fracture. The better kind is bright, clean and hard,
liable to form clinker, so that it was found desirable to increase the apertures between the
ﬁre-bars with the ordinary tubular boilers. It resembles Sydney coal in appearance, and
appears to have a waste (ash, soot, and clinker) of about 30 per cent.

Korgah coal recently brought to Nagasaki is very similar in appearance and quality.
Emakbodkh coal shows clayey layers, and eonchoidal laminations of a white calcareous
substance, either carbonate or sulphate of lime.

This scaly appearance is characteristic.

It burns well, though with much smoke.

Hirado coal is either hard or soﬂs The soft kind cannotbe used for steaming, asit
is reduced to powder by being shaken up in the bunkers, otherwise it is a good coal. Of the
harder coal them are two varieties; one abounds in earthy matter and silica, reducing a
vitreous glaze on the clinker, and the other is light in ap earanoe, resembling §Vclsh coal,
and contains about 72 r cent. of carbon. It has a cubica fracture. Consumption is about
2 more than best Wels coal, with which, however, it might be advantageously mixed.
The best of the Jr.
ose coals is the Gorio; a clean herd cubical coal, like Welsh, and

with 73 per cent. of car n. Only small quantities, however, have been brought to Nagasaki;
and the mine has fallen in in oonse uenoe of heavy rains, so that some time will elapse before
the old wo1'kings can be made use 0%
A remarkable coal has been brought in small quantity from Ivanai, in the north part of

Nipon, where there appears to be a large mine of rt. The Daimio to whom it belongs is not
friendly to foreigners, and the coal is therefore procured with difﬁculty. The coal is worked
by the Ja nesc. It is aclean highly bituminous coal, and will burn with ﬂame in the light
of a can le. “ It ap ears like
rest to be a lignite." Quar. Jour. Geol. 800., London,

Vol. XXIV, p. 98.-( . 0.).

_

ME'm0nrr1zs.—-Through the kindness of Dr. M. Hiirnes, Director of the Imperial Mineral
Cabinet, Vienna, we have received a valuable addition to our series of meteorites.

This is

a very ﬁne specimen of the fall which took place near Pnltusk in the vicinity of Warsaw on
the 30th of January in the present year.

Through the Austrian Consul General in Warsaw Dr. Htimes had procured a specimen,
the third lar est which fell.

This was divided into three parts for examination, and of

these three r. Htirues with his usual liberality has sent to me the second in size. It weighs
602. 398grs. The largest specimen which fell was in possession of a private party; the second
largest went to the Imperial Mineral Collection in St. Petersbin'gh.

The fall occurred on the river Narew, about half way between Pultusk and Ostrolenkn,
about 36 English miles north-east of Warsaw. The stone sent to Vienna was actually picked
up in the village of Sielé Nowy.
J
Dr. W. Haidinger, in a brief notice of this fall (read to the Imperial Academy of Sciences
at Vienna on 12th March 1868) says : “ From the various reports which have ap)peared, it is

clear that we have here again todeal with a truly
niﬁcent phenomenon,
ginning as
a shooting star, afterwards appearing as a ﬁreball of ha ' the dmmetcr of the moon, then
vast detonations, at last a fall of meteoric stones, over a tolerably large extent of ground."

0
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‘The stone received in Vienna was perfect, that is, it was covered on all sides with
a distinct crust, but at the same time, judging from its shape, it was truly an angular
fragment of a rock-mass, which burst long prior to its reaching our atmosphere. It was a
somewhat conical ﬁagment, rather sharply angular in one direction, where the sides, 2 to
3 inches broad, meet at an angle of about 60°. In the other directions, the three sides

meet at angles of from 90° to 105°.’
‘ The surface is rather uniformly coated with a crust of about ﬂmth of an inch in thickness.
This black crust is dull, ﬁne grained, and on all planes covered with the well known and

characteristic round shallow impressions. The stone was about 44 inches long, 3 broad and 2
thick.

One side was rough, the other more even, before the incrustation, but both are simi

. larly incrusted. Even at the sharp angles, no molten edges are traceable which would
indicate that the stone had passed through the atmosphere only in a given direction.’
‘The fresh fracture of the stone, and especially the cut and polished surfaces, showed
that the stone undoubtedly belonged to the group of falls indicated by Partsch, and including
Eichstiidt, Barbotan, Bielaja Zerkow, Timochin, Zebrak, Gross-Divina, to
which must since he added Pokra (Bustee). These are all grey, more or less dark coloured,

locally brown, with more or less

lobular portions distinguished from the rest of the mass

b a nearly black colour with muci ﬁnely divided iron, a little pvrites, and probably troilite.
he Pultusk stone is very similarto that from Gross-Divina. Its speciﬁc gravity is 3'66O
(Schrauf.), which indicates the lar e proportion of iron it contains. The average speciﬁc
gravity of the group was determin by Partsch as 3'55 to 3'70.’

The stone would belong to the third class, sporadosidéres, and to the second subdivision
of that class, oligoeidérea, of Mr. Daubr6e's c1essiﬁcation.—(T. 0.).
DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM.
Specimens of the following minerals have been presented by David Forbes, Esq.,
F. R. S., &c., 80:.

Titanoferrite, with hornblende
Eisen-nickelkies (original typical form)

...

... Krageroe, Norway.
Esppdnlen, ditto.

Nickeliferous Pyrrhotine
Bismuthine, with Pyrites

...
...

...

Gersdorﬁite
Phosphorite

...
...

Dolschalb Hungary
... Estremadura, Spain.

...

Native Bismuth, with Bismuthine
Native Silver
...

Staﬂhlite
Tyrite

...

...

...

...

i
ditto.
Sorata, Bolivia.

Sorata, Bolivia.
Thunder Bay, Lake Superior,
Canada.

...

... Staifel, Nassau.
Hamfernyr, Norway.

Gadolinite, with black Yttrotitanite

...

... Ytterby, Sweden.

Hornblende
Tourmaline...

...
...

-.-

... K eroe, Norway.
... Eke and, Norway.

Chlorapatito
Rutile
Cerite
_

‘.

T1tanoi'errite, with Aspidolite

...

Krageroe, Norway.

...
-u
...

Alvite

..

...

Native Alum
Scapolite ...
Cryolite
Moroxite

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
.-.

Titanic Magnetite

...

...

...

Tambillos, Chili.
Kr eroe, Norway.
... Rid arshyttan, Sweden.
... Arendal, Norway.

...
...

Smyrna.
... Krageroe, Norway.
Greenland.
Canada.

... Norway.

PT.
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F301: rm: RoraL ScHooL or Mums, Lonnoy.

Large mammillated mass of Hrematite

...

Whitehaven, Cumberland.

Three specimens of ﬁbrous haematite

Ditto

ditto.

Specimen of ditto showing tendency to fracture into
.. .

Ditto

ditto.

Specular Iron, crystallized, with quartz crystals, on haematite

paraboloids

...

...

.. .

Ditto

ditto.

Copper pyrites, in mica schists (ve1n)
... Fahlun, Sweden.
Vemstone, showing deposits of Galena, Zinc-blende, calcite,
&c.
...
...
... Przibram, Bohemia.
Asphalt, from great Pitch-Lake

...

... Trinidad.

Tin ore with to az

Durango, Mexico

Fahlerz, c stal ized with quartz

...

Celestine, om new red marls
Quartz crystals, group of

... SBXoII -

...

Bristo .
Dau hine.

...

Tinstone
Tinstone, two large specimens

...

...
...

Hue Spearne, Cornwall.
... Huel Owles,
ditto

...

...

Pyromorphite
Cerusite

Wheatley, Mine, Pem1ylvania.

...

.

Anglesite
Chromo-molybdate of Load
Copper glance
Antlmoniate of Lead
Graphite, Alibert mines...
Zincite, with Franklinite

...
...
...

...
...

Mica

...

-U

...

...

...

Magnetic Iron
Ditto ditto
...
Red iron ore
...
Ditto ditto
...
Schistose rod iron ore

...
...

Copper Pyrites

_‘.

Malachite, on brown iron ore
Green carbonate of copper in gossan

...
...

Pyrolusite

ditto.

Ditto
ditto.
Ditto
ditto.
Monte Catiui, Tuscany.
Spain.
Irkutsk, Siberia.
New Jersey.
... Cornwall.

Dannemora, Sweden.
... Bispberg,
ditto.
Langbau,
ditto.
Nassau.
Ditto.
Ditto.

Ditto.
Dillenburg, Nassau.

... Nassau.

‘ Cyano-nitride of Titanium, artiﬁcial, from Iron furnaces
Fibrous gypsum
Pectolite
...
Carbonate of Lead
...
...
Stzheelite
...
Titanite, in Granite

...

Sulphur

Workington, Cumberlélnd.
Netting am.
A rshire, Scotland.
... Zi lerfeld, Hartz.
Caldbockfells, Cumberland.
Norway.

Valais.

Calcite

...

Green ﬂuor spar
Plumbo-calcite

Ditto

Strontian, Argyleshire.
Cumberland.

...

Vanadinite
Scapolite
Beryl
Garnet, with Idocraso

...

Leadhills, Lanarkshire.

...

Wanlock-head, Dumfriesshire.
Norway.
Gweebarra Mts., Donegal.
Dunglow, Donegal.

Wulfenite

...

...

...

Bleiberg, Carinthia.

Rutile, in quartz
Sﬁecular iron ore

...
...

...

...
...

Perthshire.
Elba.

...

...

...

Hartz.

anganite
B1111)’towalcite

Alston Moor, Cumberland.

BarrY‘rBﬂ, in clay iron ore

Workin

Actmolite

...

-,..

Zinc-blende
Texasite, on chrome iron ore
Green talc
...

n, Cumberland.

.. St. Gott ard.

Cumberland.
...
_

...

Texas, Pensylvania.
St. Gotthard.
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Sanidine in Trachyte ...
...
... Drachenfela, Rhine.
Green Pyromorphite ..
...
Cumberland.
Selenite with sand, from the basement bed of‘London clay,
Upnor, near Rochester

...

Purple ﬂuor spar
Brown ﬂuor spar, wi

..
carbonate of iron

Albertite '

...

' ...

... Kent.

...
' ...

Cumberland.
.'.. Allenhet1d$1 N°l'ﬂ“1mbeTland'

...

...

... Nova Scotis.

Quartz crystals
...
...
... Snowdon, Wales.
Phosphorescent ﬂuor spar, from East-pool mine, near Red
flltll ‘
... Cornwall.
Lithomarge, Restormnl iron mine, near Lostwithiel

Fibrous Carbonate of Copper, with pyrites

... Ditto.

'

Ditto. ‘

Gun Flints, showing effects of intense heat on ﬂints, from

';he ]'1‘ower of London, after the great ﬁre of October 31,
841 .

’

From J. CALvnRT, Esq., 0. E.—Speci1nens of Schorl from'Beerbhoom, and of Gold soil from
Nicaragua.
ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.
FnoM lsr APRIL 1868 To 30m: JUNE 1868.
Titles of Books.

Donors.

AnAxs, ARTHiJR.—The Zoolog ‘of the Voy e of Her Mai. ship Samarang, under the
command’ of Captain
London, 1850.

ir Edward Be cher during 1843-46,
'

4to.,

ADAMs, HENRY, AND ANGLE, G. F.—Descripti0ns of new genera and species of Ubitonrkla
from the Australian Seas, in the collections of George French Angus,
Svo.

AnAnson, M.—-Histoire naturelle dn Senegal, Coquillagesi 4to., Paris, 1757.
ALToN, DR. E. D’.——Ueber
die Banda
von Herrn
Sellow
mit¢*ebrachten
fossilen
Panzerfmgmente
aus der
oriental,
und die
Ldazu gehiirigen
Kuochen
Ueberreste,
4to., Berlin, 1834.

Amos, DR. E. 1)’ nm BvRMEIsreR, Dn. H.—Der fossile Gavial von Boll in Wurtembm-g,
XII Plates, Fol. Hallo, 1854.
ANsrED, PnoF. D. T.—The Ionian Islands in the year 1863, 8vo., London, 1863.
AnrHoNY, J. G.—Descriptions of new species of American ﬂnvistile Gasteropods, Svo.

ARCHnn, MAJon.—Tours in Upper India and in Farts of the Himalaya Mountains, with
accounts of the Courts 0 the native princes, &o., vol. III, 8vo.,
London, 1833.
BADIN, AJ)0L1>1Ii:.—Grottes et cavernes, 8vo., Paris, 1867.
BAILY, W. H.—Figures of characteristic British fossils with descriptive remarks, Pt. 1,
Pls. I-X, 8vo., London, 1867.
BmmnnE, JoAcn1'M.-Svstéme silurien du centre de la Bohéme, Vol. II, 3, Pl. CCXLV,

CGCL, 4J:o., 1868.
BAUDER, J. F.—Kurze doch eigentliche Beschreibung eines bei Altdorf im Niirnbergischen
neuerlich gesundnen kostbahrn und noch nie gesehenen Ammoniten
und Belemniten Marmors den Hohen und allen curieusen Liebhsbern
vorgeleget von dem Erﬁnder, 4to., Altdorf, 1754.
BAUDnn, J. F.-—Beschreibung des kostbahrn Altdorﬁschen Ammoniten und Belemniten
marmors wie solche znm erstenmal im jahr 1754 gemacht und in dem
Drucke vorgeleget worden ist von dem Erﬁnder.

41to., Altdorf, 1751.

Bnnnom:, CAPTAIN R. H.—The £2-ms of British India, Pts. XVII, XVIII, XIX, 4t0.,

Madras, 1867-68.

-
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Titles Qf Books.
1)0n0rs.
Brun, AMos.-Terrestrial mollusks and shells of the United States, Vols. I—IV, edited
by Gould, Roy. 8vo., Boston, 1851-59.
BmNnY, W. G.—Check List of the shells of North America, Torrestrial Gasteropoda (Smith
sonian Miscellaneous Collection), 2nd Edition, Svo.

BLAnronn, H. F.—On the speciﬁc identity of the described forms of Tanalia, 4to., London.
Bonn.—Testacea Musei Caesarei Vindobonensis, Roy. Fol. Vindobonae, 1780.

BonN.—Catalogue methodi ne et raisonné de la collection des fossiles de Mlle. Eléonore de
Radix, Vols. I, II, 12mo., Vienne, 1790.

BoUnoUIGNAT, M. J. R.—Mollnsques nouveaux litigieux ou peu connus, Fascl. VIII, 8vo.,
Paris, 1867.
BoUnnon, CovRT Jan-A descriptive catal
of diamonds in the Cabinet of Sir Abraham
Hume, Ba/rt., with

lates, 4-t0., London, 1815.

BRAUN, F.—VeI-Leichniss der in der kreis-naturalien Sammlung zu Bayreuth beﬁndlichen
Petrefacten, 4to., Leipzig, 1840.

BEARD, C.—Traite des pierres precieuses, des po hyres, granite, marbres, albrates, et autres
roches, propres a recevoir e oli et a orner les monumens publies et les
ediﬁces particuliers, Pts. I, I, 8vo., Paris, 1808.
Bnozm, H. G.—System der Urweltlichen Konchylien, with Atlas, Fol. Heidelberg, 1824.
BBONDŸs, DR. H. G.—-Klassen und ordnnn n des thier-reichs wissenschaftlich dargestellt in
Wort nnd Bild.,
. V., Lief. 5, Boy. 8vo., Leipzig und Heidelberg,

1868.
BnoWN, Ronmrr.-The miscellaneous botanical works of Robert Brown, Esq., Vol. II,
(Ray. Society), 8vo., London, 1867.
CATULLo, T. A.—Saggio di zoologia fossile, 4m, Padova, 1827.

CHARPENTIER, J. F. B.—1~7];[8ineralogisohe Geographie chursachsischen Landes, 46o., Leipzig,
CHENU, M.—Illustrations conchyliologiques ou descriptions et ﬁgures de teures les coquilles
connues vivantes et fossiles, classées suivant le systeme Lamarck,

24 Livraisons, Roy. Fol., Paris.
CIIITTY, EDwmn-Contributions to Conchol y (of Prof. C. B. Adams), No. 1, Terrestrial
and ﬁuviatile shells of amaica, 8vo., 1853.
CoNYBEARE, REv. W. D., AND PHILLIPs, WM.—Outlines of the Geology of England and Wales,
with an introductory compendium of the general principles of that

science and comparative views of the structure of foreign countries,
Pt. I (all published), 8vo., London, 1822.
CnoIZET, IIAEBE, ET J0mm, AINE.—Recherches sur les ossemens fossiles du department du
Puy-de-dome, 4to., Paris, 1828.

Cnossn, M. H.—Observations sur le genre, et description de trois espéces nouvelles avec un
catalogue alphabetique des Cones actuellement connus, 8vo., Paris.
CUvInn, G.—-Memoire sur les espéces d'éléphans vivants et fossiles, 22 pp. 4to., Paris.
CUYPER, DE, M. (Im-Revue de l'exposition de 1867, publiée par la Revue Universelle des
mines, de la Metallurgie, des travaux publies des Science et des Arts
appli ues a 1' industrie sous la direction, Liv., la, 2, 2a, 3, and 3a,
8vo., aris and Liege, 1867.

DAUEnéE, A.—Rapport sur les pr
des lett. et

es de la Geologie experimentale. Rec de rapp. s. l. progr.
es Sci. en France, Roy. 8vo., Paris, 1867.

D’AacnIAc,A.—Paléontologie de la France. Rec. de. rapp. sur les progr. des lett. et des Sci.
en France, Roy 8vo., Paris, 1868.
Davmson, Tnos.—-A few remarks on the Brachiopoda, Bvo.
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Titles of Books.
Donors.
D'AUBUIssoN DE Volsms (translated by J. G. Wiemann).—Geognosie oder Darstellung
der jetzigen Kenntnisse über die phys. u. min. Beschaffenheit der
‘
Erdkiigel, Bd. I, II, 8vo., Dresden, 1821-22.
DERHAM, W.—A.stro-'1‘heology or a demonstration of the Being and Attributes of God, from
a Survey of the Heavens, 8vo., London, 1721.
DoLLrUs-AUssEr.—Materisux pour l'etude des glaciers, Tom. VII, 8vo., Paris, 1867.
Don‘, H. W.—-Uber Eiszeit, Föhn und Sciroeco, 8vo., Berlin, 1867.
EICHWALD, Dn.EDw.u2n.—Reise auf dem caspisehen Meere und in den Caucasus, Bd. I,
Pts. I, II, 8vo., Stuttgart and Tübingen, 1834-37.
ENGELs, J. A.—Flora der Vorwelt, aus dem Werdensehen Steinkohlengebirge, 4to.
ErrmesnavsEn, C. R. von.-—-Die Fernkräuter der Jetzwelt zur Untersuchung und Bestim

mung der in den Formationen der Erdrinde eingeschlossenen Ueber
reste von vorweltlichen Arten dieser Ordnung nach dem Flächemskelet
beearbeitet, FoL, Wien, 1865.

FAvRE, A.—Observations sur les dicems, 4to., Geneve, 1843.
FLEMING, JonN.—History of British Animals, 2nd Edition, 8vo., London, 184.2.

FLEMING, JoHN.—The Philosophy of Zoology, Vols. I, II, 8vo., Edinburgh, 1822.
Fnmxozu‘, BREvnT CAPTAIN J. C.—Narrative of the e loring expedition to the rocky Moun
tsins in the year 184.2, and to

gen and North California in the

years 1843-44, with a map and illustrations, 8vo., London, 1846.

FRITsCH, K. V., Hmmw G., mm REIss, W.—Tenerife‚ geologisch-topographisch darges
tellt, Fol.‚ Winterthur, 1867.

Gmnm, CH. JE. m‘ DELAHARPE, PH.—Flore Fossile des environs de Lausanne, 8vo.,
Lausanne, 1856.

GEMMELLARo, G. G.—M0nografﬁa del. genere Hierin (Matheron), 4to., Palermo, 1863.
GEnvAIs, PAUL.-Nouvelles recherches sur les animaux vertebres dont on trouve les ossements
enfouis dans 1e sol., Ser. I, Liv. 6, 7, 4to., Pari.
GMELIN, S. G.—-Reise durch Russland zur untersuchung der drei natur Reiche, Theil. 1,2, 3
4to.‚ St. Petersburg.
'
GoEBEL, DR. FR.-—Roise in die Stop en des südlichen Russlands, Theil. 1, 2, and Plates, 4to.‚
Dorpat, 1837- 8.

GoULD, AUGUsTUs A.—Expedition Shells, described for the work of the United States explor
ing expedition, commanded by C. Wilkes, during 1838-42, 8vo.,
Boston, 1846.

GRIFFITH, WILLIAH.—Journals of travels in Assam, Birma, Bootan, Affghanistan, and the
neighbouring countries, 8vo., Calcutta, 1847.

GnoNovII, L. TH.—Musenm Ichth olo ‘cum, sistens piseium indigenorum et quorumdam
exoticorum,

0.,

01., 1754.

HAAFNER, JAO0E.—Lotgevallen op eene reize von Madras, over Tranquebaar naar het eiland
Ceilon. I, 8vo., Amsterdam, 1826.
IIAAFNER, JAconl-Reize te voet door Het eiland Ceilon, II‚ 8vo., Amsterdam, 1826.
IIAAFNER, JACoB.——Reize in eenen pslanquin of lotgenvallen en merkwaardige aahteekeningen
op eene reize langs de kusten Orixa en Choromandel, III, IV, 8vo.,
Amsterdam, 1827.
Hunmozn, WILHELM.—Ueber das Vorkommen von Pﬂanzenresten in den Braunkohlen
und Sandstein-Gebilden des Elbo er Kreises in Bohmen nebst
einigen damit zusammenhängenden
merkungen, 4to., Prag, 1839.

HALDEm, S. S.—A monograph of the fresh water univalve molluscs of the United States,
Roy. 8vo., Phila.dslphia, 1842.
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Titles of Books.
Donors.
HAwnms, TnoMAs.—The book of the Great Sea-dragons, Iohthyosauri and Plosiosauri
with thirty plates, Fol., London, 1840.
HELLER, Paor. DE. C.—Beitr5ige zur niiheren Kenntniss der ll/faorouren, Svo.
HEuusnsnn, G. DE.—Des gisements de Charhon do terre en Russie, Roy. 8vo., St. Peters.
1866.

Hocnsnmn, DR. F. Von.—New Zealand; its physical geography, peology, and natural
history, with special reference to e results 0 Government expedi
iiions 1n the provinces of Auckland and Nelson, Roy. 8vo., Stuttgart,
867.

HammonaUs, F. W.—Beitrag zur Mouographie der Gattung Crania, 4to., Crefeld, 1828.
HUNT, JAMEs.—-Anniversary address delivered before the Anthropological Society of London,
January 5th, 1864, 8vo., London, 1864.

J(EGER, G. F., M. D.—Ueher die fossile Reptilien, welche in Wiirtemberg aufgefunden worden
sind., 4to., Stuttgart, 1828.

J ARDINE, SIR WILLIAII.—The Ichnology of Annandale, or illustrations of foot-marks im
ressed on the new red sandstone of Corncockle Muir., Roy. Fol.,
dinburgh, 1853.
JAY, JoHN C.—A catalogue of the shells of, 4th Edition with a supplement, 4to.,
New York, 1850.
JErraErs, J. GWYx.—-The upper tertiary fossils at Uddevalla in Sweden, 8vo., London.

J EFFREYs, J. GWYN.—Remarks on Stilifer, a genus of uasiparasitic mollusks, with parti
culars of the European species S.

rtoni,

Svo.

JEnvIs, LIEUT. H.—Narrative of a journey to the falls of the Cavery, with an historical
and descriptive account of the Neilgherry Hills, 8vo., Lond., 1834.
JoNAI, DR. J. H.—Mollusk0logische Beitrﬁge, Taﬂ., VII-XI, 4to., Hamhurgh, 1844.
Jonas, J. M.L'r11]:w.—Clont;ibutions to the natural history of the Bermudas, 8vo., Halifax,
86 .

Kavrmn, F. Jos.—Der Pilatus, Geologisch untersucht und beschrieben, 4to., Bern., I867,
with Atlas Folio.

KAUP, J. J.—Description d'ossements fossiles de mammiferes inconnus jusqu' a présent, ui se
trouvent au Muséum grand-ducal de Darmstadt, avee ﬁgures itho
ghraphiees, Cahier, 1-4, 4to., Darmstadt, 1832-35.

KIENER, L. C.—Species général et iconographie des coquilles vivantés, Vols. I—XII, Roy.
8o., Paris.

KmcHEn, ATHANA8IUs.—l\Iundus
dam, 1776.

subterraneus in XII Lihros digestus, Fol., Amster

Knon, G. W.—De natuurlyke histoire der Versteeningen, 4 Vols., Folio, Amsterdam, 1773.
KnAos, Pnor., DR.—Neue Kaps'che Mollusken, als zusatz zu meiner Schriﬂ; “die sudat‘ri
kanischen Mollusken,” 8vo.
KUnsTEn, H. C.—Systematisches conchylien-Cabinet von Martini und Chemnitz, Bd. I,
Hf. LXXVIII, L1ef. 186, 4to., Niimhurg, 1868.

LEA, I8AAC.—A Synopsis of the family of Naiades, 2nd Edition, 4to., Philadelphia, 1838.

Lu, Is.uc.—Rectiﬁcatiou of Mr. T. A. Conrad's Synopsis of the “Family of Naiados of
North America," 8vo., Phil., 1854.

LEA, IsAAC.—-Description of new species of shells extracted from Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.,
Philadelphia, 8vo., Phil., 1857-62.

Lncoq, HEN3Y.—Les époques

ologiques de l’Auvergne, Tom. I—V, Roy. 8vo., Paris, 1867.

LEoNBABD, R. C.-Vulc:11r18en44-At

zur naturgeschichte der Erde, 15 maps, 4to., Stuttgart,
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LINK, M. J. G.—Historia naturalis castoris et moschi, small, 4t0., Lipsiae.
LIsrnn, M.—-Historian sive S mopsis methodicm conchyliorum et tabularum anatomicarum ;
'
editio a tem, Folio, 1770.
LUJND, M. A.—Recherches sur les envelloppes d'oeufs des Mollusques Gasteropodes

pectinibmnches, avec des observations physiologiques sur les embryons
qui y's0nt contenus, 8vo.

LYMAN, Tnnononn.—lllustrated catalogue of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at
Harvard College, No. 1, Roy. 8vo., Cambridge, 1865.
MARGoLLE ET ZU5CHER.—Les météores, 2nd Edition, 8vo., Paris, 1867.
MARTEN8, E. V.—Die preussische Expedition nach Oat-Asien, Zoologischer Theil., Bd. I, 1,
and II, Roy. 8vo., Berlin, 1865-67.
MAsson, Cn.mI.ns.—Narrative of various "om-neya in Baloochiatan, Afghanistan, and the
Punjab, Vols. I, II, II, 8vo., Lond., 1842.
MAssoN, CHABIJS.—Narrative of a journey to Kelat, including an account of the insur
rection at that place in 1840, and a Memoir on Eastern Baloochistan,
8vo., London, 1843.

MICHBLoTTI, G.-

lo storico dei Rizopodi carrattexistici dei ten-ani sopraeretaeei, 4%.,
odena, 1841.

MILNE-EDWARDs, A.—Rccherchos snatomigues et Paléontologiques pour servir a Yhistoire
des 7Oiseaux foesiles e la France, Liv., 8, 9, 15, 16, 17, 4t0., Paris,
186 .
MITCHELL, Mn1012 T. L.—Threo expeditions into the interior of Eastern Australia, Vols. I, II,
8vo., London, 1839.

Monscn, CAs.—-Geologische Beschreibung des Aargauer Jura, nnd der Niirdlichen Gebiete
des Kantons Ziirich, 4to., Bern., 1867.

MoUsson, Am1T.—Coquilles terreettes et ﬂuviatiles recucillies par M. C. Prof. Bellardi dans
un voyage en Orient, 8vo., Zurich, 1854.

MoUsson, A.LB.—Coqui1les ten-estres et ﬂuviatiles recueilliee par M. 0. Prof. J. R. Roth
dans son dernier voyage du Palestin, 8vo., Zurich, 1861.

MoUsoon, AL1a.—Coquilles ten-estres et ﬁuviatiles do quelques iles do l'oce6.n paciﬁque ro
cueillies par M. C. Dr. E. Graeffe, 8vo.
MoERCH, Ono A. L.—Reviow of the genus Tenagodus, Guettard, Svo.
Monncn, O. A. L.—Catalogus oonchyliorum quae reliquit d. Alphonso d'aguirra, &c., aoephala,
annulata, cirripedia, echinodermata, Fee. 2, 8vo., Hafnim, 1853.
MUELLnn, C. F.—Vermium terrestrimn et ﬁuviatilium sou animalium infusoriorum, helmin
thicorum et lestaoeorum non marinorum suocincta historin, Vols. I, II,
4to., Hafniae, et Lipsioe, 177 3-74.
MUELLnn, J0H.—Ueber die fossileu Reste der Zeuglodonten von Nerd America mit Riick
sicht auf die europiiischen Resto ans dieser Familie, Fol., Berlin, 1849.
MUELLER, T1I.—Synopsis novorum generum, specierum et varietatum testaoeorum
viventium, anno 1834, promulg., 8vo., Berolini, 1836.

Mnnsmn, Gzono. Gnur ZU.—Ueber die Plomuliten und Goniatiten im Ueber-gangs-kalk
des Fichtelgebirges, 4to., Bayreuth, 1832.
Nnwcoms, VVEsLEY.—-Description of a new species of Helix from Bougainsville Island, Svo.
NmssoN, Svnn.—The rimitive inhabitants of Scandinavia, 3rd Edition, edited by Sir J. Lub
Rmck, Bart, 8vo., London, 1868.

Oxford Essays contributed by Members of the University, 8vo., London, 1855.
PALADILHE, M.—Nouvelles Misoellanies malacologiques, Fascl., 11, Royal 8vo., Paris, 1867.
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Pranen, W. Kc—‘À monograph on the structure and development of the shoulder-girdle and
sternum in the vertebrate (Ray Society) FoL, London, 1868.
PAmaEn, C. H. UND ALTON En. n’.—Vergleichende Osteologie, FoL, Boum; 1821.

PFEIFFER, D3. L.—-Verzeichniss der durch Herrn Dr. V. Tschudi in Peru gesammelten Con!
chylien, 8vo.

Pmmm, DR. A.--Bemerkungen über die Molluskenfauna Unter-Italiens in Beziehung auf
die geographische Verbeitung der Mollusken und auf die Mollusken
fauna der ertiiirperiode, 8vo.
PKILLIPI, DR. A.—Zoologis<:he Beobachtungen, 8vo.
PmLnrr, DR. B. A.-Abbildungen und Beschreibungen neuer oder wenig geknmmter Con
chylien, Bd. I, II, III, 4150., Cassel., 1845.
PmLmrs, J. ArrnUn.‘1-8T6l;e mining and metallurgy of gold and ilver, Royal 8vo., London,

PICTBT, F. J .—Matériaux pour la paleontologic Suisse on recueil des monographies sur les
fossiles du Jura et des A-lps, Sel‘. 4th, Liv. 9, 4t0., Gencve, 1867.

PLAYFAIR, JoHN.-The works of-, 4 vola, 8vo., Edinburgh, 1822.
PoNSoN, A. T.—Handbuch der Steinkohlen-bergbaues oder Darstellung des in der bedentend
sten Steinkohlen-Bergwerken Europe's zur Aufsuchung, Gewinnung,

und Förderung. der Brenbaren Mineralien angewendeten Verfahrens,
mit Atlas, 4to., Wiemar, 1856.

PooLn, R. S.—The genesis of the Earth and of Man, 8vo., Edinburgh 1836.
PRIME, TEMPLE.—Llsl’‚ of the known species of Pisidium with their synonymy, 8vo..
PRIME, TnMrLn-Monogrsph of2the species of Sphærium of North and South America, 8vo.,
Phil., 186 .
RABOT, LAUBEN'1‘.~—Habituti0ns lacustres de la Savoie, 2me. Mémoire, 1 Album," Plos.,
Royal 8vo., Chambery, 1868.
Rmævn, LovELL-A revision of the history, synonymy and geographical distribution of the
Terebratuhz, 8vo.
REYNAUD, J .—Histoire élémentaire des mineranx nsuels, 2nd Edition, 8vo., Paris, 1867.
RoEann, Cmr. FEED.--Das Rheinische Uebergangsgebirge, 4to.‚ Hanover, 184-4.
RosE, GUsTAv.—Besch1-eibung und Eintheilung der Meteoriten auf Grund der Sammlung im

mineralogischen Museum zu Berlin, 4to.‚ Berlin, 1864.
RossMÆssLEn, E. A.-Die versteinerungen des Braunkohlen Sandstein aus der gegend von
Altsattel in B0hmen., Hf. I, Royal 8vo., Dresden und Leipzig, 1840.
ROssMEBILER, PRoF. E. A.—Iconographie der Land und Siisswasser-Mollasken, mit vorzü

licher Beriicksichtigun

der europäischen noch nicht abgebildeten

irten, Royal 8vo., Dres en und Leipzig, 1835-39.
Su, Tnomm-Description of the land and fresh water shells of the United States, with
MS. translation in French, 8vo., Phil., P819.
SLY, THoMAS.-American Conchologg, or descriptions of the shells of North America, Vol. I,
Nos. I-V, an a Glossary to Say's Conchology, 8vo., New Harmony,
Indiana, 1830-32.
SCHLUTEB, FlL-Kurzgefasstes systematisches Verzeichniss meiner Conehylien sammlun
nebst Andeutung aller bis jetzt von mir bei Halle gefundenen Lau
und Fluss conchylien, 12mo., Halle, 1838.
Scnnnnn, D’Lr.oror.n v.——Reisen und forschungen im Amur-lande in den Jahren, 1854-56,
Mollusken des Amur-Zandeo und des Nord japanischen Meeres,

Bd. II, Lief. 3, 4to.‚ St. Peters, 1867.
D
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SHILY, JoHN B.
The Wonders of Ellom; or the narrative of a journey to the tem les
‘

and dwellings excavated out of a mountain of

runite, and exten ' g

upwards of a mile and a quarter at Ellora, in t e East Indies, 8vo.,
London, 1824.
SoWERB'Y'S Genera of Shells, Vols. I, II, 8vo.
SoWERBY, G. B.—The conchological Illustrations, 8vo., London, 1841.

STEENB TBUP, J. J. SM.—-—Rhizochilus antipaﬂaium, Stp. en til P1u72ura, familien hﬁrende
ny sleegt og art of Suegle, &e., &c., 4to., Kjébenhuvn, 1853.
Srmnmonn, J0HANN.—Gc0gn0stische studien am Mittelrheine, 4 Parts in 1 Volume, 8vo.,
Maiuz, 1819.

STEININGER, J.—Geognostischo Beschreibung des Lendes zwischen der untern. Saar und
dem Rheine, 4-to., Trier, 1840.

STEvENs, DR. R. P.-—-Remarks on the Tawonic System, 8vo.
TEBNER, M.-Catalogue des mollusques terrestres et ﬂuviutiles observés dans les possesions

Fmncaises, au Nord de l'Afrique, 8vo., Paris and Lyons, 1839.
TESsIN, Dons. CAB. GABT.—Museum Tessiunum, opera illustrissimi comitis, &<:., &c., Fol.,
Holmisz, 1753.
THEoBALD, G.—Die Siid iistlichen gebirge von Graubiindeu, 4to., Bern., 1866.
TnoMson, Tnonus.—Western Himalaya and Tibet, 8vo., London, 1852.
T1100B'l‘, G.—Fifth Geological Report to the twenty-third general assembly of Tennessee,
8vo., Nashville, 1840.
Tnoscnm, DR. F. H.—Dss gebiss der Sohnecken zur bergriinrlung einer naturlichen classi
ﬁcation, Bd. I, II, 1, 2, 4to., Berlin, 1856-68.
VALvAsoBs, J. R.—-Die Ehro des Herzogthums Crain, Theil. 1, 2, 3, 4, Fol., Laubach, 1689.
VIGNE, G. T.—A personal narrative of A visit to Ghuzni, Kabul, and Affghnnistan, and of a
residence at the Court of Dost Mohamed, &o., &c., 8vo., London, 1840.
VIGNE, G. T.—Travels in Kashmir, Ladak, Iskardo, Vols. I, II, with map, 8vo., London, 1842.
Veer, CARL.—Lehrbuch der Geologie und Petrefactenkunde, Pt. IV, Bd. I, 3rd ed., 8vo.,
Bruunschweig, 1868.

WALDIN, J. G.—Die Fra7nkenberger Versteinerungen, nebst ihren Ursprunge, 4to., Marhurg.,
1 7 S.

WILDE, W. R.—A descriptive catalogue of the antiquities in the Museum of the Royal Irish
Academy, articles of stone, earthen, ve etable, and animal materials;
and of copper and bronze, Vol. I, 87o., ublin, 1863.

WILDE, W. R.—Cataloguo of the antiquities of gold in the Museum of Royal Irish
Academy, 8vo., Dublin, 1862.
ZEJsZNER, L.—Palaeontologia polska, Pt. I, 8vo., Was-szwa, 184.5.

ZmsznEn, L.—Nowe lub niedoklandnie opisane gatunki skamianialosci tatrowych, Pt. I,
4,t0., Warszuwa, 1846.
ZnUscnman, Pnor. D11. L.—Palaeontol ische Beitriige zur Kenntniss des Weissen jum
kalkes von Inwal bei Wadowiee, 4to., P1-ag., 1857.
ZIGNo, B. A. DE.—Flom fossilis formationis oolithicee, Pts. III, IV, Fol., Padua.

ZUncnEn, ct Mu.eoLLE.—Volcans et tremblements de terre, Bvo. Paris, 1866.
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PERIonICALs.

Titles of Books.
Donors.
American Journal of Conchology, Vols. I, II, III, Parts 1-3, 8vo., Philadelphia, 1865-67.
American Journal of Science and Arts, Vol. XLIII, 127-129; XLIV, 130-132; XLV,
133, 8vo., New Haven, 1867-68.
Annales de Chimie et de Physique, Ser. 1, Vols. I-XCV, Ser. 2, Vols. I-LXXV, Ser. 3,
Vols. LXXVI-CXLIV, Set. 4, 1-3. Indioes, 5 Vols., Paris, 1816-64.
Annales des Mines, 6me. Ser. XII, Livr. 4, 5, 8vo. Paris 1868.
L'Anm1~nsrn. nEs Mmns.
Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Sen, Vol. I, 2-5, 8vo., London, 1868.
Engineer's Journal, Calcutta, Vol. XI, 4, 5, 1868, 4to.
Geological Magazine, Vol. V, Nos. 2-5, 8vo., London, 1868.
Journnl de Conchyliologie, 3me. Sen, Tom. VIII, No. 2, 8vo., Paris, 1868.
Neues Jahrbuch fiir Minemlogie, Ge0logie und Palecontologie Hit. 1, 2, 1868.
Novitetes Conchologicm, Abth. I (Dr. L. Pfeiffer), Lief. 19, 20, 4to., Cassel, 1868.
,,

,,

Abth. 11 (Dr. W. Dunker), Lief. 13

,,

,,

,,

Pnleeontographica, XV, 6, 4to., Cassel.
Petcrmenn, Geogmphische Mittheilungen, 4to., Gotha, Hit. 1-4, 1868.

Professional papers on Indian Engineering, Roorkee, Vol. V, No. 19. MAJoR MEDLEY, R. E.
Quarterly Journal of Science, Vol. V, No. 18, London, 1868.
Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Ser., No. 30, 8vo., London, 1868.
Zoologist-The—-c0nductgf1l'3by
Newman, Vols. I-XVI (bound in X1) 8vo., London,
1

-5 .

.

Zoological Journal-The-conducted by Bell, Children, Sowcrby, Vigors, &c., Vols. I-V,
8vo., London, 1824:-35.
Govnmnnmr SnLncrrons, &c. (seen me GovnnnMmrrs).
BoIIEAY.—GGBQr2Ll Report on the administration of the Bombay Presidency for 1866-67.

N. W. Pnovmcns.-Appendices to Report on administration of-for 1866-67.
Report on meteorological observations in the North-Western Provinces,
”

,,

by Murray Thomson, M. D.

Report of Principal of the Thomason Civil Engineering College for
ofﬁcial year 1867-68.
MUoR J. G. MEDLEY, R. E.

PUN‘.'|'AE.--Annual Report of the Lahore Lunatic Asylum for 1867.
Nsuron.-Chief Commissioner's Report of Ethnolo 'cal Committee on p:'pers laid before

them, and upon examination 0 specimens of aborigin

tribes brought

to the J ubbulpore Exhibition of 1866-67.
BENGAL.—-Report on cattle diseases, by Dr. McLeod.
INDIA,—Li8i’. of Civil Oﬁioers holding gazetted appointments to 1st of Janunry 1868.
Ain-i-akbari, Fasc. 4, 5, Bibliotheca Indies, New Series, Nos. 120, 122.
7’

,,
,,

I!

Annual Report on operations of the Post Ofﬁce for 1866-67.
Annual Report on administration of the Province of Oudh for 1866-67.
Report of the revenue administration of the Province of Oudh for 1866-67.
Ditto
ditto
ditto,
Part II, Settlement.
Report on administration of Penal Settlement of Port Blair, Andaman Islands,

II

for l866-67-

_
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Donors.

INDIA.-' Annals of Indian administration, 1866-67, Vol. XII, Part I.

,,

A collection of existing Rules for the sale in fee simple of waste-lands in India
(compiled for Home Department).
Tnmsmrrons or SocnmEs, &c.

AMs'1'BRDAM.—VerhandeIin en der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschaﬂen, 4t0., Deel
I, I , IV-IX, 1854-61.
BERLIN.-‘Zeitschrift der deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, 8vo.‚ Bd. XIX, Hit. 4.
THE Socnzrr.

BoNN.—Verhandlungen des naturhistorischen Vereines der Prenssischen Rheinlande and
Westphälens, Jahrg. XXIII, Folge. III, Bd. 3, Hit. 1, with map,
8vo., Bonn., 1866.

BosTom-Proceedingsof the Boston Society of Natural History, 8vo., Vol. X,qpp. 289-418:
Vol. XI, pp. 1-96.

,,

Hn SocImY.

Condition and doings-of the Boston Soc. of Natural History, 8vo., Boston.

Tm: Socnmr.
Bnnsum-Jahres-Bericht der Schlesischen Gesellschaft für Vaterlaendische Kultur, 4to., 1847
(25) : 1849 (27)—1855 (33).
DR. M. HtiRNES.

BnUssELsL-Bulletin de PAcaA. Roy. des Sciences, des lettres, et des Beaux-arts de Belgique,
2 Ser. 36me mm.

Tom XXIV, 8vo.

TEE AcmEnnr.

,,
,,

Annuaire de 1'Acm1. Roy de Belgique, XIV, 12m0.
Drrro.
Mémoires couronnés, ‘et autres mémoires publies pat1'Aca<l. Roy. de Belgique,

,,

Mémoires couronnés, &c., 4to., Tom. XXXIII.

,,

Mémoires sur les questions proposées par 1’ Acad, im eriale et royale des sciences

,,

Mémoires de l'Academie imperiale et royale, des sciences et belles lettres, de
Bruxelles, 11m., Tom. I-IV, 1777-83.

,,

Nouveaux Mémoires de l’Acad. royale, des sciences, et belles lettres, de Bruxelles,

’‚

Mém. de l'Acad.
roy. des sciences,
des lettre s , e t de s Bem-artsde Be l81m
' ‚ 4m. ’
Tom. XX-XXXV,
1847.64.

y,

Mémoires de
surBelgique,
les questions
proposées
l'Aca<l e m‘le R0y _ d es sciences
'
‚ M,_
4to., Tom.
I—V, I1818-26.

”

Mémoires
couronnés
PAcad.182
ro ale,
4m,
Tom. v ar
—xIv,
-4‚2. des scie um , et belles lettres de Bme lle"

,,

Mémoires couronnés, et Mem. des savants étrangers publiés par l'Acad. roy. des

8vo., Tom. XIX, XX.

Tm: Acmmnr.

Dim.

et belles lettres de Bruxelles, 4to., Tom ï-ÏV, 1775-1784.

4t0., Tom. I—XIX, 1817-45.

îcslägciâ, et belles lettres, de Bruxelles, 4to., Tom. XV—XVIII,
,,

Mémoires

ubliés. par 1'Acad. roy. des sciences, des lettres, at des Beaux-arts
e Belgique, 412o., Tom. XIX-XXXII, 1847-65.
CALcU'1'1‘A.-—Journal of the Asiatic Society, Bengal, Pt. I, No. 1, 1867—Pt. II, No. 1, 1868,

,,
,,
„

8vo., Calcutta.
THE SocInw.
Index and Contents of Vol. XXXVI, Pt. II, 1867.
DIrro.
Proceedings of the Asiatic Society, Bengal, 8vo.‚ Nos. 3-6, 1868.
DITTo.
Total eclipses, and the total eclipse of 18th August 1868, by Major J. F.

Tennant, R. E, 8vo., Calcutta, 1868.

ÏDlno.
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Titles of Books.
Donors.
CALCUl‘TA,—'An11ul\1 Report of the Geological Survey of India and of the Museum of
Geology for 1867, 8vo., Calcutta.

,,

THE Server.

Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. 1, Pt. 1, 8vo., Calcutta. Drrro.

D1JoN.—Mém01res do l’Acad. imperiale des sciences, arts, et belles lettres do Dijon, Tom.
XII, XIII, 2mc. Ser. 1865-66, 8vo.
THE SURvEY.
DRmDEN.—Sitzungsberichte der naturwiss. Gesellschaft, Isis, Dresden, Nos. 2-12,
February—Deoember 1865, Nos. 1-6; January-June 1866,
Nos. 7-12, 1867-68, 8vo.
THE Socrnrr.
,,
Schnee Krystallen beobachtet in Dresden, 1845-4:6.
D1110.

,,

(Jena) Verhandlungen der Kais. Leopoldino-Carolinischen deutschen Academia
der Naturforschen, 4 to., Vol. XXXIII.

THE AomEMr.

DUnLm.-Journal of the Royal Dublin Society, No. XXXI, 1864‘.

Tm: Socmrr.

FEANnronr on MAIN.-Museum Senckenbergianum, Bd. I, IV, Pt. I, 4to., 1834-39.
G1:NEvs.—-Mémoires de l’Institut National, Genevois, 4to., Tom. I—VIII, 1854-62.

G(E1T1NoEN.—Abhandlungen der Koniglichen Gesellschaﬂ; der Wissenschaﬂzen, Giittingen,
4to., Bd. XIII, 1866-67.

,,

THE Socns-rr,

Nachrichten von der K. Gesellschaft d. Wissen. und der Georg-August's

Universitiit, a. d. Jahre. 1867, 8vo., Gtittingen.
THE SoCIETY.
HLr.LE.--Abhandlungen der (lipturforschenden Gesellschaft zu Halle, 4to., Hallo, Bd. I-IX,
1853-

.

LIsBoN.—Historia e Memorias da Academia R. das Sciencias de Lisboa, 2nd Ser., Tom. I
Pt. I, II : Tom. II, Pt. I, II: Tom. III, Pt. I, II. Folio, Lisbon,
1843-56.

LoNDoN.—Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, 4t0., Vol. CLVI,
,,

Pt. II, CLVII, Pt. 1, 1866-67.
Tm: SocrErr.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, 8vo., Vol. XVI, Nos. 97-100.
Tm: SocIErm

,,
,,

List of Fellows of the Royal Society, 30th November 1866.
Drrro.
Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London, Vol. XXIV, No. 94, 8vo.

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,

THE Socnzrr.
Proceedings of Geologists’ Association, 8vo., Nos. 1--10.
Pnor. Tnnnmr.
Proceedings of Royal Geographical Society, 8vo., Vol. XII, No. 1.
THE Socnzrr.
Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, Vol. III, Nos. 31, 32:
Vol. V, Pts. I, II, Nos. 45, 46.
Tm; INsrITUTIoN.
Additions to the Library of Royal Institution, July 1859 to July 1860.
Tan Insrrmron.
Journsl of the Society of Arts, &c., Vol. XVI, Nos. 793-801, 803—807, 8vo.
Tm: Socnrrr’.

Ditto

ditto

Vols. I XV, 8vo., 1852-67.

D1110.

M1LAN.—Atti della Societa Italiana di Scienze Naturali, Milano, Vol. IX, Faec. 3 : X,
Fasc. 1, 2, 8vo., 1867.
Moscow.—Bulletin de la Société Impérialé der Nstumlistes de Moscow, 8vo., Tom. XL,
No. 2.
THE Socrm.

MUNICH:-Annalen der Kiiniglichen Sternwarte bei Miinchen, 8vo., Munich, Bd. XV, XVI.
THE BAvARIAN ACAnnMr.

,,

Sitzungsben der Ktinigl. Bayer. Akademie der Wiss. zu Miinchen, Bd. I, Hf. 4.
Tue BnAnus AunEnr.
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Titles of Books.
NnwcwrLn on TYN1:.—’l‘ransaotions

[voL_ 1,

Donors.
of the Tyneside Naturalists’ Field Club, 8vo.,

Vols. I—VI, 1850-64.

NEWHAvEN, CoNN.—Transuctiona of Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol I,
Pt. I, 8vo., 1866.
THE Acmmnr.

PA3Is.—Bu116tin de la Soc. Géologique de France, 2me. Ser. Tome XXV, I, XXIII.
Mémoires de l’Academie des Sciences de1'Institute de France, 4to., Tom. I—XXXIV,
1815-1864.

3 hebdomadaires des séances de l'Academie des Sciences, 4to. Tom.
,,

Comptes rendu
I—-LVII, 1855-63.

ommenterii Academia Scientiarum Imperialis Petropolitunae, Tom. I—XIV,
PmumsnUnoli.-C
4to., 1728-1751.

,,

Novi Commentarii Academia Scientiarum Imp. Pet:-oi poli tame,

,,

Acta

I Tom. I-XX (XIV in 2 parts), 4t0., 1749-177 6.

Scientiarum Imp. Petropolitanae, Tom. I—XII, 4to., 1778
86.

,,

Nova Acta Acad. Scient. Imp. Potropolitanm, Tom. I—XX, 4to., 1787

,,

Mémoires do l’Acad. Impérialo, des Sciences de St. Petersburg, 5me Sen,

,,

Bulletin do l’Acadomie Impériale, des Sciences de St. Petersburg, 410.,

1806.

-.

Tom. I—XI, 4t0., 1809-1830.
Tom. X11, 4.
PHILADIH-PHIA.-J0uI'lm10f the Franklin Institute, Vol. LIV, No. 6: Vol. LV, Nos. 1-3,
8vo., Philad.
THE InsrrrUrrz.
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 8vo., Vol. X, No. 76.
THE SocrETY.

SALE1L—-Prooeedings of the Essex Institute, Salem, Vol. IV, 1-4, Jan. to Dec. 1864:

._ _
“

»—-~.

Dec. 1865: Vol. V, 1, 2, 1866, 8vo., Salem.
5-8, Jan. to
THE Insmrmm

The Natura1ist's Directory, Pt. I, North America and West Indies.
D11-1'0.
9!
Svenska VetouskapsAka(1emiensHand1ingar, 8vo., Tom. I—XL, 1739
S'l‘oCKKoLlL—Ko!1g1

—-177 9.
Nyo Handlingar, 8vo., Tom. I—XHIV, 1780
!’

‘I

2

‘_ M_ ,'

”

Kongl. Vetenskaps Akademiens, Handlingar, 8vo., Tom. 1813-1836.
S1'U'1'1‘GAR'1'.—-Wiirttembergische naturwissenchaﬁﬂiche Jahresheﬁe, Jahrg., HIV, Hf. 1, 2,
8vo., Stuttgart, 1868.

—Memorie della Academia delle Scienze di Torino, 2nd Ser., Tom. XXI, XXII, XXIII,
Tonm.
,,

THE ACADEMY.
4&0.

Atti de11aRcal. Academia d'Scienze di Torino, Tom. I, disp. 1-7; II, disp. 1-7;
III, (1. 1, 8vo., 1866-67.

'

'

THE ACADEMY.

Scientiarum Upsaliensis, Ser. III, Vols. I—V (7 parts),
0 'schen Reichs-Anstait, Royal 8vo., Bd. IV, Hit. 1, 2, 1853.

Ditto

ditto

Bd.

VII, 1-3, Jan. to Sept. 1867.

-_ —_l-’_— _

TH! INSTITUTI

Verhandlungen der K. K. Goologischen Beichs-zmstalt, Royal 8vo., 1867, 1-12.
THE INsrITUTE.
9’

Wosnmcron.

—-Annual Report of Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, showing
the operations, &o., &c., for 1865, 8vo.
Tm: INSTITUTIoN

'‘—__l
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Titles of Books.

Donors.

wASHINGToN.—Bibll0graphy of North American Conchology previous to the year 1860,
Pt. II (Smiths. Misc. Collection 174), 8vo.

THE INsrITUTIon.

Land and freshwater shells of N. America, by W. G. Binney, 8vo. (Smiths.
)1

Misc. Coll., 143 and 144), 1866.
THE INsrITUTIon.
Catalogue of N. American birds, chieﬂy in the Museum of the Smithsonian
”

Institution, Washington, by S. F. Baird, 8vo.
THE InsrrrUrron.
Check List of the invertebrate fossils of N. America (cretaoeous and jurassic ;
Miocene), (Smiths. Misc. Coll., 177 and 183), by F. B. Meek.
THE InsrrrUrIon.
Geological researches in China, Mongolia, and Japan, during 1862-65, by
”

R. Pumpelly, 4to., 1866.

THE INsTITUTIoN.

Palaeontology of Upper Missouri, Pt. I, by F. B. Meek and F. v. Hayden,
N

4to., 1865 (Smiths. Contr. Knowl., 172).
T111: Insrrrwrron.
On the fresh water glacial driﬁ of the North-Western States, by C. Whit
tlesey, 4to., 1866 (Smiths. Contr. Knowl., 197). THE Insrrrurron.

Memoir on the Moaasawrus and three allied new genera (ﬂolcodus, Com.
saurus, Amphorosteus), by R. W. Gibbes, 4to., 1849.

_ Tm: Insrrrnmon.
Cretaceous Reptiles of the United States, by J. Leidy, 4t0., 1865 (Smiths.
Contr. Knowledge, 192).

THE INsTITUTIoN.

Catalogue of N. American Mammals, chieﬂy in the Museum of Smithsonian
”

Institution, by S. F. Baird, 4to., 1857.
THE INsrITUTIon.
ZiiRICH.-Vierteljshrschriﬁ; der Naturforschenden Gesellschaﬂ; in Ziirich, 8vo., Jahrg. IX,
Hf. 1-4.; X, Hf. 1-4 : XI, Hf. 1-4.
THE SOcrETY.

Andie Ziircherische Jugend, a. (1., Jahrc, 1865-1867, LXVII, LXVIII, LXIX,
12mo.

THE Socmrr.
Mus, GEoLomcAn, &c.

BEAUMoNT, E. DE, E1‘ DUFRENoY.—Tableau d'sssemblage des six feuilles de la. Carte
géologique de la France, Paris, 1866.
BnnorIAos, H., U. SriitmuGEL, F. V. Chart of the World, Goths, 1867.
Raamzn, F.—Geognostische Karte von Ober Schlesien, Fol., sheets 2, 5, 6.
B.uLY.—Map of Central America, London, 1853.
GEoLoGICAL SURvnY or GREAT Bnmun.—Geologicsl maps of various districts, 101 sheets.
Flmtz Karte des Nieder Rheinisch Westﬁilischen Stein-Kohlenbeckens, 7 sheets.

Admiralty Charts of West Coast of India, Fol. 1826-56, 3 heets.
DEcHEn, H. V.—-Geologischen Uebersichts-karte cler Rhein-provinz und der Provinz West
phalen, 1867.

-
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GENERAL nnsnLrs oBTAINED FnoM AN nxAMmArron or THE GAsrnoronons FAUNA or
THE SoUTH INDIAN cnnTAcnocs nnrosrrs, by FEED. SroLICZKA, Ph. D., F. G. S.,
Palmontologmt, Geol. Survey, Indra.
‘
‘

The second volume of the “ Pal¢ontol0gia Indica,” recently completed and published,
contains the descriptions of 237* species of Gastropoda from the cretaoeous deposits of South
India. The fauna is very rich and varied, though probably not quite so extensive as might
have been expected relatively to the large number (146) of Cephalopods which were described
from the same beds. Still as many species, only represented by s ecimens in the state of costs,
have been laid aside, further exammations of the ground will no doubt furnish large additions.

Taking a general review of the fauna of the Gastropoda, it will be interesting topoint out
some of the more important families and genera which were found to be represented.

The ﬁrst family which in this res ct is deserving of special attention is that of the
HBLICIDB, represented by four species, t ree of which belong to the genus Angystoma and
one to Macrocyclis. Nearly all are found in the uppermost beds, stated by Mr. H. F.

Blanford to have been deposits in shallow water.

The extremely rare occurrence of land

shells in cretaceous rocks increases the interest connected with those four species, especially

as they mostly belong to types which are still found living in the same or neighbouring
districts.

.

The sub-order PnosonnAncnIA counts 174 species, of which the larger number
belongs to the SmnonosroMara CTENoBRANcnIATA.
Among the ALATA the genus
Pllgnellus, which up to the present has only been found in crctaceous rocks of North

America, has yielded three very interesting species; it is inthe recent fauna represented
by species like Strombus gallinula. The CYPR/EID.'E are remarkably numerous, being repre
sented here by almost as many species as were previously known from cretaceous deposits in

general, in which, as arule, they are very rare. Among the types described are some which
belong to Cypnetl proper, several to Duponia and others to Aricia, Epona, &c. From
the large number of CYPMIDE, as also from that of the VOLUTIDJ, the peculiar forms of the
MURICIDB and of the PURPURID./E, I draw the conclusion that the genera and species
belonging to these families were already during the cretaceous time somewhat more numerous
in the eastern than in the western hemisphere, or, in other words, that the present

distribution of a portion of the Gastropoda, at least, was already indicated at that remote
period.
The OLIVIDE are represented by a species of Dipsacus, the osssrnrpz by a very interest

ing small species of Oniscia, the PLEUROTOMIDE by Qytham and Pleurotoma, the CONID/E by
that pecuhar form Gosavia, intermediate between this and the

VOLUTIDB, 18 species are described belongin
(n. gen.), Fulguraria, Atbleta, Volutilithes,

next family.

‘Of the

to the genera Scaplm/, Mela, Fzcrclopsis
' , Volufomitra, Mitreola and Turmcula.

' Including some new speciﬁc forms, which on neconnt of the imperfoctness of the specimens have not yet
reccived speciﬁc names, though acknowledged as distinct from other known species.
-

oti
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Of the MIIRIOIDAE I would particularly mention Pollia Pondicherriensis, because it so

much recalls the form of our common, recent Pollia melanostoma, and a species belonging
to the genus Tropbon.
The TRITONIIDB have representatives in species belonging to Hindeia, Tritonium and
Lagena ;, the BUCCIZVIDE in those of Nassa and Pseudoliva ; the PURPURIDB in Tudicla,
numerous species of Rapa and one of Rapana. Not less interestin are also two species of

Trichoh-opis and ﬁve s ecies of the UANCELLARIIDE, representing the genera Cancellaria,
Euclia and Narona.

0 TERRBRIDE have occurred, and the PYRAMIDELLIDE offer no

peculiarities, nor are they very rich in species or genera.
The CBRITHIIDJJ mostly belong _to marine sub-generic types, the absence of the very
large number of POTAMIDINE, occurnng in the deposits of the Alpine-Gosau formation, being
remarkably conspicuous as one of the most important differences between the two faunas.

The same applies to the MELAJVIIDIE, their absence in Southern India being equally due to
the apparent want of brackish or fresh water deposits, so far as they are known at the present.
The TURRITELLID/E have yielded ﬁve forms identical with European ones, T. multistriata
being probably the best known,
nerinea, nodosa, aﬁinis and Neptuni. The rest of the

species peculiar to the Indian deposits do not differ in eneral character from European types.
Of the SOALIDE three out of four are identical with

uropean species. Of the VEKMETIDE

two interesting species have been referred to a new genus Tubulostium, being very charac
teristic for the Ootatoor beds, which are the lowest of the series.

Of the LITTORINID/E, the

occurrence of which in eretaceous rocks was always disputed, six different species have been

met with.

Of the RISSOID/1? I may draw attention to two rather large species of Rissoa,

one smooth Rissaina and three species of that peculiar genus Keilostoma, differing from
R1'‘rsoina by the great thickness of the a crtural margins. The NA TICID11; are characterized
b ' the usual large number of species longing to the genus Euspira; three genera,
aticimz, Velutina and Amplostoma of the VBLUT11\'ID.E also deserve specially to be noticed.
When speaking of the family NERITIDB, the UMBONIID/E, TURBINIDAZ and_1'R0(;g1D£,

&.c., I had occasion to remark that most of the recent so called sub-generic forms are already
to be found during the cretaceous period.
and new to the fauna, as, for instance,

Some of the generic types are very interesting
Velates; lleinostoma and Vitrinella; O.rytele,

Gibbula, Euchelus, Cantharidus, 490.

The PLBUROTOMARIIDIE are not very varied in genera, but one species of the peculiar type
Leptomaria (L. indica), is very. common, occurring almost through all the successive groups
from the lowest to the highest; it greatly resembles several of the European forms.

The OPIsrHoBRANcnIA are also worthy of notice, being represented by 24 species;
these belong to Actwoni-na (2), Actreon (6), Trochactwon (3), Bullina (2), Bullinula
(1), Avellana (4), Ringinello (1), Ring1cula (2), Euptycha (3) and Cg/lichn-a (1). This un.
usually large number 0 species of that sub-order is the more interesting, as the recent species are

far from common shells. The enera Trachactwon, Avellana, Ringinella and Euptgclra
are chieﬂy cretaceous forms, an_ therefore in comparison with the present fauna of very
great importance.

Adwonina is one of the oldest

number of species of recent shells which ought to_

enera, but I believe there are a ood

transferred to that genus.

O the

DENTALIID/E‘. being the only representatives of the PnosorocErnAm, merely four species of
the genera, Dentalium, Antale and Fustiaria (n. gen.) were recorded.

After this general review of the fauna I may now enter upon the distribution of the
species in the different groups which, beginning with the lowest, are the Ootatoor, Tr1'cIn'
mopoly and Arrialoor in the Tnchmopoly district, and the Valudayur and Verdachellum

groups near Pondicherry.
respectively.

These last two are equivalent to the ﬁrst and third named one,

Geological details respecting these groups and their fauna will be found in

Mr. H. F. Blanford's Report in the IVth Volume of the Memoirs of the Geological Surve
of India.

The present remarks regarding the distribution of the species of Gastropoda wiil

therefore be very general.
The 237 species of Gastropoda, described from the cretaceous deposits of South India,
divide themselves into the different groups, thus: 113 species are peculiar tothe Arrialoor
group, 59 to the Trichinopoly and 36 to the Ootatoor; 20 species are common to the

Trichinopoly and Arrialoor groups, 4. to the Ootatoor and Trichinopoly, none, however, with
sufficient certainty to the Ootatoor and A.rria1o0r solely. Only ﬁve species, Fulguraria elongata,
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Ampullina bulbiformis, G-./mdes aneus, Solariellq radiatula and Leptomaria imliea are

common to all the three divisions 0 ‘the deposits. The Gastropodous ﬁauna of the different groups
is therefore tolerabl ' well deﬁned, the distinction between the Ootatoor and the Arrialoor

groups being especial prominent. The large number of s ecies common to the two higher
groups is princi ally ue to the uncertainty of the geologica boundary between them. When
this point has en more satisfactorily settled, it may show that an equal distinction exists
in the Gastropodous fauna between them, as does between the two lower groups. All the species

occurring in the Arrialoor group belong to such genera as are now commonlv found
living in shallow water, while many of those of the Ootatoor grou are littoral forms,
living on rocky coasts or on coral reefs.—The fauna, as a rule, is pure marine, and there

is a remarkable absence of the POTAMIDINE, of the MELANIIDAE and others which are very
characteristic for some of the beds of the Alpine cretaceous deposits. The comparison of
our rocks with those of the Alps only applies, therefore, to the purely marine fauna. The
Arrialoor beds were probabl deposited over a large, very slightly undulating ground in
from 2-10 fathoms of water, but at some distance from the coast.

In point of comparison of our fauna with that of other countries I must direct attention
to the following table, giving a list of those species which are also found elsewhere :
i

i

i

_;/>

Gsonooren rosrnon.

No

Name of Genus and species.

_—__._—__
In India.

I

Allria Parkinsoni, Mant.

oot. and Trich.

2
3

,,
papilionacca, Goldf.
ypraea Kayei, Forbes, (Globiconchn
ovula, d’orb.
Pleurotoma sub usiformis, d'0rb.
Fulzuraria elongate, d’orb.
'
I‘‘asciolaria rigida, Baily
Neptunea rhomboidalis, Zckeli
Tntoniden
uieninna, d’orb.
..
Trichotropis oniucki, Milli.

Trich. and Arr.
Trich. and Arr.

4
5
6
7
8
D
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
$0
21
22
23
$4
25

26
27
28

Gault and Green
sand, (Cenomanieu).
Turonien
(Middle Plmucr).
Senonien.

Trich. (Am?)
... Turonien.
oot.? Trich. and Arr. Cenomanieu and
Turonien.
Trich.
Middle cret. of 8th
Africa
'
Arr.
Tnronien
.
Trich.
Tumnien.
LTrlch.
Senonien
near
Aachen.
Ncrinea iucavata, Bronn
...
.' oot.
Turonien
'
Cerithium inaugurntum, stol.
Trich. and Arr.
“ Craie pisolitique"
near Paris.
,,
Arcotense, stol.
.' Arr.
Ditto.
,,
trimonile, Mich.
Arr.
Ganlt and
Orb;
verts, (Cenomanien)
Turitella uﬂinis, Mull.
’1'i-ich.
Senonien
near
Aachen.
,,
Neptuni, Mllnsh
Trich.
Turonien
,,
nermea, Rom.
oot.
Senonien
,,
nodosa, Rlim.
Oot.
Cenomanien
,,
multistriata, Res.
...
Trich. and Arr.
Turonien
Seals (?) Clementine, Mich.
oot.
Gault.
,, lubturbinata, d’orb. (Haidingeri, Arr.
Senonien of Maest
Blnkli.).
richt.
[Aaohen.
,, striatocostata, Milli.
Arr.
senonien
near
Burtineila concavn, Sow.
...
Arr.
Chalk (Turonien).
Rissolna acuminata, Mull.
...
Arr.
Segonhien
near
ac on.
Euchrysalis gigantea, stol.
...
Trich. and Arr.
Cgotlacgous beds in
t .
rica.
Ampullina bulbiformis, Sow.
oot., Trich. and Arr. Turonlen beds of
the Alpine cretaceous deposits.
Euspira rotundata, Sow.
...
Arr.
Chalk (Turonien).
,,
lirnta, sow.
Arr.
Turonien.
Ziziphinus Geinitzianus, Rss.
Trich. and Arr.
Turon. beds of Ger
man .

29

Solariella radiatula, Forbes, (Trochus Oot., Triclumd Arr. Senonien

30

ilabcr, MUJL).
Ave an elongate, Guér.

oot.

Rnunxs.

Not in India.

Aachen.
Cenomanien.

near

_
Probably Cenomamen). _
Gosuu-deposits).

Gosau and Transylvania.
I have observed those
}two species in Prof.
l:[ebert's collection.

Middle Plamcr).
Upper l"l:encr;.
Lower Plznner .
(Middle Plaencr).

Probably Cenomnnien.
Probably also occurring
in Texas.
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Of these 30 identical species, forming very nearly one-eighth of the entire fauna, 10 species
occur in the Senonien, 12 inthe Turonien, 4 in the Cenomamen (including 2 species from the

South African deposits); 1 species is common to the ﬁrst and second, 1 to the second and third,
and 3 are uoted from the Gault, 2 of which, however, are also found in the Cenomanien.
Applying t ese results in detail to the groups distinguished by Mr. Blanford among the

South Indian cretaceous deposits, it will be found that they do not correspond exactly.
Thus, species which in Europe occur in the Cenomanien are in India occasionally found
in the Arrialoor beds, not as would be expected in the Ootatoor beds only; and agam there

are Senonien and Turonien species found in the Ootatoor as well as in the Tnchino oly
beds. As a rule most of the species from our Arrialoor beds are identical with those rom
the Senonien; but there appears to be an equal difﬁculty experienced in India in separating
the Arrialoor and the Trichinopoly group, as is felt in Europe in distinguishing roperly
between the Senonien and the Turonien. The general conclusion, therefore, derivable from

the examination of the Gastropoda regarding the age of the South Indian cretaceous
deposits is that they represent only the beds above the Gault, that is, the Cenomanien,
Turzmien and Senonien.

It is ossible that the Ootatoor beds represent the Cenomanien, but the number
of fossils o tained from these beds is, in one respect, comparatively as yet very small;
in other respects the boundaries between this and the other groups may not have been sufﬁ
ciently worked out.

It appears more justiﬁable to regard the Trichinopoly beds as the

representatives of the Turonien, and (as already stated) the Arrialoor as those of the
Senonien. Stratigraphically this tri-division has also great probability.
When reviewing the Cephalopoda of the same rocks (Quart. Jour., Geol. Soc., Lond.,
1865, p. 407, etc.), I have stated that the largest number of the identical species of

Cephalopoda occurs in Europe in the middle cretaceous strata and especially in the
Ganlt; thus I placed the lowest beds of our South Indian cretaceous rocks as equivalents
of the Gault. Aﬂaer having gone over the Gastropoda I found that no Gault s ecies
were represented, and conferring with some of my friends at home on this point, Prof. ebert
specially directed my attention to several species of the Cephalopoda which are strictly

speaking not ty ical Gault fossils. I had already occasion to mention*" that the identiﬁcation of
Am. Bcudmztz now Am. Yam-a, Forb.) was found incorrect; but several other species'which
undoubtedly appear to be identical with European fossils, like Nautilus elegans, N. sublwvi
getu-.s, Am. rostratus, Am. Rotomagensis, Am.

Chndollianus, Am.

navicularis,

Am.

Mhnfelli, Am. pcramplus, Am. Timot/wanus and latidorsatus, Turrilites costatus and

Bergeri and others, are such species as pass from the Ganlt into the Cenomanien and the Gres
Qerts. Prof. Hebertf is of opinion that the true Gault beds must be considered as the upper
most group of the Neocomien or lower cretaceous series, all the beds above being included in
the upper cretaceous -series. There appears to he a relation of several of our species to
such Gault species as Am. Beudanti, swratus, lautus, denarius, splcndem and to some
Neooomien forms, but, on the other hand, the numerous Crietat-i and Li-gati of our rocks

are strongly marked upper cretaceous types. The fauna of the Gault is undoubtedly an
intermediate one, and possibly when the stratigraphy of the rocks has been better studied

many corrections in points of identiﬁcations, ‘at present doubtful, may be made. Some of
the species like Nautilus pseudo-clegans and Neocomiensis, and Am. Roug/anus and
Vellcdw I am still unable to distinguish satisfactorily from the typical Neocomien species;
the number of these species is, however, so small that the

cannot outweigh the other facts

which would place the cretaceous deposits of South India higher in the series.
Considering, therefore, that most of the so-called Gault species of our Cephalopoda are

equally common in the Cenomanien, and that the Gastropoda have not yielded any undoubted
Gault forms, I believe I am more justiﬁed in stating that the South Indian cretaceous
deposits only represent the upper cretaceous strata, beginning with the Cenomanien. The
larger number of representative species were found to agree with the Turonien, which
is a very wide spread formation, though its limits must be considered rather different from
those given to it by d'Orbigny. I have reason to su pose that the present statement regard

ing the age of our cretaceous deposits will also be supported by the examination of the
’ Records Geol. Surv., India, 1. pt. 2, 1868, p. 85.
1* Bull. Soc. Geol., France, 2d ser., t. XXIv, p, 323, etc.
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Pelecypoda, especially the various Inoceramus- and Hippurite-types. Thus the original
notion of representatives of Neocomien beds in South India more and more loses support,

as already pointed out by me in the ﬁrst volume of the “ Palaeontologia Indica.”
In conclusion I should like to draw attention to a parallel of our cretaceous deposits
with those of Bohemia, Saxony, North Germany, etc.; this parallel being indeed a very
remarkable one. Dr. Giimbel, who has latel (Sitzb. Gesellsch. Isis, Dresden, 1867, p. 72, etc.),
devoted a little time to the stud of the B0 emian and Saxon cretaceous deposits, states that

they generally begin with a kin of fresh-water deposit containing numerous plant remains,
and bein sometimes represented by a coarse conglomerate, both ﬁlling up cavities in the
older roc s, which in many instances are metamorphic or crystalline. Immediately above
these plant beds follows the series of Quader- and Plmner-beds, the oldest of which are

characterized by Am. Mantelli, Inoceramus striatus, Ostrea biauriculata, Ervogyra columba,
etc., as Cenomanien or the Upper Greensand of English Geologists; the highest beds are the
equivalents of the upper chalk with Inoceramus Cuvieri and Crispi, Rhynchonella octoplicata,
etc., or Senonien. Dr. Giimbel conse uently acknowledges an upper, middle and lower Plaener,
which may approximately be calle Senonien, Turonien and Cenomanien. Dr. Schliinbach,
in a very valuable paper, printed in the Ofﬁcial Report of German Naturalists, etc. (Hanover,

1865, p. 160, etc.), expressed similar opinions on the French equivalents of cretaceous beds
in Hanover. Zittel, in his admirable work on the Bivalves of the Gosau-deposits (Denksch.
Akad., Wien, XXV, 1866, part. II, p. 174, etc.,) enters upon the question of parallelism

of those deposits with others in great detail and corroborates the opinion of most of his
predecessors that they principally represent the Turonien and the Senonien. Were I to give
at this early stage of examination of the fauna an opinion regarding the parallelism of our
South Indian cretaceous rocks, I could, as I stated, only compare them with those of
North Germany (Aachen, Saxon , Hanover) and Bohemia, but it is impossible to say which
of our beds exactly correspon to the Cenomanien, Turonien, and so on; probably the
parallel must remain only a general one. To the Gosau-deposits our Trichmopoly and
Arrialoor beds appear to form a correlate. What characterizes the Cenomanien of our beds
are the Cephalopoda; these are, however, very scarce in the Gosau-deposits. Those lately
described by F. v. Hauer have fully the character of Cenomanien species.

There is one point which deserves special attention during any subsequent examination
of the ground of the South Indian cretaceous deposits, and this is respectin the plant beds,
which underlie all the undoubted cretaceous rocks. Some time ago the Geo ogists, en aged
in the survey of the Madras Presidency, have sent numerous plants and a large number of
bivalves, etc., from these strata in the neighbourhood of Sripermatoor.

A few small Ammo

nites belong to the Dentati grou , but they are insuﬁiciently preserved for identiﬁcation.
Of bivalves there is a large num er of species belonging to Leda, Yoldia, Tellim, Paar»
mobia, Lima, Pccten and others; all forms with a remarkably thin shell and the allies of

which are at present usually found living on sandy ground in from 8-10 fathoms of water.

Several exhibit a resemblance to species from the cretaceous rocks of Trichinopoly, but none
appear to be speciﬁcally identical. At another locality, fragments of an Inoceramus, which be

long to a ﬂattened ribbed species like I. myiiloides, have been found with the some plants.
Of the plants there have been several species (Palwoza-mia Cutehensis and acutifolium,
and a Dyct opteris ?) recognized as identical with those from the Rajmahal beds and again
with those gound associated with the jurassic Cutch fossils. Thus this would distinctly prove
that the South Indian plant beds below the cretaceous rocks are 'urassic. I cannot express
the slightest opinion on this matter, but intpointing out the para elism existing between the

Indian and North German creteceous beds, e similar structure of those whitish clay plant
beds underlyin , in both countries, the above formation appeared to me deserving of marked
notice.

Specie attention must at any subsequent examination he devoted to tracing out the

relations of those plant-bearing beds to the cretaceous beds of the Trichinopoly distnct.

September, 1868.

..._.._..____,_ mi_
7
._ .. _*.-~__~______;+_____f
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NorEe on route from PooNA to NaGrnn, vid AnnEnnUooUR, JaLNA, LooNAn,
YEorMmAL, LIANGALX and HINoUNorIAr, by W. T. BLANFo3D, F. G. S., &c.
Almost throughout the entire route the rock is trap.

Poona to Ahmednu_q_qur.—Leaving Poona the traps between the Moota Moola and
Bheema rivers present but few peculiarities. They are the usual stratiﬁed amygdaloids,
more or less compact, with some bands of ashy, or of basaltic varieties.
and very small, if they occur at all.
The beds are nearly, if not quite, horizontal.

Dykes are scarce,

There is an apparent very low dip to the

south-west not amounting to 1°.
The hills east of Wagoolee appear to be formed of beds absolutely horizontal. Upon
their top, which is quite ﬂat, is a plain of cotton soil, cultivated in places, which must have
resulted from decomposition of the trap.
Crossing to the north bank of the Bheema, the traps have the same low dip.

The

country is an undulatin plain, and the ﬂat hills which dot it near the Bheema disappear
entirely further on.
otton soil occurs everywhere; it is more sandy near the river where
there is alluvium in places.
Beyond Koondapoor the plain is traversed by streams which have cut valleys, with
steep sides and more or less ﬂat bottoms. The whole country has very much the appearance
of a plain formed by marine denudation, throu h which plain the streams have cut.

But

the general uniformity of the surface is doubt ess due to one hard bed of trap. Where this
has been cut through by a stream, the rocks beneath are easily removed till another hard bed

is met with, and this generally forms the base of the valley.
Over a large area the principal bed is seen to have a very low easterly dip, not nearly
amounting to 1,° at the most % to t a degree. It is a very ﬁaggy bed.
About a mile east of Bangungaon the beds appear to roll over and to dip at a very
low angle to the south. This is at the watershed between the Bheoma and the Goor rivers.
A more rubbly bed of trap comes in decomposing into round boulders. There is an apparent
undulation in the beds hereabouts, but at such extremely low angles that the appearance

may be due to the lenticular form of beds or accidents of denudation.
Thence to the Goor at Seroor the road descends gradually, passing hills more or less

rounded in form, composed of the softer beds of the trap.
The hills immediately north-east of the Goor are much rounded and the bedding
inconspicuous : it is, however, nearly, if not quite, horizontal.

Near the 24.~th milestone from Ahmednug ur the road comes up upon high ground.
The beds around are well seen; and are near y horizontal. Indeed, the apparent low dips
maybe due to the lenticular form of the beds. An instance of this is seen on a hill about
one mile south of the road just where the latter attains the summit level. One of the strata
composin the hill thins out rapidly, so that the terrace formed by its upper surface dips east,

and that ormed by its lower surface dips west.
Still there is here, as before, the appearance of a very low westerly di . The country
as far as Soopa is an undulating plain,with scattered rocky ﬂat-topped hilih. The traps as
usual consist of alternations of hard basaltic beds with softer ashy strata.
'

From Soopa eastwards the same horizontal stratiﬁcation prevails.
stone from Ah m ednuggur there is an apparent low southerly dip.

About the 11th mile
Thence the country

falls gradually to the broad and nearly ﬂat valley of the Sina river.
From Ahmednuggur the road runs north to the base of the ﬂat-topped hills which

enclose the Sina valley. In these hills the traps appear to be rfeetly horizontal. Thirteen
miles from Ahmednuggur at the Seeor Ghat the road sud enly descends a scarp 500 feet
high to the nearly ﬂat valley of the Godavcry.

On the side of the road towards the top
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of the scarp a ﬁne section of traps is exposed, and the following beds are seen in descending
order.

The thicknesses given are merely approximate :

1.

2.
3.

4.

Compact basaltic trap weathering into rounded boulders, and divided
by numerous irregular jointing planes of a yellow brown colour;

thickness considerable; upper surface not seen
Soft ashy purplish amygdaloidal trap, about
Hard crystalline compact basaltic trap, with but little jointing, con
taining agate and quartz in parts; this bed is softer and less com
pact, about
..
Soft grey amygdaloid, containing horizontal layers of agate, and
kernels of agate and of stilbite or heulandite. Some kernels also
contain a black micaceous mineral; none o/' the kernels are sur

rounded by green earth.

20'

50'

This bed has a thin layer of red bole

on the top: about
5. Very amygdaloidal soft grey trap, half composed of small nodules

15'

of agate and zeolite all covered with green earth; surface of bed

6.
7.
8.

irregular
Thin parting of red bole
3" or
Amygdaloid similar to 5, but containing fewer nodules, and these also

20’ 1:030’
4" to 1'

covered with green earth
.
10’ to 15'
Purplish very amygdaloidal bed. Kernels covered with green earth.
The rock mixed here and there with large patches of felspar porphyry P

From below this the section is less distinct, all the beds to the bottom of the Ghzit being
much decomposed at the surface: the majority are amygdaloids—felspar porphyry (basaltic
trap with large tabular crystals of glass felspar) occurring in places. The beds appear thin
where seen along the hill side, genera ly 10 to 15 feet each. The upper hard bed appears

to have preserved the hills and given them their ﬂat top.
For some distance below the Ghé.t while traversing the gently undulating plain of the

Godavery much trap appears at the surface; beyond that distance black soil alone is seen
in general, the trap only cropping out in rises here and there. This is the case throughout
asfar as the Godavery. The cotton soils appear greyish on the hi her parts of the country,
darker in the hollows, and they are much mixed with sand and s ts in the neighbourhood
of the river.
On the banks of the Godavery near the villages of Moonghee and Pyton, there is a
considerable thickness of brown clay above, generally abounding in knnkur, and evidently a
river deposit. Below this is gravel, chieﬂy of fragments of agate and of a zeolite (apparently
natrolite). In places this gravel is united by a calcareous cement into a concrete. The
upper kunkuriferous clay is frequently obliquely laminated, the lamina: dipping, as a rule,
though not invariably, down the stream. Trap rarely ap ears below M oonghee ; above that
village, between it and Pyton, it is seen in several p cos. The concrete sometimes, but
rarely, occurs in the tributary streams.
Mammalzkrn remains in granels, &c.—In the concrete and gravel mammalian bones are

met with, and hence, doubtless, the specimen of Elep/ms (Namadicus) mentioned by'
Dr. Falconer (Quart. Joum., Geol. Soc., Lond., Vol. XXI, p. 381, November, 1865) was

obtained.‘
Mr. Wynne found near Moonghee a fragment of some large bone, and, in situ, a chipped.

agate ﬂake, the latter possibly of human ongin.

I found, in situ, a molar of Box, an on
the river sand, one or two other teeth probably washed out of the gravel. Bones ap ared
to be scarce just here, however. Shales frequently occur near the top of the grave , and
perha s in the base of the clay; they were not observed below, but in this neighbourhood

very ew sections of the grave are exposed.
' The history of this specimen is not detailed b Dr. Falconer. The cranium was found by General (at that time
Major) Twemlow, then stntmned at Aurungabad, w 0 took it to England. This must have been 80 rears ago at
least. The same oﬂicer found mammalian bones in large quantities near Ilingolce.
'
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Many of the agates in the gravel have a peculiar dark semitransparent look, resembling
ﬂint.

Such do not elsewhere prevail amongst the varieties occurring in the traps.

Large numbers of the agates in the gravels are fractured.
In the drift wood, twigs, grass and rubbish deposited at the edge of the river, I found

the following land and fresh-water shells.

The list may be useful, if the sub-recent and

pleioeene deposits be hereafter searched for comparison.
Helix Tranguebarica, Fabr. (the Deccan variety, which is near the shell ﬁgured by Reeve
in the Cone. Icon. as H. eitellina, Pﬂ'r.).
,, atomus, Fairbank, M. S. (a very minute species of the Macrochlamys type resembling
H. vitrinoirles or one of the European Zoniles in form).
,, crassicostata, Benson. H. fallaciosa, Fér.
Bulimus pulluaﬁ Gray, 2 or 3 varieties. B. cwnopictus,* Hutton. B. Abyseinicus,
Pu a (orRiipp.
Ca chium
(a ﬁnely
?), costulated
sp.
var. B. moussonianus
Acfatina Va alica, Benson.

A. brevis, Pifr.

A. balanu.s,"‘ Bens.

Planorbis compressus, Bens. : P. sp.,* small: P. coromamlelianua, Fabr.
lllelania tuberculaiaﬁ‘ Lam.

Bythinia pulclrclla P Bens.
Paludina melanostoma.

B. 8}). (minute).

Unio caeruleus P Lea, rare: U. _/'zwiden.r4ll P Bens.

Corbicula arata* P Bens. : Picidium sp.
Those marked thus’t are most abundant.
The road'from Moonghee to J alna traverses for some distance the gently undulatin
lain, which does not end to the north abru tly in general, though at Chandalla an
ambeera a little escarpment is seen, form
by a hard bed of tra . It is apparently
perfectly horizontal. The same horizontality is seen in the range of hi near Umbud and
on the traps around J alna. If there be any dip it must be a very low one indeed, to south
or south-eastit
From J alna to Loonar the traps appear horizontal. No change whatever takes
place in them near Loon ar. The beds on the edge of the singular crateriform hollow are
the usual basalts and amygdaloids abounding in kernels of agate, carbonate of lime, zeolites,
&c., coated with green earth as usual. No dykes hatever ere observed. Ash certainly is
met with, but it is the ordinary vesicular ash of the traps, full of zeolite, and such as may be
found everywhere in the Deccan. The hollow is as nearly as possible circular, rather more than
a mile in diameter. The sides nearly precipitous. A stream from a small spring which supplies
Loon ar with water has cut a shallow ravine down to the lake which occupies the depression.

There is no outlet.

The sides of the crater to the north and north-east are absolutely level

with the surrounding country, while to the west, south-west, south and southeast, there is a
raised rim never exceeding 100 feet in height, and frequently only 40 or 50 feet. In this low
raised rim there is no trace of distinct ash-beds or lava_ﬂows; it is unquestionably composed

of huge blocks of trap, precisely similar to those of the beds below irregularly piled together.
The types of the ordinary Deccan traps are so eculiar that their identiﬁcation is eas .
The mass of materials forming the rim resembles t ose thrown out of an artiﬁcial hole in
everything except the size of some of the fragments.

The trap beds dip away from the edge of the hollow generally, but irregularly, and
appear to owe their dipentirely to disturbance.
There is thus a total absence of everything which in general characterizes a volcano.
And yet without volcanic action it is inconceivable that such a hollow should ‘have been
formed. No process of aqueous denudation can explain it. The rim, too, appears formed

from the fragments e'ected from the crater.

True, this rim cannot contain one thousandth

part of the materiai removed, but the majority was probably reducedto ﬁne powder by
repeated ejections, scattered over the country, and removed by subsequent denudation.
1‘ In Sheet 55 of the Indian Atlas, so far as it was traversed, the mapping appeared good, but the shading of the
hills is greatly exaggerated. No one would imagine bv looking at it that the great scarp represented as stretching
away to the south of enst from Loonar is only in reality about 100 feet high in general, and never, so far as I saw
much over 150 feet, if it is anywhere so much. Moreover, it rises gently and not abruptly. The country in
ncral
iscompurutivelyllevcl, low flat topped rises, and broad undulating plains, less cultivated than is the case 0 the
westward. No ills of any height occur.

W
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The hollow might be due to sinking, but in this case it is probable that the trap beds
around the rim would dip towards the hollow rather than away from it, while the rim is

simply unaccountable on such an hypothesis.

It is certainly strange to ﬁnd so well marked

a crater without any trace of anything ejected from it.

Such a crater might just as well have

been found in sedimentary rocks.
Malcolmson's description (Trans. Geol. Soc., London, 2nd Ser., Vol. V, p. 562), is admira

ble in ever way; he observes well that if denudation had removed any cone formed of scoriee

and lava, t e crater itself could not have preserved its form uninjured.
Dr. Carter's description, (Journal Bombay Br. Royal Asiat. Soc., Vol. V, p. 324), copied
from a manuscript by Dr. Bradley, is very incorrect.

The latter found lava ﬂows, or, as he

terms them, lavic currents proceeding from the crater, greenstone dykes and scoriae.

I did

not discover the two former. Scori:c I certainly found, but they came from brick-kihis.
The water has a peculiar saline taste. It is so heavy that a slight breeze does not
appear to ruﬁle it. It looks like a lake of oil. There is a slightly unpleasant smell caused by
the decay of a green scum (P cozgfervcr) which occurs on it. Malcolmson's analysis shows

that the water contains no lime, yet there is a calcareous deposit on the rocks of-the ravine
by which water reaches the lake. The accumulation of salt must be due to the absence of
an exit.

All the salts carried in by streams accumulate, the water evaporates!‘

The shore of the lake is of muddy sand. Around is a fringe of babul trees (Acacia
arabica), and beyond them tamarind and bhér (Zizyphusjujuba) and date palms. The sides
are covered with jungle.

By aneroid measurement my camp at Loonar was about 313 feet above the lake. The
rim might be in places 100 feet above my camp, so the whole depth can barely exceed 400 feet.
The salt of the lake is largely collected in the hot weather. A Parsee is said to have
paid 11,000 Rupees to Government for three years’ monopoly. The princi a1 use is for the

manufacture of glass bangles for women, for which urpose the salt is sme ted with quartz
(gzir). The purer salt is used by washermen.
ere are said to be ﬁve kinds of salt, but
they appear to be merely varieties of the same, differing in purity and state of a.ggregation.T

East of Loonar Lake the traps appear to be perfectly horizontal.

One bed extends for

a considerable distance near the villages of Devil
m and Lon y, and beyond the last named
village to Mudhee, and appears to be absolutely evel throughout.
Towards Wakud on the Pain Gun ga the beds may dip somewhat to the north; they
seem to fall somewhat from Loonar and Lon y towards the river, while there is a scarp to

the south, but the dip, if it exists, is very low.

The Pain Gunga near Wakud and for many miles below is a deep sluggish stream,
with earth banks covered with grass and exposing no section at the sides.

Trap occasionally

but rarely shows. Near Muslah a little gravel is cut through here and there. '
From the Pain Gunga the road leads over an undulatin plain, ston in places, to
Bassim, and thence to Mungrool. Between Parudee an the latterpace the road for
ﬁve or six miles traverses a very stony plain, covered with trap boulders, the majority small,

not above 2 to 4 inches in diameter, and unusuall

well rounded, not by rolling, but by

weathering. The bed of trap from which they are en'ved (b weathering), and which forms
the surface throughout, is compact, and very minutely crystalline, containing no olivine, nor
any other mineral distinct from the mass, and, so far as I observed, neither zeolite nor
agate nodules.
To the north this bed ends in a low scarp (not a great range, as represented on the map).
It may consequently have a slight dip to the south, but if so, the inclination is so small as

to be imperceptible.
From Mungrool the road takeni leads east through the Woon or south-east district
of Berar.

A scarp is descended about 4. miles east of Mungrool, and a second about 7

I' IThis does not alone, however, account for the composition of the solid contents of the water, for which see
Ma -0 union 1. c.
it Alcxaiuhr, Ed. Phil. Joum., 1824, vol. XI, p. 308; Orlehnr, Proceedings of Bombay Gcogr.soc. for February,
1839, p. 35; Buist. Ed. New Phil. Jour. 65, vol. I, New Son, 260; Newbold, Journal Royal Asiatic Society.
I From Mungrool I proceeded nearly due east to Manguli, and thence north to N agpﬁr.
\
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12 miles further on. The rocks appear perfectly horizontal, and these scarps which are not
of great height may be merely steps in the descent from the high ground, and the upper traps

of the Deccan plateau to the lower ground and inferior formations of Nag ﬁr.

At the same

time it is quite possible that the traps have a low dip to the west, but ' so, it is, as usual,
so slight as to be imperceptible.
The country continues to fall beyond Dharvi towards Larkeir. A little south-east
of Larkeir the traps have a distinct low di , about 2° to north or north-east.

A similar

low northerly dip is seen about the village of 0th. There are low scarps to the south, and
long slopes on the north side of the hills.
Near Kini, a few miles west of Yeotmahal, there are some small rounded hills of very
compact laterite. It is highly ferruginous, and might doubtless be used as iron ore. It is
generally concretionary in its structure (but not formed of minute concretions aggregated
together like the Bengal laterite), and covered with the usual brown glaze. Some fragmerits
show distinct stratiﬁcation, and pass into ferruginous shale. The mass of the rock resembles
the laterite of Mahable sh war, and like that contains yellow or white clay in small angular
or rounded fragments.
East of Yeotm ahal other knolls of laterite occur. They are about 100 to 150 feet
high, but it is impossible to see how much consists of laterite and how much of trap. The
laterite appears to be horizontal, but only isolated caps remain. It contains small rounded
grairis apparently of decomposed trap.
Yeotmahal stands high: there is a considerable ascent to it from each side. To the
cast the road continues to descend towards the Wurda valley and about Kalam emerges

from low hills into a broad open plain. The traps along the sides of the hills appear horizon
tal as usual.
There is some peculiar compact and crystalline limestone near Ralagao and Antargao,
apparently intertrappean, but so far as was observed unfossiliferous. Its character differed
from all other intertrappean beds seen.
The boundary of the trap at the Wurda on Malcolmson's map (Trans. Geol. Soc., Lond.,
2nd Ser., Vol. V) is incorrect. He makes the subjacent formations extend in a great wa
to the northward and westward. Really all is trap on the Wurda to below its junction with

the Wunna.
No intertrappeans (unless the limestone of Ralagao belongs to that formation) had been
met with throughout the Deccan or anywhere along the road until between the Wurda.

and Méngali. Near the village of Dodchi, 5 or 6 miles east-south-east of Pohna and
to the west of the village, there is ﬁne compact brownish-white limestone with fragmentary

fossils and occasionally perfect Melanias (Ell. quadrilineata ?).

East of the village a good

section of limestone associated with ﬁne white and yellow shales is seen in a stream with
trap both above and below. In the underlying trap are fragments of the limestone enclosed.
The amount of tra'p seen below is very small, and limestone may recur beneath, otherwise the

former must be intrusive.

It does not follow that the intrusion is more than local.

The

shales contain Gyprides in abundance, with ﬁsh scales and wings of insects. They dip
slightly to the northwards.
In the Wunna close to its conﬂuence with the Wurda a fossil vertebra of some large
animal was pulled up.

Probably the ossiferous gravel occurs here.

Trap occurs at Chikni; thence to Samli very little rock could be observed. At Don
urgaon, 2 or 3 miles south of Chikni, is a low ridge of hard siliceous rock, but

whether it belongs to the gneiss series, or is one of the usual sedimentary rocks more

hardened than elsewhere, it is impossible to say.
At Almoodi south of Samli trap occurs, probably an outlier. At Talligaon just north
of Almoodi between Samli and Mzingali close to a tank sandstones ﬁne, hard and compact
in
neral, containing bands of pebbles and conglomerates in places, occur with a north or
nort -east dip (towards Mémgali). The sandstones are white and grey , with specks and
patches of bright red. The pebbles in the conglomerate comprise vein quartz, quartzite,
metamorphies of various kinds, red jasper (rarely) and a somewhat sandy rock having the

appearance of silieiﬁed wood or coral.
argdlaceous sandstones.

Beneath the conglomeratic beds are some ﬁne red
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From north of Samli to 200 or 300 yards north of the deserted vill

e of Mzingali

all is trap. About Samli no rock is seen, nor are any sections seen south oft e trap between
Talligaon and Mziugali. Coming south from the trap at the latter place the ﬁrst sedimen
tary rocks seen are ﬁne grey quartzose sandstone, conglomeratic in places, as compact as
Vindhyan sandstone, much more so than Damudas usually are,"' having a general resem
blance to the beds at Talligaon.

Just south of these are the old quarries whence Mr. Hislop is said by the villagers to have
obtained his fossils.
The rock is a very ﬁne deep red argillaceous sandstone, shaley in parts.
Thin layers of a yellow colour are frequent, and these appear to be richer in fossils than
the red portions. Estherim (of two species apparently) abound, and some ill marked
plant-remains also occur.

The surfaces of the slabs are frequently covered with irregular pits, and appear as if
corroded by surface waters. This is curious, as argillaceous sandstone is not a rock easily
dissolved by water, yet it seems difﬁcult to account for the corrosion otherwise.

From M in gali to Hin gungh at and thence to Nagplir no rock except trap is seen.
The countr is mainly an open cultivated plain, thickly covered with cotton soil, a few
scattered at-topped hills occurring towards the south, and nearer to N agpﬁr some well

marked hill muses come in to the westward.

The traps wherever seen are apparently

perfectly horizontal.
‘
On the road from Nagpﬁr to the Wurda on the way to Oomrawatee all is trap,

perfectly horizontal to all appearance, except an inlier of Damudas near Bazargao u, (not
examined), and some isolated caps of laterite near Koondal lee.
July 1866.

On the AGATE-FLARE found by MR. WYNNE, in the Pieiocene(P) deposits of the
UPPER Gonavnnv, by 'l‘. OnDHAM, Eso,., LL. D., &c., &c.

On the accompanying Plate (Plate 1) I have given full-sized ﬁgures of the agate-ﬂake
referred to above (p. 61) by Mr. Blanford—Mr. Blanford here says, ‘possibl of human
origin.’ Further examination and comparison satisﬁed him of the true nature 0 this speci
men.

He said (Proceedings Asiatic Society, Bengal, October 1866), “I was at ﬁrst very

see tical as to the genuineness of this ﬂake, but a recent examination and comparison of it

with some of the J ubbulpoor specimens have strongly inclined me to believe that it is really
of human manufacture :' and he pointed out the similarity with one of those found near
Jubbulpoor.

The ﬂake here represented was found by Mr. A. B. Wynne while searching the banks
of the Upper Godavery for fossil bones. It was discovered just below the village of
Moongee, near Pyton. The river cliff here has a height of about 50 feet. And in a bed
of nncompacted sub-calcareous conglomerate or concrete, gravelly and containing shells of
species similar to those now living in the neighbourhood, the specimen was found imbedded.
A brief but careful search was made in the neighbourhood for other s imens, but without
success.

Not more than 15 to 20 miles, however, of the river could at

e time be visited.

The ﬂake was found about 20 feet above the base of the cliff Its general form and
character will be understood from the Plate better than from a description. It is formed
from a com act light coloured
to chip, which near the surface has become blackened, and in

two parts t e original smooth erruginous (rolled P) surface of the agate, mass remains.

The

ﬂake is rudely triangular in section, one side being ﬂat, while between the two edges, although

not centrally, it nses on the other side into a ridge.

The whole is slightly curved, and at

one end the sharp edges are curved so as to form a shght reﬂexion of the whole ﬂake, givin
that end very much the form of the curved end of a carving knife for game. The other en
of the ﬂake has a lateral extension which may have served as a means of attachment to a
handle. The sharp cutting edges are much blunted and hacked, obviously by use. The total
length 02 the ﬂake is 2% inches; its breadth, which is tolerably constant for its entire length,
is 1",; inc .
' This appears to be universally the ease near Nagpﬁr.

The Damudns and Mvingali beds are much imrder and

more compact than the cones ndinr rocks in "cII[ZRl and the Ncrbudda valley. However, this remark ll based
on but a slight acqun'.n‘..mcc wi

the Nagpflr beds.
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The ﬁrst notice of the discovery of this ﬂake was given at the meeting of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal on the 6th December 1865- The specimen had not then reached me, but

judging from the description I had no doubt about its character, and the matter was brought
forward as of “the highest interest."

I then said: “Many of the members of the Society

are perhaps not aware that, spreading over a large area, in the country drained by the upper
waters of the Godavery and its aﬁluents, there is a widely-spread deposit of clays and gravels
containing remains of large mammalia, which are probably of the same kind as those which

occur in the similar gravels and clays of the Nerbudda valley, and of which the Society pos
sesses many specimens. From these
vels and in the valley of the Godavery near Pyton, an
agate ﬂake, bearing evident marks of aving been artiﬁcially made, has been dug out recently
by Mr. Wynne of the Geological Survey. This is a fact of great importance, and we must
onl hope that _further research will tend to clear away any difhculties that now remain, and
ad to the history of thee interesting relies of the early inhabitants of these countries,"
(p. 207). This important discovery of Mr. Wynne's was alluded to by Mr. H. F. Blan
ford in a letter quoted in the Geological Magazine (London) for Fchruar 1866 (where
Mr. W(ii-entailed
ne's name
is erroneously
p. 93.
And same
Mr. Wynne
more
account
of the m erinted
of itsBynne),
occurrence
in the
Magazine imself
(June gave
1866,a
p. 283).

Mr. W. T. Blanford more recently (October 1866 and September 1867) has again

alluded to this discovery of Mr. Wynne's as bearing on the early appearance of man
in India.

This question of the antiquity of man in this country long since excited much interest.
Almost the earliest speculations 111 which my lamented friend Hugh Falconer indulged when
the Sewalik fauna was beginning to unfold its richness to him were on this

oint, and he, to

the last, believed that there was good reason to suppose that several of the animals whose
remains were found imbedded in the so called miocene deposits of the Sewaliks had been

cotemporaries of man. Much more therefore would he have been prepared to admit the
validity of proof tending to establish his existence at a more recent penod.
Unfortunately as yet we have no speciﬁc determination of the animal remains from the
Godavery valley excepting in one case (Ele has Namadicua). Bones of oxen, &,c., have been

found, but have not been identiﬁed speciﬁ

ly.

Still looking to the marked general resem

blance both in mineral character and in mode of occurrence and distribution, and to the fact
of the comparative proximity of the Godavery to the Nerbudda, there can, I think, be little

doubt that these similar deposits in the two valleys are approximately of the same geological
age. From the Nerbudda valley a large number of species and of genera have been deter
mined, and to these deposits Falconer assigned the general
of ‘ plemcene’ in these cautious

words, alluding at the time specially to the researches of the eologioal Survey of India: “ In
designatin the formation as pliooene which I have during many years, I have been guided
by the in 'cations of the mammalian fauna, as intermedmte between the miocene of the

Irrawaddi, Perim Island and the Sewalik Hills, and that of the existing period" (Quarterly
Journal, Geological Society, London, XXI, p. 383). In the same masterly paper, Dr. Falconer
pointed out that no trustworthy cases of the occurrence of very ancient human bones, or
industrial objects, ‘ have yet been established from the section of the Jumna and Gan

s, but

that the ' may be looked for on a more careful and extended search, stating also tilt the
ancient ossil Mammalia of the Gangetic valley belong to the pliocene fauna of the Nerbndda,
“to which also it would appear certain that the deposit of the Godavery" (from which the

ﬂake now described was obtamed) “ also belong."
The vastly interesting results which these researches involve have for years past been
most closely and keenly discussed in Europe and America. The antiquity of man is there
one of the most eagerly investigated questions of modern science, while in this country,
I where so many reasons combine to indicate a greater probability of success, but little has been

done. It will be useful to quote here the el uent words of Dr. H. Falconer on this subject.
After referring to the curious support which t e discovery of the huge Oolossochclys served to
give to mythological tradition, and the inference that this animal may have lived down to an
early epoch of the human period, he proceeds:
“It is not meant to be urged now, after a lapse of more than 20 years, that an

serious claim can be preferred on the speculation put forward in the passages above citel
But it will perhaps be admitted that the mind of the observer from whom it emanated was

then occupied with the subject of the possibility of the remote antiquity of man in India

PT.
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It is true that the expressed view is, that the Colossochelg/.9

ma have lived down to an early epoch of the human period, and not that man had lived
bach to be a contemporary of the tortoise, now proved to have been miocene. But the

two views are reciprocal; and the form of expression selected on the occasion was that which
was least calculated to provoke ridicule, or to shock the strong prejudices on the subject
which were then dominant among educated men.‘ And so ﬁrmly was-not merely the

possibility, but the-probability of the case impressed upon our minds, that Captain Cautley
and m lf were constantly on the look-out for the turnin up, in some shape or other,
of evi ences of man out of the strata of the Sewalik Hi ls, partly from considerations
of a different order, to which I shall brieﬂy allude.
“ The cataclysmic speculations of Cuvier and the dilnvial theory of Buckland were then
exploded. The wide spread of the plains of India showed no signs of the unstratiﬁed
superﬁcial gravels, sands, and clays, which for a long time were conﬁdently adduced as

evidence that a great diluvial wave had suddenly passed over Europe and other continents,
overwhelming terrestrial life, and leaving the marks of its course and violent action in those

enormous deposits of transported debris.

Every section along the Gangetic lain indicated

that the superﬁcial strata there were of local origin, and the result of tranqm sedimentary
deposition. Viewed in the light of a strictly physical inqui , the chief rational argument

in support of the opinion that the advent of man upon the eart dates from a very modern
epoch was ﬁrst, the negative evidence in the non-occurrence of human relies, and next the
fact that taking him in conjunction with the mammals with whom he is now associated, they

appeared, as a grou , to belon to a new order of things strikingly different from that of the
immediately precedin periodi The mammoths, wool-clad rhmoceros, the cave-lions, and
spelaean hyaenas, the Trish elk, &c., of the European fauna were all extinct, although the
carcasses of some of them had been discovered, under favorable circumstances, in the most
perfect state of preservation. Facts of corresponding import were yielded by a glance cast

u on the latest paheontology of the American Continent.

There also the huge extinct

e entata, the mammoth, and the mastodon indicated a different order of life, especially from

that now existing.

But in India the roblem presented itself under another aspect. There

no break was visible in the tranquil) succession of deposits, no interference of a general

oceanic submergence, followed by mcoherent beds of sand and gravel, no intercalation of
glacial henomena to disturb the revious system. The present physical order of thin s
-modiﬁe onl by alterations of level? by upheavement and depressions—could be traced bac ,
in. an unbroken chain, to the ossiferous strata of the valley of the Nerbudda and of the
Sewalik Hills. Results in harmony with these indications were yielded by a retros ect cast
u

n the system of organized hfe.

The Mastodons, the Steqodomr, and the Zarodon,

lephants were extinct, as were also the Sivather-ium, the Cﬁahlcotherium, the three-toed
H'ipparion-.Horae, the Hexaproiodon, the Me

copotamu‘9, and _other peculiar forms.

But

the were found associated in the same Sewalik eposits with species of true Equus, of Camel
an of Giraﬁb, the two last being characteristic cotemporanes of man at the present time.
The pliocene fauna of the Nerbudda valley produced, along with the miocene Stegodon
insignis of the Sewalik Hills, an extinct Elephant (E. Nomadic-us), the dental system of which
is closely allied to that of the existing Indian species; a true Hippopotamus, and, not to

mention others, a true Taurine Ox, Bo: Namadicus, and a huge Buﬁ‘alo, B. (Bubalus)
(Palarindicus), which is nearly approached b the living ‘Arnee' of the forests of Assam,
being the stock from which the domestic Buﬁh. 0 of Oriental countries 18 supposed to have
sprung. That the actual order of the present system of life had begun_during the Sewalik

period was indicated by the living Gharial Crocodile and Emys tecta bemg found associated
with the extinct mammalian forms.

And of the latter, some, like Stegodoa insignis, accom.

anied by a species of Hemaprotodon, descended to the

liocene period of the Nerbudda

¥anna, to be associated wlth a true Taurine Ox and with a uffalo which hardly appears to
differ more from the living Arnee than does the ancient Bison prwcus from the living
Aurochs. Another fact chimed in with special force. Among the four or ﬁve species of
Sewalik Quadrumana alluded to above, one was inferred by Sir Proby Cautley and myself’, in
1837, to have been alarge Ape, exceeding the size of the Orang-Outang, but of unknown
' M. M. Garrigou and Filhol recently (April 20th, 1868), requested the opening of_a sealed packet, which
they had deposited with the Academy of smenccs, Paris, so long since as 1851I. In this they had shown the
probability of man's existence ln the mioceue age, from observations made in the deposits of Sansan. The
evidence consists of bones split longitudinally, to.
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This opinion was founded upon acanine tooth of an old animal, which

is ﬁgured and described in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Vol. VI, p. 359).
Five years afterwards, in 1812, I instituted a close comparison between the fossil s ecimen

and the corresponding tooth of three skulls of the Orang-Outaug, contained in the

useum

of the Asiatic Society in Calcutta, and found that their agreement was so close that I con

jectured that the extinct Sewalik form had been a large Ape allied to Pithecus satyrus.
“ A quadrumanous astragalus derived from the same strata approached in form and pro

portions so near to that of the existing Honuman Monkey, Semnopithecus entellus that the
help of the callipers had to be put in requisition to enable us, in 1836, to discriminate them
by differences not exceeding millimétres. The distinction between the fossil and the recent

bone is hardly greater than that which might be e ected to occur in any two individuals
of the living species.

Here, then, was clear evidence, p ysioal and organic, that the present

order of things had set in from a very remote eriod in India. Every condition was suited
to the requirements of man. The lower anim s which approach him nearest in physical
structure were already numerous.

The wild stocks from which he trains races to bear

his yoke in domesticity were established. Why then, in the light of a natural enquiry,
might not the human race have made its appearance at that time in the same regionP
Cuvier, notwithstanding his strong bias in favor of the modern appearance of the human
race, admitted, in language which has often been overlooked in later discussions, that man
may have lived before the last great revolutions which were the subject of his disquisition:
‘ Tout porte done a croire que l’espece humaine n'existait point dans les ays 01‘). so diacouvrent
les os fossiles, iI l'epoque des revolutions qui ont enfoui ces os; car n'y aurait eu aucune

.raison pourqu’elle echappat toute entiere it des catastrophes aussi générales, et pour que ses
restes no se retrouvassent pas au'ourd'hui eomme ceux des autres animaux; mais je n'en

veux pas conclure que l'homme nexistait du tout avant cette époque. Il pouvait habiter
uelques contrées pen etendues, d'oi1 il a repeuple la terre apres cos évenements terribles,’ &c.
be valley of the Ganges seemed to present the exceptional conditions here demanded; it
was exempt from the protracted submergence under the ocean, the effects of which on
Europe suggested the idea of cataclysmic revolutions. I dwell u n the subject now in
the hope that, when the palaaontological exploration of the Sew ik Hills and Nerbudda
valley, or of other equivalent formations, is resumed, these remarks may attract attention
in India, and that a keen look-out may be kept up for remains of the large fossil A e above

alluded to, and for traces of man, in some form of equally remote antiquit .
or it is
not under the hard conditions of the glacial period in Europe that the eariest relies of
the human race upon the globe are to be sought.

Like the Esquimaux, the Tchuktshes,

and the Samoyedes on the shores of the Ic .Sea at the present day, man must have
been then and there an emigrant, placed nn or circumstances of vigorous and uncertain
existence, unfavorable to the stru gle of life and to the maintenance and spread of the
s ies. It is rather in the (great al uvial valleys of tropical or sub-tropical rivers like the
(iifdges, the Irrawacldi, an
earliest abode.

the Nile where we may expect to detect the vestiges of his

It is there where the necessaries of life are produced by nature in the

greatest variety and profusion, and obtained with the smallest effort; there where climate
exacts the least protection against the vicissitudes of the weather; and there where the
lower animals which approach nearest to man now exist, and where their fossil remains
turn up in the greatest variety and abundance. The earliest date to which man has as yet

been traced back in Europe is probably but as yesterday, in comparison with the epoch at
which he made his appearance in more favored reg1ons."('a)

Years since the oﬁicers of the Geological Survey engaged in Madras discovered chipped
stone-implements identical in character and form with those so eneral1 known from the
Amiens and Sussex Gravels. These have been described by Messrs. oote, ing, Oldham, &c.,
but unfortunately there was nothing tending to determine exactly their age. They occurred
abundantly in a lateritic conglomerate, or somewhat compacted
vel, near to, or on the
surface; others, again, more nearly approaching in character the ﬁe a now described had been
discovered in the vicinity of Jubbulpoor. These latter, as is this Moongee specimen, exactly

represent the ﬂakes so frequently found associated with human remains in Europe, under
v°Lf£§I'rlIé6:,s:](.'(g1s:I6r‘, Pnkcontological Memoirs and Notes, "01. 11, p. 576, and Quar. Jcur. Geol. 800., London

I
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circumstances indicating great antiquity. Unfortunately; however, very little information
was obtained regarding the mode of occurrence or the antiquity of these specimens. And
it therefore was of the highest interest to ﬁnd absolutely in the bone-bearmg beds of the
Godavery some 30 feet below the surface at that place, and in a bed, not of soft easil

movable silt or sand, but of hard compacted calcareous conglomerate, the ﬂake of which
drawings are now given.
It is, however, as et the only case on record of such occurrence of works of human
art in these beds in t is country. And we would earnestly seek the co-operation of those
who may be more permanently in the vicinity of these deposits to institute and maintain
a search for others. Mere casual visitors have comparatively but slight chance of- success
in such researches.

September, 1868.
The boundary of the V1N'DHYAN snnres in RuroorANs, by H. B. MEDLICorr, r. G. 5.,
&c., &c.

The strata of the Vindhyan period have long since received a prominent place in the rock
series of Hindustan. In the typical area between the Nerbudda and the Jumna, the
Geological Survey had been for some time more or less accurately acquainted with the
relation of the Vindhyans to the underlying rocks along the south-castem and north-eastern
boundary, when, in the cold season of 1865-66, I was sent to investigate their western
extension towards the Arawali range in Rajpootana. The formation as a whole shows no
effects of disturbance ab extra. Along the entire north-eastern boundary, wherever older

rocks are exposed, the Vindhyans rest totally unconformably upon all, whether crystalline
schists or unmetamorphic strata.

The junction is normal and undisturbed, being simply

exposed by denudation; and its position coincides more or less with an ori inal limitation
of the basin of deposition. Along the south-eastern boundary there is
e same total
unconformability with all underlying rocks; but here there is a margin of variable width in
which the strata are more or less intensely disturbed; for the most part this has the character
of simple elevation outside the bounda

locally faulted.

Here too, however,

or of depression inside it; but the junction is often

ere are indications of an original limitation of the

deposits corresponding with the actual boundary; several of the subgroups thin out and
disa pear on approaching it. Besides the feature that has been noticed in the north and
south extension of the Vindhyan groups there is an analogous feature in the east and west
distribution; along the south boundary several of the groups are overlapped and so disappear
from east to west; thus it is only in the eastern portion of the area that we ﬁnd the important

and peculiar strata which are known among us as the lower Vindhyans, and which are well
exposed throughout the entire length of the Sone valley.
The examination of the third and western boundaryhof this area has not added anvthing
to our general knowledge of the Vindhy-ran rocl_<s.
e boundary is as sharply defined as.
elsewhere; the groups that are seen are ' e their representatives 500 miles to eastwards,
with which they are continuous; and even the features of the boundary are like what

is seen in the Nerbudda valley. The lower Vindhyans do not ap ear anywhere along
this junction; but the several groups of the upper Vindhyans—the undairs, the Rewahs
and the Kymores—are well represented.

The famous old fort of C hittorgurh stands close

to the western boundary, upon a scarped hill of Bundair sandstone, an outlier of a plateau to
the cast; the limestone and shales_of the same group being well exposed in the plains
at its base. The same beds are also well seen to the north-east, about Parsoli and at
Boondi, close to the boundary ; and at several places the lower roups crop out .along the
boundary from beneath the Bundairs. Although here, as elsew ere throughout this series,
there is a strong apparent likelihood for the deposition and preservation of fossil remains,
none have been discovered.
To the west of Ba h the steep scarp of the Deccan trap bounding the Nerbudda vallc
on the north is rather t e face of a ridge than of a plateau. There is a very considerable fall
on the northern side, and the country is dee ly undulating instead of formed of open lains
as at a few miles distance to the east. In t e valleys and low ground about J ubbooa the
crystalline rocks are freely exposed. We here, in fact, come upon the western bounrlnry
of the Malwa plateau. It is a very irregular orographical feature, being purely determined
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by denudation, and it is interesting to observe its very a parent relation to the distribution
of the rocks. The river Mhye with its tributaries is the iirst of the streams ﬂowing north
ward from the south edge of the plateau which has not to encounter the resistance of the
horizontal Vindhyan strata; beneath the trap it only encounters the decomposable and
variable rocks of the metamorphic series, and erosion has gone on unchecked. After a
northernly course of many miles the Mhye bends westwards and southward into the
gulph of Cambay.
The greater part of the plateau of Malwa is formed entirel by the great Deccan trap
formation. In going northward along the table land from In ore through Ru tlam, the

Vindhyans ﬁrst appear at Mundesor, about 140 miles from the Nerbudda; they gradually
emer e from beneath the great expanse of trap to the east. In following a parallel course
a litt e to the west, along the boundary of the table land, it is seen that the non-appearance

of the Vindhyans to the south is not owing to their being concealed by the trap; for all
along the boundary the crystalline rocks immediately underlie the volcanic rock ; and an
examination of the Vindhyans themselves shows that their boundary at Mundcsor is a feature

of very ancient date. It runs in a north-west by west line from Mundesor, and the
Vindhyans rise into small lateaus in that direction, the strata bein quite horizontal. Even
on the high level si us of disturbance are traceable along the line 0 contact, but it is where
the strata run out a ong this strike into the low ground that the structure is fully seen.
Here the lower groups of the upper Vindhyans crop out with a rapidly increasing north
easterly underlie against the crystalline rocks ; the owest band being a conglomeritic sand
stone. In the opposite direction the boundary at M undesor strikes towards H 0 sh ungahad
and Burwai , the lowest point to which the Vindhyans reach in the Nerbudda valley.
About the point where the Mundesor line of boundary strikes the edge of the plateau,
the boundary makes a sudden bend of half a right angle, running due north for 4‘0 miles,

assing about 20 miles west of Neemuch.
R/'indhyan boundary.

This is the most westernly

osition of the

With it there commences an immediate change in t e character of

the contact : the margin of disturbed rocks is several miles wide, marked by ﬁat, symmetrical,
auticlinal ﬂexures, causing ridges along the outcrop of the sandstones with intervening
valleys on the contorted shales.

These features are well seen where the Neemuch and Oodipoor road crosses. The
actual line of junction is marked by no special feature, the contact taking place on the low
ground with the Vindhyan shales, which seem to be about equally liable to erosion as the
gneissose series. It seemed to me that the shales at the contact were those with which
the limestone is associated and which I have considered to be of the Bundair group. There
would thus be presumption in favor of a fault.

Close to Chittorgurh there is another abrupt bend in the direction of the boundary;
from north and south It turns to the north-east.

For some distance at least, in this new

direction, the character of the junction is the same as that last described; the Nusserabad

road north of Chittor crosses at the same level from the crushed Vindhyan shales, with
limestone, on to the friable granitic rocks.

The strike of the contortions in the shales has

already become identical with the new direction of the boundary.

The actual contact often

runs in a slight depression of the surface, there bein no vein-stone visible or any direct
evidence for the supposed fault. Where I next examin this boundary near Parsoli, some

15 miles north-east of Chittor, although its strike and that of the strata continue steadily
to north-cast, the conditions of the junction have entirely changed, having again assumed
the form noticed in the Mundesor reach. From the north-west one approaches upon
granitic and schistose rocks up to the very base of a steep ridge of sandstone in which the

dip is south-easterly.

Beyond this ridge there is a steady longitudinal valley upon crushed

shales, without limestone; then a sin another ridge of sandstone with the same south
easterl dip; just inside this ridge t e village of Parsoli stands in an irregular open valley
formed’ of the shales and limestones, the plateau-hills to the south-east being formed of
the sandstone overlying the same. This is the most compact section I observed of the
three groups of the upper Vindhyans.
At about 4 miles tonorth-east of Parsoli the regularity of the section terminates in the
most obscure manner, involving a fresh change in the direction of the boundary and in the
strike of the rocks. At Bumunia and Sin goli the sandstone rid es come to a sudden

termination along an east-west line, facing a low wide-spreading pfain.

The feature is
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manifestly connected immediately with structural conditions of the rocks. At the end of
the outermost ridge, that of the Kymore sandstone, I could trace a chan e in the dip from
the steady south-east of the ridge to east-north-east, to north-east, an to north-north
east, there bein here alittle spur of sandstone tailin oil‘ to the west-north-west. Of the
middle ridge of
wah sandstone I could make not ing; at its present termination the
southeast dip is still maintained. On the undulating high ground formed by the top
band of sandstone, that of the Bundair roup, the undulations which at Parsoli corresponded

with the north-east strike, are rapidy replaced towards Singoli by anorth-west strike,
and the outermost ridges underlie towards the plains tothe north.

On the low ground

for some distance in front of all the ridges, Vindhyan shales (I cannot say of what group)
are the only beds seen; they are much crushed, but with a prevailing east-westerly strike.
On amere cursory survey and without any map of the ground my study of the sections

Fould not be sufﬁciently detailed to offer any explanation of these complex stratigraphical
eatures.

From Sin goli the tracing of the exact line of junction is greatly obscured by a change
in the nature of the older rocks in contact; instead of the easily distinguished granite,
gneiss and schists, the revailing rock here is an imperfectly cleaved clay-slate, often scarcely
distinguishable from >t e crushed Vindhyan shales. Superﬁcially the change is indicated

by the abundant debris of quartz derived from the veins that freely traverse the slates, but
are altogether wanting in the Vindhyan rocks. The run of the boundary here would seem
to be much less regular than what we have seen to the south. Towards Boondi the
junction is
ain somewhat better deﬁned, at least locally. Boondi stands at the end of a
valley forms on an anticlinal of the Bundair grou (taking the limestone associated with

the hales as a criterion of that group). The strilie is about 15° north of east. On the
north side of the valley is a massive ridge of uartzite sandstone, which must, at least
in part, be formed of the Bundair rock. The s ates are found close to the north base of the
ridge. The diﬁiculty of discriminating the series is increased in this vicinity by the occur
renlce cf a 1limestone, not markedly different from that of the Vindhyans, among what I took
to at e s ates.
The crystalline metamorphic rocks underlying the Malwa trap on the west show much
variety, and invite a closer examination than I could give. They are decidedly 1eissose;
and granitoid masses are frequent. There is one strong and persistent run 0 a coarse
conglomerate. ‘It is well exposed in the river at Tandla: the matrix, though coarsely
foliated. is rather earthy, the pebbles are often lar c and subangular, not always elon ated
in the strike: whatever they ma once have been they are now mostly granitoid.
orth
of Tambesera the same is we1 seen: the boulders in it are sometimes 2 and 4 feet in
diameter; they are thinly and partially distributed in the matrix. There is a crystalline

limestone largely developed alongside the congloinerate.
tic schists associated with it.

I also noticed some earthy graphi

At Talwara, 10 miles to west of Banswarra, a white

gﬁauular limestone is quarried to some extent.

A north-westerly strike prevails throughout

t ese rocks.
Rocks of semi-metamorphic character were ﬁrst observed north of Chittorgurh.

Ribs

of uartzite tail out from a considerable group of hills to the north to within half a mile of
the

indh an boundary.

They are associated with earthy ferruginous ﬂaky slates or semi

schists. Tihey are in very irregular junction with a coarse, quartzose, friable granitoid rock,
which largely prevails here in the metamorphic series; it is quite massive and amorphous. It
is found 111 contact with the quartzite,~ and within a few yards is separated from it by many
feet of the slates; yet I noticed no case of special intrusion or any signs of contact meta
morphism.
slates, and forming
At Gun
considerable
grar the quartzites
hills. A have
limestone
become
shows
very very
massive,
suhordinately
apparentlyinoverlyin
these s ates.
the '
I was greatly struck here by the resemblance of the lithological and stratigraphical con- .
The p ains south 1
of Hameergurh are formed on these slates, the northernl' strike having changed to a steady I

ditions to those of the slates and quartzites of the Rajgir hills in Behar.

east-north-east direction; and thus they stretch away to t e east, being the same as have been
already noticed in contact with the Vindhyans from Singoli northwards.
Of rocks younger than the Vindhyans the Deccan trap is almost the only representative

within the area I refer to. At one spot about a mile south of J abbooah, near the north
base of the great ridge of trap, there is a small remnant of the Bngh cretaceous deposits;
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sandstone and b ozoan limestone, scarcely more than 10 feet in all, capping a low ridge of
crystalline rocks or about a mile in length, and then itself covered by t e trap. Although
I examined the base of the trap at many places in the vicinity and all along for nearly a
hundred miles to the north I found no other representative of the Bagh beds.
Of the trap itself a great variety occurs within the area I traversed. I did not notice a

single instance of intrusive trap of this age.

The trap is ﬁrst met with on the Great Deccan

road, at about half way between Sipri and Goonah; and from here its spread is unbroken,

save by a few pro'ecting ridges and points of the Vindhyan sandstones, an
northern part of t e area.

this only in the

Near Kotra I noticed large blocks of baked sandstone weathered

out of a trap ﬂow. I nowhere found large siliceous geodes so abundant as in the bottom ﬂows
at the boundary of the trap area. On the whole, porous vesicular trap highly charged with
zeolitic matter largely predominates. In the road cuttings through the hills south of Goon ah
there are excellent sections exhibiting the distinct ﬂows of rock. In several I noticed the gradual
passage, within 8 or 10 feet, from a close-grained crystalline ball trap to a highl vesicular
and earthy rock at the surface of the bed.

At the base of a ﬂow also, compact roc

place of the large spheroidal trap of the centre of the mass.

takes the

In the region from Beora to

Mehidpur a strong, dark, columnar basalt is constantly met with in the beds of the large
rivers. In the western region north of Rutlam a porphyritic basalt is common.
hornstone-porphyry of Dan gerﬁeld’s description.

It is the

Intertrap ean beds were noticed at many places in the north-eastern part of the area; but
always very fdcal, thin and highly altered into a confused agglomeration of or stalline lime
stone, arragonite and silica.

At the village of Bugleri, 3 miles north-west 0

M undesor,

I noticed at the base of a small scarp of Vindhyan sandstone a bed of breccia made up of
Vindhyan debris. Although the fragments were not water-worn the bed seemed to me to he

certainly water-laid; and it is overlaid by trap.
Laterite of various descriptions occurs at many places. The regular, primary form of
this rock,-that so generally associated with the Great Deccan trap formation,-is found
capping the hills south of Goonah; and, again, the plateau on which Augur stands is covered
by about 50 feet of laterite, rocky and massive at top, and soft, earthy and ochreous at base,

as is generally the case with this deposit.
Black cotton soil occurs frequently over large areas, but its connection with the trap
seems very indirect. I frequently observed trap decomposing into an ordinary yellow kun
kury clay, this being overlaid, with a sharp surface of junction, by a thick layer of black soil.
A.ugust,~ 1866.

ME'L‘EonI‘I‘Es.—-The Museum of the Geological Survey of India has been enriched, during

the past quarter, by a magniﬁcent s ecimen of the meteorite which fell at Menow, in
Mcchlenburg Strelitz, on the 7th of ctober, 1861 (P1862), and also by a perfect cast of the
whole mass.

This mass was purchased at the time by Baron Reichenbach, and has ever

since remained almost intact in his collection. He would not have it cut, and specimens,
therefore, excepting a few of very minute size, were unknown in other collections. More
recently, Baron Reichenbach has been desirous of disposing of this splendid meteorite, and

after sometime it passed into the hands of Mr. Wm. Ncvill, now of Godalming. Surrey,
whose valuable collection of meteorites is well known. This collection is now, I believe,
the ﬁnest private collection in the world, and it would rank very high even amon the series
in Public or Government Institutions. To Mr. Nevill, I am indebted for t e splendid
specimen now here. It consists of about one-third of the whole mass, showing on all but
the cut and polished plane the original crusted surface of the mass. This vitriﬁed crust
is coarser, more granular, and altogether less truly vitreous than usual. I have as yet only
had the 0 portunity of seeing the polished surface of the cut stone, and it is not easy to
distinguis the structure in this way. The sp. grav. is more than 4, showing the amount
of metallic matter in the stone. But a more careful examination of it will be made.

To Mr. Nevill, I am also indebted for the extremely rare specimen of the stone which
fell at Perth, Scotland, on the 17th May, 1830. Of this fall, only one specimen was known.
This which belonged to Mr. Nevill (having been a part of the Lettsom collection purchased
- by him) was divided with the British Museum, and the fall was, therefore, only represented
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in the collections of Mr. Nevill and of the British Museum.

Mr. Nevill has now, with

singular liherality, resented his almost unique specimen to the Geological Survey collection.
The specimen is sm 1, only weighing 6'5 grams.
In the previous number (p. 39), when noticing the addition of the specimen from

Pultnsk, I had only received the early intimation of the fall, when it was supposed that
not more than three or four pieces had fallen. Subsequent research has shown that the
number of separate stones, the majority of them being perfectly crusted on all sides, exceeded
even a thousand ! ! A perfect shower of meteorites l

DONATIONS TO MUSEUM, &c.
A series of bones of various
-Rodriguez Island, by Edward
Geoff. Nevill, Esq.

arts of the Solitaire (Pezopiuzps solitaria, Gmel.) from
ewton, Esq., Auditor General, Mauritius, through

Specimen of Meteorite which fell at Perth, Scotland, on the 17th of May 1830, by
Wm. Nevill, Esq., Godalming.
Two specimens of rooﬁng slates from Chamba quarries, by Captain J. P. Turton,
4th Goorkas.

ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.
FnoM lst JULY 1868 To 30rH SEPTEMBER 1868.

Titles of Books.

Donors.

BEDDoME, CAPTAIN R. H.—The ferns of British India, Pt. XX, 4te., Madras, 1868.
BINNEY, WM. G., AND Taron GsoneE, W. J.—The complete writings of Constantine
S. Raﬁnesque on recent and fossil Conchology, 8vo., New York,
1864.
BoURGUIGNAT, M. J. R.--Etudes géologitgm et palaeontologique des hauts plateaux de l'Atlss
entre Bogher et Ti aret, 4to., Paris, 1868.
CATALoGUE of scientiﬁc papers, 1800-1863, compiled and published by the Royal Society
of London, Vol. I, A—Clu, 4‘to., London, 1867.

CUYPnn, M. CH. DE._ Revue universelle des mines, de la Metallurgie, des Travaux ublies,
des sciences et des arts appliques a l'Industrie, Tom. XXﬁ, 5, 6,
XXIII et XXIV, Liv. 1, 2, 8vo., Paris, 1868.
DANA, J. D.—A system of mineralogy: descriptive mineraloggy, comprising the most recent
discoveries, 5th edition, 8vo., New Yor , 1,868. Duns, J. B.—Thesaurus craniorum, Catalogue of the skulls of the various races of man,
8vo., London, 1867.

DAWsoN, J. W.—Acadian Geology.
resources

The geological structure, organic remains, and mineral

of Nova Scotm, New

Brunwick, and Prince

Edward

Island, 2nd edition, 8vo., London, 1868.
DoLLFUs-AUssnr.—Materiaux pour l’etude des glaciers, Tom. I, P. 2, 3. Roy. 8vo., Paris,

1865-68.
Dovn, H. W.—Der Schweizer Fiin; Nachtrag zu ‘ Eiszeit, Fiihn und Scirocco,' 8vo., Berlin,
1868.
ERDMANN, A.—-Sveriges geologiska Undersiikning, 22, 23, 24 and 25, 8vo., with maps,

Stockholm, 1867.
GERsrAECKnn, D3. A.—Klassen und O1-dnungég des Thier-Reichs, wissenschaftlich (la

in Wort und Bild.,
1868.

estellt

. V, List‘. 6., 8vo., Leipzig and Hei clberg,
.
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ostische Beschreibung des ostbayerischen Grenzgebirges oder

ayerischen und oberpﬁilzer Waldgebirges, Abth. II, and Atlas.

Roy. 8vo. and Roy. Fol., 1868.

KENNGoT1‘, DR. A.—Elemente der Petr0graphie, zum gebrauche bei vorlesungen und zum
selbststudiuin, 8vo., Leipzig, 1868.

LARTET, E. AND CnRIswY, H.—Reliquim Aquitaniese, Pt. V, Mo, London, 1868.
LomoI. P. DE, ET CQTTEAU, G.—M0n0graphie paléontologique et géologique de l'étage
portlandien du département d l'Y0nne, 4,t0., Paris, 1868.
LYELL, Sm CHARLEs.—Principles of Geology, 10th and entirely revised edition, Vol. II,
8vo., London; 1868.
>
MILNE-EDWARDs, A.—Recherches anatomkyes et paheontologiques pour servir a l’histoire
des oiseaux fossiles e la France, Liv. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 4&0, Paris,
1867.

ScnRAUF, DR. ALB.—Lehrbuch der Physikalischen Mineralogie, Bd. II, 8vo., Wien, 1868.
PERIoDICALs.

Ain I Akbari, (Bibliotheca Indica, New Series, 141,) Fas. VI.

Govr. or INDIA.

American Journal of Concl;oéogy, Vol. III, Pt. 4, 1867, and Vol. IV, Pt. 1, 1868, 8vo. Phil.
186 - 8.
American Journal of Science and Arts, Vol. XLV, Nos. 134-, and 135, 8vo., New Haven, 1868.

Annales des Mines, Series VI, Tom. XII, Liv. 6, Tom. XIII, 1, 8vo., Paris, 1867.

L'AnMuzrsTE. DEs MINEs.
Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Series. Vol. I, No. 6, Vol. 11, 7-8, 8vo.,
London, 1868.

Engineers’ Journal, Vol. XI, Nos. 7, 8, 9, 4to., Calcutta, 1868.
Geological Magazine, Vol. V, Nos. 6, 7, 8, 8vo., London, 1868.
Indian Annals of Medical Science, XXIV, 8vo., Calcutta, 1868.

THE EDITon.

Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Ser., Tom. VIII, No. 3, 8vo., Paris, 1868.

Journal of Travel and Natnral History, edited by A. Murray, Esq., Vol. I, Nos. 1-4,
8vo., London, 1868.

Neues Jahrbuch ﬁir Mineralogie

Geologic und Palaeontologie, Hit. 3, 4, 1868, 8vo.,‘

Stuttgart, 1868.
Petermann, Geographische Mittheilnngen. Nos. 5—6, 1868, 415o., Gotha, 1868.
Ditto

Supplement, XXIII.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, Vol. V, No. 20, 8vo., Roorkee, 1868.

.MAJon J. G. MEDLEY, R. E.
Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Ser., No. XXXI, 8vo., London, 1868.

Quarterly Journal of Science, Vol. V, No. XIX, 8vo., London, 1868.
GovnnnMnnr Smncrrons, &c.

BENGAL.—Principal heads of the History and Statisties of the Decca Division.
BENGAL Govnnrunanr.
,,
Annual Report of the Insane Asylnms in Bengal for the year 1867, by W. A.
Green.

BENGAL Govr1nrurEnr.

,,

Report on the Jails of the Lower Provinces of the Bengal Presidency for the

,,

G6DQral Report on the T0p0graphical Survey of the Bengal Presidency for 1866-67,

year 1868, by F. J . Mount.
by Col. H. L. Thnillier.

BENGAL GovnnnMnnr.
SUmnron GENL. or INDIA.
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Zitles of Books.
Donors.
B£NGAL.—Ge0gl‘a[)hic&l and Statistical Report of the Districts of Jessore, Furreedpore, and
Backergunge, by Col. J. E. Gastrell.

DY. SURvnYon GENL. or INDIA.
BoMBAY.—PBpeI‘s relative to the Revision of the Assessment of the Indapoor Talooka
in the Poona Collectorate, with Map and Diagram. New Series,
No. CVII.
BoMeAr Govnnmumrr.

InnIA.—Report on Judicial and Revenue Administration of Coorg for the year 1866-67.
GovnRNMEnr or INDIA.
,,

Police Report British Burmah, 1867.

Extract from the Proceedings of the Chief

Commissioner in the Home Department, No. 209.

Dxrro.

NoRrn-WEST Pnovmczs.—-Selections from the Records of Government, North-Western

Provinces. 2nd Series, Pt. 1.

Tea Plantations, Vaccination, Benares

College, &c. &c.
Govr., N. W. PnovmcEs.
OUDH.—Annual Report for the year 1867, on the Condition and Management of the Jails
in Oudh.

CHIEF Comm. or OUDH.

,,

Annual Report of the Administration of the Province of Oudh, for the year 1867-68.

,,

Report on the Police Administration of Oudh for the year 1867.

Drrro.
DIrro.

PUNJ'AB.—Rep0rt of the Lahore Medical School Hospital, for the year 1867.

Govr. or PUNJAB.
,,

Report of the Lahore Medical School, for the year ending 31st March 1868.
Govr. or PUNJAB

,,

Report of the Inspector General of Prisons in the Punjab, for the year 1867.
Govr. or PUNJAB.

Ro0RKEE.—Bep0rt of the Annual Examination of the Thomason Civil Engineering College,
August 1868. F01. Roorkee, 1868,
MAJon J. G. MEDLEY, R. E.
TRANsACTIoNs or SocrETIEs, &c.

BERLIN.—Zeitschrii't der deutschen Geologischenﬁesellscheft, Bd. XX, Hft. I., 8vo , Berlin,
1868.
Tm; Socrm.
BoNN.—Verhandlungen des naturhistorischen Vereines der Preussischen Rheinlande, und
Westphﬁlens, XXIII, Fol. III, 3, and XXIV, III, 4.8vo. Bonn.
1866-67.

CALCUrrA.—J01lI11al0f the Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series, Vol. XXXVIII, Pt. I,
No. 1, Pt. II, Nos. 2, 3, 8vo., Calcutta. 1868.
THE SoCIErr.
Catalogue of Reptiles, by W. Theobald, Esq., No. 146, extra number.
9’

THE SocrErr.

Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 7, 8, 1868.

THE SocmrY.

I9

Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India, New Series,
Vol. I, Pt. 2, 8vo., Calcutta, 1868.
THE SocrErr.
CoLoM130.—Journal of the Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1846, Vol. II,
No. 1—3, 1853-55, and 1858-66, 8vo., Colombo.
H. NnvILL, Esq., c. s., CEYLoN.

DnnsDEN.—Sitzungsberichte der naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellsclmft, Isrs, in Dresden,
Jal1r., 1868, Nos. 1—3, January to March, 8vo., Dresden, 1848.

THE Socnzry.
LAUsANNE.—Bulletin de la Société Vaudoise des Sciences naturelles, Vol. IX, No. 58, 8vo.,
Lausanne, 1868.
THE Socmry.
Lormon.-Journal of the Society of Arts and of the Institutions in Union, Vol. XVI,
Nos. 808—-819. London, 1863.
THE Socn'zrY.
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THE VALLEY or rnE Pooruu RIvER, WEsrr BERAR; by A. B. Wnmn, Esq., F. G. s., &c.
The Poorna valley between longitudes 76° and 78° east, is traversed by the 21st
parallel of north latitude. It is about 1% miles in length from its upper or eastern end
to where it passes into the larger valley of the Taptee ; the main directions of both diverging
at ﬁrst so as to include an angle of about 50,° but afterwards becoming more nearly purallcl

or east and west.

The width of the valley may be roughly estimated at from 30 to 40 miles

on an average, but is in places greater.

Its boundaries are—-on the south, the range of the Adj unta gh:'its,—au abrupt scarp of
the Deccan plateau produced, and gradually becoming less marked, to the eastward—some
hilly and undulating ground forming the watershed in that direction between the Poorna
and Wurdah valleys; and on the north, the lofty bold and varied escarpments of the Gawil
ghur range, which carry a high crest westwards near to where the Poorna river runs into
the Taptee, the termination of the mountain range here sinking with some rapidity, though

not being by any means abrupt.
'
The southern ranges pass imperceptibly into the usual steppe character of the Deccan,
while the mountains on the north are a complex mass or group with a generally east and
west extension, and such summit elevations as 3,595, 3,778, and 3,975 feet, declining gradually

northward into the valley of the (upper) Taptee.*

These Gawilghur mountains are intersected by steep glens and wider valleys, sometimes
presenting nearly vertical precipices of great but unmeasured height which may in places
mach 1,000 to 1,200 feet.

The glens and ravines wind intricately among the mountains,

alffording some very ﬁne scenery, and as their streams seldom retain water for any considerable
time, the wildness of this is increased by solitude.
'
The valley of the Poor na possesses but little variety of geological interest and is prin
cipally distinguished by monotonous repetitions of features observable in crossin the Deccan

from the seaward to this locality, where each hill and ghat and undulating s ope or plain
exhibits similar kinds of nearly horizontal ﬂows of gray amlygdaloidal trap, with here and
there a bed of harder texture of columnar structure, or of brig t red hole, or alternations of

these; the traps sometimes containing numerous zeolites.
In the river valleys, and where superﬁcial ‘rain-wash’ has accumulated, a light brown
‘kunknry' alluvimn is associated with calcareous sub-recent conglomerate below and black
cotton soil above, one being quite as occasional and accidental as the other, the conglomerate

or concrete being perhaps the most persistent along the river courses, the brown alluvium
or (P) “ soda soil"'l' more universal and the cotton soil occurring, subject only to the rule that
it is always uppermost.
'

Upon descending the escarpment of the Deccan into the valley of the Poorna its alluvial
lain is entered, often at no great distance from the ghﬁt, and stretching away as far as can
be seen; only clear days permitting some of the nearest mountains upon the opposite side
' Those heights are taken from a small photograph copy of a map of Gangra by J. Mulhemu, Esq.
.
1- This eﬂlorescing brown alluvium is considered by Mr. Blauford dlﬂ‘ersnt from the " soda soil" of Madras.
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to become visible. llei his not being given upon the best maps obtainable, the elevation of
this lain and its b0l.l!l(?ar§' ranges could not be ascertained even a proximately in the absence

of a arometer—-which is to be regretted, as the main watershed of India separates the
sources of the Poorna from those of the WVurdah, the water of the former being discharged
eventually at Surat whilst those of the WuI'dah are tributary to the Godaveri, which
enters the sea below Rajahm undry on the opposite side of the peninsula.
The alluvium of this great plain, although of very considerable depth and occupying
so large an area, is as completely isolated from that of the neighbouring rivers as such a

deposit can be said to be. A section crossing the valley from the Adj unta ghdts, by Edula
had across the Poorna river, to the western termination of the Gawilghur range, would show
the ordinary trap of the Deccan, forming the high ground at either end, and an undulating
country between, which viewed from above or from a distance has a plain-like aspect, but

frequently exposes the rocks of which it is formed; consisting of the usual traps, here and
there covered only by slight detrital accumulations of the same kinds as those of the Deccan.

Except on the very banks of the Poorna no considerable quantity of alluvial matter would
be found, and this does not extend far from the river at either side.

Mulkapoor a different section would be obtained.

North and south through

Here a wide space, chieﬂy on the south

side of the Poorna, is occupied by ﬁne brown calcareous alluvium with ‘kunkur' and is
connected
by may
a narrow
neck,
Peeprala,
with the
ofisthis
valley
in thickness
exceed
150atfeet;
and nothing
else,great
save alluvial
varietiesdcoiJ osit
this,
to be
seenwhich
in or

near the river from Dadnlgaon on its south bank eastwards up the stream nearly to the
“ sungum" or junction of the Phairlee river, which enters the Poorna near Kowsa, if we
except two or three small exposures of trap in its bed near Peeprala Pulsoad and about
three miles west of Burra Golagaon. The Poorna changes its course from the N. N. E.
at the junction of the above-named tributary, and thence takes a westerly direction :—tho

alluvium on its south side seldom extending beyond an average of ten miles from the river

and nearly coinciding along its southern boundary with the Nagpoor extension of the Great
Indian Peninsula Railway-—-while on the north it reaches nearly to the base of the moun
tsins.

On the cast its rather arbitrarv. and more or less indeﬁnite boundary closely

approaches the watershed east of Ell_ichp.o'or and bending southward traverses undulating

country eventually reaching the ﬂanks of the hills near Oomrawuttce.‘I
All round the margin of this alluvial tract is a belt of country that might or might
not with

ropriety be Included within it, although the surface deposits there do not conceal

the under ‘ing rock, the exposure of which was taken as the chief guide in determinin
the line 0 boundary. On the north and east, this tract of country is very stony, though
nothing resembling an old beach is seen, and it may be supposed that streams descending
from the mountains and hills have fre uently travelled across this space, their courses sub

'ect to lateral deviation, covering the who e of it with the coarser fragments brought down
y ﬂoods at a time perhaps when the water of a lake or the sea, occupied the basin of the
ﬁner alluvium and arrested the boulder-bearing velocity of these mountain streamed‘
In every part of the alluvium calcareous conglomerate or concrete is of common

occurrence.

It occasionally contains fragments of bone or fossil teeth of ruminants, but

although sought for, no large accumulation nor even a large fragment of these fossils, was

observed. Yet enough was seen to show an identity of the conditions under which these
deposits and those of the Nerbudda valley were formed. This sub-recent conglomerate
is verv frequent in the stony tract above mentioned. It was everywhere searched for work
ﬁints hut without success, alth0u h one ﬂake was found in a quite similar deposit, formin
the right bank of the Godaven at Pyton in the Deccan, at aconsiderable distance to the

south.
Small land shells are not uncommon in the alluvium, some were preserved and trans

mitted to Calcutta, but m general they were too fragile for removal.
belong to existing species.

They appeared to

Specimens of Melania tuberculata; Paludina Bengalemis;

Bitlunm pulclcella ; Lymmm—; .Plan0rbis—;

Unio (?) favidens: U.—? have been

recognized.
' Pronounced 0om‘rowtee.
1* At oneofplace
theﬁne
stream
Dhanapoor
the stony ms rs in sumo d L 0 mu its m'th th B nMy all“num
'
b,
alternations
coarseinand
stratanear
two feet
or so in thickness.
i The native name for this ‘concrete’ is " Karruk.“
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A deposit of varying thickness (within three feet) and but small lateral extent, consist

ing of ﬁne dazzlingly white sand ﬁnely laminated occurs in the alluvial bank of the Poorna
at Paruth. It appears to be com osed of comminuted or disintegrated crystals of felspars
with a small admixture of clay.

t did not appear to be formed of or to contain minute

organisms, such as foraminifera, and was not elsewhere observed.

Much of this Poorna alluvium produces efllorescences of salts, of soda chieﬂ , and in
many places the wells sunk in it are brackish or salt. Over a wide tract on each si e of the
Poornu river, north of Akola and thence eastward towards Oomrawuttee, wells are

specially sunk for obtaining common salt from highly saturated brine.
Some of these salt wells near D yhun da in the lands of Gunoree are from 120 to 130
feet in depth or probably more.

They are sunk through yellow clay, then redder clay, and

below this a coarse sand or ﬁne gravel from which the water issues with great force.

They

are lined with wicker work in order to preserve the pottery vessels, in which the water is

raised b hand, from breakage. The crystals of the salt are small and it is rather dirty, but
during t e “dhﬁp ran" or hot season, it can be obtained whiter. The wells are numerous
over the tract north of the river and some also occur to the south.
That the alluvium of the valley is of considerable depth may be perhaps inferred from

the absence of numerous exposures of rock, as well as from the depth of nullahs and height
of the river cliffs. The conglomerate, as usual, occurs in its lower portions, but was observed
in some places west of Patulla at diﬁ'erent heights in the sections exposed. Its constant or
frequent occurrence beneath the rest of the alluvium would not. prove its being contem
poraneous in all places, as the trap rocks, upon which these deposits lie, cannot be presumed
to have had a surface suﬁiciently even to have permitted this.
Whether the whole of this alluvium was deposited in a lake, or by the river travelling

from side to side of the valley under other conditions than at present obtain, does not appear. A
former estuarine state of things may be indicated by thelsalt-bearing gravels, or a large
salt lake, but the even though interrupted surface of the alluvmm is against the probability of

its having been deposited b the P00rna underpresent conditions; while want of informa
tion as to the relative leve s, obscures the possibility of determining whether the rocky
country about Edulabad may not have formed a natural lmnd ﬂooding the country occupied
by the alluvium; certainly t e stream through most of this is sluggish, but it seems to be
a rather strong assumption, that no greater fall than the height of the river banks where
it enters this rocky trn,ct—perhaps on an average not more than 30 feet—takes place within

so
S.

reat a distance as extends between this and the upper end of the alluvium, about or
. of Oomrawuttee.

Good water is scarce in this district, in some places shallow ‘jhieries" alone can be
depended upon for a supply, the wells being brackish and even the river gravels furnishing
brackish water if pierce to any considerable depth. A succession of dry years seems to
have greatly reduced the usual supplies of water, and very many of the villages among the
hills to the north are deserted, it is said, because the streams which supplied them formerly
do not now furnish suﬁicient water. Not improbably the diminution in the suppl has been
caused by the wholesale cutting down of the jungles which covered the country efore the
period of the English Ra_j.1'
The hills and portion of the valley south of the Poorna river have been stated to consist

of trap similar to that of the Deccan ; all the usual varieties of amygdaloid, zeolitic,
columnar, hard, gray, and softer, ashy-looking traps occur, their stratiﬁcation being very
perceptible, and always nearly horizonta

° This name is applied to small excavations in the sand)‘ bed of a river reaching the water which trickles
beneath the surface, and thus becomes naturally ﬁltered.
1‘ Want of water is much complained of at Chikuldn. There seems to be no reason why the plateau to the
out of the bungalows should not aﬂord a suﬁlcient catchment b.-eii1i for the station. As the trnppmui strata of the
hill di N. by w. at 5". if wells were sunk, the norih side of the plateau would be the position to choose with most
probab ity of success. Near the bun lows however the plateau, if such it eun be called, is very narrow, and nﬂbrds
a much smaller catchment area, ye even here the hi! must contain strata which retain water as it issues from the

rocky beds of nullahs, and one we

immediately beneath the northern edge of the plateau, and at aconsidenble

hclg t upon the mountain side, is stated never to go dry.
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_ About the Gawilghur range on the north there is a constant dip at low angles in that
direction, the lower part of the range being chieﬂy composed of amyg aloid and soft traps;
and hard basaltic beds occurring in greatest quantity among the higher parts of theh ' ls,
where such bands may be seen to course along the sides of cliffs and mountains for several
miles; a capping of the harder trap remaining here and there on top of an isolated peak or
bill, while ower elevations around have less angular and more ﬂowing outlines, being formed

of the softer varieties of the trap.
_ Occasionally along the base of this range, the beds have been thrown into wide curves
with very gentle inclinations, their axes dipping but slightly to the northward.
'

Intertrappean beds are said to occur among the Gawi lghur hills ; the were only detected

in one place, and consisted of hard chert enclosing numerous shells : but

ough near, this is

not properly speakmg within the Poorna valley.
Perhaps the most interesting geological feature of this country is the occurrence of a
great fault, with a down-throw to the south, which may be very considerable, as it shifts the

trap downwards for some two or three hundred feet visible, added to an unknown thickness

of the trap which is buried by it, so that trap, of what exact horizon cannot be stated, is
brought against the underlying Mah adeva or Bzigh (Tanda )"‘ sandstones. This fault crosses
the country in an east and west direction, close to the foot of the Gawilgh ur range north of
Ellichpoor, where the abrupt southern scarp of the range shows these sandstones, occupying
the interiors of open curves in the trap like those just now mentioned. The difference of
inclination between the sandstone and the traps is but slight, so that their unconformity is, as

usual, not very strongly apparent, though it nevertheless exists; the line of contact where the
overlying traps rest upon the sandstone, is frequently diﬁicult to see when close by it, though

from a distance the difference of coloring and the bold projections of the sandstone outcro
mark it well.

The sandstones are chieﬂy soft or coarse white and even-grained rock, which

would doubtless make a good building stone. A large mass of these occurs in the lower
portion of the group exposed; above them are conglomerates, other sandstones of similar kind,
purple and black shales and ﬂagstones, variegated and white ﬂagstones and shales, and then
solid gray limestone with silicious or cherty nodules of peculiarly rugged aspect; these lime

stones in some laces becoming so variegated as to form what if polished would doubtless be
a handsome mar le.
In this group of Mahadeva or Bﬁgh beds dips to thenorth of 10° and 15°, with others
'more nearly horizontal, mav he sometimes seen ; these becoming less as the sandstones ﬁnally

disappear beneath the Gawil hur traps to the north of the cantouments of Ellichpoor.
the river at Nurrha, nort -east of the latter place, the section is somewhat unusual.

In
The

ground here seems to have been intensely faulted, and instead of leaving the trap and passing
over the fault on to sandstone at the base of the hills, trap is again found north of the
general line of fault; then occur several large dykes of another intrusive trap different from

that usually met with, between which are masses of the limestone, sometimes resting upon
a con lomerate, and tilted in various directions at angles of 35° and 50.° Beyond this
distur

d locality the next rock seen is sandstone, horizontal for some distance but soon

overlaid and covered up from view by the uncouformable trap.
In the ﬂaggy portion of the Mahadcva or Bligh group, impressions of large plants
have been observed, and in the shales and some of the limestones numerous small univalve
shells.

Fossils were known to have occurred north of Ellichpoor, as mentioned by Dr. Bradle .
These sandstones were known to the late Rev. Mr. Hislop, but seem to have been erroneous y
considered inter-trappean. Lithologically they frequently recalled the appearance of the

sub-trappean creta/.-eous rocks of Bagh-Tanda and ltajpoor along the Hutnce river, &c.,
in the valley of the Nerbudda, and it was a disappointment not to ﬁnd the same, or the
same

uantity of fossiliferous evidence here, the beds in both places being possibly, or

probalily, of the same age.
Laterite occurs on the new road from Ellichpoor to Oomrawuttee at a place called
‘Bulgaon or Burgow, about six miles from the latter city. It is more properly a lateritic
;conglomerate of small pebbles cemented together by iron oxides. It lies honzontally, and has
' Bigli-Tanda is the name generally used by people when speaking of Bbgh at a distance therefrom.
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much the appearance of a re-composed rock, in many places quite incoherent, harder at the
top and outsides than internally, and the pebbles are all red, bright purple or ferruginous,
glazed outside and not recognizable as derived from any of the traps of the country, unless
irom their resemblance they might be taken to have come from one of the beds of red

bole, which are not very uncommon; but then there is no reason why if so derived they
should not be intermixed with other trap pebbles. This has all the appearance of a local
deposit, does not crop out in some natural excavations near at the same level, and appa
rently passes away underneath the cotton soil, but being horizontal or nearly so shows

for a considerable distance along a sluggish stream which occurs here, occasionally vary
ing in structure so as to become a mottled white and purple rock of some strength.
In one place on the bank of this stream a little cliff shows the incoherent gravel
resting upon a soft ferruginous bed, about 9 feet thick, with some lines like those of
deposition. Beneath this are 5 or 6 feet of greenish-gray trappean mudstone, very splinte

and breaking up into cubical forms so much that it is nearly impossible to obtain a freih
fracture; some harder parts seem calcareous, and have a fracture resembling that of compact '
limestone. The laterite may be traced for more than a mile in an east and west direction.

Near Budj a Kaira, on the larger river here, strong vesicular laterite undulates about
horizontally, but does not continue down the stream.
Again at Reethpoor lying to the eastward from Oomrawuttee, there is a quantity
of laterite in low swelling undulations—with the usual appearance of lateritic ground, a
ferrnginons more or less smooth surface and occasional hard projecting knobs, but no good
sections of the rock.

At Chickulda (the hill station on top of the Gawilghur range frequented by people
from Ellichpoor), the plateau upon which it stands and the surrounding summits have a
strongly lateritic appearance such as may be seen at Matheran and other summits of the
Western Ghats.
These indications of laterite, occurring as they do in situations where the up )€!I'In0st

beds of the trap series might be supposed to occur, may indicate a similar or nearly the same
lateritic horizon, which is known to occur among the uppermost, if not actually on the top
of, the Deccan traps along the Western Ghats. Otherwise they may be referrible to zones
of ferruginous strata more specially lateritic than the layers of red bolcy trap referred to as
occurring in this neighbourhood and on the Deccan plateau ; but their limited development
and isolated character hardly afford suﬁicient grounds to reason upon with much probability
of arriving at trustworthy conclusions.
The cotton soil or black soil of the Poorna valley, although common enough, as is usual
in these trappean districts, has no geological peculiarity here requiring attention. To its

development, however, and the fertile nature of soils derived from the trap may be traced
doubtless the name which this country has obtained as a cotton-producing district.

On the Konnunin and KnnnooL FoRMATIoNs:

by W. KING, Junr., B. A.

The rocks forming the greater parts of the Kuddapah and Kurnool districts in the
Madras Presidency have been long known through previous explorers under the names of
“Diamond Sandstone,” “Clay-slate Formation," &c. They extend over such an immense
area, and are foun'd to be so complex in their stratigraphy and so diversiﬁed in their rela
tions, particularly among the lower and older groups, that their systematic survey is not

yet quite completed, though some years have already been spent in their examination.

Suf

ﬁcient, however. is now known of them to warrant the giving a short sketch of this interest»

ing series of rocks.
The series consists of great thicknesses of uartzites (altered sandstones), slates, trap
ﬂows and their associates, and limestones ; and t se are found to constitute two (if not

more) great and distinct formations. To the older, being so typically and largely exhibited
in the Kuddapah district,‘ the name Konnamrr FonMATIoN has been assigned ; while the
newer KURNooL Fosnarron derives its appellation from the adjoining district over which

it is so very well seen.
' Knddapah town itself is on shales and limestenes of one of the groups in the newer formation.
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The area of these rocks, from the Kistnah river down to Na gory Nose,‘l their

southernmost extremity, is about 13,500 square miles.

The greatest t ickness of each for

mation, as at present known, is:—KURNo0Ls, 1,200 feet ; KUDDAPAH8, 21,000 feet.

The most interesting ‘feature about these formations is that they are most robably
representatives of the great VINDHYAN series of Indian rocks. This conclusion has been
arrived at from careful comparisons of typical rock-specimens from either series, and of the
recorded observations made during the surveys of each. The VINDHYANs have now been
traced as far south as the Godavery river, where it traverses the district bearin its name;

and here they are so lithologically and stratigraphically like the KUDDAPAH8 an KURNooLs
on the Kistnah river, not very far south, that there hardly remains a doubt as to the identity

of the one with the other.

The history of the KUDDAPAHs is still to be thoroughly worked out; and on this
account, the present sketch will be more directly conﬁned to a description of the KmmooLs.
There are, however, some well-marked and clearly made out features of the KUnnnuns

which may in the mean time be adverted to.

Both formations agree in this, that they are largely made up of huartzites. while
limestones are s aringly developed in one and extensively in the other; but the KUDDAPAH8
are distinct in s owing strong groups of clay-slates, with one of which it may be necessary
eventually to include the trap- ows and their associates referred to above.
Supposing at present that all the quartzites, slates, &c., not included in the following
description of the KUnrvooLs, may be considered as of the KUDDAPAK FonMArroN,
it is then possible to give an idea of their locality in the great area of country occupied
by this formation.
The Goolcheroo hill-ranges south of Kudda uh, and their extension south-eastward

down to Triputty and the Naggery hills, are m e u of quartzite sandstones and conglo
merates; while rocks of the same kind with bands of s ate go to form the long range of the

Eastern Ghats or Yellacondas lying between the Kuddapah and Nellore districts.

The

country south-east of Kuddapah, that is Ontnmitta, Chitwail, Poolumpet, &c..

within these mountain ranges, and that due north of it :—Nullamullays, Budwail and
Cumbum, up to the Kistnah river, are also made up of like rocks of the same formation.

The Gundicottah ran e of hills, north-west of Kuddapah, is likewise of these old
uartzites, and the paralle ridges and valleys between that range and the Bellar y district to

t e west, with their extensions right up to Jaggarnat-Conda (hill), a few miles south of
Kurnool, are of quartzites, slates and traps.
These older rocks are interesting as being traversed, at rare intervals, by veins and
strings of copper and lead ores, accounts of which have from time to time been given by
writers on the resources of Kurnool and Kuddapah. Copper ore occurs very sparing1 ; in
fact, there are only traces of it, but the sulphide of lead is more abundant. The wor ings

for both were abandoned years ago; 0. state of things perhaps due to the diﬁiculties
in the way of living at, and workin the mines, rather than to a failure in the ore.
Traces of these ores are also known int e older crystallines or gnciss, of the remainder of
the districts.
With such abrief account of what is at present known of them, the KUDnarAns may
be left for future description.
KoasooLs.

This formation unfolds itself as a double series of groups of limestones and quartzites;
the lowest beds of all being quartzites, as thus, in descending order :—
1. Limestone group

{;: %,l;:::8::s_'hM“'

2. Qnnmlle smuv

n. Pinnacled b d
_l n.
Plateau moi ‘

3, Limestone group

{

, group
4. QunrtZ1t0

Eggigﬁ-:0“. ‘Mu
a. Massive
beds.
n,
Beds (containing
diamond smmut

' A peak of the Nqgsry range, about 10 miles W. N. W. of Madras.
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These four groups are quite distinct, though conformable; they generally overlap each

other in some part of the ﬁeld, and they lie, for the most part, very much as they were
ori inally deposited, viz., in great ﬁat basins with edges slightly turned up,‘! or in very ﬂat
un ulations, from which, however, the_upper limestones are always denuded, leaving the
quartzites exposed.
lsr GnoUr, Knoonmm Lmnsronns.

The uppermost group lies nearly all over the wide Khoond-air (river) valley which
stretches northwards from Kuddapah town, and over most of the Kuddapah basin or southern

extremity of this valley. There is a small outlier under the fort of Kurnool; while more
of the same rocks cover the eastern extremity of the Raichoor Dozih. Again, a considerable
detached area of these beds, with the other groups, occurs in the Palnﬁd, or western taluqs
of the Kistnah district.
The rock coming to the surfaced’ especially in the Khoond-air valley, is not, however,
always limestones; more generally, there are reddish-purple calcareous shales (occasionally

cleaved), and these constitute the upper member of the group. For instance, the shnles occur
all up the middle, and very strongly at either end, of this great valley. They gradually shade
down into the typical limestones of the group, which are dark-gray, more or less earthy,
sub-crystalline beds; sometimes very massive and thick, oitener ﬂagg or easily split up

into ﬂags of 1-3 inches in thickness.

The limestones are also occasiona ly more crystalline

and compact, and cleaved to a certain extent, where folding or crushing of the beds has
taken place, as along the eastern side of the Khoond valley. They of course show most

along the skirts of the valley, as near Kuddapah, Podatoor, Dhoor, Chagalmurry,
Sirwél, and so on up to the banks of the Kistnah .
2ND GnoUr, PANEUM QrunrzrTEs.
Along the western side of the Khoond valley, the country rises very gently in a series

of low long-sloping hills, with a few plateaus and undulations, which ﬁnally present an
irregular scarp towards the Bellary district.

These are the Gundicottah, Ramwarum

and Paneum hills, whose surfaces, with the exception of the Gun dicottah range, are made
up of quartzites of the second group, which thus rises up from under the limestones of the
Khoon d valley.
This is the only side of this part of the country over which these quartzites occur;
they do not appear on the western side of the valley, for the group thinned out altogether
in that direction, as well as to the north and south; the sections among the turned up strata
on this side showing the upper limestone group lying on the lower one without any inter

vening quartzites, as is the case in the sections on the western side.
Altered sandstones of the same group show rather strongly in the Kistnah district;
where they are again, through the denudation of the upper limestones, the superﬁcial beds
of the low hills in the south-west corner of the Palnrid.

The

uartzites are of two kinds, quite distinct enough as features in the landscape, but

hardly sulhciently so to be referred to as separate members of a group.

The upper variety

is a thick-bedded, massive, compact, white sandstone, much vitriﬁed, but granular, and

showing a very peculiar style of weathering into massive buttresses and pinnacles. The
strata are generally horizontal, or at a very low angle, and the steep-sided ravines and scarps
denuded in these are often fringed with strangely picturesque masses of rock, or the slopes

below the scarps are strewn with great fallen masses of the same beds. The high-road from
Kurnool to Nundial passes over a plateau of those white quartzites, and the quaintly worn
masses immediately remind one of some rocky coast from whence the rushing and tumbling
waters have long since retired.
Coarse sandstones and grits, with pebble beds, of dark colors, and in thinner strata
are generally found subjacent to the thick, white, innacled quartzites, and are often alone
without the covering of the upper beds. In suc last cases, the remaining beds now form
the summits of a number of ﬂat-topped hills fringing the Koilkoontla and Banagan

pilly sides of the Khoond valley.
' The subjacent KunnnAns are, on the contrary, turned up on end, convoluted, crushed, and faulted in the most
varied way.
1' The Khoond valley is wry ex°ensively covered with cotton soil.
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3nn GnoUr, JUMMULIUDDAGoo Lnuzsronas.

Wherever the above group of quartzites has been cut through, it is seen to be resting

quite conformably on a thick series of shales and limestones; occasionally the shales thin
out and nearly disappear altogether, and then thequartzites look to be resting directly on
gray limestones.

These constitute the second limestone roulp among the KtrnnooLs, and they are
generally easily distinguishable from those of e hoond valley. The shales are generally
of a but!‘ color and are never calcareous, while the purple shales of the_upper group are‘

always more or less so; and again the limestones are as a rule more crystalhne and compact.
There are, it is true, just as earthy and ﬂaggy beds to be found in the upper as in the lower
group, but such beds are less fre uent in the latter, and they are arranged in deﬁnite
succession. There is generally a t ree-fold series, thus :—at the bottom, compact, sub

crystalline gray, and some purplish beds, with a thin series of peculiar limestone breccias;
in the middle, thick, compact-splintery dark-gray and blueish beds; and thirdly, pale and
dark-gray compact, sub-crystalline and sub-earthy, oihen ﬂaggy, beds.

The more crystalline and compact beds weather in a peculiar coralloid manner; the
worn surfaces being so radiately furrowed, pitted, and concentrically terraced, that the rock

seems to be made up of two or three different forms of coral; but close examination has
failed to show any organic structure. This coralloid appearance is characteristic of any
reat show of these lower limestones, though the same feature is also seen every now and
en in the upper group.
This generally more crystalline set of limestones is seen at intervals, along the eastern
side of the Khoond valley, in a narrow belt of outcrop at or near the western base of the
Nu llamullays. Again, on the western side of the same valley in Koilkoontla and

Banaganpilly. and in the valley between the low Nosoom ridge and the Gundicottah
hills, and so further south, in the western part of the Kuddapah basin, where the Nerjee

quarries’ have been opened up in the thin and compact beds of the group.
In the steep western slopes of the Gundicottah, Ramwarum, and Paneum ranges

of hills, these limestones agam come to light and form a narrow continuous terrace below the
vertical scarps of upper quartzites, all the way from the tops of the hills east of Tadpurthee

(Bellary district), up to within 24 miles south-south-east from Kurnool, when it spreads
out in wide sheets between the lower and gentler undulating hills which are here smking
down to the ﬂat country of Kurnool, itself built on a further out-stretch of these same
beds.
Here, in Kurnool, the group has thinned out a great deal, but still there are the three

varieties of limestones in their proper order: the canal being cut in thin ﬂag

u per beds;

the more crystalline strata crop ing out between the canal and the village ot'%allbor; and

the thin grey compact sub-crystal ines, though altered much by local igneous action, showing
close under the western bastions of the town. Thence, with the exception of some slight
denudation in the Toongabudra and Kistnah, these limestones extend northwards to a

few miles beyond the latter river, in the Hydrabad territory.
In the Palnad there is the limestone a ain in great force. It here presents identical
characters with those in Kurnool and
uddapah, except that it is more extensively
cleaved ; and that the white and buff non-calcareous shades are only seen to a small extent.
4TH GnoUr, BANAGLNPILLY QUARTZITEs.
Lowest of all of these strata comes another quartzite group which is interesting as
including the beds from which only diamonds are known to have been extracted in the
districts under description.
Hence, if the old nomenclature of “ diamond sandstone,” or “ diamond formation" wan
to be employed in a classiﬁcation of Madras rocks, it would have to be applied to the KUR

NooLs, or one of the groups included in that formation. There is no case known of diamonds
having been found in quartzibes of the KUnnarans, or in fact in any other group of
' These quarries were opened, und are now extensively worked by E. W. Bamelt, Esq., who has used the stone
whenever practicable on the hludrus Railway, and for the new Madras University and other public buildings in the
Presidency.
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uartzites but the one now described. It is not, however, advisable to employ a name to
distinguish a formation, which is derived from what is evidently only an accidental attribute
of the rocks; while it is not certain that the diamond sandstones of Punna in Central India,
which belong to the Vmmnrm SauIEs, are on the same geological horizon as the diamond

beering beds in the KonnooLs.
This roup of quartzites is a generally thin series of coarse sands, grits, and pebble
beds, of

ark colors; the sandstones bein

thin and sometimes ﬂaggy. The pebble

in thick beds, while the grits, &c., are generally

s are full of small fragments of chert of various

colors which are evidently derived from the slates and trappean beds of the Knnnums, on
the up-turned edges of which they now rest.

The relations and constitution of the group were ﬁrst made out at Ban aganpill y in the
Kurnool district, where the long slopin hill which rises to the west of the town is faced
with the quartzites."t From this point t e strata were traced to the west, on either side of
the Pu spulla valley, as another narrow terrace of nearly horizontal beds of not much

thickness, below and continuous with the terrace of limestones of the second group, already
referred to as lying below the western scarps of the Ramwarum and Paneum hills.
Indeed, these lowest quartzites form the toe of these western slopes.

The thin-bedded pebbly strata which are generally the lowest in the group seem to be the
holders of the gangue, or shaly seams, in which the diamonds are found, but it is only at
rare intervals in the ex osed area of these pebble-beds that workings have been opened, which

is partly accounted for y the fact that these seams of sandy and pebbly shales are only of
local occurrence in the quartzites. The selection of working sites seems mainly to have
been guided by chance, as the ﬁnding of a diamond by a cooly or shepherd, and the selection
has been a luck one in only some cases, for there are localities where extensive workings

have evidently been carried on for centuries; while others have soon been deserted. The
diamonds found at present are very small and not of much value, nor do the returns seem to

have been any better for many years. The workings are of two kinds; mines excavated in
the strata, or pits sunk at various points in the recent deposits of debris, shingle, and gravel,
derived from the denudation of the quartzites.1' The Banagan pill y workings are mainly
mines, while the now deserted pits at Chennoor near Kuddapah were in recent gravels.

In the Palnad,I there are again a set of altered sandstones answering to this group, and
there too among these beds are frequent traces of old diamond workings.
The lowest group of the Kurnool formation is always found to be resting unconform
ably on other quartzites, slates, and limestones; and where it is overlapped by the superincum
bent limestones, these in their turn are found covering the older rocks in the same way; in
fact, there is not the smallest doubt but that the four groups now described constitute a

distinct formation separable bya great interval of time from the subjacent strata, or the
KUnnAPm.

Both formations are totally devoid of any fossil remains, at least not a trace of evidence
of organic life has been found in their strata, and in this they are like the VINmrrANs which
are as indicative of a period when there was no life. No more likely series of rocks for con
taining such remains could be imagined; and one is tempted again and again to examine
favourable localities, but always with no other result than some deceptive concretions, or
worm-like tracks, or the most perfect surface of ripplings in the sandstones.
Neither can it be that fossil remains which may have once existed can have been so
completely obliterated by the metamorphic inﬂuence to which these rocks have been exposed,

as to have left no trace behind; for whenever we have the originally sedimentary contri
tution of the rock apparently completely baked out of sight, as it were,—as in the case of
pebble beds and the coarsest conglomerates, which, until they are weathered, are as uniformly

granular quartzites as one coul wish to see—, the various weathering inﬂuences have again
revealed the original constitution.
t The ‘Bmmganpilly diamond mines are sunk and worked on the slope of this hill.
1* These debris-deposits are often quite outside the area cl‘ Kvnnnsas and Kmuvoons, and hence we occasionally
hear of dianu;pds being found in the neighbourhood of granite, or gneiss, when they are supposed to be derived from
the latter roc s.

I lt may be as well to notice that the so-called Juggiapett coal-ﬁeld is u north-custcrl extension of the Palntid
area, and the Juggiapeit rocks are Kussoom und l(nnnsrnrs which are not at all of a coaf-bearing character.
B
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There are deoe tive appearances of organic structure, such as, minute concentrically
laminated globular odies, in some of the KUDDAPAH rocks; the corzilloid character of the
Kurnool limestoues; minute Cypri:-like bodies in the upper limestones; the dendritric

crystallizaﬁons of the oxide of manganese in quartzites, limestones, and slates; and lastly
the cavities of clay-galls so frequentin the sandstones; but these of course are all rcferrible
to other than organic origin.

GEoLoGICAL SnErcn or rHn SHmmons PLATEAU: byli. B. MEnmcorr,
F. G. S., Geol. Survey of India.
The main features of the geology of the Shillong plateau, on the north-eastern frontier

of Bengal, have been known for some time: cretaceous, uummulitic, and younger strata,
resting horizontall

upon metamorphic rocks of various types, at an elevation of 4,000

to 5,000 feet, and oubtfully related to extensive masses of trappean eruptive rocks. A brief
opportunity has recently occurred of visiting the hitherto geologically unexplored western
portion of the plateau in the Garo region; and also of re-examining the central portion,

in the Khasia district, at a, season when ﬁeld work was possible. A brief abstract of the
results is here given in anticipation of the more detailed description.
Re arding the supra nummulitic rocks, which are very poorly exposed in the central
region, ittle fresh information has been gained. From the sandstone of Nongkalong on
the western limits of the Khasia district, where it rests upon nummulitic limestone, Cap
tain Godwin-Austen has made a collection of fossils upon which Dr. Stoliczka remarks that

" none of the species, so far as recognizable, appear to be identical with those known from
the nummulitic beds of the same district.”
The nummulitic formation presents a total change in the character of the deposits
from east to west: from being purely sandy and calcareous, they become almost entirely
argillaceous.
The doubtful horizon between the nummulitic and cretaceous formations has been
worked out. The former does not overlap the latter; the northern outliers, so far as known,

are all of the cretaceous deposits.
The local order of the cretaceous deposits at Cherrapoonji is described
Many of the fossils collected have been identiﬁed by Dr. Stoliczka with forms occurring
in the Ootatoor and Arrialoor groups of the upper cretaceous rocks of South India. In

the small collection obtained, there were recognisable eleven forms of Cephalopoda, twenty
seven 03' Gastropoda,
Echinoi ea.

eleven of Lamellibranchiata,

three of Brachiopoda,

and four

A very extensive formation of stratiﬁed eruptive rocks is exposed, unconformably over
laid by the cretaceous strata and resting in natural junction against a steep face of the
metamorphic rocks along the south base of the plateau. It is fully 3,000 feet thick. No
inter-trappean sedimentary rocks, nor any infra-trappeau younger than the metamorphies,
having been found, it is impossible to assign the age of this eruptive formation. It is pro

posed to call it the Sylhet Trap
Totally distinct from this is the Khasia Trap, so massively developed in the interior
of the hills, associated with the younger metamorphics. It is probably hypo-synchronous
-‘'-_

with these, 1'. e., introduced (Pformed) at the time of their main disturbance and meta
morphism.
The granite occurring, both in large masses and in dykes, through the upper meta
morphies is younger than the Khasia Trap.

. The separation of the Shillong series (the upper metamorphies) from the Gneissic
senes, is conjecturally indicated.

The peculiar sition of the plateau, between two great regions of disturbance. and the
closediscussed
relation as
of illustrative
t e stratigra
features
withupon
the crust-movements.
south-eastern of these mountain-regions
are
ofJ hical
current
opinions
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The occurrence of a sharply deﬁned terrace of older alluvium round the west base of
the Garo hills, and corresponding with the well known Madhoopoor jungle deposits in the
plains to the south, is noticed with reference to the changes that have affected the delta of
the great rivers.
October 1868.

ON THE occonnnncn or GoLD IN THE DIsTRICT or SINoEnliM, &c., BY VAL. BALL, Esq.,
Geological Survey of India.

The existence of gold in the districts of the south-west frontier of Bengal and in the
neighbouring tributary states has long been known. It is found not only in the sands of
many rivers and streams, but in some instances it has been mined for in the alluvial and
other superﬁcial deposits.
Colonel Haughton' in his interesting memorandum ‘On the geological structure and

mineral resources of the Singhbh1'1m Division,‘ has given an account of the gold washing,
and enumerated several localities where gold mining had been, or was, at the time of his

visits, carried on.

He also quotes from a letter from Mr. Robinson in which that gentleman

states the results of his attempts to establish gold-mining under European superintendence.

At Rohobe in Oodipur where operations were commenced and shewed some prospect
of being fairly remunerative, the climate proved so “hot and unhealthy" that it was found
that no European could live there, and the works were given up.

Colonel Ha hton says that " the metal was found some years ago in considerable lumps
“in the Sons uddee of Sonapet in Tamar on the northern extremity of Singhbhﬁm,
“ and much is still found there.”

I have invariably found that the washers have traditions of nuggets
been found
at intervals.
The cases of the gold having been found in situ are undoubtedly rare. Colonel Haughton
speaks of it occurring in (in situ ?) “a little north of Assuntitlea in Khursowa,"
but further on he states “ I have not heard of any instance in which the metal has been
found attached to a stone, so that the former statement must only mean to imply that it is
mined for in superﬁcial deposits." Dr. Emil Stcehr statest‘ that traces of gold were found
in the copper ores of Singbhﬁm.
A Mr. Emerson was specially employed by the Singbhﬁm Copper Company to investi
gate the gold resources of the country. He is said to have crushed a quantity of quartz

and to have found traces of gold in it; but his operations do not appear to have been suﬁi
ciently successful to encourage him to continue.
When in Chaibassa last April, I was shewn a small nugget of gold in a quartz

matrix.

It was said to have been obtained in the Kappergudec Ghat near Kalkapur

in Dholbhﬁm.
It is not within the scope of the present paper to give a com lete resumé of all that is

recorded on the subject, but rather to 've an account of what as actually come under my
own observation in those portions of the ' tricts which have been examined geologically.

During the season of 1866-67, Mr. Ormsby and myself fancied we were able to connect
the occurrence of gold in the streams with the existence of certain submetamorphic rocks
(magnesium and mica schists, slates and quartzites) which were then for the ﬁrst time met
with in Manbhtim.
Being anxious to

ut this connection to as ri id a test as circumstances would admit of,

and wishingto deﬁne, i ossible, the exact boun aries within which gold certainly exists
and may be reasonably lboked for, I with some difﬁculty persuaded two gold washers (man
' J. A. s. B. XXIII, p. 108, 1854.

fEini eBemerkun en llber den District Slnghbhum in Bengalem vicrtel Jahrs'schri.lt der Naturforscheuden
Geselschn .

Zurich, 5t year, Part 4, 1860.
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and wife) to accom any me during m examination of the remaining portion of the district

of Mﬁnbhﬁm.
hey remained wi
such places as pointed out.

me for upwards of three months, washing daily at

One of the most interesting results is, that the existence of gold in the metamorphic
as well as the sub-metamo hie rocks has been satisfactorily roved. This, from vanous
reasons, I. was not prepar
to ex ect. Colonel Haughton, who speaks of the granitic
gneissose rocks as igneous, states t at gold is never found in the streams traversing them.

Again, the Natives, so far as my experience goes, do not wash in the sands, &c., lying on
the metamorphic rocks, although they do not connect the existence of gold in the sands with
the vicinity of any particular rock.
In Manbhﬁm, the experience of generations of washers has enabled them to deﬁne
the boundaries within which washing is remunerative; and this boun
, it is interesting
to observe, corresponds on the north exactly with that of the sub-metamorp ic rocks.* This
coincidence I ascertained in the following manner. On my arrival at Dulmi (which is

situated on the faulted boundary of these two groups of rocks) when marching northwards
from the lower art of Pattrum, the gold-washer asked to be allowed to return to his own
country (Dhalbiiﬁm), stating that none of his race ever went north of Dulmi.

I induced

him however to stop, and while we remained north of the fault the washings were carried on in
the granitic gneiss area with comparatively poor, but not exactly barren, results. On the day
I crossed the fault south of Sindaree, when returnin

southwards, the gold-washer said that

we should after that ﬁnd gold more regularly an

in greater quantities than we had done

since we came north at Dulmi.

During the whole time, a record was kept of the daily results and of the nature of the
rocks in which the washings were made. The following abstract will sufﬁce for comparison
of the productiveness of the two formations :
Sub-metamorphies.
January.

Number of days on which wash
ings were made
Unsuccessful days

February.

March.

April.

Tons.

31

9

18

8

66

2

3

2

I

9 : 3'6 per cent.

4‘6E

7'8

2'5

'4

'8

Daily average for whole period
=16 grains.

April.

Tons.

Gold in grains

17'68

Daily average in grains

'57

'516

3?/38

Metamorphies.
J onunry.

February.

March.

Number of days on which wash

ings were made
Unsuccessful days

...

Total gold in grains
Daily average

...

'.. '

20

13

.... ..

.... ..

18

9

.... ..

22 = 68 per cent.

'7

.... ..

548

‘o6

......

Dailyélgvserage for whole period

.'. '

4'78

.'...

'23

33

= 33' = '16.

‘ A
drawn on
across
the southern
rt. of Minbhﬁm
horn
Simla
th
tthro hthe
Burrabamrt
littl B
north
of line
Echagurh
the west,
roughly Kladlﬂﬂieﬂ
the position
of the
lingatofoliloundiieigfbetweiiii
two [omatidu
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these results by the number of successful days ﬁrst, we may say,
producing, the submetamorphic

rocks are

to the metamorphies as

(100—13'6=)86'4 to (100—66=)34=2'5; 1; comparing by daily average, the proportions
become '46 : '16=q. p. 3 : 1.

We may therefore conclude that the submetamorphies are between two and half and
three times as productive of gold as the metamorphies, so that as the gold washers only ﬁnd

a subsistence from washing in the submetamorphic area, it is obvious that it would not pay
them to work in the metsmorphies.

The greatest amount found on one day was 2'2 grains, but the daily averages given
above should not be taken as indicative of the amount of gold to be found by a regular
system of working where the washers would of course be set at favorable spots, and would
not have to spend a considerable portion of their time dailfy, as was the case of the men I

employed, in making marches before they reached the scene 0 their labours.‘
Various pa rs in the Asiatic Society's Journal describe the methods of old-washing

practised in d' erent parts of India. The instruments used, though essen ' ly the same
in principle throughout, have local peculiarities of shape, &c., and the manner of manipulation

also varies.
At Heera Khundf the same instrument and manipulation serve for the separation
of both diamonds and gold. In fact the diamonds are found in the middle of the process,
the iron sand with specks of gold being the ﬁnal residue.

In Matnbhﬁm and Singbhlim the instruments used are perhaps more simple than
those used in any other place. The dish measures 28" by 18’ , it is hollowed somewhat
eecentrically to a maximum depth of about 2% inches. A scra r formed of a ﬂattened iron
hook set in a handle, serves to collect the auriferious sand an gravel which accumulates in
the angles of the rocks in the beds of streams. The dish when ﬁlled is placed in shallow
water, and the o erator working with his hands soon separates and throws aside all the

coarser gravel an stones, while the agitation of the water serves to carry away all the mud
and lighter portions.
The dish is then balanced on the palm of the left hand and oscillatedtoand fro
with the right; this serves to throw 0 the greater ortion of the remainin gravel,
and the process is completed by a circular motion, whic is communicated to t e water
in the hollow of the dish, by which even

the smallest particles of forei

matter are

separated, and the ﬁnal result is a residue of black iron-sand in which the spec s of gold are
readily apparent.
The gold-washers belong to the lowest and
rest races in the country, Gassees
according to Colonel Haughton, but some of those w ich I met with were a race of kumars,

called Dokras.

Their numbers have been

they are all in the

atly reduced by the famine; without exception

wer of the Mahajuns, or whom they work at a low rate, and are never

able to free themse ves of the claims which the Mahajuns make on account of advances.

The daily earnings of the gold-washers are small, but might no doubt be increased,
if it were not that they are always satisﬁed when enough gold has been found for procuring

the day's subsistence.
' it is conceivable that the fact of the
ater quantity of gold being found in the superﬁcial deposits within
the submetsmorphic area might be stttrihuta ie to sometlun in the conﬁguration or elevation of the ground condu
cive to the greater accumulation of gold within that men.
fall to south is gradual throughout both formations.

could not however discover anything of this kind; the

The denved
origin offrom
the gold
whichand
is the
annually
foundresulting
in the from
riversthe
at present
is, I believe,
twofold.
bcin
directly
the rocks
remainder
re-assortment
of detritus
which Ais portion
the rcmanegt
of sub-aerial action
In both formations, the evidences of extensive sub-serial action are numerous and prominent, and it is obvious
that nature has been carrying on gold washing operations in the valleys, since denudation ﬁrst commenced to scoop

them out, leaving barriers of intervening ranges of hills formed of the hardest rocks between them.
1‘ J. A. B. B. vIII. 1067, 1889.
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Colonel Haughton says—‘‘ The Gassees can always reckon on earning from three to four
pice per day, an I am assured that a vigorous man often gets as much as twelve annas,
which, as the ordinary rate of ﬁeld labour is about one pice, must be considered a very large
sum.""
Mr. Robinson found in a trial which he made at Rohobe in Oodipur, that men to
whom he paid one auna could produce for him from three to four annas worth of gold.

Colonel Dalton states that the washers themselves regard it as a very poor trade, simply
yielding they say pét bur (bellyful).
Dr. Stoehr in his paper on Singhbhﬁm states that he found the average daily earning
to be about 25 centimes (rather more than an anna and a half).
The men I met with stated that they could earn about an anna a day and occasionally
three or four annas.
Taking into consideration the manner in which the gold is distributed through the
superﬁcial deposits of these districts, it would seem that the svstem of hydraulic mining,
at present practised in California, is the one which would be most likely to be successful.
In a recently published acoountf of that system we learn that there is a company in

California which sup lies water to the miners at such a moderate rate that “360 miner';
inches of water, wit a head of 160 feet, will remove and wash 4,000 tons of gravel per

diem, leaving a small proﬁt on the working of stuff affording gold to the value of only three
half pence per ton."
In parts of the districts under consideration it would be ho less to e ect to obtain
a constant and suﬁicient su ply of water with the necessary hea -way: but t ere must be
many places at the bases oiP the plateaux which rise towards the west, where the conditions

would be peculiarl favourable.

During the rains the number of such places would of course

be vastly mcrease .
The simplest idea of this rocess, which seems so nearly to ap roach to perfection in
California, is not, however, atogether unknown to the natives. B11. Robinson saysI—
“ Another plan and a very remarkable one in which the people collect the gold is by drawing up

small watercourses before the rains, so as to make places for a deposit of soil carried down
by the water; this soil is cleared out several times and in it is found a large deposit of gold."
In the shallow di gings the hydraulic system would not of course be applicable, but even

in them an increased eld would undoubtedly result from supplanting the native's dish by
the Californian pan, rocker, long-tom and sluice.
September, 1868.

MEMonANDUM or rHE WELLs now BEING sUm: xr rm; EURorEAN PnnrrmrrIAEY,
AND rr rm; srrE son THE CEnrRAL JAIL, HuaanaEaon, by H. B. MEDLICoTT,

F. G. S., GEoLoGICAL SURVEY or IsmA.
1. All the rocks of Hazareeb h are of the most extreme metamorphic type, and are
besides very irregularly arranged.
t will, therefore, be at once understood that a question

of water-sup ly, in which these rocks are concerned, is altogether beyond those simpler cases
where a stu y of the sections might enable a Geologist to give an ap roximate positive

igdgment upon the source of water in any given position. The in ependent method
ing thus not aptpxlicable, I had to trust to the discussion of existing local experience, and
the comparison of is with the special cases proposed, with the following results.
2. Hazareebagh is on an undulating upland. There is nowhere any strictly level
ground; but the tops of the ridges are generally very ﬂat, and the slopes very gentle. It

' J. A. s. 3,1854, p. 109.
1 Quar. Journal of Science, XIX, July 1868.
I J. A. s. B., 1864, p. 108.
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is only in the immediate neighbourhood of the main stream-channels that rougher and
steeper ground occurs, and also where rocks come to, or near to, the surﬁwe, whether on the
slopes, or on the ridges. But even in this latter case, the summits of such ridges are ve
approximate1 on the same level as those where no rock is to be seen; I re et that available

information oes not enable me to give ﬁgures.

Over large areas, as in an about the Station

and Cautonments, no rock whatever is exposed.

From the few glimpses I was able to get

in the u per part of unlined wells or in ditches, it would appear that such areas are formed
of a dar stiff sandy clay, tinted with iron, and mottled with concentrated granules of the
same in varying proportions. The greatest thickness I was able to observe of this stratum
was 14 feet in a partially dug well, where the water level had not yet been reached; but,
no doubt, it locally attains greater dimensions. I could not fully satisfy myself, from an

inspection of this clay, whether it is purely derived from the decomposition In place of the
subjacent rock, or whether it be in some manner alluvial, a oint that would bear importantly

upon the under-ground distribution of the water. I inc ine to the former view; but, if
correct, the rocks must be there unusually free from the

uartz-veins which occur so abun

dantly in the exposed rock sections, and which veins wou d remain in position and unaffected
in the clay. This stratum forms a cold and retentive under-clay: the upper two feet or so of
a paler colour, where de- and re-composition has further advanced, forms a slightly improved

su soil,the
yieldin
at the forms
surfacean
avery
Where the
the upper
iron and
sandﬁtarefornot
in
excess,
undger-clay
exceploor
ent soil.
brick-clay;
layerthe
being
tiles.
Below this clay, I am told, there comes suddenly an unknown thickness of incoherent sandy

or
gravelly
water
freely; but
very adpeposit,
ocryphal
tions
I have material,
received, Iinamwhich
quitethe
unable
to runs
say whether
this from
be a the
diluvial
or descri
mere ydisintegrated rock in place; what has been conjectured regarding the clay may show that

I incline to the latter view: the evidence of any old heaps or of well-clearings is in favor
of it.

The greatly preponderating rock of the region is a ﬁnely granular hornblendic gneiss.

From a list of measurements taken in 42 wells within Cantonments, and a partially contoured
plan, both furnished to me by the Executive Engineer, I have made the annexed tabular
statement, from which a few inferences may be gleaned. In none of these wells, that I
could hear of, was anything like rock met with.

3. It is remarked on the list that “those measured in the evening have often been
largel
drawnhave
upon,
No. 14
on the
theonPlunge-bath.
Early
for allywould
beenasbetter,
even
if itsouth
had toside
be of
done
consecutive days
; itmeasurements
would seem,
however, that the discrepancies thus introduced may balance each other in the averages of
the several groups; but the data being thus not comparable, and there being no collateral

information, one is left without a clue to an explanation of what may be only apparent
anomalies; such as Nos. 26 and 27, deep wells, exhausted, while much shallower wells in

the same neighbourhood hold several feet of water. In all such statisties, the original
depths to which the wells were sunk should be the measure given; this ought to be in a
permanent record and with it some attempt, however rough, to describe the materials cut
through.

All should, moreover, be easily re errible to the level of the lowest drainage point

of the region as a datum line.
4. The table, contrary to what might have been expected, shows no decided advantage

in the supply to wells at a lower level.
5. There is a very marked advantage shown, as was of course to be expected, in an
increase to the depth of the wells; there is at least 6 inches gained in the daily supply for
every foot in depth below a certain point.

I say daily supply, for I do not think that the

de th of a well would affect its permanent level: thus Nos.

and 3 are within 70 yards of

each other, neither was much in use; and although No. 3 is deeper by 8 feet 6 inches, there

is only 1 foot 3 inches difference in the water level, and even this is in favor of the shallower
well. From every consideration it is manifest to me that to have an unfailing supply of the
best water in Cantonments, it is only necessary to sink a few feet lower than has been the

practice, and, I might add, to adopt some less primitive mode of drawing water than that
of hauling in buckets. Where there are only a few feet of water, this mode of raising
makes it turbid and unﬁt for immediate use. Serious diﬁiculty seems to have been felt in
attempting
carry
thetowells
even to
their
resentsuc
de thas; the
butuse
I cannot
findmethod
that an
roper
means
have to
been
tried
overcome
this
di culty,
of some
ofysiiormg
up the sides while the work is being carried on in friable, watery ground, and at the same

time some means of unwatering more effectual than the obstructive one of baling and
hauling.
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6. Several ﬁgures in the list show how safely the water is stored below; how slowly,
but surely, the supply recovers when drawn upon. These measurements were taken on the
5th of June, after a long season of drought.

Dr. J. M. Coates, Superintendent of Jails,

has kindly given me a statement of the rain-falls for the preceding months :—January, 0'26;
February, 0'97; March, 0'64; April, 0'0; May, 1'54; up to 5th June, 0'59.

The scarcity

was much felt, but it was not an extreme case. I am told that worse seasons have been
experienced, still there were 13 and 20 feet of water in wells Nos. 2 and 3 at a depth from

the surface of 26 and 27 feet. In other cases, as Nos. 6 and 14, a fair daily supply was
renewed nightly. The stratum of clay can be but very slightly permeable to water, and
can contribute little; all the evidence goes to show that the water isl
ed in the disinte
grated upper portions of the under-lying gneiss. The depth to which
is decomposition

takes
gene

lace is variable according to the variety of the rock in different spots; but it is
y very considerable, and in every case I would take that as the depth to which a well

may be sunk with advantage. The moderate permeability of this rotten rock, as shown by
the facts just quoted, suggests an alternative to the deep sinking which has been recom
mended as the best safeguard against scarcity: it would seem that wells ma be sunk within

80 to 100 'ards of each other without seriously affecting the daily supp y in each within
the limits 0 ordinary demand.
7. In connection with the question here discussed, I would bring to notice an allied
one of equal importance. In the 13 days following the 6th June there fell 1/1'43" of rain,
and all the wells were ﬁlled to within a foot of, or were quite up to, the surface.

This is

their condition for months throughout the rainy season, after which they slowly subside to
their minimum at the end of the ensuin

hot season.

Such a state of things will seem

strange after what has been said of the con guration of the ground, that the surface drainage
is ample in every direction; and that at no great distance the rocks outcrop in valleys much

below the general level of the country, unless from artiﬁcial causes there is no surface
lodgement of water. It may seem stranger that it should be allowed to remain so. I have
lately heard doubts expressed as to the reputed healthiness of Hazareebaugh. Without in
the least wishing to endorse such an opmion, against which there is much presumptive
evidence, I may remark that, according to received notions, it seems like neglecting a means

of improved healthiness to allow the water to be so near the surface. It may be said, and
I am not prepared to deny the assertion, that so long as the water is even a few inches under
ound, it is innocuous; that it is only when allowed to stagnate on the surface that it

gcomes injurious; if it be so, most of the ground would require no treatment. but there
would remain much to be done. When I passed through Hazareebaugh in the middle of
November 1866, after we had many days of hot sunny weather, I noticed soft sludgy ground
in many places, even within a short stone's-throw of the barracks. At half-way down the
slopes of the shallow hollows the water does ooze out, creating this boggy ground, so long
as the general water level remains above the level of the channel. Surely this would come

within the limits of the conditions to which the autumnal unhealthiness is attributed all
over India. But here, not as in the cities of the plains, the remedy is easy; the most
complete facilities exist for drainage of any required degree. Of drainage, such as is usually
understood in India, Hazareebagh has had its fair share: the natural water channels

and the cuts along the roadside, or elsewhere, are kept clear, but in such a sub-soil as that
here the effect of this is imperceptible. Drainage to be effectual should be such “ thorough
drainage” as a farmer would apply to similar land in Scotland, if he wanted to bring it
under tillage.
8. The Civil Station adjoins Cantonments immediatel on the north-west, the ground
being apparently slightly higher. Herc, about the Zillah Jail, and in the grounds of the
house occupied by the Sn erintendent of Jails, I saw some sections in unlined wells somewhat
different from what woul seem to be the rule in Cantonments, in so far as that the clay,
which is of precisely the same character as elsewhere, is much less thick, not more than 6 to

10 feet. The rock does not appear at the surface. Even here I could not satisfy myself
upon the mode of origin of the clay; there seems to be generall at the base a foot or so,
in which coarse quartz debris is abundant and irregularly scatter . Here, however, it is
certain that the water-yielding rock is the porous rotten gneiss, in which the wells are dug

without any diﬁiculty. It is often so loose as to crumble away and fall in.
9. We may now come to the main object of our investigation. The European Peni
tentiary stands about three-fourths of a mile to north-north-east of Cantonments, and

separated from them by a broad valley, some 40 feet deep, passing up to westwards, in which
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direction the ridges are conﬂuent. The site for the Central Jail is some few score yards be
ond the Penitentiary, on another minor branch of the same system of ridges. In both
lities rock crops out freely in many places, and it might have been anticipated from the
beginning that the well question would assume a very different aspect from that of any case
within local experience. It were useless to moralise upon so common an occurrence as want

of foresight, or to indicate its source in this particular instance.
10.

In the Penitentiary well there is no clay at top.

After about 3 feet of coarse

quartz gravel, mixed with red sandy earth, they come upon a run of largely crystallized
granite (pegmatite) very irregularly associated with hornblendic gneis. At ﬁrst this mass
was not d1fﬁcult tobe cut, although not nearly so soft as the rotten rock already spoken of, but it
rapidly became harder, and at about 20 feet blastin had to be resorted to. All effects of
decomposition from surface atmospheric inﬂuence aving ceased, the stone showed its true
characters of intense hardness and complete im rmeability. The arrangement of the
bedding, if, indeed, it be true bedding, in this s ort shaft is exceedingly irregular, at one

spot apparently dipping to the north, and at another to the west. In the hard rock at base
there are some well marked joint planes showing large ﬂat surfaces nearl vertical, but these
joints do not seem to be available for the percolation of water; the few eakages that occur

are from points in the indeﬁnite cracks that traverse the stone discontinuousl without any
system, and generally where there is a ﬁlm or layer of partially disintegra
rock. Near
the base of the shaft another vein of granite like that at top, but thinner, traverses the

gneiss irregularly at a low ave
rock, the same even surface of

e angle, but here it is ﬁrml

united with the containing

ture passing indiscriminate y through both.

I waited for

several days to have this well emptied, but the water was still knee-deep at my last examina
tion.

I do not consider that I have lost any evidence of importance.
11. From the accounts I have received, there would seem to be some prospect of
immediate success. I am informed by Dr. Coates that a few days before the work c osed at
the end of the hot season, he made a rough measurement of the leak
water, and found
it to be about 40 gallons per hour, nearly 1,(D0 per day. I confess t at this s
rises me
much : the excavation then was at about the level the water stood at when I saw it ast, and

the leakage did not seem to me an thing like so much, although the time of year was so
much more favorable, and the well ha just been emptied by double angs of men working
day and night. Subsequent to that measurement, the last few b asts put into the rock
disclosed one or more layers much softer than any met with for some yards above, and from
which water ﬂowed in much greater abundance than from any of the hi her points. Unfor

tunately the rains put a stop to the work before this ground could be ful y proved. The only
symptoms I could detect of these sources was that, in walking about through the water,
I felt at two or three spots a very appreciable warmth under my feet.

done now is fully to test this ground.
it is worth.

The ﬁrst thing to be

Five or 6 feet more of cutting ought to prove what

But a large margin ought to be left above any measurement made now for the

diminution that may be expected in the dry season.
12. There can, of course, be no doubt of ultimate success: accumulated drippin s will
at last yield the required supply. But this must remain matter of experiment. 1&0 one
but a diviner would venture to predict at what point success would be attained in rocks like
these. There is, however, an evident choice as to the direction in which these contributions are
to be sought. That word “ s ring" has a great deal to answer for : most men seem to think

that water comes from the bowels of the earth, whereas in 99 out of 100 apparent cases
the source is from above.

The only available, and the only known, source of water here is

the one already pointed out, the porous mass of disintegrated rock at the out-crop under
the clay. This being the case, I would decidedly recommend, in the event of the next few

feet in depth not giving the required supply, that the vertical shaft be changed for a nearly
horizontal drift.

The chances are almost all in favor of this plan, and there is here the

ultimate certainty of tapping the source itself in the most effectual manner from below.
In the vertical shaft there is no doubt the chance of contributions from every side, while in
the drift we must select the most likely direction, but I am in favor of this attempt. There
are two elements for consideration, the structure of the rocks, and the lie of the surface.
From what has been seen of the rocks in the Penitentiary well, there is little or no room

for choice; they have no deﬁnite arrangement. The most frequent run of the rocks in this
neighbourhood is about north-north-west, and so the most likely line to cut them would be

at right angles to that direction. The prmd facie view of the second condition would
C
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sug est to make stra' ht for the nearest point of the slope of the ridge, but it must be
motﬁﬁed in this case.
have carefully examined the line of the surface, and should con
sider that course to be unsafe; the slo to the south is too near and too rapid. The ground
from which a supply is to be expecte lies to the west and west-south-west. I would recom
mend that the drift be cut to west-30°-south, with a rise of 1 in 20. This direction, too,

would approximately suit the probable run of the strata.
13. There is at least one advantage in having the well in solid rock; it may be left
with its present full width, and only cased for 20 feet or so from the surface. I would
recommend that this be done at once; and that the pump, by which it is to be ho d the
future water-su ply is to be raised, be put in position now. In such a well, too, t e work

can be continued) at any time as well as at ﬁrst, should a season's trial prove the supply to be
insuﬁicient; I would not, however, let this be an excuse for an incomplete job at ﬁrst; the
failure would, of course, occur in a season of extreme drought, and might be seriously felt.
But, indeed, the energy of Dr. Coates has provided an excellent resource for a time of such

need, by converting the unsightly and doubtfully salubrious ravine in front of the Peni

tentiary into a most picturesque lake of deep water. A very little care on the part of the
authonties can prevent any possibility of its becoming unwholesome.

14. The case of the Central Jail well is quite analogous to that of the Penitentiary,
but a little more puzzling. Here too, however, I would recommend the prosecution of the
work. I believe that success can be secured at a much less cost than would be entailed b
abandoning the site upon which preparation and work has been already so far expende .
At top there were 6 to 8 feet of red gravelly earth, resting on the edges of the strata,
which are thoroughly disintegrated for 3 to 4 feet passing down into much ﬁrmer rock.

Unlike in other wells the beds here have a steady dip of 40 to north-35°-west.

At a depth

of 30 feet on the rise, and 38 on the fall, an intensely hard rock was encountered, in which

the work now stands at 40 feet. This well also had just been unwatcred; and considering
this, and the time of year, the leakage appeared to me to be very triﬁing. The last rock
cut in this well is exceedingly unpromming; the large surface of it now exposed does not

show a single crack or crevice. It breaks with she edges and large conchoidal fracture:
it is a ﬁne grained mixture of hornblende quartz an?felspar thoroughly crystallized ; super
ﬁcially it might be described as a granitic diorite; but geologically it must come under the
genus gneiss, as it seems to be strictly in the bedding, and to be sim ly an exaggerated form
of the ﬁne foliated hornblendic gneiss of the district. A correct nowledgs of this rock
would greatly help a decision regarding the well; but very little can be discovered; there

is no out crop of it to be found. On the other side of the Penitentiary, at the edge of the
upper lake, an exactly similar rock is exposed for fully 10 yards across its strike. Thus in
the well shaft there is a prospect of having to cut through an indeﬁnite thickness of perfectly
barren rock, and of the most difﬁcult nature. The same obstacle affects the consideration of
adrift. In this position, also, the condition of the surface is of dominant importance on

account of the rapid fall in certain directions. The most likely direction for a drift to inter
cept an abundant supply of water would be about due south, but this would take it into
the same rock, and even for a greater thickness than in the shaft, the out being oblique both
to the strike and the dip ; here, however, there would be the prospect of its becomin softer
at every step. I have no doubt of this being the safest course. The lower the inc ination
of the drift, the better the chance. I won d not advise a greater slope than would ensure
the ﬂow of water to the shaft. By cutting the drift to northward, it would run towards a
convex bend of the ridge, and success would not be so secure; but the obnoxious rock (at
least this bed of it) would be avoided.
15. There is one well in a position to be com ared with these. The well for the

Police Barrack stands nearly centrally on the ridge of3 which the new buildings occupy pro
longations: it is 470 yards to west-18°-north from the Penitentiary well (the distances are
taken from a plan lent to me by Colonel Dawson) and 1 foot 9 inches higher; the some well
is 700 yards to south-42°-west from the Central Jail well, and 4 feet 6 inches above it.
It is 30 feet deep.

I have had very different accounts of this well: like all the others, it

ﬁlls to the brim in the rains, and some say that it has a constant supply, the demand upon
it not being very great; while others declare that it fails; that in the hot weather people
living alon side it fetch water from a considerable distance in the hollow. Some measure
ments of t ese three wells are given in Table II. The water in the two new wells on the
10th October was probably below what they had contained at their fullest; but even that
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uantity shows that on the 19th June, when every other well in the place was at its full,
t ese_we1:e still at least 10 and 6 feet below their minimum height, an indmation of the slow

and circuitous percolation by which they are fed.
_
have made this report rather long, but I thought it best to omit nothing that might
give mformation.
23-rd ll-Yovember 1868.

TABLE I.

Tableof depths of Water and Qf Wells in Cantonments as measured on the 5th June
1868, just bdore commencement of the rains, grouped according to levels o/' sites.
oven
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TumE II.
Table of me1wurenwnts in tire ne Jail Wells.
l
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MErEonrrEs.—To the collection of Meteorites in the Geological Museum, there have
been two valuable additions during the past three months. One of these, a specimen of
the very interestin fall which occurred on the 11th July 1868, at Ornars (Doubs), in France,
-has been presente by M. Jules Maroon, Paris. It is a remarkable stone of a dark-grey
colour, ool1t1c or sub~oolitic in texture, ve friable, so as even to crumble under the action of
the ﬁngers. Iron is present in extremey small particles. It is very slightly magnetic.

In fact, the fall represents a state intermediate between the ferruginous and the non-l'erru
inous falls, sp. gr. 3'599 (in fragments).

It yielded to Pisani by analysis no less than

5'10 per cent. of Peridot. To the kindness of my good friend M. Marcou I am indebted
for this interesting specimen.
The second fall occurred in India, near Mooltan, on the 17th October. The fall took
place at a spot about 12 miles east of Lodran. “About 2 P. 1s. a loud report was heard

“ in the shy to the westward, and immediately a cloud of dust rose from the ground. On
“going to the spot the aerolite was found. The sky was quite clear at the time." This is
the account given by Captain Bond, District Superintendent of Police.
A portion only of the mass was obtained and forwarded. It is a very beautiful stone,
consistin
of aa large
of bright
yellowish
green
olivine,
crystals
of whichbeing
are
imbeddedg in
kind proportion
of crystalline
net-work
of brilliant
iron.
The the
stone
is at present

analyzed, and the result will be given hereafter.—T. O.
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Enmumz, A.—Exposé des Formations Quaternaires de la Suéde, Text and Atlas, 8vo. and
4to., 1867.
DIRECTEUR-IN-CHEF DE LA RncHEncHE GEoLoGIQUE ma LA SUEDE.
FoLIN, L. DE.—Les Méleﬁgrinicoles, espéces nouvelles, 8vo., Havre, 1867.
HEER, DR. O.—Flora fossilis arctica. Die fossile ﬂora der polnrliimtler, 4to., Zurich, 1868.
Lmrrr, E., and CHRIsTY, H.—Reliquiae Aquitanicaa, Pt. VI, 4to., 1868.

Lmnnnsonnmr, D3. L.—Die Alterthiimer unserer heidnischen Vorzeit, Bd. II, H11, 8, 9,
4to, Mainz, 1868.
MARcon, J nuts.-Notice sur les cartes geologiques do Victoria (Australia) et des iles Britan
niques, 8vo., Pans, 1868.
THE AUTHon.
MAYBE, CH.mLls.—Catalogue systématique et descri tif des fossiles des terrains tertiares
qui se trouvent au musée fédér de Zurich, III, 8vo., Zurich, 1868.
PALADIL1-IE, M.—Nouvelles Miscellanées malacologiques, Fasc. III, 8vo., Paris, 1868.

PrRIrrEn, DR. L.—Monographia heliceorum viventium, Vol. V, 8vo., Lipsiae, 1868.
PICTET, F. J.—Matériaux pour la paléontologie Suisse, ou recueil de Monographies sur les
fossiles du jura et des Alpes, Ser. V, I, 4to., Genéve, 1868.
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WEnsnv, DR- M.-—Minemlogische Studien, Theil. I, 4to., Breslau, 1868.
Zumo, BAR. A. DE,—Flora fossilis formationis Oolithiae, Pt. V, Fol., Padova, 1868.
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Engineer's Journal, New Sen, Vol XI, Nos. 10, ll, 4to., Calcutta, 1868.
Geological Magazine, London, Vol. V, Nos. 9, 10, ll, 8vo., Lond., 1868.
Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Sen, Tom. VIII, N0. 4, 8vo., Paris, 1868.

Journal of Travel and Natural History, edited by A. Murray, Esq., Vol. I, No. 5, 8vo_,
Lond., 1868.

Neuas Jahrbuch fiir mineralogie, geologie und palmontologie, Hf. 5, 6, of 1868, 8vo.,
Stuttgart, 1868.
Novitates Conchologiese, Abth. I, Lief. 31, 32, and SuppL III, Lieﬁ 12, 13, 4to., Cassel, 1868.
Palaeontographica, XVI, 6, XVIII, 1, 2, 3, 4‘to., Cassel, 1868.

Petermann, Dr. A. Geo%}ra}ilhis:cllé((e38Mittheilungen, 7, 8, 9, 10, of 1868 and Suppl. 24, 4to.,
ot a,

.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, Vol. V, No. 21, 8vo., Roorkee, 1868.
MAJon J. G. MEDLEY, R. E.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, No. XXXII, 8vo., London, 1868.
Quarterly Journal of Science, No. XX, 8vo., London, 1868.
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Revue universelle des Mines, de la métallurgie, des traveaux publies, des sciences et des arts

appliqués a l'industrie, Tom. XXIII, et XXIV, Liv. 3, 4, Royal 8vo.,
1868.
Govnnruumr SELEcrtons, &c.
BENGAL.—AlH1ual report on the administration of the Bengal Presidency for 1867-68,
Govnnrumnr or BENGAL
,,
Report of the Meteorological Reporter to the Government of Bengal for the
year 1867-68, with a meteorological abstract for the year 1867.

GovnnnMEnr or BENGAL.

BoMEAY.—-—R(9p0rt on past famines in the Bombay Presidency, compiled by Lieut. Col.
A. T. Etheridge.

,,

Govnarumnr or BonmY.

Selections from the records of the Bombay Government, New Ser., No. CVIII.
Pa ers relating to the introduction of settlement rates into ﬁfty-three
vil ges of Kukkur Talooka of the Shikarpoor collectorate in the
province of Sindh.
GovnnnMnnr or BoMBAY.

BRITISH BURMA.—Annual report on the administration of the province of British Burma

,,

for 1867-68, by Col. A. Fytche.
CHIEF CosmR., Bnrrrsn BURMA.
Civil justice report, 1867. Extract from the Proceedings of the Chief
Commissioner, British Burma, in the Home Department, No. 85.

,,

Cmar CoMMR., BRIman Bnaru.
Education report of British Burma, 1867-68, by P. Hordern, Esq. Ex

,,

tract from Proceedings in Home Department, No. 277 A.
CHIEF CoMMR., Bnrrrsn BURMA.
Report on the trade and customs of British Burma for 1867-68.
Drrro.

,,

Extract from the Proceedin s of the Chief Commissioner in the Home Department,
No. 241.

Pu lic health and births and deaths, 1867-68.

Drrro.
CEnrRAL PEovrxcns.— Report on the administration of the Central Provinces for the year
1867-68, by J . H. Morris, Esq.

G0vT., CEnrRAL PnovmcEs.

InnIA.—Ada1n's reports on vernacular education in Bengal and Behar, edited by Revd.
J . Long.

Govr. or INDIA.

,,

Report on the administration of the Hydrabad Assigned Districts for the year

,,

1867-68, by C. B. Sanders, Esq.
Govr. or INDIA.
Selections from the records of the Government of India, Home De artment.

No. LXIV. Reports on the coal resources and production of India.
Govr. or INDIA.
,,

Statistical committee forms, to accompany the annual report of the province of
Oudh.
Gowr. or INDIA.

,,

Geographical and statistical report of district Mohamed Khan‘s Tanda, of the
Hyderabad collectorate, province of Sind by Capt. D. Maedonald.
SnEvnron GENERAL.

MAD3As.-Selections from the records of the Madras Government, No. IX.

Report on

vaccination throughout the presidency and provinces of Madras in

the year 1867.
Gov-r. or MAnaAs.
MrsonE.—R.eport on public instruction in Mysore for the year 1867-68.
CHIEF Comm. Mrsonn.
,,
Mysore statistical returns, 1867-68.
Drrro.
,,
Report on the administration of Mysore for the year 1867-68,
Drrro.
,,

Report on the revenue administration of Mysore for the year 1866-67.

D1110.

,,

Annual report on the administration of Coorg for 1867-68.
Report on public instruction in Coorg for 1867-68.

D1110.
D1110.
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N. W. PRovINORs-—Report on the administration of the North-Western Provinces for
.
1867-68.
Govr. or N. W. Pnovnvcns.
,,
Report on past famines in the North-Westem Provinces, by C. E. R.
Girdlestone.
Govr. or N. W. Pnovmcns.
,,
Selections from the records of Government, North-Western Provinces,
2nd Ser., Vol. I, No. 2.
Govr. 01-‘ N. W. Pnovmcns.
PUNJAB.—Annual report on the meteorological observations registered in the Punjab, by
A. Neil.
Govr. or PUNJAB.

,,

Hand-book of the economic products of the Punjab, with a combined index and
glossary of technical vernacular words, Vol. I. Economic raw pro
duce, by B. H. Powell.
Govr. or PUNJAB.

,,

Report of the Inspector General of Dispensaries in the Punjab for the year 1867.
Govr. or PUmaE.

PUIUMs.—-Report on the administration of criminal justice in the Punjab and its depend

,,

encies during the year 1867.
GovT. oF PUNJAB.
Report on the sanitary administration of the Punjab for 1867.
Govr. or PUNJAB.

TaAnsAcrrons or Socmrms, &c.
BERN.—-Jahrbuch des Schweizer Alpen-club. J ahr. IV, with 5 maps, 8vo., Born, 1868.
BBRLIN.—-Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschatt, Bd. XX, Hf. 2, 8vo., Berlin,
1868.
GERMAN GEon. SocnrrY.
B08To1~r.—Memoirs read before the Boston Society of Natural History; being a new series

of the Boston Journal of Natural History, Vol. 1, Pt. ﬁI., 4to., Bos
ton, 1868.

CALcU’rrA.—-Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Pt. I, No. 2,
1868_
Pt. II, No. 4,
,,
Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 9, 10,
Calcutta, 1868.
CALIFonNIA.—Ge0logical Survey of California, Palaeontology, Vol. II, See. I,

8vo., Calcutta,
THE S0CIE'1‘Y., _
11, 12,- 8v0.,
THE SocrnrY.
Pt. I. Tertiary

Invertebrate Fossils, Plates, Roy. 8vo., California.

DREsDEN.—Sitzungsberichte der naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft, Isis, in Dresden,
Jahr., 1868, Nos. 4—6, 8vo., Dresden, 1868.
THE Socrm‘Y.
,,

Verhandlungen der Kaiserlichen Leopoldino-Carolinischen deutschen Akademie

der Naturforscher, Vol. XXXIV, 4to., Dresden, 1868.
Tm: AcmEMY.
DUBLIN.-—-The Journal of the Royal Dublin Society, No. 37, 8vo., Dublin, 1868.
'
THE SocmrY.
KiimesEnno.—Schriften der Kiiniglichen ph sikalisch-Okonomischen Gesellschaft zu Kon
igsberg, Vol. VIII, Abt . I, II, 4to., Kiinigsberg, 1867.
LAUsANNE.—-Bulletin de la Société Vaudoise des sciences naturelles, Vol. IX, No. 59, 8vo.,
Lausanne, 1866-68.
THe Soon-rrY.
LoND01\.—List of the Fellows of the Royal Society, 30th November 1867.
THE Soclm‘\-_

,,

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London for 1867, Vol. 157,

,,

Pt. II, 4to., London, 1867.
THE Socnzrr.
Proceedings of the R0 al Society, Vol. XVI, No. 104, 8vo., London, 1868,

,,

and Vol. X II, No. 105.
THE Socmry.
Journal of the Society of Arts and of the Institutionsin Union, Vol. XVI,

,,

Nos. 820-29, 8vo., London, 1868.
THE SocrarY.
Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XXXVII, with maps, 8vo.,
London, 1807.
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Lormon.—Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. III, No. 5, 8vo., London,
1868.
,,

THE SocmrY.

Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, Vol. V, Pts. III, IV, and

List of the Members, Oﬁicers, and Professors, 8vo., London, 1868.
'
Tm; InsrrrUrrozv.
,,

Quarterly Journal of, the Geological Society, Vol. XXIV, Pt. III, No. 95, 8vo.,

London, 1868.
Tm; SocIErr.
Mosc0w.—Bulletin de la Société impériale des naturalistes do Moscou, Tom. XL, Nos. 3, 4,
- 8vo., Moscow, 1867.
THE SocmrY.

P.4.BIs.—Bulletin de la Société Géologique de France, 2nd Series, Tom. XXV, Nos. 2, 3, 8vo.,
.

Paris, 1867-68.

THE Socnrrr.

PHILAD1rL‘PI!IA.—~Iournnl of the Franklin Institute, V01. LIV, No. 1, and V01. LV, No. 6,
Vol. LVI, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 8vo., Phil, 1867-68.
THE InsrrrnTE.
ST. LoUIs.—-Transactions of the Academy of Sciences of St. Louis, Vol. II, No.3, with
plates illustrating papers, 8vo., St. Louis, 1868.
ST. PETnnsBURG.—Bulletin do l'Academie impériale des sciences de St. Petersburg, Tom.

XIII, Nos. 1, 2, 4to., St. Petersburg, 1868.
Wn:N.—Denkschriften der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaﬁen, Mathemati.|1-hen
Naturw. Clnsse., Bd. XXVII, 4to., Wien, 1868.
THE AcmnMY, VIENNA.
,,
Sitzungsherichte der Kaiserlichen Academie der Wissenschaften, Bd. LVI, Abth. I.,
7-10, and Abth. II, 8-10, 8vo., Wien, 1867.
THE ACADIIY, VIENNA.
Mn.

Floetz Karte des Niederrbeinisch Westﬁilischen‘Steinkohlenbeckens (Sections Herdecke, Lan
gendreen, Herzkamp,) Fol., Berlin, 1868.
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In re rting the prog)ress and doings of the Geological Survey of India during the year
I868, I s all take each ranch of our labors in the same order as I have for the most part
observed on former occasions.
Mr. W. T, Blanford has, during the whole of the year just past, been engaged with the
Abyssinian Field-fm-ce, and since its return inarranging and examining the large collections
he made during the expedition. Mr. Ormsby was compelled to leave for Euro e early in

the year, havin suffered from exposure to the tropical sun. And Mr. Charles 0 dham left
on furlough in ovember. On the other hand, Mr. Tween returned to his duty in charge of
the Museum here.

Mr. Footc resumed his labors in Madras, and Mr. Theobald in Burmah.

On the whole our numbers have been, during the past year, less reduced than usual in con
sequence of ill-health.
At the commencement of the year, I roceeded to the Madras Presidency to make

enquiry on the spot into the facts regarding t e asserted occurrence of coal close to the town
of Juggiapett, or Bat tavole, near the Kistna River. For years it had been persistently
repeated that coal had actually been raised in that neighbourhood, and this statement was
maintained notwithtandin the fact that very many persons, deeply interested in the result
and most anxious to con rm the discovery if possible, had visited the localities, but had
entirely failed to ﬁnd any trace of evidence that coal existed or was likel

occurrence in this place would have been of such high importance, that

to exist.

Its

was desirous of

visiting the place as soon as practicable; I had also received from the Madras Government
an urgent request to enquire into the facts. This request had reached me at a time when
ﬁeld-work was not practicable, but I had promised to 0 there as soon as possible. I left
Calcutta, therefore, early in January ; and accompanied y the original propounder of the dis
covery, I visited carefully every locality which he indicated, and went generally over the
district. I regret to state that I found no trace of the coal-bearing rocks ; no signs of coal,

or of an

of its usual accompaniments, nor was I able to see a single spot where anythi

in the sightest degree leadin

,

to the conclusion that coal did exist there, couldbe fouiid.

On the contrary, all these rocis are an unbroken and uninterrupted continuation of similar
rocks which cover an enormous area in the districts of Kurnool, Kudda ah, and Guntoor

to the south, and which, thoroughly exposed as they are in their man

fol s, contortions, and

disturbances throu hout this area, must have ex ibited any beds 0

coal or coal-shale which

possibly existed.
ut, neither in the Juggiapett country, nor over the many hundred square
miles to the south, over which similar rocks extend and which have all been carefully exammed,

has any trace of such deposits been noticed.

I was, therefore, compelled to believe that the

statement of coal having been found at or near Juggiapett was either based upon an inten

tional deception practised on the original observer, or was a delusion.
From the vicinity of J uggiapett, I proceeded southward, devoting some time to care
fully testing the accurag of the geological mapping of a considerable area which had been
previously examined by r. C. Oldhnm and Mr. King, and returned to Calcutta.
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Towards the close of the year (December), I proceeded to Attok to examine the rocks
under the River Indus, through which a tunnel drift had been carried, with a view to determine

the practicability of enlarging this drift into a regular roadway.

I had wished to accomplish

this work earlier in the season, but as the tunnel was full of water, and was not

umped out

until December, I was obliged to defer it. Having already reported in some etail on this
question, I need not here enter into the facts. further than to state, there appeared nothing
either in the structure or in the composition of the rock-masses to prevent the immediate
enlargement of the drift with perfect safety, provided proper precautions were adopted, and
the work were done at once. But that these precautions would render the cost of the tunnel,
when completed, quite as great as that of a ﬁrst class bridge, and that even then the accom
modation to the trafﬁc would certainly not be as great as that afforded by a bridge.

Subsequently, at the request of the Government of the Punjab, I examined with some
care the ra e of hills near Futtyjung, extending southward from Cheerat, and in which
petroleum h been obtained. I saw everything to lead to the conclusion that petroleum
would be found over a large area in these orb1tolite limestone rocks, altho h robably not
in any very great quantities in one place. The best position for trials seemed air y indicated,
and these I noted. The probability would seem to be that limited reservoirs of this oil will

be found at no great depth from the surface, although I am not very sanguine that they will
prove very extensive in any one locality.

Similar rocks occur

ain in a rudely parallel range

to the east, and here also traces of earth-oil are seen; and it wo d appear very probable that
supplies will be found extending over a large area in this part of the Punjab.
An examination of the Dhurmsala district, and also of the Goor aon district near
Delhi, was requested, with a view to determine the extent of deposits of kao in said to occur in
each. Looking, however, to the inaccessibility of both and their distance from any markets,
which must prevent the economizing of this clay to any large extent; and also to the fact

that, so far as any local demand existed, it was of no importance to determine at the
present the extent of these de osits, their existence being known, I felt compelled to think
this enquiry was of vastly ess importance than others. And that, so far as any question
of extent or amount of such deposits was concerned, a very much more satisfactory answer
could be iven after the whole districts had been gone over than after a rapid visit to one
or two isoited localitie. No mistake can be greater than to imagine that a geolo 'st can,

by a sort of intuition, arrive at a knowledﬂe of facts bearing on such questions.
his can
only be acquired by a continuous and detailed investigation necessarily demanding time.
BENGAL AND UPPER Pnovrnoas.—During the early part of the ear 'ust closed,
Mr. Medlicott was engaged in the investigation of the western and soutliiern anks of the
Garo Hills.

So long smce as 1842, Mr. Bedford, who had surveyed parts of this area,

announced the occurrence of coal in the hills borderin
western extremit

of the Garo Hills, near to a village

had been notice further to the
situation of these places, within
otherwise not readily procurable,
ascertained. It was also known

the Bramahpootra River at the
ed Harigaon, and other outcro s

east in the Sumesurri River. The peculiarly favorabe
easy reach of a great river, and in districts where fuel was
rendered it of high importance that the facts should be
that the rocks which accompany coal in the Khasia Hills

extended to the west, and there was, therefore, a probability that the coal might also be

found to extend in the same direction.

It had lon

been hoped that a topographical

survey of these hills would aﬂbrd the means of recor ing carefully the geological observa

tions, but as there appeared little likelihood of these hopes being realized within any reason
able time, and as meanwhile the question of the eastern and northern extension of thc_
Eastern Bengal Railway was urgent, it was determined to examine the area, in such a general
way as might be sulﬁcient, without entering into minute detail, to solve the question satis
factorily of the probable amount and character of the coal which occurred there. Mr. Medli—

cott's report on the results of his examination having been published (Records of the Geolo
gical Survey of India, Part 1,1868, p. 11), it is unnecessary toenter into any detail here.
It will be suﬂicient to state that he has shown that the s urious coal of the Garo Hills is
geologically distinct from most of that known in the

hasia Hills; that, in all cases, this

coal occurs near to the base of the whole stratiﬁed series within a few yards of the underﬁying

crystalline l‘oul(s; while the coal itself is very poor, in one place mainly a resinous sh e, in
another, a thick bed of dark stiﬂ‘ clay with msigniﬁcant strings of lignite through it.
Where in greatest quantity, it is descnbed as a thick band of shale in the midst of Which
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occurs the coal-seam: it is :1 00d deal crushed, altogether about three feet thick, but very
unequally carbonaceous, being ocally split by strings of clay and sand; and contains but
few thin strings of coaly substance. The mass of what would be extracted as coal is a highly
resinous batt or shale, full of small nests and strings of a kind of amber; it gives a woody

sound when struck, is very tough, and breaks with a large conchoidal fracture.

It was obvi

ous that whatever little use might be made of such deposits, if required on the spot, they

were practically of no value as a source of fuel for general purposes. It is most seriously
to be regretted that the statements upon which expectations of coal had been founded should
have proved to be so fallacious.
Having completed the cursory examination of these rocks, Mr. Medlicott devoted some
time to a more careful examination of the Khasia Hills, for which portions of the topogra
hical survey maps were ready. These very interesting hills had never before been visrted
by any of the oﬁicers of the survey at a time when 1t was possible to examine the lower
arts of their steep slopes; and consequently, as pointed out long since, much remained to
be done, before we could suppose that we possessed any true knowledge of their structure.
Further, the full determinatron of the cretaceous age of the sandstones, &c., under Cherra

Poonjee, (Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, 1863, p. 524, Oldham, on cretaceous rocks in

E. Bengal) Which, in my own early descri tion, in conse uence of their apparent con
tinuity and conformity, (the fossils collecte

having been

0st at sea) had been grouped

with the tertiary rocks above, rendered it necessary to carry out this separation in detail.
Mr. Medlicott has been able to do much towards this, and in tracing out these rocks has been

led to several very valuable conclusions, a brief summary of whlclh has already appeared in
the Records of the Survey. As soon as the topographical survey of these hills is completed,

I hope to be able to have them examined in detail.
Later in the season, Mr. Medlicott having arran ed for the several duties assigned to
the assistants under his char e, was requested to ta e up the very important geological
uestion of the extent and re ations of the several series of sandstones, &c., associated in
ngnl with the coal, as compared with those in Central India. W'ith this object, making

a rapid traverse of the Ranigunj ﬁeld, and passing westwardly by the I-Iazareebagh ﬁelds,
he has carried out the section across to J ubbulpore, and with very valuable results, which will
tend much to a clearer understanding of the different groups or formations. In a new country,
where the general relations of the rocks is quite unknown, it becomes necessary for each

observer to form for himself a classiﬁcation of the rocks he examines, grou ing them
into series or formations, and often giving to these sub-divisions local names. Lut as the
examination of the country advances, it not unfrequently happens that such classiﬁcation is
proved to be of urely local type, and it is essential either to mcrease the sub-divisions or
to bring sever to ether into one larger group. Mr. Medlicott’s traverse of this wide extent
of country will go in‘, I believe, to remove, in several cases the limited amount of confusion

which had unavoidably arisen from the fact that previously the olﬁcers of the survey had
been working at distant and isolated points.

Mr. Willson has completed the detailed examination of the district of Saugor in the
Central Provinces, which he has connected with those of Dumoh and J ubbulpur to the east.

Unfortunately the want of maps of the country lying to the west of Saugor district has
revented the extension of our examinations in that

irection, as I was very desirous of

doin , in order to join on the geological lines to those we have been for some time past

ste' ' y carrying southwards through the Gwalior and Rajpootana territories. The district
of Saugor is mainly composed of trappean rocks, which are, 111 thisqparallel, the most northerly

portion of the Great Deccan area of these ancient volcanrc rocks.
rocks for the greater portion of their boundary.
,~

hose rest upon Vindhyan

Mr. Mallet has, during the early part of the year, completed the examination of the crys
talline rocks of Bundlecund-being a continuation of his work of the previous year—so
far as the area occupied by these rocks is comprised on sheet 70 of the Indian Atlas. The

further explorations of this year have rather induced Mr. Mallet to abandon the idea of
separating these rocks into two series as was suggested in 1866-67.

The evidence, however,

is even yet scanty, and not conclusive. And it must remain for more careful investigation
when better ma s, on a larger scale, of the Bijawur area become available. The maps, at
present procurablc, are too imperfect to admit of any close or searching examination and
record.
'
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During the recess, Mr. Mallet completed a full report on the Vindhyan rocks, so far
as that widely spread formation isknown in northern India up to the present. A general
map has been compiled to illustrate this. This report has been sent to press. At the com
mencement of the working season in October 1868, Mr. Mallet proceeded to take up the

detailed examination of the eastern pgrt of the Sons Valley, and is still engaged in that
area. I have already intimated to r. Mallet the necessity for greater activity in the ﬁeld,
for lookin both to the nature of the work done, and of the country in which he was
engaged Ifelt disappointed that a larger area had not been satisfactorily examined.

Carrying on the geological examination of the Gwalior and adjoining territories,
Mr. Hackett was principally engaged near to the Byana hills bordering on J e ypur. The
geolo of this area has proved intricate and interesting. The sections are unfortunately not

goodfbeing cut up by mtervening ﬂats of alluvium which conceal the rocks. Rock masses
of apeculiar character have been found to intervene between the Vindhan series, and
the metamorphic schists, which may approximately be taken to represent the ower Vindhyau
and the Gwalior series. These are possibly the same rocks as those which stretch away

towards Ulwur, and if so, this will
The country around Byana

is, as

've a clue to the geology of the Aravali country.
have already said, rather intricate in structure, and

tedious therefore to work out, but I am not satisﬁed that a larger area might not have been

completed during the season. Towards the close of the year, Mr. Hackett resumed his labours
in the same or the adjoining country, but has been stopped by a want of maps. He has
since been engaged further to the south in tracing out 1: e boundary of the Vindhyan and

trappean rocks to the east of the parallel of Neemuch, &c.
Mr. Hughes in the early art of the year was engagzd in re-mapping the small coal
ﬁelds which occur detached near I£uroun in the district of
erbhoom, and in revising with
better maps, the Kurhurbaree coal-ﬁeld. It has been diﬁicult to obtain any very satis actory

information regarding this ﬁeld, for the old pits which were some years since worked by the
East Indian Railway Company are now fu l of water, and there are few other workings in
operation. Any description, therefore, now given must be revised when the ﬁeld is more opened
out. At the close of the year, Mr. Hughes was engaged in the examination of the Palamow

coal-ﬁeld in Chota Nagpore. This might, Mr. Hughes thinks, he called in preference the
Daltongun ﬁeld. It proves very small in area, not more than about 30 square miles, and there
appear to be only two seams which can be worked, of which onl

one could at present he

proﬁtabl extracted. This varies considerably in thickness. At Raj era, where it was formerly
worked y the Bengal Coal Company, it is eleven feet. It is of moderately good quality.
The rocks of the ﬁeld belong entirely to the Talcheer and the Barakar groups. The
lithological character of the latter differs considerably from that of the typical rocks in the

Ranigunj ﬁeld, being as it were intermediate between the Barakar and the Ranigunj groups.
Mr. Ball has been carrying on the geological examination of the districts of Sin ghbhum

and adjoining tributary state. He has been able to examine the copper-yielding rocks for
8‘ distance of nearly 80 miles; has noted some additional details with reference to the mode
of occurrence of gold; and describes cases of excessive local metamorphism of the youn r
rocks, reducing them to such u 6 stallllm vmdition as to be entirely undistinguisha le
lithologically from the old metamorp ic rocks.

Such cases are deservmg of very careful

examination.
Mr. Ormsby had, in the early part of the year, examined aconsiderable area of the
metamorpllriic rocks in Chota Nagpore and Hazareeh

h, but was unfortunately obligedto

leave for urope in consequence of 111-health before the c ose of the season.
Havin very frequentl had occasion to re resent the importance of deputing a s 'a.l
oiiicer of t 0 Survey to is e examination of t e mines of India, and to the carefu col
lection of statisties regarding the quantity and value of minerals raised and brought to

market, I was glad to ﬁnd thata gentleman, selected for this purpose, had been ordered to join
the department at the beginning of the year. Mr. Mark Fryai-, thus nominated as Mining
Geologist in connection with the Geological Survey of India, joined his a ointment in this

country on the 1st of May 1868. After a little time in Calcutta, Mr. E-yar was deputed
to the Ra ' nj coal-ﬁeld, there to make himself acquainted with the coal-bearing rocks
of India, an the method of mining adopted in this, the most valuable, coal-ﬁeld in India.
It was necessary that he should acquire a knowledge of the rocks as local1 developed, which

would be useful in other localities, and indeed perfectly essential before he could safely take
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up any en uiry in a new and undevelo d district. Mr. Fryar also, later in the season, visited
the Kurhur aree coal-ﬁeld, when Mr. T eo. Hughes pointed out to him the several groups and

their characteristic lithological characters. Towards the close of the ear Mr. Fryar was
deputed to the Nerbudda valley, and to pass thence southward by Chin warra to N agp ore
and Chanda, where Government had sanctioned the full and detailed examination by actual
sinking-s and borings of the extent and character of the coal known to exist there. For this
purpose boring rods of best construction and borers have been despatched from England,
and the work will be taken in hands at as early a date as possible. Mr. Fryar has submitted
brief re orts on the coal found at Lameta Ghat, J ubbulpore, and on the workings at the

Nerbud

Coal and Iron Co.'s colliery at Mopani.

The localities must again be visited by

some one knowing the Indian rocks.
I hope that the necessary appliances for boring, &c., which have been sent for, will reach
this country before it be too late to do any thin this working season. Once commenced,
the investigations will be carried on systematica ly, so as to ascertain exactly the full extent

of area over which the coal beds extend and the thickness and nature of the coal itself.
The country is much covered with alluvial deposits, and excepting by actual trials it will be
impossible to say what the extent of the coal-ﬁelds may be, while the importance of the

locality taken in connection with the supply of fuel on the Nagpore branch of the Great
Indian Peninsula Railway and for other purposes, cannot be over-estimated.
It has not been found possible, with the reduced number of our staﬁ', during the present

season to place any one of the oﬁcers of the surve in this part of the country, with a view
to trace out the extension of the coal-bearing roc s to the south from Chanda, if they do

so extend. It is probable that the further extension will be traced, although the evidence
seems tolerabl conclusive that there is a continuous diminution in thickness of these rocks as
they pass to t e south; and it is highly probable that they will be found not to extend much
further than they have been already traced. We know that they have entirely disa eared,

at about seventy miles in that direction, and steps will be taken at the earliest possi lo date
to have the intermediate country examined. Re rts of the occurrence of coal have frequently
been circulated, and recently it is stated to

in some quantity near Domagoodium:

but these reports have not as yet been conﬁrmed.
When proceeding to the Ranigunj ﬁeld, I specially directed Mr. Fryar's attention to the
very high importance of inducing, if possible, the colliery roprietors to economize the
large amount of waste and dust coal which at resent is owed to_ take ﬁre and burn
away to no useful purpose at the pits. The pe 'ar structure of Indian coal renders the
proportion of this waste, roduced in hewing, larger than in coal of a more homo neous and
richer character, while
e very much greater brittleness of the strings of ric jetty coal

as com ared with that of the tougher laminae of earthy matter also adds to the proportion
of the tter fuel, which is lost in the waste. I urged on Mr. Fryar to induce some of the
proprietors to make trial of washin and compressing this waste and dust so as to fonn bricks
or cakes of fuel, and mentioned to im the success which had attended some experiments made
by myself, on the use of common rice water as a medium for agglutinatin the mass. Several

trials were made and many bricks produced from washed waste, and, as I elieve, good promise
of success was established.

The system has not, however, as at recommended itself to the

proprietors; they believe that the expense and cost would not

repaid by the result, and

they have therefore not taken any steps to carry the tnals further.
In the experiments I had myself made years since, and in those which were made by

Mr. Fr ar during the past year, no suﬁicient pressure was available. And in consequence,
although the rice-water appeared to act very successfully, there was much too large a quantity
of it taken up.

The result of this was the comparatively open and uncompressed texture

of the bricks, and when put on the ﬁre they smouldered away rather than burnt. The
only pressure used was that of a very inferior brick machine, nor was anything like proper
attention paid to washing the dust before moulding.
I am quite conﬁdent that a very large amount of most valuable fuel could be with
proﬁt economined in this ﬁeld, all, or almost all, of which is at1present allowed entirely to go

to waste.

I do not anticipate that it will ever be proﬁtable, un er the peculiar circumstances

of Indian ﬁelds, to adopt the suggestions thrown out b some who have never seen these ﬁelds,
of reducing all the coal extracted to ﬁne powder y crushing, then washing, moulding
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But I am satisﬁed that much may be made out of

the dust and dead-small coal, now wasted.

The peculiar conditions of the ﬁeld render it

compulsory that all this should be brought to bank so that the only expenses to be incurred
are in the actual manufacture. It would surely be more proﬁtable to reduce a
er portion
of this waste into the state of good useful fuel than toallow itto take ﬁre and urn itself
to a heap of ashes.

Mr. Fryar's attention was also given to the utilization of the small coal and dust for the
production of coke, and with considerable success.

During the past year, a circular was addressed to the proprietors of collieries from this

oﬁice, urging on their consideration the vast importance of maintaining roper under-ground
plum, ointin out very brieﬂy the advantages to be derived from suc . And I was much
gratiﬁ

to ﬁn from the replies received from every one of the large proprietors that they not

only saw the advantages to be gained, but were determined to secure them. Careful plans
are now being made of most of the mines in the Ranigunj ﬁeld; plans of the workings in the
Kurhurbaree ﬁeld will be commenced as soon as the workings there commence under the East

Indian Railway Company, and will be maintained. In the Nerbudda plans are kept.
upon this as a most gratifying progress for a year or two.

I look

The largest coal proprietors in the

Ranigunj ﬁeld have not only engaged a qualiﬁed mining surveyor, but they have ordered all
their assistants to pass an examination in the use of the surveying com ass, &c., and have
secured attention to this study by giving an increase of Rs. 50 per mont to the salaries of
those who may pass. The same Com an has also given an excellent example of progress by
ordering one of their own servants, an

w o, b

their

ermission only, is also examiner of

steam-ship boilers under the Government of liengal
Walker), to proceed each half- ear
to their works to examine carefull and report upon, in detail, the condition, work, uty,

and capabilities of every one of t eir steam engines ; this report to be submitted previously
to each half-yearly meeting of the Company.
MADRA8.—In Madras Presidency, Mr. Foote was absent on medical certiﬁcate during
the greater part of the year.

He only returned late in October.

The remainder of the party,

Mr. C. Oldham and Mr. King, commenced the season's work north of Ghooty, and marching

up to Kurnool, surveyed, as they passed along, a suﬁicient breadth of country outside of the

boundary line of the Kuddapah rocks, to ascertain the non-existence of any outliers of these
rocks in that neighbourhood, and to obtain a good general idea of the character of that area

of metamorphic rocks.

It proved to be chieﬂy an area of granitoid gneiss, with a few trap

dykes, and some runs of fault-breccia; the prevalent directions of these being west-north-west.
with variation to north-west, and east-north-east, with a variation to north-east.

From Kurnool, the Surve crs passed across the hills to the east, by the Muntaval pass.
Mr. King separated from Mr.

ldham at Doopaud, from which he moved northwards, carry

ing on his examination in connection with the survey of the previous season.
proceeded to the Kistna district to join the Superintendent.

Mr. Oldham

Mr. King rejoined Mr. Oldham in the middle of February, and working ﬁrst through

the Vinuconda taluq, they then passed into the Palnad, and carried their geological lines up
to the Kistna River.

Parts of this country are ver diﬁicult of access, wide areas quite unin

habited, without roads and without any means of o taining needful supplies. Much of the
eological structure is also intricate, and the district is at the same time very unhealthy.
he temperature during the past car was unusually high in April and May, and repeated
attacks of fever prevented the 0 cers of the survey from carrying on their examination with
their usual vigour.

They continued, however, at work until the beginning of June, when

Mr. King was compelled to roceed to station.

Mr. Oldham went northwards and crossed

the Kistna, ho ing to be a le to complete a detailed survey of the Ju giapett country.

A

part of this on y could be accomplished, for the early and heavy ﬁareak of the monsoon

compelled him also to leave the ﬁeld about the middle of June.
'

the autumn Mr. Oldham delivered at the Civil Engineering College in Madras

acourse o lectures on Geology. These were attended, and with marked regularitv, by a
larger number of the general public than on revious occasions, while the engineering class
was also very attentive and interested in the su jeet.
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When I left the neighbourhood of J uggiapett early in the year, as already referred to,

I had hoped that there would have been time to accomplish a detailed survey of that small
area, taken in connexion with the adjoining country, before the close of the season. As I
have 'ust stated, the early and very severe setting in of the monsoon prevented this. I regret
this t e more, from the reiterated statements which have been made as to the existence of

coal in that vicinity.

Mr. C. Oldham, in regretting that he was compelled to give up the

attempt to ﬁnish the work at that time, says—‘I was, however, able to trace out the succession

of the beds there for a considerable distance, and I had the opportunity of examining with
somewhat more detail than we were able to do, during our visit early in the year, the way in
which the rocks lie, and to convince myself (in entire accordance with your own conclusions)
that, certainly over the part of the area which I was able to survey, in which are some of the
localities where coal had been re rted, not only does none appear, but that the occurrence of
any thing like a workable seam 0 coal, unseen, is impossible. The rocks are singularly well
exposed and their succession very clearly seen. The general succession of rocks seen in the
J uggiapett area is, in ascending order, quartzite slate, limestone, schistose slates, and over these

upper slates, in the hills to the south, comes apparently another set of quartzites.'

The two

lower groups, Mr. C. Oldham is inclined to refer to the Kuddapah series of rocks; and the
limestone with the slates above it to the newer Kurnool group. There is apparently uncon
formity between the two series here, as in many other places. The Kurnool rocks cover a
large area in the Palnad, and the two limestones with associated shales, are seen separated ‘

by quartzite, (the ‘ Paneum' quartzite of the survey) ; this is locally of considerable thickness
and

forms a very well marked bed,

but

elsewhere it thins out

to a con le of feet

or even disappears altogether. The lower limestone of the Palnad is apparent y identical
with that which covers so very large an area near J u giapett, although the actual continuity

of the two still remains to be traced.

Much of the imestone would form a very durable and

excellent building material, and several of the beds would yield ahandsomc ornamental marble,
being veined in different colours, chieﬂy buff and pink.

Chipped stone im lements were traced up to the Kistna district.

On the M untaval

pass, one was extractc from hard solid laterite.
From Bezwara, Mr. C. Oldham visited a small area of sandstone at Tunglamoody,

about 14 miles south-south-east of Bezwara.
hilloek of no great extent.

They are

These sandstones there form a rising ground or

uarried for use in the adjacent country, where many

temples have been built of them. No ossils were traceable, but from the general character
of the rocks, Mr. Oldham considers them as belonging to the same group as the plant sand
stones further to the south, to some of which they bear a ‘great resemblance.

Further, while

marching back to Madras from Guntoor, he noticed simi ar sandstones and some porcellanic
' shales in several places near to Yinkolu, and south of that along the road: and at Raz ood y

a considerable amount of them is exposed, chieﬁ

a greyish and yellowish shaly san tone.

These beds are quarried to some extent for loca building purposes. The great resemblance
lithologically of these rocks (shaly sandstones, and porcelain_-like shales) to those in the

neighbourhood of Sripermatoor, in the Madras distnct, is stnking.
all these belon

Mr. C. Oldham thinks

to the same series, and thus we have, at a distance of 450 miles from where

we ﬁrst found t em in the Trichinopoly district, remains of a series of deposits once continu
ous, and the connection of which is now only indicated by the many' detached areas of the
same beds, which have been traced by the survey in the South Arcot, North Arcot, Madras, and

Nellore districts.
BoMBAY.—The Bombay party of the survey has been during the whole ear under the
charge of Mr. A. B. Wynne, Mr. Blanford being, during all the time, alisent with the

Abyssinian Field-force.

The party was engaged in the examination of Cutch, of which area

about one-half has been very carefully com leted. The reported occurrence of coal, said to be
in workable quantity, was one reason whic
demanded a careful investigation of the rocks

and their relations. But the principal interest connected with the investigation of Cutch cen
tered in the fossils, which occur there in considerable abundance. Along with others, very well

preserved remains of peculiar plants occurred, easily recognizable, and giving a very marked
facies to the ﬂora of these rocks. This was characterized by the predominance of various
forms of Cycadeee. These same forms of Cycadeaa had been found in abundance in Bengal,
at the opposite side of the Indian peninsula, and in many places near to Madras, far to the

south.

In the Rajmahal Hills no associated beds occur from which the true geological horizon
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of these plant-bearing rocks could be made out, while in Madras presidency also, although the
succession clearly established that these rocks were not younger than the cretaceous formation
there developed, there was (equally as in Bengal) no possibihty of ﬁxing their lower limit in
geolo ical time. In Cutch these plant-bearing beds, on the contrar , were said to occur asso
ciate

_with rocks rich in manne fossils,

well

reserved,

and the geological epoch

of

which was well marked and readily determinable.
ut although undoubtedly associated with
the marine fossiliferous beds, the mode of this association was still uncertain. Captain Grant,
the original describer of the province, left it doubtful; while Mr. W. Blanford, during a
cursory visit to part of Catch, was led to believe that the plant-bearing rocks were actually
intercalated with the others. The facts, as resulting from Mr. Wynne's very careful and
detailed examination, a pear to be that a very few and very im rfect remains of plants do
occur in layers distincty intercalated with the truly marine ds, and have probably been
driﬁed into these localities from shores adjoining the seas in which the mollusca, now found

fossilized in these beds, then existed.

But as a whole the beds in which the well-marked

Palaaozamiw occur are decidedly younger than those containing the truly Jurassic Ammanites

and other characteristic fossils; and that they constitute an up r zone, but belongi
Jurassic period. These very important results will be illustra
in detail in Mr.

to the
ynne's

reports.

Mr. Fedden has been engaged with Mr. Wynne in this careful examination of Catch,
and has more especially devoted himself to the portion of the province occupied by the
tertiary rocks.
Very extensive and valuable collections of fossils have been made by this party of the
survey, and transmitted to the Museum.

Bomurr.—Mr. W. Theobald, Junr., havi

returned from absence of leave, resumed

the examination of British Burmah towards the c ose of the year. The time which elapsed
up to the end of the year has been too brief to admit of any great progress. The country
under examination has been that portion of the Proms district which stretches between the
Eastern or Pegu Yoma and the Irrawaddi, and lies to the north of the Toun Raweng
stream. This will, when ﬁnished, com lete the whole of the Prome district east 0 the Irra

waddi.

I conﬁdently hope that we sh 1 now be able to complete the examination of all British

Burmah soon. The results at best are unsatisfactory from the absence of any ood sections;
and any attempt at classiﬁcation of the rocks can onl be of the largest km . The whole

country is too much covered to admit of any great detail?
PUBLICATIoNs.—-During the year under report, we have commenced the issue at stated
intervals of a new series of ublications called the “ Raconns or rHE GnoLoGIcAL Srravnr or

INDIA." These are printe

in smaller type and on thinner paper (for free transmission by

post) than the more detailed Memoirs, but of the same size, so that they can on completion
of a volume be bound with these. It is contemplated to issue a number every three months,
making four numbers or parts in the year. It was impossible, however, to commence the

issue until after several months of last year had passed, and therefore, for 1868, only three
numbers appeared. In explanation of the object with which this series has been commenced,
I may quote here from the brief Prefatory Notice which accompanied the ﬁrst art. ‘This series
will contain a notice of the current work of the surve up to date; a list 0 contributions to
the Museum or Library; a list, and occasionally an ana ysis, of such books ublished elsewhere,

as bear upon Indian Geology; and, generally, of all facts illustrating the immediate object
of our researches, which may from time to time come to our knowledge.

The three numbers issued in 1868 have contained papers on very varied subjects;
coal, gold, ocxoixpper, fossils, and several local descriptive papers, which have proved of much

interest to l
oﬁcers; also lists of all additions to ibrary, &c., during the year.
I am happy to say this new series of publications, although necessarily issued with very
few illustrations, has already attracted much interest, and I think will prove very useful.
Of the Mmroms or THE GEoLoGICAL SURvnY or INDIA, a very valuable part has been
issued, containin a full re rt on the geolo of the lower parts of the Nerbudda and Taptee
Valleys by Mr. . T. B nford. The de y involved in the preparation of the necessary
illustrations for this paper caused it to appear later than I had hoped. In the same part is
also a detailed description of the structure and anatomy of the very ('uri0u$ lilllc frogs long

‘Q
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known to be found in some thin papery shales near Bombay. To these Professor Owen had
in 1847 given the name of Rana pueilla. More careful investigation, and more perfect
specimens, show that these strange little frogs belonged to the existing genus O1-yglossus.

Mr. Blanford's report includes all the country lying between the parts alread

described

by Mr. J. G. Medlicott (see Vol. II, .Memon-s Geol. Survey of India) an the Gulf
o Cambay, and thus completes a geological section right across the peninsula to the neighbour
hood of Bombay.

This part completes Volume VI of the Mmsoms or rHE GEoLoGICAL SURvmr or INDIA.
Of the ﬁgures and descriptions of Indian fossils, included in the Palaeontologia Indica,
the second half of the descnption of the Cretaceous Gastropoda was issued in October.

This

contained four fasciculi, and being ready at that time, I was enabled to issue it in advance,

so as to carry the publication up to October of the present year. The danger of loss, the
facility of destruction or injury, and the delay in transmission, of the smaller fasciculi, render it
preferable to issue the whole series due for a year at once, if this be ready.
The description of the Gastropoda, concluded in these parts, was carried out to the close
with the full detail to which I specially alluded in my last report.
Much rogress has been made in the pre aration of the needful plates for the illustration
of the Bivailves, the group which will be pub ‘shed next.

At the request of several local ofﬁcers we have, during the year, furnished brief
geological descriptions of their districts, which they needed for statistical accounts, descriptive
reports, &c., &c.

LIBRAaY.—During the twelve months of 1868, we have added to our library 1,766
volumes, or parts of volumes, of books. Of this total 508 were presented or received in
exchange for the publications of the Geological Survey from Societies and other institutions.
We continue to maintain our catalogue of these hooks up to date, and in the new series

of our quarterly publications (Tm; REConDs) a complete list is given, in each part, of those
received during the preceding three months.

It is hoped that this announcement being sent

to the several Societies from whom the presentations have been received will suﬁice as an
acknowledgment, and will thus obviate the necessity of separate communications.
We are quite as seriously inconvenienced in our Library arrangements, by the want of
sufiicient space, as in the Museum. The books are necessarily placed in double rows and oﬂen

far too crowded in their cases. This renders it impracticable to be as careful of them as
might be, and also seriously interferes with facility of consultation or reference. To give fair
room for all we would require at least double the number of cases and helves we have
at command.

To this re rt is appended as usual a list of the Societies and Public Institutions from
which the Geo ogical ‘urvey of India has received donations or exchange of publications
during the year 1868.
In my last report I stated that the literature of Geology, Mineralogy, Palaeontology, &c.,

had of late ears so vastly increased that it was impossible to maintain our library effect
ively from t e small sum annually appropriated to such purposes and I am happy to be
able to state that an increase to this sum has since then been sanctioned.
MUsBUM.—Up
the close. of the year we had not received all the series of fossils

rocured during 1867 in Europe, in connection with the purchase of the Klipstein collection.
gut few now remain to be received, and I hope to be in possession of all at an early date.
During the year, I had the advantage of the aid of Mr. Geoff. Nevill in arranging,
preparin , and cataloguing these fossils as opportunit offered for opening and examming

them. n many cases, the want of space has renders it necessary merely to open, examine,
check, and pack up aﬁain, box after box, as we have not space in which even to arrange, much
less exhibit, our co ections.

Three additional rooms have been given up to the museum,

and this will afford a certain amount of relief, when we have been able to procure cases.

During the year more than 6,000 specimens have been catalogued.
We have returned to the Central Museum, Madras, the Cretaceous Gastropoda which they

had been good enough to lend us for examination and description, and we have added to the
b
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list as complete a series of duplicates of this group of fossils as our collections could afford.
-I think local museums shou d especially, and in preference to any more general illustrations,
seek to render their collections specially rich and illustrative of local Natural History, and

my desire has been to place in the Madras Museum the best series of duplicates which could
be selected from the very interesting and valuable collections of Trichinopoly fossils made

during our geological examination of that district in the Madras Presidency. With a similar
object, I also sent to the Museum at Ra'amundry as complete a series as our collections
would afford of the interesting tertiary ossils found close to that town, carefully named,
and with accurate references; so that those interested might have some good data for com
arison, if they had the opportunity of adding to these local collections.

We have also

Suxing the year examined an named for several persons specimens and small collections.
From the oﬁicers of the survey working in Cutch, the collections have received very large
additions; among which are many good specimens. The other parties of the survey have
not been engaged in richly fossihferous districts. Mr. Medlicott has brought a small series
from the Khasia Hills, and a few have been received from Burmah.

MEraonrTEs.—To the noble collection of meteorites in our Museum have been added
durin 1868 specimens of the fall of Pultusk, 30th January, 1868: of Klein Menow,
7th 0 October, 1861: of Perth, 17th May, 1830; of Ornans (Doubs), 11th July,
1868; and of Lodran near Mooltan, 17th of October, 1868, being ﬁve in all. Of one
of these (Klein Menow) our collection contained a minute fragment before, but we have
now obtained a ve
splendid 8 ecimen. The others are all new to our series. For the
ver rare specimen

n1 Perth,

am indebted to the friendly kindness of Mr. Wm. Nevill,

Go almin , Surrey, from whom also I procured the Klein Menow specimen. To my
good frien M. Jules Marcou, Paris, I owe the specimen of Orn ans, while the contribution
of that from Pultusk was among the latest communications received from the able Director
of the Imperial Mineral Cabinet at Vienna, Dr. M. Hiirnes, since deceased. This was onl
one among a very numerous and long-continued series of friendl communications, in whic
I have ever experienced the most hearty and graciously renders support and co-operation

from the Austrian Geologists, and from none more warmly than from the greatly regretted
H6rnes.

A small map is as usualhea(.1p1)¢*,nde:d, showing roughly the areas of which the geological
examination has been comple

, or is now in progress, in connection with the survey.
TnoMas OrmIAM,

GEon SURvEY OFFICE; }
CALCUTTA, March 1869.

Supdt. of Geological Survey of India, and
ll

Director of Geological Museum, Calcutta.

List of Societies and other Public Institutions, ¢§'c., from which Publication have been

received in donation or exchange for the Library of the Geological Survey of India
during the year 1868.

LoNDoN.—R0yal Society.

'1

'

,,

Royal Institution.

,,
,,

Royal Asiatic Society.
Geological Society.

,,
,,
,,
” ‘

Geolo
Boya
Royal
Royal

‘cal Survey of Great Britain and Ireland.
School of Mines.
Society of Arts.
Geographical Society.
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DUBLIN.—-Royal Society.
,,
Royal Geological Society.
EDINBURGH.—RoysI Society.
GLAsGoW.—-Geological Society.

ConNwALL.—R0yal Geological Societ '.
VIENNA.-——~Ka1s. Hof Minerslien abinet.
K. K. Geolo ' chen Reichs-Anstalt.
Kais. Akad. er Wissenschaflcn.
DREsDEN.—Naturwiss. Gesellschait, Isis.

BERLIN.—Deui'schen Geologischen Gescllschaﬁ.
B8EsLAU.—Schlesischen Gesellschaft fiir Vaterland. Kultnr.
MUN1cn.—K6n. Ba erischen Akad. der Wissensh.
M0scow.—Société m ériale des Nstumlistes.

SW1-2DEN.—Blu‘eall de a recherche Géologique.
NonWAY.—Royal University of Christiania.
PARIs.—C0mn1. des Annales des Mines.

,,

Société Géologique de France.

D1JoN.—Acad. des Sciences.
CAEN.—Société Linnéennc de Normandic.

BELGIUM.—Academie Roysle des Sciences, Bruxelles.
NEUcnA'l‘EL.—S0ciéié des Sciences Nnturellés.
LAUsANNE.—S(X:iété Vaudoise des Sciences Naturellés.
ZURIcn.—Naturforschenden Gesellschaft.

Tm;n,1.—Royal Academy.
Gon'r'rINoEN.—K6nigl. Gesellschaft Wissenschaften.
GERMANY.—Le0p. Carolino Acad. of Sciences.
CoPENHAGEN.—Danish Academy.

PmLmELrnIA.—Franklin Institute.
,,
American Philosophical Society.
”
Academy of Natural Sciences.
Bos1‘oN.—Socicty of Natural History.
AMHERST, MAs8.—Museum of Compar. Zoology.
SALEM.—Essex Institute.
WAsHINGToN.—Smithsonian Institute.

New I-lAvnn.—Connecticut Acad. of Arts and Sciences.
TonoNro.—-Canadian Institute.
V1c'1‘onIA.—Geological Survey.
,,

Oﬁice of Mines.

CALCUrrA.-—-Asiatic Society of Bengal.
,,
Agri-Horticultural Society.
,,

Indian Annals of Medical Science.

BoMBAY.—Branch of R0 a11 Asiatic Society.

R0oRKEE.—Thomas0n Collc e of Civil Engineering.
adras, Bombay, Bengal, North-Western Pro
Governments of India,
vinces, Chief Commrs., Oude, Central Provinces, Burmah.
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NoTE on PANGsHURA TECTA, and two other species of CiIELoNIA, from the newer tertiary

deposits of the Nerbudda Valley, by Faun. SroucznA, PH. D., Palztontologist, Geol.

Surv. of India.
While engaged in the examination of the tertiary ( P pleiocene) deposits of the valley of
the Nerbudda river in 1858, Mr. W. Theobald, Junior, obtained, among other fossils, a

few remains of CHELoNIA which are of great interest as throwing light upon the then
existing representatives of this reptilian order.

Mr. Theobald described these deposits at some length in a paper “On the tertiary
and alluvial deposits of the central portion of the Nerbudda valley" (Memoirs, Geol. Surv.,

India, Vol. II, p. 279). He distinguishes two groups of beds, an upper and a lower. To
both of these a large number of the fossils is common, but Mr. Theobald is inclined to

think that those of the upper group may have been, partially at least, derived from the
denudation of the lower group. The beds of this lower group are more fossiliferous than
the others, but they can only be examined where they are exposed in the banks of the
Nerbudda river itself, and in those of a few of the larger tributaries.

The same author also

gives a list of land and fresh-water shells found in these beds. Many of the species noted are
still met with recent, and some appear to be identical with those determined by
Prof. Ed. Forbes from the Sevalik strata (see Falconer's Palaeont. Mem., Vol. I, p. 389).

Of the vertebrate fossils also, several s cies are common to both the Nerbudda and Sevalik
strata. Still some peculiarities in the
vine and Paehyderm types have been ointed out,
which seem to show that the deposits of the Ncrbudda valley are younger than those of the
Sevalik hills. On this point it is diﬁicult to arrive at any deﬁnite conclusion from the
examination of the fossils alone. The comparatively larger number of Bovines in the
Nerbudda beds, as contrasted with the P-achydcrms, the absence of Mastodons, &c., ma be
due to local causes.

And further, the number of fossils as yet known from the Nerbud

is

small, while from the Sevaliks, which have been examined more in detail, we have a large
number of well determined species. The only question is, whether all the fossils which have
been described from the Sevaliks really belong to one series of beds only, or whether they do

not in reality represent somewhat distinct horizons (the Nahun series, the upper and lower
Sevalilm, &c.) It is certain that no particular attention was paid to these divisions when
the earlier collections were made. Much is therefore still left to be worked out, both in

the Nerbudda and in the Sub-Himalayan country.
In the resent note I shall direct attention only to the Chelonian remains from the
Nerbndda v ley. Mr. W. Theobald, in his report quoted above, repeatedly states that
Chelonian remains occur throughout the lower group, but that they are rare as compared
with those of the Mammalia (see pp. 289, 290, 292).

Besides these remains of Chelonia I am

not aware that any other reptilian remains have been met with in the Nerbudda beds,

although Saunans and others most probably existed within that area, as they do now, and
as they did already during the time, and in the area, of the Sevalik deposits.

These Chelonian_ remains are referrible to three species; one, which is suﬁiciently
reserved, has been identiﬁed with the recent Pangshura tecta, and, of the three other
E-agments, one appears to belong to a recent Batagur, and the other two to a Trion_"/a:.

I _shall give ﬁrst a short_ description of these remains, and then add a few words
respectmg the conclusions resultmg from this examination.
PmosnoaA maTA, Bell, sp., Plate 1, Figs. 1, 2.
Emys tectum, Bell, Monog. Testudinarum.
,, tecta, Gray, Illustrations of Indian Zoology.
,, Namadicus, Theobald, 1860, Mem. Geol. Surv., India, Vol. II, p. 295.
Pangshura tecta, Giinther, 1864, Reptiles of India, p. 33.

Emys tecta, Falconor's Pal. Memoirs, 1868, Vol. I, p. 388.
The shell of Pangshuro _tecta‘ has an elongated oval form.

The centre of the back

is elevated, moreoor less _distmctly carinate, the sides are rather ﬂattened and slope at an
angle of about 45 , which mcrease up to 50° towards both ends. The carapace is anteriorly
' [have adopted here the change in thcs eciﬁc name, terta, as being more in accordance with the general
stemwhich
of nomenclature
Bell
t at (‘
h u d nnsqno
'
t e d the nann.- lecta 11uﬂlulll
‘
\ of fectul, the roof of a
gauge‘
was inwudédalthough
to ﬂpmm
thesaid
gencml
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about equal to, or a little shorter than, the sternum, and slightly emarginated; posteriorly
it is obtusely rounded, and at the marginal shields more or less distinctly serrated.

In the specimen ﬁgured on Plate I,—which was discovered by Mr. W. Theobald
at Moar Domar in the Nerbudda vallcy,—the carapace agrees in every respect with that of

the recent species, as will be shown by giving the necessary details of its structure.

To

facilitate a careful comparison, I have also given a drawing of one-half of the dorsal and
ventral views of the carapace of a small specimen, procured living in the neighbourhood

of Calcutta. These drawings are intended to illustrate not only the epidermoid but also the
osseons shields.

Proper attention is seldom given to the latter in zoological works, although

in palaeontological researches they are of greater importance than the former.
The fossil ﬁgured is not perfect, the posterior portion of the carapace not having been

found; but the rest of the shell is quite sufhciently preserved to admit of careful comparison
for speciﬁc identiﬁcation. The general form of this fossil is, as already stated, exactly the
same as that of recent specimens.
Epidermoid plates.—-The nuchal shield is very small, narrower anteriorly than poslxeriorly.
All the ﬁve vertebrals are obtusel carinated in the middle, and the ﬁrst three become

successivel more and more elevate at the posterior end. The ﬁrst vertebral is pentagonal
with an 0 tuse pl‘o-ecting angle in front, slightly emarginated at the sides, narrow and
truncate behind. T e second vertebral is about the same size as the ﬁrst, also pentagonal’
truncate at both ends, considerably narrower (posteriorly than anteriorly, lgfmaﬂy,

at one-third of the length from the front edge, wi est and angular. The third vertebra]
is the smallest, but the highest of all, pentagonal, truncate in front, angular at the
sides, after which considerably produced poster10rly, bewming gradually narrower and

terminating with an obtuse point.

The fourth vertebral is _bell shaped, ve

much

prolonged, joining the third with an obtuse point, then becommg gradually wi er until
it reaches about three-ﬁfths of its length, after which it narrows again, terminatin with a
truncate side, about one-half of the greatest width of the shield. Of the ﬁlth verte ral only
the anterior portion is preserved, showing it to be truncate in front and quickly Widening
steriorl . The sides were probably obtusely pointed and the posterior termination truncate
gfoader t an the anterior, as in recent specimens. In these the sides of the ﬁfth vertebraI,
are sometimes pointed, sometimes distinctly truncated. .Costal or lateral plates are ﬁve, all
being transversally elongated and of_ a more _or less irregular pentagonal shape_ They

entirely agree with those of living specimens, as is equally the case with the marginal shields,
which are eleven in number on either side.

The serratmn of the posterior marginal shields

remains to be properly recorded if better preserved specimens should be discovered, for neither
is it distinctly traceable in the ﬁgure given by Dr. Murchison in Falconer's Pal. Memoirs,
On the ventral side we have ﬁrst to notice a pair of small, triangular, postel-iorly Pointed
gular shields. To these follows a pair of larger, snbquadrangular post-gu111l.s ; then a pair of

rather high pectorals, next to which are the abdominals,'bemg the largest, and then the other
shields of normal size.

The axillaries are com aratively small, posteriorly pointed, the

inguinals large anteriorly, on the external side 0 liqu_ely truncate.

The longitudinal ridge

which connects each axillary with its corresponding mgumal is _very distinct, sharp and
slightly longer than in most recent specimens. The plastrum is distinctly concave, probably
a little more so than in male specimens, as usually met with about Calcutta.

Osseous plates.—'l‘he distribution of the osseous plates, as is well known, does not agree
with that of the epidermoid shields. There is a very large nuchal plate and a very small
caudal, the latter not being preserved in our specimen. There are. ten small vertebrals, the
last (the largest) not being seen in the fossil, but the other nme_ erfectly agree in their
relative proportions and in their relations to the'ep1dermo1d shied_with those of live
specimens. The oostal shields are eight; the ﬁrst is the broadest, with reference to the
longitudinal diameter of the carapace; all the others are very narrow. The number of

marginals is eleven on each side.
On the plastrum we have a pair of subquad1_*ang_ular gular shields, to which follows 3
pair of very large pectorals, these four shields enclosi_ng in the middle 9. smgle, suboval post
gular; there is besides a pair of very large abdommals and one pair of smaller anals. The
axials and ingninals are not separated from the pectorals and abdommals respectively.
N0 portions of the internal skeleton, as the extremities, &c., have been found preserved,
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The epidermoid plates in Pangsb. tecta, and other allied species, are subjecttoa great deal

of variation, which is especially considerable in the form of the vertebral plates, occasionally
so much so that they cease to be of great speciﬁc im

rtance.

The most variable are the

ﬁrst and the ﬁfth vertebral plates. In the Indian useum there exists a remarkably large
specimen of Pangsb. tecta. from Cachar. Its ﬁrst vertebral is pentagonal, the second quadran
gular, third rather large, of regular form, fourth very large, bell shaped, the ﬁfth is three-ﬁfths
of the length of the former, of almost e ual width throughout, truncate in front, sub-angular
laterally, and obliquely pointed posterior y, while, as a rule, it is truncate behind (see
2, pl. 1).

There are twelve marginals on each side, instead of eleven, the tenth being divided by afurrow
in continuation of the suture which separates the ﬁfth costal from the ﬁfth vertebral.

The

caudals are very small.
Comparing the epidermoid shields of some of the specimens of P. tecta with those of
Pangsh. tentoria, it is by no means easy to point out any very remarkable distinctions, but
the latter species can be always recognised by its broad, depressed back, the sides of the
carapace being distinctly convex, and the general form of the shell more elongated. (See
Theobald's Catalogue of Reptiles, etc., Jour. Asiat. Soc., Bengal, Extra No. 146, 1868, p. 14).
Giinther's ﬁgure of Pangsh. tentoria is by no means characteristic, being almost undistin
guishable from that of P. tecta.
The costril shields are, on the contrary, much more constant, and they do not appear to

vary essentially in allied species and genera. In all the species of Pangshura which
examined they were arranged quite i entically.

have

proposed
thealready
specimen
here ﬁgured
the(see
new IP:l’cconcr's
s iﬁc name
whileMr.
Dr.Theobald
Falconer,
in an for
essay
written
in 1844
Pal.“ Namadicus,"
Mem., Vol. I,

1868, p. 382), had identiﬁed another specimen found in the Sevalik strata with the recent
species. The examination of the Nerbudda specimen has strongly conﬁrmed Dr. Falconer's
investigations; that celebrated naturalist summing up his results in the words, “that we are
not justiﬁed in constituting a difference where we do not ﬁnd it." Judging from all the
solid parts of the carapace, it cannot, I think, be reasonably uestioned that the Nerbudda
and the Sevalik fossils, as described by Dr. Falconer, are both of t e same species, and identical

with recent specimens of that s ies. It might, of course, be said by some naturalists that
the fossil specimens may have een, for instance. uite differently coloured, and this would
be suﬁicient to constitute a speciﬁc distinction. Suc hypotheses cannot, however, be admitted
as having any value in pointing out speciﬁc distinctions of fossils.

I have no doubt that the specimen from which Dr. Falconer's description was taken
is a true Pangsh. tecta, but it seems very doubtful that it was the identical specimen ﬁgured
by Dr. Murchison on Plate 32 in Falconer's Pal. Mem., Vol. I. I have little doubt that this
last one is also a .PGJlg8/L. tecta, but it can scarcely be the identical s imen which Dr. Fal

coner described.

Dr. Murchison (in a note on page 382) pronounces t e ﬁgured specimen to

be the original of Dr. Falconer's description, but when writing the explanation to the plate
son1e of the differences must have struck him, and here he leaves the identity of the

specimen doubtful.

On page 383 Dr. Falconer says, with reference to the ﬁrst vertebral,

(of the epidermoid coat), “

less

"

*

vergence is
distin

"‘."

e exact form is not distinctly seen, though it seems to converge

In the ﬁgure two-thirds of the ﬁrst ‘vertebral are broken off, and no con

erceptible.

Farther, the author says, “the outline of the fourth scute is not

'shabl)e in the fossil, and the ﬁfth one is wanting.”

In Dr. Murchison's ﬁgure the

ﬁfth s 'eld appears erfectlyipreserved. With regard to the fourth vertebral acute there is an
error in Dr. Murc ison's

gure. The draughtsman has in place of the outline of the

epidermal shield marked the outlines of three osseous plates, and of these he does not seem

to have given the outlines quite correctly. The fourth e idsrmoid vertebral scute extends over
three complete osseous vertebrals and an additional one- alf, or nearly that, on either end (see

1. I, ﬁg. 2). It is important to point out this distinction, though every one, looking at
. Murchison's ﬁgure, will readiy notice that some mistake of that kind must have
occurred. For no Em;/s or Pangshura possesses seven scutes in the cpidermoid covering,
and if intended as a representation of osseous shields, the number is, as I have already

stated, too small.

In s ite of this discrepancy and the somewhat stron ly bi-tuberculated

second vertebral scute,

can hardly think that the specimen ﬁgured liy Dr. Murchison

belongs to any other species than Pangsh. teeta.

StohcH<a, 0n,Pan._q.shur0. teclnJ(r
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BATAevn sr., coqf. DHoNGoKA, Gray. Pl. I, Fig. 3.
Giinther's Reptiles of India, Ray Soc., 1864, p. 42.
One right abdominal osseous shield has been found in the conglomeratic beds near the

village Omeria. This abdominal osseous shield is 108 m.m. long and 94 m.m. broad in
the region of the inguinal process. Its form, the ﬂat surface and the outlines of the
junction of the abdominal and praa-anal shields, of the inguinal and of the adjoining marginal

on the external side, entirely agree with the form of the same shields of the recent Batagur
dhongoka. Further materials are, however, necessary to show whether this supposed identi
ﬁcation be correct.
The species occurs at present throughout India, especially in the larger rivers, and it is

found up to the present time inthe Nerbudda. Judging from the size of the fossil shield,
the specimen to which it belonged must have been about one foot long; specimens much
larger than this are met with alive now in India.
TRIozwx sr., conf omonrrcUs, Cuvier, Pl. 1, Figs. 4-5.
Giinther's Reptiles of India, Ray Soc., 1864, p. 47.

The two fragments which are referrible to the above s ies consist of the largest
portion of the left ower inguinal plate, and a fragment of one 0 the bony (sternal) processes
with broad lon 'tudinal furrows. The rugose surface of the inguinal plate entirely agrees
with that of
' ya: gangeticue, and this is the only reason which can at resent be
brought in support of the presumed identiﬁcation of the fossil with the recent orm.

The

thickness of the plate shows it to have belonged to a large specimen. These two fragments
were also met with in the conglomeratic bed near Omeria.

Trimyq gangeticus is found at

the present time living in most of the large Indian rivers, especially m the Ganges and its
tributaries.
We have thus up to the resent three species of Chelonia upon record from the newer

tertiary ﬂuviatile de osits of t e Nerbudda valley. These all belong to forms which live in
fresh water, and so ar agree with Mr. Theobald's conclusions, derived chieﬂ from a con
sideration of the shell-fauna, that there are no traces of an
estuary or rackish-water

deposits. Of these three Chelonia we may accept with the highest robability the identity
of Pangshura tecta with the existing species, and the great sim' arity of the other two
to
speciesfar
is also
The Chelonia,
robably unnoticed
by man, appear
to existing
have changed
less unquestionable.
in the lapse of time
than the Ilt‘[ammalia.
The Pangsh-ura
tecta,
and probably two other species (not yet known to occur in the Sevaliks proper), have
then continued to exist unaltered, from the time of the S1lvatherium,il/Iastodon, various
Elephants, Hippopotamus, Colossochelys and others, down to the present time.
The

changes in the conditions of climate, &c., may not have been great, and if the species of
reptiles survived these changes man surely would have been able to do the same, had he

existed at that early date. That he did so exist, and that he was a contemporary of the
Colosaochelys, as Dr. H. Falconer suggested long since, we have no reason to doubt, although
as yet we may not be able to adduce any direct proof of the fact.
EXPLANATIoN or PLATE 1.

Figs. 1, la, lb; dorsal, ventral and front views—half the natural size—of the carapace of a
fossil specimen of Pungsh. tecta from newer tertiary conglomeratic beds near

the village Moat Domar in the Nerbudda valley.
Figs. 2 & 2a; dorsal and ventral views of half the carapace of a recent specimen of the same
species; (natural size).
Fig.

3

Ventral view of a right abdominal osseous shield of a species closely

allied to, or identical with, Batagur dhongoka, Gray, from the same beds as
Fig.

4

Fig. 1; (half of natural size).
Portion of the sternal process of a s

5

Tﬁonya: gangeticua, from the same
as the last; (half of natural size).
View of a fragment of the inguinal late of the same species as the last, and
from the same locality; (natural size).

ies closely allied to, or identical with,

Snnrcn or rHn MnrAnonrmc nocns or BENGAL, av H. B. Mr.nmcorr, A. B., F. G. S.,

Depy. Supt, Gaol. Survey of India.
From the descriptions of the earliest geological observers in India it has been
known that large areas are occupied by metamorphic and submctamorphic rocks. It might
not appear from its publications that the Geological Survey had given to these formations

their due share of attention.

But such an inference would be far from correct: coloured

ma s of large districts might long since have been published, with a general description of
the lithology and of the superﬁcial stratigraphical features; and specious analogies might
have been drawn with the ‘fundamental’ rocks of other countries; but any such accounts
would be illusive without some deﬁnite judgment upon the structure and relations of the
several rock-groups.

The following notice is a brief abstract of observations made by me

during two seasons (1862-63, 1863-6~t) spent on these rocks, from the watershed of the penin
sula near J ubbulpur, in an east-north-east direction, to Monghyr on the Ganges, a dirwt
distance of more than 400 miles. Those who have any knowledge of the ditﬁculties attend

ing the investigation of such rocks will at once understand that my explanations can be only
tentative.

The broad promontory round which the Ganges turns at Rajmahal is the termi
nation of a great expanse of gneissic rocks. Here, throughout its eastern extremity, for
nearly 100 miles, the gneiss is covered and bounded by the Rajmahal Trap. with its asso
ciated plant beds (jursssic), locally underlaid by other members of our Indian Stratiﬁed
Series;
various
outliers, of
these
latterbutdeposits,
our bestand
known
coal-ﬁelds.
areirregular
scatteredshape
overand
the size,
area of
to the
west;
from thecomprising
RaJmahaBl

boundary the gneiss iscontinuous for 400 miles to the west-south-west to where it passes
under the Great Deccan Trap (supra cretaceous) of the M nndla plateau. From the south
extremity of the Rajmahal Trap the general boundary of the metamorphic area extends to the
south-south-west. Across the middle of the area a straight line might be drawn for more

than 150 miles from north to south, continuously on crystalline rocks.
Throughout the greater portion of the northern boundary (the region to which my
observations more especially refer), and with few exceptions wherever rock is more ex
posed, the gneiss is in contact with submetamorphic rocks—slates, schists and quartzites.

The exceptions are where, only very locally, the Lower Vindhyans lap on to the gneiss, and
where the crystalline rocks themselves extend through and beyond the otherwise regular and
continuous run of the schists. This latter case is a most important one ; it occurs in about
the middle of the region, and is connected with an interruption of nearly 80 miles in the
run of the schists, dividing them into two separate areas, and introducing all the doubts
and ditﬁculties of identiﬁcation. In the western area the submetamorphies are continuous
along the south side of the Sone valley and into the Nerbudda valley, and are throughout
the whole extent bounded on the north by the great Vindhyan range, the strata of which
rest totally unconformably upon the schists.

In the eastern area, in Behar, the slate series

appears in detached groups of hills more or less isolated in the deposits of the Gangetic
plain; the principal of these hills are those of Rajgir, Kurrukpur, Ghiddour, Bheowa,
and M ahabur. There is perhaps a presumption that the analogous rocks in the two divisions
of this great zone are closely related, but many circumstances combine to complicate the
question of identiﬁcation : in the western area the rocks are principally argillaceous, and the
metamorphic products of such; while in the east, quartzose deposits largely predominate.
ain, this break of continuity is coincident with the eastern extremity of the immense
spread of the Vindhyan rocks, and thus, through a general analogy of composition, the pos

sibility was at ﬁrst suggested (the crystalline rocks not being necessarily all of one period)
that the quartzites of Raj gir, &c., might be altered Vindhyans.

This supposition may, I

think, be quite set aside: the Lower Vindhyans near their eastern limit rest quite unaffected
upon the granities; and the most peculiar and characteristic beds of the Lower Vindhyan
series are most extensively developed in this position, yet there are no rocks among the

submetamorphies of Rajgir that would even approximately represent them speciﬁcall .
There is, on the other hand, no inherent diﬁiculty to the general equivalence of the su metamorphic series in the two regions, in the fact of there being much difference of

composition at so considerable a distance. It need hardly be stated that only the leading
relations of the rocks are to be noticed: no fossils have as yet been discovered in any of
them, and no detailed work has as yet been attempted.
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The superﬁcial relation of position—a great spread of crystalline, fringed by sub
metamorphic rocks—is already variously suggestive: the rival leading questions would
be—-to what extent are the crystallines granitic and intrusive, thus determining the pre
sent limit of~the schistsf or, if the crystallines are in the main gneissic and themselves
metamorphic, how far may the present limitation of the submetamorphic series as a fringing
deposit be an original featureP No satisfactorily one-sided answer can be given: the facies
of the crystalline rocks is emphatically gneissic (metamorphic); there is also ample evidence
of granitic intrusion in the rocks of both series; yet, owing to theoretical ‘scruples,
and to deﬁciency of data, the residual phenomena are so numerous that no approxi

mately ﬁnal judgment can beput forward even as to the main relative ages. It is time,
however, that our diﬁiculties should be ventilated. The lie of this great band of slaty
rocks, on the south of the Gaugetic valley, and followed up, as it is, by the next suc
ceeding deposits of the Vindhyan series, suggests at ﬁrst sight inferences as to the possible
substratum of the great alluvial formation, as to the inducing conditions for the great area
of erosion or of depression, and as to possible relations to the rocks on the north of the plains,
in the Himalayan region. But, whatever independent interest these large structural features
may retain, such speculations as those mentioned are in a great measure negatived by the
appearance to the north of the Vindhyans in Bundelkund of a large area of thorough
gneissic rocks; and again, in Behar, in the small group of the Barabar hills, well to the
north of the Raj gir range, we ﬁnd very massive gneiss of most ancient aspect.
I must here brieﬂy recall to notice some observations I made in 1856-57 in a

neighbouring part of India (published in the 2nd Vol. of our Memoirs) as bearing upon
the question before us.

To the north-west of the Sone valley, and separated from it by

the long eastern prolongation of the Vindhyan formation, there is the large area of crystalline
rocks of Bundelkund; it is bounded on three sides by the Vindhyans and on the fourth
by the Gangetic plains. Along the south-east border of that area there appears a strip
of semimetamorphic rocks—quartzites, limestone‘.I and slaty strata, with contemporaneous

trap, rising from beneath the Vindhyans. I described them as the Bij awur formation.
The are in many places seen to rest abruptly upon a ﬂatly denuded surface of the gniess
of t at area. The bottom rocks in this position are peculiar quartzites, often compact and
brecciated, and massive cherty limestone; but along portions of the boundary the usual

Bijawur strata are underlasd, with at least approximate parallelism, by very non-doscript
gneissoid strata. The demarcation between these and the true gneiss is, naturally, very obscure;

and it was not then possible to work it out; but there are locally some intercalated
beds of quartzite-sandstone that effectua.lly betray the stratigraphical aﬁinities of these
indeterminate strata to be towards the

Bijawur rocks, and totally distinct from the true

gneiss, to which they seem in the relation of an ancient superﬁcial covering. We shall see
that probable representatives of the Bij awur rocks occur both in the Sone valley and in
Behar; and that thus we may at least get a hint as to the relative ages of the gneiss of the
two areas.

A large

art of the submetamorphic area of the Sons valley is occupied by rocks

that would we1 represent the Bijawurs-ferruginous slaty schist with quartzite, limestone,

and much contemporaneous tra . They are much more disturbed than in Bijawur; it is
even probable that they are a ected by certain granitic intrusions. The uncertainty upon
this and upon other unsettled points regarding t eir relation to the main c stalline area to

the south is largely owing to the presence of another older series of slaty roc s in the Sons
area. The Bij awur deposits are known to be somewhat ﬁckle, but unless they are so beyond
all possible conjecture, there can be little doubt of the existence of this older series. In
some of the best sections, notably in that of the Rehund, there is a clear transition from the

coarse fels athic gneiss, through well marked stages of crystalline metamorphism, into a
series of Ene clay-slates, with plenty of intrusive greenstone, but in which none of the
characteristic Bij awur rocks can be recognised. Where decided Bij awur rocks come in
contact with the gneiss there is no such mtimate relation between the two. Now that
maps of this ground are available there is some prospect of our being able to unravel these
obscure questions.
The hills formed of the snbmetamorphic rocks in Behar appear generally as

precipitous ridges of quartzite, either singly or massed together in groups. Even in the
' The limestone of Dergoan, which I had doubtmlly described as an outlier of the Lower vindhyan limestone
has since been shown by Mr. F. B. Mallet to belong to the Bijawur series,
C
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latter case the inner vallies are so deepl
the softer rocks contiguous with the

[VoL Ir.

eroded that it is often diﬁicult to getasight of
ard quartzite.

The Raj ir grou

is the most

removed from the main crystalline area; the rocks are less altered than esewhere; and

it presents the best chance of discovering the normal order of succession of the strata.
It cannot, however, be said that the strata ere are less disturbed than elsewhere; although,
on the whole, the strike of the ridges and of the rocks is very constant to north-east by east,
the state of contortion could not well be aggravated short ofpresentinga great brecciated

lomeration.
There succession.
are some sections
in points
which also
theretheseem
to be schists
several present
hundreda very
feet
iiggquartzite
in regular
At some
ﬁne slaty
wide outcrop without any admixture of quartzite.

Exce t very locally at the contact of

the two there is no appearance of interstratiﬁcation.

It wilfpresently be seen how essential

it is to the geology of this whole re ion to ascertain the true order of succession of these
two bands of strata. Some of my co leagues have considered the quartzite to be the bottom
group; the su position would alleviate some of our difficulties, and there are no doubt
cases in which t e schist now overlies the quartzite; but a close examination of the ground
does not permit me to adopt this view; I consider that there is here but one great band
of quartzite normally underlaid by a considerable thickness of argillaceous strata. There' is

only one spot at which these Raj gir rocks are seen in contact with others: along the whole
south-east face of the range (at least at the several points at which I crossed it) nothing is
seen immediately external to the quartzites; at about amile from the base on this side there is
one small outcrop of massive granitoid
eiss. On the north-west side the schists are very

generally exposed; and at about the mi die they form a wide fringe of low hillsI on the
outer margin of which, near Ghunsura, there is one good contact-section of the schists with

a strong mass of granite.

The relation is unmistakably one of intrusion; there are small

protrusions and ramifying oﬁshoots from the granite into the sedimentary rocks, and enclosing

angular fragments of them. The general effect on the schists is very noteworthy: there is
little of what is usually considered as hypogene metamo hism; the line of contact is

sharply deﬁned, and the schists tend rather to assume a omogeneous, trappoid as ect,
than a foliated, quartzose, granitic one; the granite of the intrusions has lost much 0? its
quartz.

Elsewhere to the west, at Sapinen. Putturkati near Gya, and MuhairI and in

other isolated outcrops, these re-actions are exhibited on a much larger scale ; idols and utensils

are extensively wrou ht from the soft serpentinous rock of the converted schists; and some of
the granite dykes yie cl a ﬁne kaolin, the only considerable use made of which is to adulterate
time.

To the south-east of the Rajgir hills the Bheowa range stands on the border of
the crystalline area; and further south, across the narrow valley of the Sukri, rises the ﬁne
hill-mass of Mahabur, well in amon

to the south.

the crystallines, and overlooking all the h' h land

One cannot resist ident' ing the great quartzites of these ranges wi

those

of Rajgir; and at Mahabur we again ﬁnd a thick underlyin series of ﬁne schists.

There

are, however, considerable changes to be taken into account: a the rocks are more metamor
phic than those of Rajgir; the quartzites are frequently full of small innate mics; and the

sehists are ﬁne mica-schists, garnetiferous, and oﬁen with much globular felspar, but
still the very kind of metamorphic rock that one might expect from the slaty schists of

Rajgir; and they are very markedly distinct from any variety commonly associated with
the gneiss.

Round the base of Mahabur I did not succeed in ﬁnding a section showing

even an approximate contact with the surrounding rocks; but on the north ﬂank of
the Bheowa ridge there is a fair example of what the general relation of the two series
in this region may be. At the north end of the Hurkur pass there are several ﬁne domes
of granite; they are excellent instances of a form of rock that is of frequent occurrence
all over the gnciss area; a more or less faint foliation is generally traceable in it, and

it never shows any attempt to throw out dykes; it would seem nevertheless highly probable
that it is in some manner intrusive; the partial foliation (as Mr. Scrope has maintained)
being due to traction in the viscid mass.

The case before us is about the best evidence that

could now be given in favor of such intrusion: one of these domes occurs close up to the
ridge of quartzite, and the two rocks show distinct re-actions at the contact; the
anite
has lost its usual coarse porphyritic texture; the quartzite is more than usuallyc arged
with mica, and has a steep underlie from the gramte; at the lower levels traces of the
schists were observed. If the sup ositiou that forces itself so strongly upon our judgment

be correct, that these several h' -masses are remains of a once continuous formation of
argillaceous, succeeded by quartzose, deposits, there could be no doubt left of the truly
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intrusive character of these sub-gneissoid granitic masses. On the same supposition the
features of these Behar rocks, as thus far described, would fall well into harmony with

generally received notions upon the process of hypogene action,—that these southern
portions of the formation. being contiguous to the main region of hy ogsne activity,
have undergone general metamorphism; While that portion at a distance rom the centre
exhibits special and partial intrusion, with a corresponding degree of metamorphism.
I must now attempt to exhibit those rock-features of the district which can
scarcely be brought within, or which would. seem anomalous in, the partial view that has
been represented.

The former are encountered in the sub-metamorphic rocks, and the latter

in the gneiss, although it seems possible to bring them under one explanation. At about
twenty miles to north-east by east, exactly in the run of the Rajgir range, and having the

same strike, are the small hills of Sheikh ura. They also are principally formed of quart
zites in considerable thickness. Some 0 these could not be distinguished from those of
Rajgir; many beds are tinted red, a feature not noticed in the Rajgir rock; and on the

southern ridge there are schists distinctly intercalated with the

uartzite.

But the fact

most irreconcileable with the view taken of the Ra'gir series is t at these Sheikhpura
quartzitcs are certainly bottom-rocks. Along the whole face of the ridge over the town they are
admirably exposed in contact with a coarse granitoid rock of very doubtful aspect. It is
so thoroughly decomposed and so massive that one might readily fail to detect its true character.
The quartzite, too, is steeply inclined against it, the beds in contact being of abnormal

texture, and in amanner amalgamated with the surface of the rotten

seudo-or stalline

rock.

seen eig t years

The section, however, at once reminded me forcibly of those I h

reviously at the base of the Bijawur seriesinBundelkund.

This conjecture made at

heikhpura was fully conﬁrmed ten miles further on in the same direction, where some small
hills appear on the banks of the Kiul close to the railway station of Luckieserai. The
northern hill is formed of a coarse con lomcrate, large and smullsub-angular pieces of
quartzites (I noticed none of crystalline roc s) in a matnx of gneissose schist; the dip is
50° to south. The southern hill, only about 80 yards distant, is principally formed ot an
amorphous pseudo—granitic rock; but in it also strings of abraded detritus can be detected.

On the south side this mass is overlaid by uartzites of precisely the same description and
in the same manner as in the section at Shell-rhpura.

This section at Luckieserai most

strikmgly ressembles some in Bundelkund, 400 miles to westward; and the rocks are so

peculiar that whatever else is doubtful in the Behar region, Iam disposed to regard it as

xed that the Luckieserai beds are strictly geological representatives of the Lower (or rather,
Infra) Bijawurs. Now, the question is, can these belong to the same formation asthe
irsP
There are several suppositions possible: I may have mistaken the true order of the roc of
Rajgir, but thisI am least inclined to admit; or, the real bottom rocks may not appear
anywhere in the Rajgir sections, the junction at Ghunsura having cut through them; 0r,

both ma be bottom-rocks in their separate locnlities—how for are we at liberty to impose any ‘
ﬁxed orrﬁar upon the deposits, especially as the Bijawurs, which are in a manner our
standard of comparison, are known to be most chaligeable on the same apparent horizon.

Asif to close this last mode of escape, or to push it to the uttermost, there occurs at Bichna,

within two miles to the north-east of Luckieserai, a considerable hill, much larger than
those just noticed, composed entirely of ﬁne ferruginous schists, exactly like those of
Rajglr or of Muhair; it is quite isolated in the alluvium.
There still remains to be

tried the supposition we found necessary in the Sons Valley—the

resence of two distinct

series, but more or less resembling each other in general metamorphic condition.

To apply

this supposition in the Behar region brings us into diﬁiculties with the gneiss of the
main crystalline area: in the Sons district the Bijawur representatives would certainly be
the younger of the two series there present; and in Behar, too, from what has been so
far stated, we should start with the same view; but here we ﬁnd that the series which we

have independently assimilated to the Bijawurs identiﬁes itselfmost closely with at least one
common form of t a great gneiss of Bengal.
The Kurrukpur hills form the largest of the Behar groups.

The general features

are very similar to those already noticed; steep ridges of quartzite rising from the low

ground on all sides. Schists occur abundantly within the range.
the strata is excessive, just as in the Rajgirs.

The contortion of

Gneiss appears close to the base on

the east and south sides; and on the west and north granitic crystallines occur within
short distances. The Ghiddour range lies to the south-west of the Kurruckpm-s, between
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them and the Bheowa ridge; here also the general appearance is similar to that of the
other principal hill groups.
Upon these general considerations of similarity of structure, osition, and to a great
extent of composition, one would not hesitate to suppose the rocks 0 all these eastern groups
to belong to the same formation as the Raj girs &c.;1t is the conﬂicting evidence of the bottom
rocks, as already noticed, that would su gest a doubt—in the best sections I have seen at

the base of the Kurruckpur and Ghi dour hills, the rocks near the great quartzites
resemble those of Lnckieserai. Although it would still be possible that there are two
series of equal magnitude, and so closely resembling, yet quite distinct, the presnmablc un
likelihood of such being the case would quite outweigh all the diﬁiculties to their complete

identiﬁcation; and it is only on the supposition of the sections to which I allude proving
deceptive that I would venture to suppose there being any separation at all among

these rocks, further than what may exist between the grou s described in Bi'awur
to which I would then consider them parallel. The case I woul explain is well ex ibited
at the east end of the Ghiddour range : for some distance a low ﬂanking ridge follows the
curve, and close to the base, of the great cliffof quartzite ; it is principally formed of a coarse
schist-conglomerate, sub-angular pieces (some are six inches across) of quartzites undistingnish
able from those of the cliff, even to the eenliar innate mica; still the rock is thoroughly
metamorphic, with the pebbles ﬁrmly sol ered to the matrix. The underlie of this rock here is

30° to 50° westwards, t us apparently underlying the rocks of the range above. At the south
east angle, however, instead of following the run of the range westwards, it trends awa to
south and south-east, with very low dips, and completely identiﬁes itself with the simi arly
arranged gneiss, schist and subordinate quartzite that cover so much of the low ground.
Ihave little doubt in identifyin these rocks with those at Luckieserai ; and it appears to
me more than doubtful thatt ey trul underlie the Ghiddour quartzites. There 1S ample

evidence on record of younger, apparent passing under older, deposits; and without involving
the inversion of either. On the strong of their much more advanced type of metamorphism,
these gneissic rocks {at the base of the Kurruckpur and Ghiddour ranges have been
considered altogether more ancient than the rocks of the hills; but if the suggestion now
made be conﬁrmed, that order will have to be completely reversed.
The same conjecture occurred to me from an independent point of view in the
neighbourhood of Mahabur. Within about amile of the east end of this ridge, right in the
axis of its strike, we ﬁnd these associated layers of tough mica-schist, hornblende-schist,
gneiss, and subordinate quartzite, covering considerable areas at low undulating angles of
disturbance. I was quite unable to conceive how such rocks could have been where they are
at the time when the great quartzites were so intensely

licated, and the schists below them

received their steady cleavage. The foliation of the
ahabur schists is cleavage-foliation;
that of those other rocks is strictly lamination-foliation. This mechanical ob'ection is at
'least as valid as the chemical one to which it is opposed, and which would etermine the
relative ages by relative metamorphism. But, indeed, there is little to choose between on

this score here, for the M ahabur schists are often gneissose, containing much felspar.
In connection with this question of relative ages, it is necessary to notice the

structure of the ranges as related to their distribution. Their isolated
sition are not
simply due to denu at1on: it 1s certain that the matter removed from etween them at
their resent common level consisted in great part of crystalline rock. Uniform as is the
genera strike of the ridges, the termination of the ranges does not present a serrated front;
the quartzites of the outer longitudinal ridges are bent round in a sharp regular curve, form
ing a continuous ridge of equal or greater elevation at the curve, with a precipitous external
face, and generally an equally regular converging internal underlie. This feature is more

especially well marked on the eastern aspect. In the larger groups there are internal
features of the same kind; the contortion presenting a two-fold system of corrugation, one

of which (the east-west one) greatly predominates, producing the marked longitudinal out

line of the ranges. The cleavage and its foliation in the schists have been observed to follow
these same curves. It was partly upon this evidence in the Rajgir group—that one can
walk from any one ridge to any other without crossing a band of the schists which appear so
freely in the enclosed valleys—that I inferred the supra sition of the quartzites. The
drain e of these internal valleys does not take place en ways, but by narrow gaps out
throng the longitudinal ridges of quartzite. Outside the hills granitic rocks are sometimes
seen in front of these abrupt terminations of the quartzite ranges. Thus it would seem as
if the existing masses of the sub-metamorphic rocks had occupied areas of locally greater
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depression at the time of the ﬁrst great granitic invasion; and that to this we may owe
their ultimate preservation as hill ranges.

The feature is well exhibited in Mahabur: the

axis of the range would strike u a reach of the Snkri, and on each side of the river there
is an elongated oval of granitoi rock, as of denuded domes. The characteristic arrangement
of the doubtful gneisaic rocks is also better shown here than anywhere I could mention=
they ap ear as regular concentric coatings to the granitoid masses. The area on the south
is less elevated, and the diverging dips of the coverin rocks range from 5° to 20°; on the
northern area they are much steeper as if exposed lower down on the sides of the mass they

envelope, but the regularity of the encirclmg ring is unbroken, and of the same description
of rock as on the south, but in thicker masses. Upon the usual evidence of regularly alter
nating stratiﬁcation of highly contrasting materials, it is not, I presume, to be questioned
that these are true detntal accumulations remineralized; and it might, I suppose, be
maintained on the strength of some misunderstood process of hypogene intrusive action that
they may have underlmd the Rajgir formation; or it might even be said that the strati

graphical features of the Mahabur region suggest such a relation. But from the evidence
before us, I confess to a preference for the contrary supposition: it would require that after
the great disturbance

and metamorphism of the Rajgir series the whole area was

denndedtn a much greater extent than now, and that upon

the

surface

thus ex

these accumulations took place, probably of some arkose-like materials, very susceptible to
mineral reorganization. Such must have been the composition of the bottom-infra-Bijawursﬁf
In this Behar area, however, there is ample evidence of a later granitic invasion: in the

southern tributaries of the Sukri there are ﬁne sections of reat granite dykes traversing all
the rocks transversely. This granite is very different from that already noticed; it is highly
crystalline; in the centre of the dyke the felspar and quartz form a coarse graphic ranite,
with associated schorl and beautifully plumose mica. The view I have proposed woul imply
a prodigious relative antiquity for the Raj gir formation.
The views that have now been presented in connection with the submetamorphic
series have manifestly very direct bearing upon the rocks of the great gncissic area. Suppos

ing the conjecture regarding the extensive representation of the peculiar infra-Bijawurs to
be correct, there would be four principal geological divisions to be discriminated and
mapped, exclusive of all later gramtes, &c. lat. There would be the gneissoid granite,
which would seem tebe largely present, to be distinguished from true metamorphic gneiss.
I should despair of settling this point without the extensive application of microscopical

analysis of the rocks; indeed it remains to be seen whether even this test would furnish
a criterion, whether the crystals of such a rock would not assimilate more to metamorphic than
to fully igneous products. 2nd. It is more than probable that associated with that granite we
should ﬁnd a most ancient gneissic formation long anterior to the metamorphism of the

Rajgirs, and possibly eqmvalent to the gneiss of Bundelkund.

3rd. We should probably

ﬁnd remnants of the Rajgirs in their gneissose form. On this point there is some inform
ation at hand: far within the great crystalline area, near the Grand Trunk Road north of
Burhi, there is an inlier of t ical Mahabur (Rajgir) schists. If they always remain so
characteristic there will be no thliiculty in recognising them. Even here they are attended
by the which
encircling
ringtheoflowest
variable
quartzites,
having high onconverging
towards
the
schists,
occupy
round
in the neighbourhood
the Ibanksdio sthe
Barrakar.
The quartzites form a narrow ri ge round them, and would belon
to our next division.
4th. There would be the hypothetical infra-Bijawurs. The esta lishment of this series

would probably relieve our ﬁeld work of some perpetually outcropping ditﬁculties, especially
in the shape of isolated, discontinuous runs of quartzites and brecc1as. But apart from these
more characteristic beds, I could not now assign a lithological criterion for this series gen
erally : as has been seen they even simulate granitic masses. Great irregularity and discon
tinuity is one of their features; although frequently presenting excessive contortion, as if when

caught between two resisting masses, they are generally comparatively _little disturbed; and
what disturbance they exhibit seemsto be largely determined in direction by local circum

stances, resulting in great irregularities of dip. In Bu ndelkund, where they were ﬁrst detected,
these beds seem to have but little extension; but in Bengal they seem to occupy large areas;

I have observed rocks of this description in far distant localities of the great gneissic area.

-

January 1869.
7' As a more recent parallel for such kind of deposits, I would refer to the felapathic beds of the lower vindhysns
as exposed in western Behar, to south-west of Kutuxnbch.
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NILssoN, S.—Das steinalter oder die Ureinwohner des Scandinavischen Nordens, 8vo., edited
by J. Mestrof, Hamburg, 1868.

OwEN, RICnann.--Anatomy of Vertebrates, Vol. III, Mammals, 8vo., London, 1868.
PFEIFFER, Da. L.-Monographia heliceorum viventinm, Vol. VI, 8vo., Lipsiae, 1868.
SCHmGInrWKIT-SAKUNLUNsKI, HnnMarm voN.—Rei8tBn in Indien und Hochasien, Bd. I,
my. 8vo., Jena, 1869.

SHErnERD, C. W.—The north-west Peninsula of Iceland, 8vo., London, 1867.
SwnnE, G. C.—Lake Victoria. A narrative of exploration in search of the source of the Nile,
compiled from the Memoirs of Captains Speke and Grant, 8vo., Edin
burgh and London, 1868.

Tnnnnnr, SIR J. E.—The Wild Elephant; and the method of capturing and taming it in
Ceylon, 8vo., London, 1867.
'I‘1MBs, J .—The year-book of facts in science and arts, 8vo., London, 1868.

VAMBBRY, A.-Sketches of Central Asia, 8vo., London, 1868.
ZITIEL, DR. K. A., ANn OPPEL, DR. A.—Pal:eontologische mittheilungen aus dem Museum
des Koenigl. bayer. Staates, Bd. II, Abth. I, Text. roy. 8vo., Atlas,

Fol. Stuttgart, 1868.
PamomCALs.
American Journal of Conchology, 1868, Vol. IV, Pts. 2, 3, 8vo., Phil., 1868.

American Journal of Science and Arts, 2nd Ser., Vol. XLVI, Nos. 137, 138, 8vo., New Haven
1868.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 4th Ser., Vol. II, No.12, Vol. III, Nos. 13, 14,
8vo., London, 1868.
Annales des Mines, Ser. VI, Tom. XIII, Liv. 3

Tom_ XIV, Liv_ 4’ 5} 8vo., Pans,
I868.
L’AnmmsTEarron mes Mums.

Annals of Indian Administration, 1866-67, Vol. XII, Pts. 2, 3, 8vo., Serampore, 1868.

GovmmMnnr or InnIA.
Engineers‘ Journal,'Calcutta, New Ser., Vol. XI, No. 12, Vol. XII, Nos. 13, 1-1, 15, 4to., Cal., 1868
Geological Magazine, Vol. V, No. 12, Vol. VI, No. 1, 8vo., London, 1868.

Indian Annals of Medical Science, No. XXV, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.

THE Enrron.

Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Ser., Vol. XVII, Tom. IX, No. 1, 8vo., Paris, 1869.

Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Palaeontologie, 1868, VII, 8vo., Stuttgart, 1868,
Novitates Conchologicae, Suppl. III, 14, 15, 4to., Cassel, 1868.

Palaaontographica, XVIII, 4., 5, 4&0, Cassel, 1868.
Petermann, Dr. A., Mittheilungen—1868, XI, XII, 4to., Gotha, 1868, and Suppl. 25.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Ser., No. XXXIII, 8vo., London, 1869.
Quarterly Journal of Science, Vol. VI, No. 21, 8vo., London, 1869.
Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. II, Pt. 1, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.
GaoL. SUavar or InmA.
GovnanxErrr SnLncrrons, &c. (rnox rm: GovmmMnnrs).
BENGAL.—Rep0rt on the statisties of the prisons of the Lower Provinces of the Bengal

Presidency from 1861 to 1865, by F. J. Mouat, Esq.
GovERNMENT 01-‘ BENGAL
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BENGAL.—Report on the legal affairs of the Bengal Government for the year 1867-68.
GovnnnnEnr or BEsoAL.

,,

Report on the vaccination proceedings throughout the Government of Bengal
(proper); with an appendix.
GovnnnMnNr or BENGAL.
Report on land Revenue Administration of the Lower Provinces for the oﬁicial year

,,

Report on the Government Charitable Dispensaries of Bengal (proper), for the

,,

year 1867.
Govnmuumr or BayoAL.
Distances of subdivisions from stations in Bengal, with the Districts and Divisions
in which they are situated.
Govnnmumr or BENGAL.

1867-68.

Govnnnnnnr or B1moaL.

Report on the Revenue Survey 0 rations of the Lower Provinces from 1st
October, 1867, to 30th ptember, 1868.
Mason MacnomLn.

BRITIsH BURMaH.—Annua1 Gaol Report of British Burmah for 1867. Extract from Pro
ceedings in Home Department No. 230.
CHInr CoMma, Barrrsn BUmun.

Excise Report of British Burmah for 1867 -68. Extract from Proceedings
in the Fmancial Department No. 135.
Cnmr C01ma., Bnmsn Bmnun.

INmA.—Reports received from Her Majesty's Secretaries of Embassy and Legation respect
ing coal.
GovnnnMnnr or INDIA.
Selections from the records of the Government of India, Home Department,

H

No. LXIX.
,,

Ditto

ditto,

Papers relating to Cattle Diseases.

No. LXVII.

Govnnmmnr or InmA.
Note on the state of education in India during

1866-67, by A. P. Howell, Esq.
GovnEnnnnr or INDIA.

Annual Report on the operations of the Post Oﬁice of India for the year 1867-68.
GovnnnMnnr or INDIA.
MADms.—Selecti0ns
from
the
Records
of
the
Madras
Government,
No. X. Annual Report
I
of the Madras Medical College, sessions 1867-68.
3!

Govmnnmrrr or -Mamas.

Report on the administration of the Madras Presidency during the year
1867-68.
Mrsonn, Coono.—Statistica.l Returns, 1867-68.

‘

GovnnnnEsr or MannAs.
CHIEF CoMMR., Mrsonn.

N. W. PnovmcEs.—Report on insects destructive to woods and forests, by R. Thompson, Esq.
Govr. or N. W. Pnovmcns.
General Report of the Revenue Survey operations of the Upper Circle
D’
for seasons 1867-68.
CoL. J . E. GasrEELL.
PUNJAB.-—H:B.nd-b00k of the economic products of the Punjab, with a combined index and
glossary of technical vernacular words, Vol. I.
Economic raw

.

produce.

Govnamnznr or PUmas.

,,

Report on p0 ular education in the Punjab for the year 1867-68, by Captain
V8. R. M. Holroyd.
GovnnrmEnr or PUmaE.

,,

Report on public administration in the Punjab and its dependencies for the year

,,

1867.
GovnnnMnnr or PUmaE.
Report on the police administration of the P1mjab and its dependencies for the year

,,

'
'1867-68.
GovnnnMEnr or PUNJAB.
Report on the administration of Civil Justice in the Punjab and its dependencies
during the year 1867.
GovnnnnEnr or PUNJAB.
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PUNJAB.—Selections from the records of the Government of the Punjab and its dependencies.
New Ser. No. 1. Notes on the Bunnoo district, by Major H. B.
Urmston, Deputy Commissioner.
GovERNMEnr or PUNJAB.
Selections from the records of the Government of the Punjab and its dependencies,
New Ser. No. 2. Mom. on routes from Pun‘]ab to Eastern Turkistan,
b T. D. Forsyth. Report on route to Karakash river oid the Chang
clienmoo valley and Pass, by Dr. Cayley.

,,

GovnnnMnnr on PUNJAB.

Report on the Revenue Administration of the Punjab and its dependencies for
1867-68.
GovERNMEnr 0E PUNJAB.
TRANSACTIoNs oF SocrETIEs, &C.

BosroN.—A.nnual report of the Trustees of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard
College in Cambrid e, together with re ort of the Directors, 1866.

Senate No. 52, 8vo., Boston, 1867.

,,

RUsTEEs 01‘‘ THE MUsnUM.

Conditions and doings of the Boston Society of Natural History, as exhibited by
the annual reports of the Custodian, Treasurer, Librarian, and Curator

,,

for 1867-68, 8vo., Boston, 1867-68.
THE SocrErr.
Annual report of the Boston Society of Natural History, 1868-69, I, 8vo., Boston,
1868.
THE SocmrY.

,,

Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. XI, pp. 97-486.
1866-68, 8vo., Boston, 1866-68.

'

THE SocnrrY.

CALCUrrA.——J0urn&l of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Pt. II, No. 1, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.
AsIATIC Socnrrr or BENGAL.
,,

Prowedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.
AsIA'r1c SoCIErr or BENGAL.

EDIEBURGH.—Proceeding~s of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. VI, No. 74, 8vo., Edin
burgh, 1867-68.
THE SocrErr.
,,
Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. XXV, Pt. 1, 4m_,
Edin., 1867-68.

THE SocmrY.

LAUsANNE.—Bulletin de la Société Vaudoise des Sciences uaturclles, Vol. X, No. 60, 8vo.,
Lausanne, 1868.

THE SoCIErr.

L0m>oN.—Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XVII, Nos. 106-107, 8vo., London, 1868.
THE Socurry.
,,

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XXIV, Pt. 4, No.96, 8vo.,
London, 1868.
THE SocnrrY.

.,

List of the Geological Society of London, 1868, 8vo., London, 1868.

THE Soon,:rY.
Journal of the Society of Arts and of the Institutions in Union, Vol. XVI,
Nos. 830-835, Vol. XVII, No. 836, 8vo., London, 1868. THE SocrErr.

Memoirs of the Geological Surve of Great Britain and of the Museum of
Practical Geology. )1 ineral Statisties of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland for 1867 , by R. Hunt, Esq., 8vo., London,
1868.
GEoLoGIcAI. SURvEY or GREAT BRITAIN.
M0scow.—Bulletiu de la Societe impérialé des naturalistes do Moscow, Tom. XLI, No. 1,

8vo., Moscow, 1868.

THE SocnrrY.

P.uus.—-Bulletin de la Société Geologique de France, 2nd Ser., Tom. XXV, No. 4, 8vo.,
Paris, 1868.

THE Socrary.

PENZANCE.—The ﬁfty-ﬁrst, ﬁﬁy-second, ﬁ -third, and ﬁfty-fourth annual reports of the
Council of the Roy Geological Society of Cornwall, 8vo., Penmnce,
1868.

THE SocmrY.
d
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PEImDELPH1A.—J011!'nal of the Franklin Institute, Vol. LVI, Nos. 4, 5, 8vo., Philadelphia,
,,

1868.
FRANKLIN INsTITUTE.
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. X, No. 77, 8vo.,
Philadelphia, 1867.
THE SocurrY.

SaLEs1.—Proceedings of the Essex Institute, Vol. V, Nos. 5, 6, January to June 1867, 8vo.,
Salem, 1867.

Tm: InsrrrnrE.

TonoN'l'0.—The Canadian Journal of Science, Literature and History, New Ser. (Vol. XII,

No. 1), whole No. LXVII, 8vo., Toronto, 1868.
Cmmrm InsrrrUTE.
VIENNa.—Jahrbuch des Oéstorrsichischen Alpen~vereines, Bd. IV, 8vo., Wien, 1868.
VIcT0aIA.—-Geological Survey of Victoria, quarter-sheet maps, Nos. 13 N. E., 14 N. W.
and 26, S. E., with Sections, Fol. 8vo., and a pamphlet, Melbourne,
1368,

GEoLoGICAL SnnvnY, VICronIA.

WASIIINGToN.—An account of the total eclipse of the sun on July 18th, 1860, as observed

near Steilacoom, Wash. Tern, 4to., Washington, 1861.
SMrrnsom.m INsrITUTIoN.

Annual report of the Board of Re nts of the Smithsonian Institution,
showing the operations, expen 'ture, and condition of the institution
for the year 1866, 8vo., Washington, 1867.
Tm: INsrITUTIoN.
Geological Researches in China, Mon olia, and Japan during the years 1862
1865, by R. Pumpelly, Esq., mithsonian contributions to knowledge,
202, 4to., Washington, 1866.

THE Insrrmron.
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[Au-gust.

PRELIMINARY Noras on ma GEoLoor or KUTcn, WEsrEan INDIA. resulting from the
examination of that district, now in progress, by the Olﬁcers of the Geological Survey,

by A. B. WYNNE, F. G. S., &c.
The detailed examination of this province has been long looked forward to with interest,
as promising to cast light upon the geology of other parts of India where fossil land

plants similar to some of those occurring in Kutch have been found to characterize an
extensive group of rocks and are almost the only fossils which those rocks contain.
These plants were known to be associated in Kutch with a large number of marine
fossils, the Jurassic age of which was determinable, but the relations between the beds con
taining forms so distinct had still to be ascertained.
-

With this view a hasty visit was made to the district of Kutch by Mr. W. T. Blanford
of the Geological Survey, in 1863, and the conclusions to which his observations led appeared
in a short paper among the publications of the Survey. (Vol. VI, pt. 1.)
Except this comparatively recent paper other sources of information regarding the geology

of the country, prior to the ipresent investigations, were almost limited to a paper by Captain,
since Major, Grant, read be ore the Geological Society of London in February, 1837; some

remarks upon it by Dr. Carter in “Geological Papers on Western India" published by the
Bombay Government in 1857 ; a record of some fossils by Colonel Sykes (Geological Society,
London), and an interesting notice in Sir Chas. Lyell's “Principles of Geolog Y," describing

the effects of the earthquake of 1819, the elevation of the “Allah Bond," and submergence
of Sindree village on the Runn, north of Lukput.
Of these Captain Grant's paper is the most detailed, but while it contains many
valuable facts, several of these seem to have been affected to distortion by geological theories,
or views, which have vanished since he wrote, and also by a misappreciation of the stratigra

phic arrangement of the rocks. The four or ﬁve-fold sub-division adopted by him, being
natural, is correct, though the sequence was mistaken.
THE RoCKs cLAssun:n.

The following may indicate the ultimate arrangement of the larger rock-groups, some of
the newer ones being perhaps capableof further sub-division :
Blown sand.
RECENT mo SUB-RECENT
{Allnvium.
Concrete.

Tertiary beds and
TERTIARY

{Nummulitic do.
Sub-tertiary.

Stratiﬁed traps and Intertrappean.
JUaAssrc

Upper Jurassic (P Rajmahal.)
{ Lower Jnrassic (“ Dogger," or Middle Jnrassic.)

Intrusive Traps.
[The syenite of Parkur-Nuggur, Kalinjur hill, &c., at the north-east corner of the
Runn might be added to the above as the nearest base known for the Jurassic rocks.)
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Of these the two Jurassic groups a pear to have been trans osed by Captain Grant under
the names of “Older and Newer Secondhry." The traps were ooked upon as almost solely
intrusive masses; their interstratiﬁcction with aqueous beds being indicated at some places

where association merely occurs, and at others where intrusion between stratiﬁed aqueous rocks
takes place.
LocALrrr AND FEATURrs.

The province of Kutch lies upon the west coast of llindustan, about 400 miles north-west
of Bombay, between the sea-ports of Kurrachec and Surat, or the provjnces of Kattywar
and Sind.
It is bordered on one side by the Arabian Sea and Gulf of Kutch, while upon all others it
is isolated from the main land and the Thurr or little desert, by the grand and smaller
Runns which are connected at the eastern side of the province. Its length from east to west

is much greater than its breadth,‘ and, including the Run, its area is estimated as being
equal to about half that of Ireland.-l’

The whole province presents numerous alternations of hilly ground and open plains.
sandy when covered by the detritus of the rapidly decomposing Jurassic rocks, and more
earthy when underlaid by the Tertiary formation, both passing, towards the southern coast,
into broad alluvial plains of ordinary Indian aspect.

The hills are perhaps as often clusters as extended in the form of ranges, though these
latter do occur ; and more or less continuous escarpments rising with the outcrop of some of the

stronger beds are very fre uent. A broken chain passes nearly east and west through the
Ruuu islands of Putchum, hurreer and Béla to Chorar, (in the former being ﬂanked by a
smaller range) :—another borders the Runn on the north side of Kutch Proper :—one, called
the Charwar range, runs east and west to the southward of Bhooj, the capital of the province :
and there are lesser ranges in other parts of the district, with many clusters and isolated
hills frequently conical in form.
The hills of the 'V&gur or eastern side of the district, take no deﬁnite direction. They
are the denuded remnants of what would have been a somewhat ﬂattened and rolling dome

shaped mass if .their strata were continuous instead of having been extensively operated
upon by denudation.
There are no lofty elevations in Kutch ; that which is re uted to be the highest, namely,
Dhenodur hill, overlooking the Runn on the western side of the province giving a measure
ment (by Aneroid) of but 1,070 feet above the Runn ; several others, however, have elevations
not greatly less.I
Nearly all the ranges and many of the hills are steeply scarped on the north, and pass

by gentle slopes into the plains to the south as a conse uence of their structure, the beds in
-general having long southerly inclinations at low ang es from three parallel lines of disturb
'ance or dislocation which extend, 1st, from Putchum Isle to Chorar; 2nd, from Lukput, along
-the south edge of the Runn, to Doodye towards Wagur; and 3rd, from near Roha to the neigh
bourhood of Butchao, passing at the northern foot of the Charwar hills. North of these

lines, and just in their vicinity, the beds are much contorted, their highest inclinations being
always in a northerly direction.
The trap hills, particularly those formed of intrusive traps. are frequently surrounded

by precipices, or else sharply peaked; an irregular range, however, formed of, or capped by,
the bedded tra s, running north-west from their broadest development in the Dora hills near

the centre of t 0 province out through its western half, follows the usual rule presenting
long slopes upon the dip and steep ones along the outcrop of the beds.
The northern side of the province, generally speaking, has much diversity of form, being
often picturesque, while, owing to the absence of jungle and prevalence of sand, its aspect is

nevertheless barren; particularly when the view lies across a parched and glaring plain edged
' According to Captain Grant the extreme length is about 180 miles, and extreme width 50.
t 'Kuteh Selections,’ a collection of paper! by various British oﬂlcials, published by the Bombay Government.

1 Since writing the above, the hci ht of a mountain ln_the Runn island of Putclium has been taken b Aneroid
and found to exceed by some hundre 5 of feet any elevation measured in Kutch Proper.
volcauo—see paper by Mr. Blauford, above msnﬁoned.

Dhenodur hil _is not a

Q
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hills, beyond a bright green

{;:3»

ntch with a few lonely palms, or other trees, near

re where wheat is laboriousl cu tivated with the aid of irrigation, and smoky clouds

of sandy duet, raised by passing cat e, are driven before the northerly blast, from which

those working at the wells shelter themselves by screens.
The peculiar bare, level and extensive plain called the Runn of Kntch is not a marsh, as
represented upon some maps. It is periodically covered by water during the rains, and lett
dry, except a few patches, shortly aﬂer they have ceased; when those lower portions on which
the water has lain the longest become strongly incrustod with salt ,—this fr uently extending

as far as the eye can reach :—-its dazzling surface ﬁickering in the mirage, vihich magniﬁes or
distorts any object that may happen to be upon the horizon.

The source of the salt is

probably from sea water, this being said to overﬂow the Runn, entering b the low ground
at the mouth of the Koree river near Lukput, and also at the head of t e Gulf of Kutch,
when the sea on the coast is raised by the continued south-westerly monsoon winds.‘ However
this may be, the waters from Kutch itself are strongly impregnated with salt derived from

the rocks, great quantities of which in solution must be carried out to the Itunn when
ever there is sufﬁcient rain to ﬁll the rivers.
Although the inorustation is not very thick, being generally from one to two and a half
inches, the quantity
on the Runn is enormous, and the way in which ﬁsh, insects
and such organic remains brought in by the sea or down from the land b ' the Bunuss and

other rivers are preserved by the salt is evidence of the strength of the solution, if that were
wanting.

Notwithstanding that traces of marine ‘denudation are slight and scarce along the
southern shore of the Runn,— having been probably removed by subsequent atmospheric action—
its whole aspect strongly suggests its being a gradually raised sea-bottom; a broad and
slightly elevated tract called the Bunnee, lying alon its southern side between Putchum
Isle and Kutch Proper, being very possibly a bank or ar formed by the rivers which ﬂow

from the higher land in that direction. Over this tract coarse grass, :1 heathery looking tufted
plant and Bitbul trees are irregularly distributed.

Some of the results of the great earthquake by which this country was visited in 1819
are still to be seen in the fallen walls of several of the towns, in the “ Allah Bund,”'t a low

elevation, thrown up by it, which is said to have permanently arrested the southward ﬂow of
the water of the Koree or eastern mouth of the Indus, and in the submerged village of
Sindree on its left bank; part of the ruins of the fort only being visible above the mud,
salt and water by which they are now surrounded, no other trace of the village remaining,
and the basements of the building seen being buried in the silt.
Tradition has it that this was formerly the site of a large city surrounded by villages
and ﬁelds, and to which the tidal ebb and ﬂow reached: subscguently (from elevation of
the land probably) the river became so shoal that boats coul not reach the ort; the
city was in a great measure abandoned, and another Sindree built several miles furt or down
the river at a place called Sindu on the map. Here the same thing recurred, and Sindu
was deserted, a new city rising at Luk ut, once an important place, but now consisting of

a few houses in one end of the walle

in enclosure.

At present boats cannot come even

so far as this, and Lukput Bunder is at a distance of three or four miles, while the sea trade

is conducted at Kotaisir close to the old mouth of the Koree river. How far the ﬁrst part
of this statement may be true is involved in considerable uncertainty, but it is said there are
records in the Duﬂter at Bhooj which would prove the accuracy of some portions of it at
all events.
Jvmssw nocns.
The Jurassic rocks occupv a large portion of the northern half of the. province extend
ing through it almost from end to end, and also forming the hilly parts of the Itunn islands
before mentioned. The bold scarps and rugged hills exhibit numerous ﬁne sections, showmg
plainly the structure of the country through which, notwithstanding repeated rolhng undulations of the beds and some very marked anticlinal ﬂexures, many recurrmg southerly and
‘ It does not appear to what extent this has been proved,
it seems likely to be the case.
1 Mound of God.

though from the Wperl of part of the coast,

1
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south-westerly dips lace the lowest beds along the north side of the district, except where
a great fault coinci ing with the northern foot of the Charwar range causes them to re-appear
in its centre.
These lower Jurassic beds consist main1 of gray, blue, red and black shales, thick and
thin light-coloured sandstones and hard si 'cious ﬂags, with some more calcareous varieties,

and in some places quantities of dun-colored and gray compact earthy or sandy limestone.
Pale-purple sandstones and some hi hly ferruginous bands also occur, the whole presenting
so many varieties of color and kind t at its general lithologieal aspect is seen to differ from
that 01 the uppermost Jurassic rocks, suﬁiciently to warrant an attempt at sub-division,
only by regarding the group as a mass and leavin details aside. The passage from the

lower beds to the upper is so gradual that no very deﬁnite boundary can be assigned between
them. Still there is a difference at the extreme ends of-the series which would at once
prevent their being mistaken for each other, and which, it is supposed, led to their separation

into two groups by Captain Grant.
Owing to the numerous faults, undulations and the general lowness of their di

the

thickness of this eat series of Jurassic rocks is difﬁcult to determine with accuracy, lint it
has been assum , from observations in the part of the district lying eastward of Bhooj, to
reach from 4,000 to 5,000 feet, of which measured sections of over 2,000 feet have been

made in the lower portion of the grou ; and there is no reason to suppose its aggregate

thickness to be less in the western si e of the province.

Throughout thus large accumula

tion of strata there is a marked absence of regular zones, indicating successive stages of

deposition, and while in such an assemblage of coarse sandstone and muddy shales with
fre uent conglomeritic beds much constancy of lateral extension might not be looked for,
an marks of succeeding zones be probably obscure or absent, no want of material seems to
have existed to supply new or similar layers for those which may have died out. The whole
formation, particularly in its u per beds, maintains the same characteristies of obliquely
laminated strata alternating wit 1 ﬁner and more parallel deposits, all of richly varying tints,
from black to white, blue, red, orange, brown and gray, and sometimes green with a peculiar

golden oolite among the lower rocks which glistens like avanturine.
The lower beds on weathering take frc uently a rusty color, and dull olive tints are com
mon, while, where the beds are highly cdlcareous, a whole mountain formed of them with
rounded outlines and a whitish hue 111 sunshine looks cool, and in cloudy weather as gray
as any granite hill. Thick bands of a warm orange sandy limestone with some red beds

occur also in the lower rocks, and many of their shales are gypseous.
The up er beds are marked by apredominance of clean white gravelly sandstone with
some blackis ferruginous bands and white or lavender-gray, sometimes highly carbonaceous,
shale. Between these and the lower beds alternations of almost every variety of rock in
the formation occur, ran inc throuwh a vertical space equalling a third of the total thickness
if not more. Many of the beds in 0th groups are strongly saline.
The lowest beds are much the most fossiliferous, and the remains are chieﬂy marine,
including Ammonites, Pleurotomaria, Ostrea, Tri onia, Oucullea, Corbula, G<r_;/plum,
Modiola, Terebraéala, and numbers of other bivalves, chinida, Cri-noids, Corals, Belemnites,
ﬁsh teeth, reptilian bones, and fossil wood.

In one certain and one or two doubtful instances some of the upper beds of this lower
and marine series were found to contain impressions of (terrestrial) Zamiw in shaly bands inter

posed between the marine shell~bearing beds.

During the examination of Eastern Kutch,

the most exhaustive search that could be made failed to ﬁnd any thing among the upper
rocks except these Zamiw and a few other terrestrial plants, but in the west, in a few cases,

some marme fossils have been obtained from single beds occurring amongst unfossiliferous
strata of the upper portion of the rocks, but still below the uppermost (white) beds seen.
This alternation or intercalation of the marine and freshwater beds (presuming those
containing Zamiw to be of purely freshwater deposition) being one of the
ints to which
attention was specially directed, it is satisfactory to have so far ascertained0the fact after

many months of close search, even though such alternation appears to be much more limited
than was supposed, unless it is taken for granted that the numerous fragmentary rass-like
plant remains so common in the shales and ﬂag‘gy sandstones throughout the ormation
are of freshwater deposition also. Many of these have been so-arched over and over again
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without a trace of a Zamia leaf being found, and there seems to be no more reason for suppos
ing them freshwater than some other beds in which ammonites occur lying among a mass of
vegetable remains, the woody ﬁbre of which is generally distinguishable, though often
obliterated by carbonisation.
Such intimate association of the Zamice with marine forms has not, it is true, been dis
covered, but nevertheless it may not be unreasonable to suppose that these plants were ﬂoated
out from land, and deposited by the sea at depths unsuited to the marine life of the period or
at localities where this was from other causes absent. As Mr. Blanford has observed in the

paper above mentioned, ‘ no sudden change in the rocks nor any unconformity has been found
to mark the transition from a salt to a freshwater period ;' and while it is evident that land
plants may be carried out to sea, though marine organisms cannot so readily ﬁnd their way

into freshwater deposits, it is easier to believe that the whole of these salt Jurassic rocks
are of marine origin than that repeated alternation of fresh and salt water beds takes place
without any marked difference of character or aspect occurring in the rocks.

It may also be observed that though there are but few evidently marine beds, and these
not immediately associated with Zamia-bearing rocks in the upper part of the Jurassies
seen, still these Zamia beds contain plants only, no freshwater shells, ﬁsh, nor animal remains

occurring to contest the possibility of the containing rocks being of marine or perhaps
estuarine formation.

Great as is the thickness of the Jurassic beds, it is that only of a portion of the group
the base of which is not visible, and the upper beds being unconformably overlapped by the
Bedded Trap, they may continue to increase in quantity beneath the latter much further than
they can be observed.

There are, however, some appearances, along their uppermost boundary,

which may be slight indications that the Jurassic period was drawing to a close, and that
the deposition of rocks much resembling some of their upper beds ushered in the commence
ment of the succeeding unconformable tertiary group in those places at least where this
succession was not interrupted by the accumulation of the intervemng Bedded Trap.
Tans.

By far the largest part of the trap rocks is referrible beyond a doubt to the
same period as the vast stratiﬁed accumulation known as the Deccan Traps. Some of the
lowest ﬂows are very thick, presenting few or no traces of bedding for more than 100 fact,
but further up this is as plain as all the other appearances, such as beds of red bole, alterna
tions of amygdaloidal and columnar basaltic ﬂows, presence of zeolites, and so forth, which
characterise the formation elsewhere. The trap is sometimes magnetic, and among its lower
beds ashy sandstone or calcareous bands occasionally exist. In one place near its local
base an interstratilied bed of friable red sandstone 30 feet in thickness was observed, and in
another a small leuticular deposit of intertrappean calcareous rock containing small ﬁsh
scalesf"I

The ﬂows or beds have a low steady southerly or south-westerly inclination. forming a

wide hilly belt through the centre of more than the western half of the province, but their
deposition does not seem to have extended to the place occupied by the eastern extremity of
the district.

The thickness of this formation is much less than usual, being estimated at

about 2,500 feet.
An obscure ron of earthy sandstones formed largely of trappean materials, often
indistinctly bedde an containing woody plant impressions, occurs in several places, having

but indeﬁnite relations to the lower part of the Bedded Traps, but resting quite uncon
formabl on the Jurassic rocks and often closely associated with masses of intrusive trap near
which so white sandstone is often strongly columnar.
T/re intrudve traps—occur chieﬂy in the Jurassic area, and probably mark some of the
places from which those just mentioned issued.

They consist generally of augitic or basaltic traps varying in color (different black and
grayish hues), and in texture from a close compact rock to one coarsely crystalline, the crystals

of glassy felspar being interlaced, and the deeply weathered soft light-colored surface taking
' within the last few daysiuformstion has been obtained of the discovery by Mr. Fcdden of intcﬂnppean beds
containing Plqym Pri1_,npii,in the western extension of the trappean formation, fumishing still further proof of
the identity 01 those With the Deccan Traps
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much the appearance of a syenite in similar condition.

[von ll.

Fine muddy-looking or ashy trap,

weathering to an olive-green minutely divided detritus, is another variety. Some of the
dykes, &c., are of ﬁne-grained purple colored trap, with white steatitic specks, a soil; earthy
or lava-like texture, are much less dense than the varieties abovementioned, and are some

times salt to the taste.
With regard to the manner in which all these intrusive traps occur, nothing could well be
more varied : dykes are particularly numerous in some localities ; they also occur in
faults, while local intrusions form hills projecting from the plains and Jurassic broken ground,
like knots in decaying wood. In such cases, their outlines are either conical or combinations of
this with steeply scarped forms. Some intrusions range through the country for many miles,
presenting the most irregular lines both in plan and elevation, cutting across the aqueous

strata, including large masses, intruded between them or forming hills either capped or under
laid
by the
Jurassic
beds, or both
one and the
other,
altered where
by the
contact
into
various
kinds
of porcelainous
or quartzitic
rock,
whilethese
one being
caseaoccurs
a whole
stream

section of the aqueous rocks seems to pass Zy gradual intensity of alteration into solid trap
in which planes resembling the original b ding can be traced for some distance as if the
strata had been melted in s1tu, no marked diftcrencc of texture however existing in the trap,

although the stratiﬁed rocks consist of alternations of calcareous sandy and thin shaly
bands?‘

'

Other instances occur in which sandstone seems to have been completely melted and
taken up by these traps; the matrix having yielded ﬁrst and the quartz fragments and grains
gradually becoming more separated and disappearing until they are quite lost at a very short
distance in the dark trap. This can be seen in hand specimens.
Generally speaking, these large intrusions have an intricacy of arrangement forming a
tangle which deﬁes all efi'ort at accurate representation upon a map of small scale, and some
times their basaltic trap is so magnetic as to deprive compass bearings taken from these
points of any value, the variation being of inconstant amount.
SUB-TERTIARY onoUrwt
As already stated, the J urassies or Dogger beds of Kutcb, consisting of a calcareous or

sandy and shaly marine series below, passes upwards into alternations of more ferruginous
and more purely argillaceous and arenaceous beds,—in which land fossils (Zamue, Ferns, &c.)
are either rare or locally numer0us,—these forming what are at present considered an
upper member of the same group. At some period subsequent to the Jurassic, not clearly

marked, but arguing from local as well as distant sources of ‘information (in the Deccan and
at Bombay), probably an early Tertiary one, the volcamc activity which produced the Bedded

Tram came into operation. Observations here only show that traps were extensively in
tru ed through the Jurassic rocks, and that other traps, very probably connected with these
as centres of eruption, constitute a thick series resting with marked unconl'ormity upon these
Jurassic strata.

But overlying the Bedded Traps and, where these are absent, the rocks upon which they
rest, is a marked band of most peculiar aspect, having, in contact with these traps, a very
volcanic appearance, but one entirely different from theirs. Its prcdominant colors are deep
red and pure white,

but it is ﬁnely varied with purple, orange, greenish, brown and black

or blue tints, even brighter and more strongly contrasted than those of the Jurassic beds.
Its lowest stratum in junction with the uppermost of the trappean ﬂows is a curiously
mixed and mottled one, brecciatcd, concretionary on a large scale, in places containing

small white quartz grains, but generally consisting of a pure_chalk-white or variegated
pur 1e and lavender, unctuous, argillaceous, rock occasionally salme and speckled with white
kao in patches, giving it the a pearance of an my _dalo1d_, sometimes to such a degree that
it becomes undistinguishablc trom the purple trap ound in several dykes among the Jurassic
rocks.
' Thilfidia.W
l‘ stratiﬁed
into
amorphous
rockand
is the
so trap
very might
p_eenlinr
that toitcommence
may perhaps
be dece
A £123‘twvhgrrfr ‘the
alteration
of intrusive
the hcds ceased
laterally
be said
was
sought or in vain, and the lines which may he, or at least simulate, original Isrrahﬂcahon apparently contmuous with
those of the unaltered bedded rock cease to be traceable beyond a few yards rate the trap.
1' The name sub-Tertiary used here is only provisional. An examination of the fossils will probably _cause it to
be altered for another. It merely means that the beds are below the highly l'ossilil'crons Nummuliuc and other
Tertiary beds though above the Bedded Traps the lntenrnppean beds of which are believed to be of Lower
Tertiary Age.
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Along the line of junction with the underlying Bedded Traps their uppermost layer is
very commonly a greenish amygdaloid, also more or less generally concretionary, rusty or
decomposed looking; instances occurring in which the concretions of the mottled rock have

been found to exhibit an apparent passage towards their centres from one variety to the
other, the cores being formed of rusty amygdaloid quite similar to that beneath. In other
cases the lowest stratum of the mottled series or uppermost one of the trap is a pale green

isl] earthy trappean looking rock, not quite so concretionary as usual, with much of the
external character of the mottled brecciu. but containing yellowish green steatitic amygdalu.
\Vhere these sub-tertiary beds rest on the Jumssic rocks the peculiar brecciated white bed is

seldom strongly developed, but still is frequently present.
This breccia passes upwards within greater or less distance, as the bed is thick or thin,
into gnarled and ponderons laterite of various red, black, brown and purple tints, either bree

ciated or of the brick-like character so well known elsewhere? Its junction with the white
rock below often shows rou h stalactitic looking masses of the laterite vertically penetrating
the lower bed all along
e line of contact as if inﬁltrated from above. In the same group
are other bands of laterite and some very coarse obliquely laminated white quartzose and

ferruginous sandstone containing much of the white earth distinguishing the lower layer.
Associated with these, but not always upon the same horizon exactly, are dull purple, brown
and black, in some places highly carbonaceous, gypseous or pyritous shales containing
numerous impressions of large and small ea:o_qenous and mute enous leaves. These occur also

in ﬁne ﬁaggy pale lavender or white beds of the same group, ut of uncertain place.
Apparently among gypseous reddish shales of this group a thin band was found to
contain Fasciolaria, Area, Nucula, C;/prina and Venus, which are not, however, in such a

state of preservation as to warrant more than an opinion at present that they may be of
either cretaceous or eocene age, while some bones of large rept' es, including part of a skull,

have been found in very similar shales and on what seems to be very nearly the same
onzon.
Close above these some brown ﬂaggy sandstones containing a few shark's teeth and shells
and occasional beds of earthy orange mndstone begin to appear, and indicate the approach to

others abounding in tertiary fossils.
The thickness of this group (the ‘ Red—-‘? New Red-sandstone’ of Grant) varies much, from
a mere band consisting of a few beds or only one, to a maximum, in some places, of between

two and three hundred feet. Until the fossils have been examined, it is obviously diﬁicult to
say how much of this group may be of Tertiary age, if indeed it be not entirely so. It
forms a marked basement to that series however, and where it rests upon the Jurassies without
the intervening trap, its junction very commonly appears quite conformable. the line, however,

being almost impossible to see when the gypseous sholes‘ of the one group overlie those of the
other.
TERTIARY FoRMATIoN.

As the Tertiary rocks are still undergoing examination, they can be but slightly noticed
here, although they form a large and important feature in the geology of Kutch.

Their principal development takes place in the southern half of the western side of
the district, where they form wide rolling plains under which the beds undulate, wrapping

round the western termination of the Jurassic and Trap formations, and appearing at intervals
along the southern shore of the Runn, on the margin of at least one of its islands, and
at a few spots in the eastern portion of the province.
They consist, as a mass, of rubbly shales interstratiﬁed with yellow mudstone bands,

and thick beds of sand or sandstone. Occasionally the rocks become sufﬁciently calcareous
to be called limestone, and most of those containing fossils are highly so—an agglomeration
of shell-casts in an earthy or sandy calcareous matrix.

Among the lower beds oysters and turritella are particularly numerous, whole beds
being formed of the latter, and a ﬁat echinus (clg/peaster), being very common.

° At some localities in Eastem Kutch the laterite is associated with quantities of Agates both in sifu and left

in a thick layer by its weathering down, strongly recalling the appearance 01‘ some very similar ground
similarly situated near the base of the tertiary rocks in Guzerat.
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At a short distance above the base of the fommtion, on an average not more and often

greatly less than 200 feet vertically, are soft and harder white calcareous beds crowded with
xummulites and fasciolites, the former of several kinds,

and associated with them are

numerous echini, bivalves, &c.
The Nummulitic beds are generally nearly horizontal; they produce ground of singularly

barren aspect, reminding one of the Egyptian desert, the white nummulites weathered
out lying thickly upon the surface in place of soil, and from their abounding in that neighbour
hood being called by the native Lukput paisa.
For several miles eastward of Lukput, along the edge of the Runn, these rocks are
brought against the J urassies by a fault, and having followed the low ground round the
western limits of Kutch they disappear for a considerable space in the country north and
north by east of Jackow, but set in again in the low lands further east.

In other parts of the low country, unoccupied by the Nummulitic group, highly fossili
ferous tertiary rocks abound, containing a large number and great variety of genera, includ
ing turritella, oatrea, conua, fusus, uoluta, strombus, natica, troclms, oliua, cassic, cerithium,
scalarium, cyprwa, balanus, pecton; clypeaster, cidarie, &c. :—of crusts/oea, some well pre

served crabs, besides large bones and great molar teeth, and very many other interesting
fossils, complete lists of which it is hoped will hereafter appear.
The thickness of these rocks is not yet suﬁiciently clear to be stated, but is considerable,

probably exceeding 500 or from that to 800 feet.
It seems most likely that these Tertiary beds have been deposited in shallow water

under shore conditions and subject to causes producing great irregularity of deposition.

The

occurrence of leaf beds in the group repeats the case of the Jurassic beds with regard to the
alternation of fresh and salt water periods, and among the upper beds the predominance of

sands almost devoid of organic remains indicates a different state of things from that under
which the highly fossiliferous strata accumulated.
Posr-TERTIARY.

In several laces a coarse concrete is found containing numerous fossil oysters, generally
of large size.

t appears to rest unconformably upon the Tertiary rocks, and may be an

old member of the coast series or “littoral concrete" of Western ndia.
Other post-tertiary and superﬁcial deposits, such as alluvium, blown sand, river concrete,
and a rock much resembling the latter, found high upon the uanks of many of the hills,
have merely to be mentioned, their occurrence here being in all respects similar to that
in other localities.
Coal is oﬁen mentioned as occurring in Kutch.

Carbonaceous shales have been met with

in several places both in the Jurassic and Tertiary rocks, but chieﬂy in the former, and
these sometimes contain layers of bright coal.

This is usually very thin, forming but small

parts of the bands quite too limited in thickness and extent (so far as known) to repay the
cost of working.

The largest layer, opened upon formerly at the village of Trombow, north-north-east of
Bhooj, is now concealed y the workings having fallen in.
Alum is extracted in considerable quantities from the sub-tertiary shales of Western
Kutch.
Iron used to be made in various parts of the province, but the manufacture has ceased

in consequence of the facility with which Foreign iron can be obtained.

In conclusion, it remains only to be stated that several

passed over in this hasty sketch have been reserved for su

oints of interest necessarily

quent consideration in the

report to accompany the map, data for which are still being collected.
Amongst these are some facts tending to afford further proof of the association of
aqueous deposits with the earliest beds of the Stratiﬁed Trap, and also indications that their
highest ﬂows or beds were not much older than the lowest Tertiary rocks, if indeed some of
them were not contemporaneous.
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The occurrence here of the persistent and well-marked band of laterite and its associ
ated white clay or steatitic breccia, passing conformably upwards into the Tertiary beds, and
less regularl , but still with an appearance of transition, into some of the bedded traps

below, thong differing from certain of the facts observed in the country north-east of Surat,
may possibly modify some of the conclusions with regard to the more obscure occurrence
of the same three groups, 1'. e., the bedded traps, lateritic beds, and Tertiary rocks of

Guzerat, or may, at least, conﬁrm the impression of the volcanic activity which produced
the bedded traps dating from early Tertiary times.
If, in the absence of fossils, lithological similarity be admitted as evidence. it may be
possible that some of the white felspathic sandstones, considered as Upper Jurassic, overlying
the Zamia-beds of Kutch, may represent some of the frequently similar looking Mahadeva

or Bagh beds of Central India and the Nerbudda Valley.
The evidence for a Jurassic age comes chieﬂy from the lower part of the series, which.

is certainly marine so far, and the occurrence therein of a band of shale containing Zamiw
may bear the explanation before suggested, but at present the discussion of these points is
almost premature.

April, 1869.
Much interest having been excited in the history of the Nicobar Islands, which have
recently been taken possession of in the name of Her Majesty the Queen of England, I have

thought it desirable to print here a brief summar

of all that is known regarding their

geological structure. This could most effectively be done, by giving a translation of the
reports of Dr. F. v. Hochstetter, who accompanied the Austrian ‘N0vara' expedition as

geologist.

Dr. Stoliczka, long a colleague and friend of Hochstetter's, has translated this

report. The geological portion is given nearly at full. The part relating to the vegetation
and its connection with the soils, however interesting to those who have never seen a tropical

vegetation, contains little that would be new to residents in this country; and only a few
extracts are given.

A few remarks on springs and temperature conclude the paper.

The geology of the Nicobars has many points of the highest interest to the Indian geo
logist, as hearing on the structure of the adjoining Andamans, and the continuation of the
same features into Burmah and northwards, on which connection some information will be

given in future numbers.

'1‘. O.

ConrRIBUTIoNs lo the GEoLoGY AND PnrsICAL GroonAPnr or rm: NrconAa IsLANns,
by De. E‘. voN HocnsrnrTEn, (translated by DR. F. SroucznA, ram the “ Voyage

of the Austrian Frigate Novena. round the orld in 1857-1859.’

Geological part,

2nd v0l., pp. 83-112. Vienna, 1866).
The Nicobar islands (Pl. 3.) belong to an area of elevation which can be traced from the

Bay of Bengal far into the southern seas. Be inning under the 18th degree north latitude in
the group of the Cheduba and Reguain islan s on the coast of Arracan, passing through the
Andamaus and Nicobars, then continuing through Java, Sumatra, and the south-western

Igroup of the Sunda islands, this line of elevation bends in an oblique S-form through
New Guinea, to the north of the Australian continent, and forms in New Ireland, the

Solomon Islands, New Hebrides and New Zealand a curve, concave towards the west, the small
group of the Macquarie islands being possibly considered as the extreme southern end of
this curve. Winding from the northern into the southern hemisphere through '70 degrees of

latitude, this line, or area, is characterized as one of elevation by two phenomena, totally
different in their nature, but nevertheless equally and, and in certain respects related to each
other.

These phenomena are, ﬁrst, the activity 0 the interior of the earth, showing itself in

the volcanic action; and second1 , the activity of the coralline animals, disclosing itself in the

formation of that kind of coral’ reefs which Darwin has distinguished from the barrier or
lagoon reefs under the name of fringing or coast reefs.
Both phenomena, the volcanic action with its elevatory power, and the formation of
coast reefs, are, in certain res ects, related to each other, as has been placed beyond a doubt

by Darw1n’s obscrvations, a though both do not appear together along all parts of this area.
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In the southern extra-tropical latitudes, where coralline life does not exist on that large scale,
the volcanic action is the only marked one, and equally so in tropical latitudes to the north of
the equator,—where that action is locally wanting,—the peculiar formation of coral reefs must

be considered as the principal argument for the continuation of this line of elevation. This
is the case at the Nicobar islands.

These islands occupy a gap without volcanoes, between the volcanic range of Sumatra,
and the Barren and Narcondam islands, which lie to the east of the Andamans.

Whatever may be hidden in the interior of the Nicobar islands, covered with perfectly
impenetrable primeval forests and grassy (plains, the occurrence of ymmger volcanic rocks is
the least probable. Although I have foun on the north side of Car-N icobar, the northern
most of the islands, two pieces of a porous basaltic rock, the size of a nmn's hand, in a
coarse gravel in the forest near the village Mus, and a larger angular fragment in the coral
sand on the strand near the village Saui, still there is more reason to believe that these

fragments were transported to the coast of Car-Nicobar in the roots of stranded trees,*
or even that they were remains from the travelling bags of the Danish naturalists of the
Corvette Gala!/zea,—1vho in 1846, shortly before they landed on Car-Nicobar, visited the

volcanic Barren island,—than that they came from the interior of the island. I have in
vain searched for similar pieces in the stream- and river- ravels of Car-Nicobar, and I
have not met with them on any of the other islands on whici we landed.
On the other hand, the Nicobar islands are distinctly characterized as a
rtion of the
chain of oceanic elevations, which began in former geological periods and stil continues, by
the uphenved coral banks and by the continuous formation of coral reefs, which slowly, but

in the course of hundreds and thousands of years perceptibly, enlarge the territory of the
isl11iids.
The Austral-Asiatic area of elevation, above indicated in its entire extent, has in the
Nicobars a mean direction to north-90°-west or from south-south-east to north-north-west,

possessing alen;_;tl1 of 14‘8 Eng1. (:37 Ger. gcogr.) miles, and a width of 16 Engl. (=4 geogr.)
miles. This direction indirntes at the some time the strike of the strata on all the islands,

while the dip is oitlu-r towards cast or west.

The synclinals and anticlinals in the geological

structure of the islands are thus coincident with the direction of the great geological line of
clcmtion which connects the northern point of Sumatra with the group of the Andaman
islands.
The total area of all the islands is calculated to be 33 to 34 German (gt-ogr.) square
miles (equal to about 526 -—544 Engl.).
1.—Gc0Io_gical Formnﬁons.
To render properly intelligible the results which will be given in the following pages, I
may be permitted to make a few preliminary remarks.
It is at present extremely diﬁienlt to make any detailed geological observations on
the Nicobar islands. One is limited to the sea coast, as impenetrable forests and grassy

plains make the interior of the islands perfectly inaccessible and hide the rocks.

On

the northern smaller island, this circumstance is of less importance, because the extent of

the rocks through the whole island can easily be ascertained, as soon as it is possible to
observe them on two opposite sides of the coast in the same stratigraphical relation. The
case is dill'crent with the southern larger islands. Sambelong or Great Nicobar has an
area. of l7; geographical square miles, and is larger than all the other islands put together;
itoffers in the mountain ranges (rising up to 2,000 feet), and deep valleys, such a variety
in the conﬁguration of the ground, that it is im ossible to suppose that what is to be
seen on one or the other point at the coast shoud be charactenstic for the whole island.
The mouths of rivers being gencmlly occupied by mangrove swamps, it is even impossible
to Vllluc to any conclusions from gravels as to the rock which is to be found in the interior.
liul even on the coast there are great obstacles to geological investigation. Wherever the
inquiring eye of the geologist observes promising cliffs, there breakers make it generally
llIl]||IF>‘ibiU to land, and where landing can be effected, we usually meet only a ﬂat coast.
_ ‘I (‘.II:uni>s'U m_ntions the lrnmpm-I of stmu~s in the roots of strnndrd trees on the Rndek group, and Darwin gives
:1 smnlur cx1uuple irom the K icliug ,s'l:nnls~ (|)urwin’s natural history mu cls, part 11, p- 243)
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Thus one is limited in his observations to the few points, where during low water it becomes
n‘acticable to reach from the sandy shore some rocky promontory; and even mulor the
st circumstances I was always restricted to that part of the coast on which the frigate
anchored, for no amount of promises and otters could induce the natives to undertake longer
trips with their canoes, neither was it possible to obtain a_lmu.t from the l'rigate at my

disposal.

I hope that other geologists, who may in future visit tlu‘-so islands, will be more

successful in this respect.
My observations were therefore conﬁned to the following places :
1.

I\'orth-western coast of Car-Nicobar-.—A low precipitous coast 8.c('essible along

its entire extent.

Thick cluy beds, with some more solid stratﬁ of s.'u1dsto11c.1-ontuining

Furoiltx, are on this coast overlaid by Ilphc:i1'1'1l coral b1111ks(1-oml eo11glo111eratc:u1dcom|
sandstone); these are in 1I10111t- 11lru'(‘s still i11 direct cominlinication with livi11;; coast reefs.

2. So1ctllern Bay of Car-Ni1-0bar-.—Fl;tt coral ground with fringing recf-, and at
the breakers banks of :1 recent S:LIltlHl()11t'.

3. N0oa1-a Bay on Me est coast of 1'1ilIuJt_r](‘]I07I_(].—i’l‘1-cl1)lt0llﬁl)' rising cliffs of
serpentine and gabbro eonglo111erMr; at the breakers’ coast reefs.
4. Cl1amwl bctrcccn Camorta and Nanr0u'r_z/, or tlw 1\'u1zr'0111rg/ ]Tm1en.—-A deep
t1'ai1s1'cr1,1e cleft through yellow clay-1narls co11taining 111ug11esia, alter1mtiu;,r with beds of ser
pentine and gubbro tmps, and pierced through by serpentine and mbbro. A long strctchi11g
coral rceft'or1n:1.tio11 exists in the channel, but coral ground is very imited.
5. The small islands T1-ice and Track, north of Little 1Vicnbar; precipitously
upheaved; clayey sandstone beds with imbedded pieces of bituminous brow11 coa ; coral and
co11glo111erate banks and fringing reefs.
6. Pulo ]l[ilu.—A small island on the north side of Little Nl('()bRl', c011si.<ti11g of
strongly raised sundstioiie beds, with ﬁnt coral ground, fresh 11':1ter 11lluviuu1, and l'ri11ging

reefs round the whole islrmd.
7. Island Ifonrlnl on the north side of Great Nicobar.—-San1lsto11e, sandy slates,

and beds of clay-marl alternating with each other, ﬂat coral ground of very limited extent,
fresh water alluvium, and fringing reefs.
8.

A small buy oa the northern coast of Great 1Vivol1ar._-Su11dsto1n- hills, suit-u11d

brackish-water swamps.
9.

East sidco/' the southern bay (Galuthea Bay) Qf G-rent Nicobar, i11 which

ﬂows the Golathea river; sandstone mountains; llut cor:1.lg1'o111ul, coml und co11§_'lo1ucr:1tc

formation at the level of the breakers, fringing reefs; pebbles of bituminous coul on the str;u1d.
These places are, with the exception of Cur-Nicobar, the s111no£1s were seen by the
Danish geologist Dr. Rink, accompanying the expedition of the 1):u1ish Corvette Galat/mt
in 1846, and wore, besido many others in the Archipelago, visited by him during a stay

of four n1o11ths, described in a special work.‘
As to s1-imtiﬁc inquiry, I left the Nicohars quite unsatisﬁed in spite of the comparatively
long time of one month which we spent in their waters ; I know well how little my own obser
vations increase the geological knowledge of the islands, for which we are indebted to Dr. Rink ;
forjust the grandest objects, the islands Terres‘w. Little and Great l\'i1‘-ubar renu1.i11ed
for me totally a terra incognito. But I am conscious to have done every thing that it was
possible to do u11der the circuu1stances, and in this point of view the few observations 1 can
offer must be criticised.
Cu 1‘-Nicobar is a low island, the average height of which above the level of the sen
amounts to about 45 feet ; only two ridges, which may be from 180 to 200 feet high, fisc i11
the interior above the forest covering nearly the whole island. The west, south; and rust,
coasts ure ﬁnt and sandy, and the north-west and southwast monsoons accumulate upon
them gradually higher and higher fragments of corals and shells, which pass over the
fringing reefs surrounding the whole island. The south coast is in part swampy, only the
northern o1'rnthcr the 11orth-1vestcr11 coast, for1ui11_1.; the shore of the bay of Suui, is precipitous.
allowing :1. view of the geological structure of the island; the section of this coast is gin-11
‘ llin Nikobn1is~hc1' luseln. cine ﬂ‘l3l)_1(r;l1llllH'lll‘‘ Skiue, mit :~1}1'*'~i'\llt-r Ht-1h~lisit-||tiL:11‘ug der Ueog11osit-,
lI'u)Icul|:l1't-|t, Isl? t'l'l'c .\'icolmr i<l:1,1d:1, u L(t-OVI'ﬂlll,lict1l ~1k1-trh with $11t-rial n-l'''r1'1n-c lo 1gcolog1’).
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in the sketch Pl. 4. Fig. 1.—Easter/n shore of the Bag of Saui.
sand:

2, Dead coral-banks:

[vor.. 11.

1, Loose coral and shell

3, Indurated rock-beds of dead corals and shell-sand:

4, Plas

tic-clay with bands of sandstone.The eastern shore of the bay gradually rises from north towards south up to a height of

about 60 feet, and includes two small lateral bays in which massive banks of a gray clay crop
out below upheaved coral banks which form the projecting corners of the cliff.

It is very

characteristic that the boundary of the calcareous and clay strata on the surface of the coast
terrace is at the same time a sha limit of vegetation, inasmuch as on the clayey ground the
cocoa-palm is re laced by Pan anus Casuarina and grass, forming locally quite extensive
grassy plains.
he clay.deposits, without any distinct stratiﬁcation, show a cubical cleavage.
The prevailing color is light-gray, only single bands are darker colored, others are ferru
ginous, cmtainin numerous clay-ironstone nodules. The clay is a little calcareous, effer

vescing with aci .

In the southern lateral bay also appears between the clay beds a

more solid stratum from two to three feet thick, and from its projecting part larger
and smaller plates are broken off. On one of these plates I observed the impression
of alarge species of Fame (Chondrites Nilcobarensis, Hochst.) The strike of the strata

is from south-south-east to north-north-west in both buys, the greatest thickness observable
in the strata amounts to 20 or 30 feet. This clay deposit on the northern coast of Car
Nicobar is characterised as a marine formation by the numerous Fora-minif'e‘ra which it
contains, but I did not succeed in ﬁnding any recognizable remains of

Mollusca, except

indistinct and badly preserved bivalves (Pelee;/poda)."‘
Farther towards the south, the clay beds again sink under the level of the sea, and in their
place again appear coral banks, the precipitous coast becoming constantly higher, but at the

same time gradually more inaccessible. On this coast the son has washed out deep hollows,
and the coral-banks are overlaid by massive banks of a white rock consisting of shell and coral
sand, and hein rather soft on the weathered surface.

On the Areca river, in the innermost

corner of the ay of Saui, the plateau of about 60 feet rapidly terminates with a fault, and
the southern shore of the bay only exhibits a ﬂat sandy strand richly overgrown with cocoa
trees, being at the same time thickly populated. Judging from a few lumps in the
gravel which I found on the northern as well as on the southern side, I conclude that there
is somewhere in the interior of the island a gray ﬁne-grained sandstone with little ﬂakes
of white mica and also a compact limestone in sibu. The natives use the sandstone from the
gravels as grinding stones.

Batty ll/[alva is a small rocky island with precipitous shores all round. It rises on the
south-eastern and eastern side in two terraces to about 150 feet. On the western and north
western side, it runs into a low ﬂat cliff; judging from a distance of two or three nautical
miles—we did not come nearer—the island is inaccessible. The extreme shore seemed to be

covered with grass only, the interior was a low jungle, the crown of cocoa-palm being here
and there visible at its margin. Only opposite Car-Nicobar can the island give an
impression of a “ relatively bare rock," as Steen Billet savs.—The rocks to be found on the
island are most probably the same as those of Car-Nicobar.

Tillan chong, situated opposite Car-Nicobar, is a narrow mountainous island with
precipitous c iifs, stretchin

from north-west towards south-cast; it consists of two ragged

mountain ranges separated Ty a depression of only 30 feet in depth. Where, on the south-east
side, both ranges meet, a deep bay is formed, which durin the north-west monsoon oﬂ'ers an
excellent place for anchorage. The less precipitous sout -western coast is accom anied b a
few rocky cliffs, while the north-eastern coast is highly recipitous all along the dhore. The
highest hills are situated in the northern part of the isliiiid, apparently rising to an elevation

of about 500 feet.

Serpentine and gabbro form no doubt the great mass of the island.—Pl. 4,

Fig. 2.—-South-east coast of Tillanchong.

1, Coral-rocks; '2, Serpentine and Gabbro; 3,

Breccia; 4, Sharply elevated rock-beds.—
_ In the small bay on the south-western coast, the Novara bay, in which the frigate was
lymg at anchor for a few hours, the irregular and cliffed-like shores are composed of common
' The description of the very well

reserved Faraminifcni fiioinfthe above d—escribed clayey beds was undertakeh

byDr.K.Sh
.H'
l
l paper w illb e appended to th‘is chapter of the Nicobar
'
farther
maul; r’ill.%lt'!;'refe1lst:l“l;]yisvIl)1al}l,:r.0
Islands, and for
1' Captain Steeu Bills was Connnander of the Danish ship Galathva.—T. 0.
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serpentine, often traversed with veins of hornstonc, and the same is the case with the thickly

wooded mountain slopes, as far as could be observed in the small rocky beds of streams.
The shore exhibited a very great variety in the color of the serpentine, jasper and hornstone
pebbles: besides these, however, there were noticed also numerous pebbles of a dark green

diallage rock, which must no doubt be in situ somewhere on the same coast
distance.
i at no great
From the angular fragments of serpentine and other masses in the course of decom
position, a ferruginous breccia is formed at the foot of the hills, while in the breakers the
serpentine gravels are being cemented by coral and shelly sand forming solid sandstone and
conglomerate banks which recall the Verde-antique, (Ophicalcite). The plateau of the coast
rcefs extends 2 to 300 feet from the precipitous shore into the sea. The whole of the island
was covered with thick primeval forest which thrives well, even on the serpentine ground.

In passing along there were observed on the southern part of the island and on the
eastern coast thin-bedded rocks with a high dip; these were in massive cliffs almost perpen
dicular in the south-eastern bay with a columnar structure; their true nature remained,

however, unknown to me, for I was unfortunately obliged to use the telescope in place of the
geological hammer.
Camorta, Trinlcut, Nancowry with Katchall form the middle group of the
Nicobar islands. Trinkut is situated in front of the eastern entrance of a channel between

Camorta and Nancowry ; it is a low island surrounded by coral reefs, and on its southern
coast whitish-yellow argillaceous marls crop out. Camorta and Nanco-wry exhibit a greater
variety of t'ormation.—Pl. 4, Fig. 3.—Seeti0ns of Camorta and Trinkut. 1, Gabhro and
Serpentine; 2,

Breccia and tufa; 3, Clay marl with sandy beds; 4, Coral-rocks.-The

channel between the two islands, the Nancowr y haven, has numerous small bays and
corresponds with a transverse cleft, while the Trinkut channel is a longitudinal cleft. The
precipitous shores of the former offer, therefore, the most instructive geological section.

The narrow western entrance to the Nancowry channel is marked by two projecting
rocks, which have been washed out by the force of the waves, making thus a natural gateway
of rocks. Both cliffs rising almost perpendicularly to about 80 feet, are formed of a coarse
breccia, composed of angular fragments of serpentine and gabbro'* ﬁrmly cemented. I could
not observe an stratiﬁcation in this rock on the Camorta side ; it is here in cliﬁ‘s with large
quadrangular locks. On the Nancowry side, however, coarser bands alternate with ﬁner
tufa-like ones, with a strike from south-south-east to north-north-west and dipping about 85

degrees towards west. On the Camorta side, there crop out at two places below heaps of
masses of rocks, which Rink very properly regarded as friction-breccms, cliffs of a more
or less serpentine or gabbro-like massive rock.
Among the pebbles on the strand, I also met with numerous fragments of a reddish

brown rock traversed by white calcite veins, the rock which Rink called Eurite.
These phenomena at the western entrance to the N ancowry-haven are thus perfectly
identical with those which Rink has observed at the entrance of the Ulala bay, situated only
a few miles to the north ; they are represented (l. c. p. 68) by Rink in a section. Further

to the north the mostly bare hills on the west coast of Camorta, recalling by their external
shape conical volcanic forms, attain a height of from 4 to 500 feet; they no doubt indicate

the further extension of the serpentine and gabbro-rocks, which on Camorta and Nancowry
are traversed from south-south-east to north-north-west by a longitudinal cleft.

In the interior of the Nancowry haven, wherever the rocks are exposed on the project
ing angles, they appear to be well-bedded, whitish-yellow, clayey marls, alternating with

banks of a ﬁne-grained sandstone, with serpentine and gabbro tufas.
Most instructive in this respect is the precipitous south-eastern corner of Camorta at
which the coast line bends into the Trinkut channel.

The argillaceous marl formation is

here well exposed in cliﬂlI of from 30 to 80 feet high. On the southern side of the corner
the transverse section of the strata can be observed, dipping at 25° to 30° towards west, while

on the eastern side, parallel to the longitudinal break, the beds crop out horizontally one
above the other.

The argillaceous marl does not contain fossils, is of a yellowish white color,

' Gahhro is a rock composed of diallage, smaragdite or hyperstlmnc with l:1l)rndoritc or snussnritc, and often
some other minerals in an irregular mixture.
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and on the perpendicular walls it was covered with inch-long, white, very thin, crystals of a
silky lustre. The examination of these showed them to be sulphate of magnesia. The
clay itself contains, according to Rink's analysis, besides silicate of alumina, iron-oxide
and magnesia.
The whitish-yellow clay marls of Camorta and N ancowry being entirely free of lime
have become famous since Professor Ehrenberg (Bcrl. Akad. Monatsberichte 1850,

. 476). by

an examination of the samples brought by Dr. Rink, has shown that they are true I2 Iycistina
marls, like those of the Barbados.

Ehrenberg discovered in 1848 about 300 species, which

were by Professor Forbes believed to belong to miocene (tertiary) deposits. Ehrenberg says :
“ Especially well developed is this material on Camorta, where, near Frederick shaven, a

hill 300 feet high is covered all over with variegated Polycistina-clay, while the Mongkata
hills on the eastern side of the island are according to Rink entirely com sed of a whitish
clo resembling meerschaum; this is, according to my analysis, a near y pure agglomerate
of autiful Polycietina and their fragments, beside numerous Spongiolite:.”* The species of
Polycistina on the Nicobars are, according to Ehrenberg, the same which compose the

similpr marl on the Barbados, situated in nearly the same latitude ; but there are also some
new orms.
Near the level of the sea, the clay marls, which locally contain angular fragments of
serpentine and gabbro, alternate with more solid strata of a sephitic rock, which is com
ed of strongly-cemented angular fragments of so entine an gabbro, and can therefore
bifbest designated as gabbro-tufa. It is remarkabe that this rock again includes larger
and smaller pieces of the clay marl. On the eastern coast, near the village Inaka (Ennca)
a reddish micaceous sandstone appears between the clay marls.
Similar are the geological conditions on the nbrthern coast of Nancowry. Between the

villages In {mug and Malacca, the whitish-yellow clay marls crop out in slightly inclined
strata; between Malacca and Injfzong, however, lies a precipitous cliff, on which these strata
rise almost perpendicular, and are gradually replaced b an accumulation of fragments of
serpentine and gabbro.

At the projecting corner itself? the traveller faces :1 precipitous

cliff of about 60 feet in height, but being cracked and decomposed, the true nature of

the rock is recognised with dilﬁculty. On a fresh fracture, however, one soon observes a
massive diallagc rock, the laminar diallage being clearly traceable in the nearly solid mass
of fclspar. Narrow veins of quartz pass through the rock.

From here up to the village Injziong the strand is again ﬂatter, and nowhere nearer
than on the other side of the village high, dark-colored, rocks are a second time visible,

indicatingamassive rock.

These are the two places which Rink also has marked on his

maps as plutonic rocks.

Trice and Trao-k.—On the north-westem point of the small island Trice, highly up
heaved banks of a ﬁne-grained argillaceous sandstone of a greenish-grey color form a
low precipitous shore. The same stratiﬁed rocks alternate with thin-bedded sandy slates,
showing on the south-eastern coast margin of the small island Track, only a few cables
length distant, the accompan iug section. Pl. 4,,
4‘. Besides a fault, the strata form
a saddle and strike from sout -south-east to north-north-west. In a sandstone bank I found

here imbedded a rolled fragment of a bituminous coal, the same of which 1 met with a larger
but equally rolled fragment on the strand of the island Trice. Of coal seems there was, how
ever, no trace to be detected; what might be mistaken for them from a distance was only the
shadow of softer sandstone banks deeply weathered out, or the darker color of some strata.
Pulo MiIu.—A small island on the northern coast of Little Nicobar, which Dr.

Rink has so excellently described in all its peculiarities, consists, in the higher parts, of a grey.
ﬁne-grained, micaceous and calcareous sandstone in massive banks. Very often spheroidal
concretions are to be observed showing on the soft weathered surface like cannon balls. No

trace of fossils could be found. The nn1.ssive banks have thin-bedded sandy slates intcrstm
tiﬁed. The strata strike from south-south-east to north-north-west, dippin to cast at
up angle of 45 degrees. Dr. Rink (loo. cit, p. 50) mentions a fossil resin in t e sandstone
0 Mi lu.
' The reiiilt of examination of :I Nancowry specimen Is ﬁgured on Plate XXXvI of l'll11renl-H‘l‘:"‘= ‘1hkro
qe0lo5zit-.'
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Pulo Milu was particularly instructive for me, because the dependence of the vegetation

on the soil and its geological basis could be perfectly well recogmsed.

The vegetation and

the geological formation of the ground stand in the closest relation to each other, as clearly

shown b

the accompanying sketch plan.

The sandstone hills are covered with jungle ; the

coral (ca careous) ground with high forest trees; the saline, calcareous, sandy ground is occu
pied b cocoa-palms, and in the fresh water swamp on the declivity of the hill ran e, which
resemb es in its curve a horse shoe, thrives the ﬁnest forest of Pamlanus which we rave seen

on the Nicobar Islands.—Pl. 4, Fig. 5. Plan of the island of Pulo Milu. 1, Sandstone
with bushy forest; 2, Coral conglomerate, with high tree forest; 3, Coral and shell sand, with
forest of cocoa-nut trees; 4, Coast reefs; 5, Fresh water alluvium, with forest of Pandanus.
Pl. 4, Fig. 6, Section of same island on line A. B. By. 5.
We have not visited the coast of Little Nicobar, the mountains of which rise to 1,000
feet elevation above the sea.
Kondul—between Little and Great Nicobar,—consists of a hilly ridge, 1% nautical
miles long and 1; mile broad; its strata strike north-north-west., and dip at 70° towards east.
The western side is the precipitous one. The strata represent an alternation of more or less
sandy or clayey beds. The sandstone predominates, yellowish-white, with ferruginous
reddish-brown particles. The cla ey beds partly consist of a greasy plastic clay, partly of a
crumbling yellowish clay marl, with mtercalated thin-bedded sandy slates. The only organic

remains which I found were indistinct traces of Algw and small rolled fragments of coal.
Great Nin0bar.—What shall I report of Great NicobarP With the exception of
some sandstone hills on the northern coast, and the sandstone ranges on the eastern side of the

Galathea Bay in the south, I have not seen anything.

Great Nicobar, with its moun

tains rising up to 2,000 feet, is geologically quite a term incognita.
A very remarkable earthquake, which is said to have lasted from the 31st of October to
the 5th December, 184.7, on the Nicobar Islands, at which time also earthquakes occurred in
the middle and western part of Java, is described from the .Penan_q Gazelle in Junghulm's
Java (part II, p. 944)).

On this occasion ﬁre is said to have been seen on one of the

mountams of Great Nicobar.
Can the highest mountain of Great Nicobar be a volcano P Its form is that of a volcano,
but as Junghuhn says that one could land on the southern coast of Java, wander about many
days among sandstone and slate rocks, without obtaining through any of the phenomena
even a trace of the stupendous volcanic nature of Java; in the same way there may be in

the interior of Great Nicobar, rock-formations hidden. of which one does not get an idea
along the coast. However, I do not attach any importance to the rumour that ﬁre has been
seen on Great Nicobar, though the description of the earthquake seems trustworthy,

as I had myself occasion to observe on Kondul the mountain-slips referred to in the account.
These few observations, combined with those of Dr. Rink, give us the following, though

probably still very imperfect, idea of the geological nature of the Nicobar Islands.
Among the various geological formations on the Nicobar Islands, three are the most
important :-1, An eruptive serpentine and gabbro formation ; 2, Marine deposits, probably
of a ‘'/oun_r/w-tertiary age, consisting of sandstone, slates, clay marls and plastic clay; 3,

Recent coral reef formations.

The serpentine and gahbro formation of the Nicobars is characteristically of an erup
tive nature. The tertiary sandstones, slates and clay-marls appear forcibly broken through;
their strata are partly inclined, partly bent in ﬂat, parallel, wave-like, undulations. These
rocks are accom anied by coarser and ﬁner breccias composed of angular fragments of these
same rocks, an they can partly be regarded as friction-breccias, partly as sedimentary
tufas in which beds of an argillaceous marl are interstratiﬁed. The eruption of these plntonic

masses appears, therefore, to fall in a time when the formation of the marine deposits was
partially completed, partially stillin progress. They broke through. on lines of fracture of which
the principal strike from south-south-east to north-north-west agrees with the longitudinal ex
tension of the islands. On the middle islands, the serpentine and gabhro attain their greatest
development; on Tillnngchong, Terressa, Bompoka, Cnmorta and Nancowry they

form bare hill-ranges of from 2,500 feet elevation, and their conﬁguration ollen marvcllously
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resembles those of younger volcanic formations. The elevatory power has, however, acted
most strongly on the southern islands, and has here upheaved sandstones and slates probably
to heights of 1,500 to 2,000 feet above the level of the sea; on the low northern islands
the same power was, on the contrary, weakest.

With re rard to the sedimentm deposits, 1 may state that Rink called the argillaceous
deposits of t e northem islands “o der alluvium," and the sandstones and slates of the

southern islands “ brown-coal formation." In separating them from each other, he considers
the former as being derived from plutonic rocks throu h chemical and mechanical decom
position, and as only of a local character.

According to t is the archipelago of the Nicobars

is divided by him into two geologically different groups,—an opinion with which I cannot
agree.
The cla s and clay-marl formations of the northern islands, Car-Nicobar, Teressa,

Bompoka, gamorta, Trinkut, Nanmwry, and the sandstones and slates of the southern
islands, Katchall, Little and Great Nico ar, appear to be only petrographically diiferent

products of one and the same period of deposition. There are at the same time very few
materials from which the age of the marine formations could be determined, as the only fossil
remains which have been found in their strata are fragments of drift ood chan
to brown
coal, plant impressions resembling Fucoids, Foraminifera and Polycirtinw.
ut all these
remams indicate more or less distinctly a young tertiary age.

The some conclusions are derived from a comparison with the geolo ical conditions of
those islands which lie on the same line of elevation as the N icobars; refer especially to
Sumatra and Java.
I have not the least doubt that the clay-marl and sandstone formation has its perfect
analogue among the tertiary deposits of Java, which I had myself the opportunity of studying
and comparing in their distribution and lithological character. These became ﬁrst known
throu h the late Fr. Junghuhn, whose researches on the physical geography of Java are
of sue merit.
According to Junghuhn, one-ﬁfth of the surface ound of Java is alluvial soil. This
is especially prevalent on the northern side of the islan , extending from the coast inwards
either one, or sometimes ﬁve to ten English miles ; one-ﬁfth of the island consists of volcanic

cones, and their immediate vicinity where the lower rocks are covered up by volcanic products.
These conical hills chieﬂy occup

the interior of the island, sometimes in a double range

stretching from west to east; w ile three-ﬁfths of the area are occupied by tertiary rocks.
Either in ﬂat rotuberanoes or in clod-like elevations, these tertiary rocks surround the
volcanic ra
awa s on two sides, on the southern as well as on the northern. On the

northern si e, the ess highly upheaved tertiary strata underlie the alluvium, and therefore

occupy on the surfhceasmall area. In an unequally greater degree, the tertiary dc sits are
developed on the southern side of the volcano, both as regards height and orizontal
extent. They are mostly visible s lit in clods (schollen) which always rise higher towards
one side,—the north, or towards t e volcanoes,——and are at their highest edge upheaved to 2,
3 and even to 4 thousand feet. It is also principally on the southern side that plutonic rocks
occur in the neptunian deposits of Java, which are occasionally only represented by narrow

and sharply deﬁned veins, without any inﬂuence upon the structure and conﬁguration of the
surface; sometimes, however, they form small hill ranges or isolated hills, similar to the

serpentines and gabbros of the Nicobar islands.
Acoordin to the reports of the Dutch Mining Engineer, Huguenin," a re tition of
the geologica formations of the Nicobars appears to be met with in the T'iletu Bay (the

southern lateral bay of the Wynkoop Bay on the southern coast of J avai. The prevalent
formations here are sandstone-conglomerate and highly developed greenstono-breocias, besides
plutonic rocks of the greenstone group. From specimens which I had an opportunity of
seeing in the local collection at Boutenzorg, I found that these plutonic rocks are ser

gabbros and . hanites, exactly similar to those of the Nicobars.

ntines,

Equally ident.i(-ai):ppears

to he the chailc-white clay-marl in the middle portion of Bantan, and the ﬁne white marls

in the southern portion of Tjidamar, mentioned by J unghuhn (loc. cit., p. 13), with those
occurring on the Nicobar islands.
' Nnturkundigc 'l‘ijdschriﬂ voor Ncderlandisuh Indie, Thcil XII, p. 110, 1856.

'
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At the time of my stay in Java (1858), and from all I could ﬁnd described, as well as
from my own observation, I came to the conclusion that in the tertiary deposits of Java two
principal groups can be distinguished, setting aside the limestone formation, the pro er place
of which in the system of Javanese deposits is as yet doubtt'ul:" 1. A lower coa -bearing
group : numerous workable seams of brown coal are imbedded in quartzose non-calcareous
sandstone and slate-clay with siliciﬁed stems of trees; marine shells are very rare, or absent.
To this I referred the coal seams discovered by Junghuhn in the south-western part of Java,
as also the coal formatio

on the Ka uas river in West Borneo, and the extensive coal

districts in Southern an Eastern orneo, ﬁnally the coal of Benkulen (Beneoolen) on
Sumatra, and numerous other similar deposits scattered over the Indian Archipelago. 2.
An upper group ithout coal : a clay and sandstone formation with plastic clay-slates,
argillaceous marls, calcareous sandstone, trachytic tufas, breccias and conglomerates, rich in
marine shells, fossil plants, fossil resin, but merely with nests of coal in place of coal seams.

Reasons, which I have given elsewhere,'1' have induced me to regard this complex roup
of strata as probably of Eocene age. This opinion may even now stand as regards the ower
group, while as regards the upper group, I gladly accept the opinion of my friend Baron v.
Richthofen, and the conclusions derived by H. M. Jenkins,I from which these fossilifcrous

deposits appear to be younger Miocene.

I suspect that to this upper Miocene group correspond the tertiary deposits of the
Nicobars, although fossils conﬁrming this suggestion have yet to be discovered. It is
also beyond doubt that these deposits are not wanting on Sumatra, in certain respects a
connecting link between J ava and the N icobars. Junghuhn (loc. cit., p. 8) justly remarks 1

“The tertiary formation appears to have a sub-marine extent over the whole of the Indian
Archipelago, because wherever within this Archipelago the earth's surface rises above the
level of the sea, this neptunian formation is observable.

I know this for certain as regards

Northern Sumatra, where the tertiaries are especially found in the Butta districts (Batta
lﬂndern). With the exception of the trachytic island Dungus Nasi all the islands in the

Bay of Tapanuli (situated exactly in the prolongation of the Nicobars), besides the
adjoining low shores of Sumatra, and partially also the mountains near Tuka, are composed
of more or less upheaved sandstone strata, containing, though sometimes rarely, tertiary

shells." Thus it appears to be principally on the southern coast of J ava and the south-west
coast of Sumatra that we ﬁnd a repetition of the geological conditions of the Nicobars.
The commencement of the eruptive formation is in J ava inaugurated by serpentine, gabbro ,
massive rocks resembling diorite (green:-itone trachytes as in Hungary); more or less typical
trachytic rocks follow, and the grand volcanic eruption extending up to the present time
from the termination of the enormous eruptive phenomena in the Indian Archipelago.

At the same time it appears that the eruptive line has been shifted slowly, on Java from
south to north, and on Sumatra from south-west to north-cast, so that this line

would

strike east as regards the Nicobar group in the same longitude in which east of the
Andamans it reappears on the volcanic Barren Island and Narcondam.
The young tertiary age of the serpentine and abbro eruptions on the Nicobars and
Java has its perfect analogue in the eruptions of t e same rocks in Central Italy, which.
according to Signor Perazzi, in Turin, and Prof. Savi, are partly Eocene, partly Miocene, and

which, on account of their copper ores, are of importance to the minor.
The third rincipal formation of the N icobars are coral formations, belonging to the
most recent or t e present period. Coral banks of great thickness are found on‘(,‘ar-N icobar,
Bompoka and several other islands; they consist partly of a compact coral hmestone, partly

of a coral or shell con lomerate, upheaved up to 30 and 40 feet above the present levebol
the sea; on all the is ands, the original area is to be observed enlarged by coral-la_nd, which
is only separated by the higher sand dunes along the shore, from the still continuing torm
ation of the coral reefs surrounding all the islands in the clianwter of frmgmg reefs.
Although these raised coral banks are a decided evidence, in favor of the long contmued
" According to Junghulm this limestone is the youngest cl‘ all the roriiiutioiis, and is alw;i;'i lu be lound only in
superﬁcial banks.
1' Reports on the deluge of the mining engineers in Netherlands India (Jain-buch der k. k. geol. Beichsaustalr,
Wien, 1858, p. 277).

I Qunrh Jour. Geol. Soc., London, Feb., 150$.-F, Baron v. Bichthofeu, Zcitschrifl der dt-utscheu geol, Gene“
'~Llnil'l. Bd. 14, P. 327.
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upheaval of the islands,—that in connection with the eruption of the serpentines and

gabbros,--the formation of the ﬂat coral-land elevated only a few feet above the level of the
sea can, on the other hand, be explained by the accumulation of coral fragments, of sand
and shells by the waves and breakers on the shallow surface of the fringing reefs. ‘A

detailed description of the peculiarities of the Nicobar coral reefs and of the formation
of the low coral-land has been already given by Rink. (loc. cit., p. 88, &c.).
II.-011 the occurrence of coal and other useful rocks and minerals on the l\"'-cobar
Islands.

The question regarding coal was the prin('ipal point of inquiry during the ﬁrst expe
dition to the Nicobars, which was undertaken in 1845 by the Danish Consul Mackey of
Calcutta, the Englishman Lewis and the two Danes Busch and Lii ert.

The solution of this uestion was a second time the problem undertaken by Dr. Rink,
as geologist with the my

Danish Corvette “ Galathea.”

The order of the da No. 5, which

contained the instructions and directions for the survey and exploration of the ioobar islands
on the part of the scientiﬁc expedition of His Majesty's Frigate “Nova.ra," made the reply
in this question my duty also!‘ The facts on this point are as follows :—
The results of the ﬁrst expedition were conﬁned to the discovery of single pieces of

coal on the strand of the southern islands. Dr. Rink found several locahties of coal on differ
ent places of Little Nicobar, Trice, Milu and Kondul. “ These localities at which coal
occurred proved, however, everywhere to be isolated masses varying from one to two inches in

thickness." The incorrect (as already stated) designation of “ brown coal formation" for the
sandstones and slates of the southern island mi ht have been the cause of misundersianding-,
but Rink himself (loc. cit., p. 53) expresse his results thus :—“ There appears nothing

found on the Nicobar islands which would correspond with the coal formations of South
Eastern Asia.

The coal localities were met with here and there without any order

either in sandstone or in slate, and appear to me therefore to be derived from driftwood
which was deposited with the clay and sand. I nowhere found anything which could indicate
an accumulatmn of plants in basin-like depressions, in which the plant would be grow
ing in situ and through which the surroundmg masses of clay would be impregnated with

organic ingredients and mixed with portions of plants. The question, therefore, still remains
pending whether those brown coals occur in considerable quantity, as the quantity and size
of the collected pebbles would seem to indicate."
,
I also did not succeed farther than ﬁnding single fragments of brown coal. The ﬁrst frag
ments were met with on the strand of the small island Trice; it was a brown coal with con

choidal fractme, but still with distinct structure of the wood. The pieces were all rolled, and
the largest—5-inches long, 4-inches broad and 2-inches thick—was bored b Phola0l1'd¢e. I do
not doubt that these pieces were derived from the beds of the sandstone or sliite of T ri ce; but on

the opposite island Track, I was fortunate to knock out of the sandstone, in situ, a small frag

ment of coal also rolled. Exactl in the same way I also found small fragments of brown coal
on Kondul and on the south si e of Great Nicobar, partly on the strand, partly on the
sandstone or slate rock, and it is certain that these pieces occur all through the group of islands.
The condition of all the brown coal fragments met’ with tends to show that they were only
singly imbedded driftwood pieces, which were changed to coal, not that they belonged to
large coal seams through the destruction of which they have come into younger strata.

Only

on the strand of Pulo Milu have I obtained pebbles of true coal with laminated structure,
such as is only to be found in seams.

It is, however, much more probable that these pieces of

coal came from the steamer “ Ganges" accompanying the “ Galathea" in 1846, and stopping for
some time about Pulo Milu, than that they were derived from coal seams on the Nicobars.
I therefore entirely agree with Rink's opinion, that so far as it is possible to make observa
tions nothing speaks in favor of the existence of true coal basins on the Nicobars, and that

the occurrence of workable coal is not probable. However the area of Great and Little
Nicobar is large enough to hide under the thick primeval forest formations of which no trace
' This instruction runs:-According to the report of the naturalists of the Danish expedition, coal and pro
bably also precious metals occur. As far as this may be veriﬁed, sam les in mﬂicient quantity ought to be taken;
equally so in case of metals being found. in general it is however tn P reported, as regards geological conditions.
how far conclusions can be drawn from the rrislin: rorks as to the owurrencc of useful minerals, &c. of the rivers
and springs, the temperature should be measured, 80.. M.
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Until the interior of these islands has been examined, the

question regarding coal on the Nicobars cannot be answered in any other way than it was
by the ﬁrst expedition.

Equally unfiavorable must be the opinion regarding the occurrence of ores or other useful
minerals.

Nothin

minerals are

of the kind has yet been found on the Nicobars.

Gold and useful

'aﬁy rich on islands and along coasts which, viewed geologically, belong to

the same area of elevation as the Nicobars, as I have already pointed out.

The natives

who long ago observed those fragments of coal, who use glass pearls, silver fragments, &c.,

as ornaments, who know the plants and animals of their islands pretty well, and who
have for all more common phenomena, for all useful products of the animal and vegetable

kingdom special names, these inhabitants have as yet found among the rocks of their islands
nothing that they would be able to make use of for ornament or other useful purposes. The
only trace of ore which I found were those of iron pyrites and cop er pyrite, ﬁnely
disseminated through dioritic and serpentine-like rocks. The possibility olP the occurrence of
copper ores in the eruptive formation cannot be denied; however, no discovery has as yet
been made which would indicate it. On the other hand, the islands are rich in useful building
materials. The sandstones of the southern island must give excellent working stones; the
plastic clays of the northern islands could no doubt be equally well worked into bricks or into
pottery; the natives of Chowry make large pots of it. Finally lime is ollbred by the coral
reefs in inexhaustible quantity along the coasts of all the islands.
III.—Tlw soil and its zr-gctafion.
[ Only brief extracts 0t‘ this section are given. ]

Dr. Hochstetter states that vegetation in its original state always indicates the chaiaeter
of the soil, provided the atmospheric conditions are the same. This is, however, on the

Nicobars, highly the case.

‘ Ncitlwr the dilll-rcm‘-e in the latitude from the most northern to

the most southern islands (21‘ degree.<), nor the dill'ercucc of the absolute elevation (the
highest hills on Great Nicobar only attain about 2,000 feet above the son), is large enough

to produce on the single islands, or parts of them, such a difference in the climatal conditions,
that on it alone an altered character of vegetation should depend. Rocks, soil and vegetation
are, therefore, on the Nicobars in such a degree related to each other, that the areas marked

on a map as indicating various rocks would almost coincide with those indicating the va1-ieties
of vegetation. Unfortunately the sketching out of such maps for the larger inaccessible
islands is impossible; to indicate it I can only attempt a re resentation of the small island
Milu (Pl. 4, Fig 5.) and the north-western bay of Little Nico ar.’

‘ The results of these observations may be seen in the following tabular view :—
Geological character of the underlying
rock.

Chumter of soil

Respective chomcter of vege
‘

swamp,

tntion.

1.

Salt and brackish
marine alluvium.

damp -Swampy ground not cnpnbleofcnltlvatlon.

Mangrove-forest.

2.

Coral conglomerate and coral sand,
dry manne sllu~iuni.

I"ertils.calcareous soil; principal coustituenrs, carbonate and phosphate of
lime.

Cocoa‘palm forest.

8.

Coral con lomerate and coral sand
beside
freshwater alluvium.

Fertile cilesreous sandy soil.

Large forest trees.

4.

Freshwater swamp and damp l'resh- Swamgy ground, capable of being cultiwater nlluvium.
vate ,

Pnndanus forest.

5.

Plastic clay, magnesian clay, marls Not fertile clayey soil; principal co_n.-diand partially serpentine.
tuents, silicate of alnnnnc and silicate
of magnesia.

Grassy plains.

6.

Sandstone, slate, gabbro, dry river Loose clayey, sandy soil, rich in nlkalies
alluvinm.
and lime, very fertile.

Jungle (the true primeval
force t).

V

_,

_,
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‘ T/re Mangrove forart.—Scveral deep channels, rich in ﬁshes and navigable by the
canoes of the natives, occasionally extend in serpentine turns thro

h these mangrove swam s.

One meets not uncommonly at the end of such channels in a hid?bn locality
natives, as for instance, on Trinkut the pirates’ village Dschanoba.'
‘ The brackish-w:itcr alluvium, the ground of the 1211'

of t 6

(Janoha).
hori and Cerithia, must,

therefore be considered as a soil perfectly unﬁt for cultivation. t occupies only a small area
as compared with that of the islands, but it is nevertheless of a mischievous importance.
For it can justly be said that the Nicobars owe their unhealthy climate principally to these
bmckish-water swamps, as they occasionally extend for miles from the mouths of the rivers
into the interior. In these swampy districts, the change of the fresh to salt water causes a

decay of the organisms, which can only exist in the former, the reverse takes place in salt
water changing to fresh water.

The ebb exposes large areas, and decomposition of the organic

life takes place, ﬁlling the air with most poisonous miasmns.'
Dr. Hochstetter says that he especially had op rtunity of studying these marked
changes on a grand scale on the northern coast of Great l8ihobar (west of the Gan es harbour)

On the other hand, the coral land appears to be fertile, ca able of cultivation, and healthy at
the same time, and the dry marine and freshwater a.l uvium, to which on the sea coast

belong the cocoa- ahn forest, and further inlnnd extending to the back of the hills, a beautiful
forest of various

inds of large trees.

This is the ground which the natives of these islands

have selected for their abode, ﬁnding here all the necessaries of life.

The cocoa-palm forest is described by Dr. Hochstetter as the picture of life, and he
thinks that if the cocoa-palms had not been there, the islands would have been probably
uninhabited up to this time. He further states that, takin the number of the inhabitants
of all the islands to be 5,000, there would be about ﬁve ang a half millions of nuts required
for annual use. The annual export of cocoa-nuts can further be estimated as about ten
millions, for Car-N icobar alone exports between two and three millions. This gives ﬁft0en
and sixteen millions of cocoa-nuts to meet the annual demand.

On the northern islands, the

cocoa-palms occupy comparatively a larger area, while on the southern islands, especially on
Great Nicobar, thcv are nearly altogether wanting. The northern islands are, therefore, the
most thickly inhabited, and the cocoa-palms are there divided as property, but on the southern
islands they appear to be the free, common, goods of all.

‘ The Nicobarese not only lives on, but also in, the cocoa-palm forest, having selected for
himself not only the most comfortable place for his but, but being on the dry coral ground,
exposed to the current of the wind, also the most healthy situation.’

‘ The In‘ h f0rest.—This is chieﬂy composed of large trees with rich foliage.’ Several
valuable tim -r trees, and Others, useful on account of their fruits, are here ment1oned.
‘ The ﬁnest high forest I saw on the southern coast of Car-Nicobar.’

‘ The Panrlanus jbrest. in which this remarkable tree suppresses all other vegetation,
except a few Areca- and Rofung-palms, occurs only on the swam y fresh-water alluvium
along the course of rivers and streams, especially near the sea where 51c rivers form more or
less permanent basins.
Here it is Pandanus Milore, the largest kind of Pandanm,
which forms the forests. I believe that what we saw of the Pandanus forest on Pulo Milu,

was one of the most peculiar pictures of tropical vegetation seen during the whole of our
journey.’
‘ The Pamlanus is not cultivated on the Nicobars; it is most ﬂourishing in a wild state,
and is, after the cocoa-palm, the most important

lant for the natives as regards food: it is

the truly characteristic plant of the Nicobar islands.

‘ Grassy plains.—If one has succeeded in marching from the ﬂat coral-land through
the high and 1-’andanus forests, he generally reaches the foot of hills, rising on the larger
southern islands, on Great and Little Nicobar to a height of 1,000 to 2,000 feet above the

sea, but on the northern islands they are not above 500-600 feet.

occupies ,4; to } of the whole area.

This hilly land certainly

It is composed of rocks of the gabbro and serpentine

formation, and of the clayey and sandy tertiary beds formerly noticed.

The eruptive rocks

are comparativel of small extent. Where fels thic gabbro forms the ground, this bei
produced by the ccomposition of the rocks may said to be fertile, it is covered with thic
forest, but even the serpentine island Tillang-ch ong has a ﬂourishing primeval forest. On
the other hand, a rennnlmblc difference is perceptible in the vegetation of the tertiary ground.’
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‘ The hills of the northern islands are to a great extent only covered with grass, those of

the southern, however, chieﬂy with a thick forest vegetation. This distinction rests upon an
essential difference in the composition of the ground. The hills of the northern islands
consist of a sterile argillaceous soil, those of the southern islands, on the contrary, of a fertile

calcareous, sandy-argillaceous soil.’
~
‘ Where the most favorable tropical climate could produce nothin else, but stiff and dry
Lalangs (Imps-rata), and rough Cyperaeea: (Sderia, Cyperua, iplaceum), surely there
nature Eﬁclearly enough left the stamp of sterility, yet just between such grassy hills,

which from a distance look so homely resembling ﬁelds of corn, have the colonists on the
Nancowry channel built their houses and gardens.

The grass grows now high enough above

their bunal ounds; the breakers play with the bricks with which the built the houses;
gardens and elds, every path has disappeared. On Car-Nicobar I saw these grassy plains
partially cut down, because the natives use the grass for thatching their houses, and on
Kamorta large strips were in ﬂame.’
The grass vegetation, sa s Rink (loc. cit., p. 136), which to the greatest extent covers
these islands, is, in the v

eys at the base of the hills, very thick and

' h; it becomes

however, higher up thinner and shorter. On the places which are suﬁicient damp many
soft grasses may occur rich in juice; but on the tops of hills, where the dry magnesian
claystone locally penetrates through the scanty layers of soil, and is also partially covered
with a coarse ferruginous sand, while the showers of rain carry all the ﬁner particles which

may be produced by decomposition into the valleys, there, as a rule, only dry and rough
siliceous G-raminew and Gyperacew are to be met with.
The area which may, therefore, in future be successfully cultivated is that of the southern
islands, composed of sandstone and slate, producing a fertile argillaceous sandy soil. On
Little and Great Nicobar with the small islands Pulo Milu and Kondul, the hilly land
may be estimated at nearly two-thirds of the total area. These islands are therefore in point
of colonization the most important, and a comparison with Ceylon and Pulo Penang

shows what could prosper where now impenetrable primeval forest covers the whole surface.
‘ Primeval forest.—This is of great extent, and the coast inhabitants of Great Nicobar
tell of the existence of a wild tribe, forest-men, (“jungle men"), with long hair, inhabiting
small huts or trees and living u on honey, roots and game. But no European eye has yet
sighted these forest-people.’ Dr. ochstetter describes in vivid language the evermore forest

clad parts of Great Nicobar, which were visited by some of the party along the deeply
indented water courses and ravines.

IV.—-Sgrrin_qs, Stream: and Rivers.
The annual rainfall of the Nieobars is unknown.

But very likely it is considerable;

I think 100 inches is an exaggeration, because the two seasons, usually distinguished,—the
dry one during the north-east monsoons between November and March, and the wet one
during the south-west monsoons between April and October,—are not so strictly separated
on these islands as on the neighbouring continent, and according to present experience
showers are also not rare during the dry season. The driest month 0 the year may be
March. We had, during our stay on and round the island, in this month only three times
rather heavy showers of rain. In April they become more frequent, until in May and June
the south-west monsoon rolled constant and heavy clouds over the islands.

If, therefore, peculiar geological conditions do not facilitate a rapid ﬂowing of of the
rain, the islands cannot have -in

neral a want of water.

And of this we could convince

ourselves, inasmuch as the end of t e dry season was unfavorable for the quantity of water
in streams and rivers. Even the smallest islands, like Pujlo Milu and Kondul, though
their small streams hardly had any water ﬂowing, still had an abundance of fresh water
in the numerous basin-like depressions of their beds. From the forest-clad heights of
Tillangchong
still ripIlarge
led out
springLittle
water. and
TheGreat
numerous
streams
and
rivers
of the southern
andeverywhere
woody islands,
N icobar,
possess
abundance of water all the year round. But the northern island, as faras the argillaceous
beds extend, appears to be deﬁcient in water; this specially is the case on Naucowry,
Camorta, Trinkut, and

streams on Nancowry an

robably also on Terressa and

ompoka.

I found the small

Camorta, leading into the Naucowry haven, perfectly dried
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The natives only drank oocoanut-water, and they

which they require for domestic pu

[vor.. u.

robably obtain the fresh water

see, &c., like the hoiling of Melori, from the fresh

water swam s, which are locally to
met with in ravines. Of wells, except that made
near the vilage Malacca on Nancowry and which is now half in ruin, I saw nothing.
Car-Nico bar. however, though also composed of argillaceous strata, as the abovementioned
islands,
has above
no want
good
water, the
because
land raised
8 to 12 feet
the of
level
of drinking
the sea, ermits
di the oflaIifosecoral
remarkable
wells,from
the

fresh water of which falls and rises with the ebb an ti e. The explanation of this rare
phenomenon does not rest in the ﬁltering of the seawater by the coral-sand, but is
rather the fact that the li hter rainwater ﬂoats on the heavier seawater, and the porous

coral rock only prevents the mixin

of the two.

I have seen several such reservoirs on

Car-Nicobar near the villages
us and Saul, they were all dug from 8 to 10 feet
thro h the coral mass nearly to the level of the sea at its highest ﬂood, and contained
good rinking water. Besides this, a river ﬂows into the Northern Bay of Car-Nicobar,
which we named Areca River from the luxuriously rowing Areca-palms on its banks;

this river is navigable with ﬂat boats two miles upwards, and near the small rapids which
one meets it also offers good drinking water, containing only a small portion of calcareous
constituents in solution.
I have not become acquainted with any mineral or warm springs. The clay-marl
rocks of the Nancowry haven are, however, seen covered with an inch-thick incrustation of

sulphate of magnesia (epsom salts) in ﬁne ﬁbres with a silky lustre; this indicates a quantity
of sulphate of magnesia in the clay-marls, and by digging holes in them, epsom salt waters
may probably be obtained, such as is the case with the bitter sandy-marls near Bilin in

Bohemia.
V.—-Observatiom on the temperature.
As we had, according to our instructions, to measure the temperature of rivers and
springs, and as this task fell to my lot, as far as opportunity offered itself, I would put upon
record here the few observations in this respect, besides a few remarks on the temperature.
a.—Tempcraturc of the diﬂtrent waters.
1.

23rd February. on Car-Nicobar, water in the well near the village snui in 8 feet

sews

27th February. on Car-N i cobar, Areca river in the shade of the primeval forest
4th March, on T i l lang eho ng, western side, a spring in the shade of primeval forest
4th March, on Til lan g chon gr, another spring
8th March, on N an cowr y, old well of the Moravian Brothers near the village
M also o a, water in 8 feet depth in shadow
.

depth in perfect shade

25-'lC_

2500.
2550.
2600.
25'7,C.

If it were permitted to make from these few observations a conclusion upon the mean of
the annual temperature of the Nicobars, this mean would be 25'58C. (=78'04 Fahrt.)
I have also measured the temperature of several other wells and streams, but as their
water was temporarily exposed to the sun, very different results were obtained, as for instance:
on Car-Nicobar
24th February, well near M us, water in 3 feet depth

25th

,,

26th

,,

27'0C.

astream between Musand Saui

river neerSuui
on C u m o r t a
9th March, two streams with muddy stagnant water
on Pulo Mllu
18th March, stagnant stream water

27'8C.
29'0C.
...

...

27-0$,
26'5C.

b.—Temperatures of the soil.

To obtain further materials for the determination of the mean annual temperature
I made a few observations on the temperature of the soil, and these gave the following

results:—
8th Msrc'h,0II Nsncowry near the village Inuang, the thermometer, after it had been
exposed in a permanently shaded place for 6 hours, showed, when buried in 3} feet
depth underground
25'7,C.

20th March, on Kondul , also in 3; feet after 6 hours

26'3,C.

These two observations give, as did those made in water, an
annual mean of

...

25'5,C. (=77'9 Fahrt.)
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This result is smaller than the records known up to the present, but these also do not
rest upon suﬁieiently decisive observations.

Rink, who, during a stay on the islands between

January and May 1846, never saw the thermometer under 25°C. and never above 33°C. in
perfect shade, believes 28°C. to be the most probable mean.
Awarding to Johnston's Physical Atlas, the line indicating the temperature of the sea
surface of 3050 passes just across the group of islands, the annual isothermal being 2610.,

with the January isothermal of 250C, and the July isothermal of 27'2C.
As regards the monthly means, we obtain from the observations of the Danish Corvette

Galathea every four hours :
for January 1846
...
,, February ,,
...

...

28'2C.
28'6C.

...

According to the hourly observations on board of the Frigate ZVova-ra the mean is4—
For the days 23rd,—28th February 1858

,, ,

, 1st,-26th March

27 '20.

..

27-5c.}‘“‘“‘ 27256

With this agrees pretty fairly the soil temperature which I measured at a depth of
one foot.
On the 26th February near Saui
2’/"7C.
,, ,, 20th March on Kondul
... 27'OC. mean 27'26C.
,, ., 26th
,,
on Great Nicobar
27'OC.

Finally, with regard to the daily means, they will be found for the time of our stay on
the Nicobars in the observations recorded on board of the vessel. It occurred to me when
on Car-Nicobar to see whether the temperature of the water of young cocoanuts, when

freshly cut down from a tree standing in shadow, would not indicate approximately the mean
daily temperature I found on the 26th February, in two nuts, a temperature 2'l"2C. and
27'4C., as a mean 27'3C. The journal kept on board of the. Frigate gives for the same
day, as mean, also ‘27‘3C.

DONATIONS TO MUSEUM.
Micraster cor-angu'inum.—Hertford, England, presented by A. Tween, Esq.
Belemnitee lwvis, ('2 spec.); B. clavatus, (1 sp.); B. vulgaris, (2 spec.) B. cylindricus,
(2 spec.) B. sub-aaluncatus (2 spec.); B. striolatus, (1 spec.); B. tubularis, (2 spec.);
B. pcnici-llatus, (2 spec.); B. sulcatus (1. spec.); Trigonia, Denialium, Fish teeth (Stones

ﬁeld), &c. presented by Prof. John Phillips, Oxford.

ACCESSIONS TO LIBRARY.
FnoM lsr APRIL T0 30TH JUNE 1869.
Titles of Books.
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AKGYLL, DUKE or-‘.—-Primeval man, 8vo., London, 1869.
BoURemeNAr, M. J . R.—Mo1lusques Nouveaux, Litigieux ou peu connus, 8vo., 1868.
Bnonn, Dn. H. G.—Kla.ssen und Orduungen des Thier-reichs. Vol. V, pts. 9, 10, Vol. VI,

pt. 4, Leipzig, 8vo. 1869.
BnowN, R.—Miscellaneous Botanical Works of.-Ray Soc. Vol. III, 4to., London, 1868.
BnowN!,:, J. R.—Reports on the Mineral Resources of the United States, Washington,
8vo., 1868.
THE Anrnon.

Donn, GEon(;E.—Diotionar of Manufactures, Mining, Machinery and the Industrial Arts,
Lon on, l2mo., 1869.

DonNA, Paor. ALEX.—Catalog0 delle Leoneidi o stelle meteoriche osservati nel 1867.
Gsnvus. Pan L.—-Zoologie ct Paléontologie générales, Parts 8, 9, Paris, 4to., 1869.
GoULD, A.—Otia Conchologica : Descriptions of Shells and Mollusks, Boston, 8vo., 1862.
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HANLEY, S.—Catalogue of Recent Bivalve Shells, London, 8vo., 1842-1856.
J ACCARD, A.—Matériaux pour la carte Géologique de la Suissc, Liv. 6. Jua Vaudois et
Neuchatelois, with 2 maps, 41:0. and fol., Berne, 1869.

KARsTEN, DR. G.—Beitr" e zur Landes-Kunde der Herzogthiimer, Schleswig und Holstein,
I, ihe, Hft. 1, 4to., Keil, 1869.
1\IAACK, DR. G. A.—Die bis jetzt bekannten fossilen Schildkriiten und die im oberen J um

bei Kelheim (Baycrn) und Hannover neu anfgefundenen iiltesten
arten derselben, Palazontographica, XVIII, pt. 6, Cassel, 4to., 1869.

MARrmsz, D. M. on GoNGonAY.—Antigueda.(les prehistéricas de Andalusia, Boy. 8vo.,
Madrid, 1868.
'
PHILLIPs, J0HN.—-Vesuvius. fcp 8vo., Oxford, 1869.

PICTET, F. J., Matériaux pour la paléontologie Suisse on recueil de Monographies sur les
'
fossiles dn Jnra et des Alpes, pt. 4, No- 2, 4-to, Geneve, 1869.
Ponson, A. T.—Traité de l'exploitation des Mines (le Houille, Vol. I, with folio atlas, Liege,
8vo., 1852.
QUARITcn, BEmunn.—General Catalogue of Books, London, 8vo., 1868.
B. QUmrrcu.
QonnsrEnr, F. A.-Petrefactenkunde Deutschlands, Vol. II, pt. 1, Leipzig, SW, 1868,
with atlas.
REID, H.—A practical treatise on the manufacture of Portland cement, with translation of
Lobwitz's treatise, 8vo., London, 1869.

ScnIMPER, W. P. H.—T;-iaité de Paléontologie Végétale, Vol. I, Paris, 8vo., 1869, with
A as.
SoMnnvILLE, MM1\'.'—On Molecular and Microscopic Science, 2 Vols., 8vo., London, 1869.
STEWART, J. L.—Punj_ab plants, comprising botanicall and vernacular names, and uses of the
trees, shrubs, and herbs, Lahore, 8vo., 1869.
SrrFrE, KNUT.—Elasticity, extensibility and tensile strength of iron and steel, London,
8vo., 1869.
VwronIA GovE1mnEN'r.——Prize essays, 1860, 8vo., Melbourne, 1861.

WHXTNEY, J. D.—Geological Survey of California, Palaeontology, Vol. II. pt. 2, my. 8vo. 1869.
PERIoDICALs.
American Journal of Conchology, Vol. IV, pt. 4, Philadelphia, 8vo., 1868.
American Journal of Science and Arts, 2nd Ser. Vol. XLVII, Nos. 139, 140, New Haven,
8vo., 1869.

‘

Annales des Mines, Paris 8vo., 1st Series, Vols. 1 to 13, 1816-26; 2nd Ser. Vols. 1 to 8,
1827-30; 3rd Ser. Vols. 1 to 20, 1832-41, 4th Ser. Vols. 1 to 20,
1842-51.
Annales des Mines, 6th Ser., Vol. XIV, 1868, Vo. XV, 1869, Paris, 8vo.
L’A.mum1s'raA'rI0N nus Mums.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, Vol. III, Nos. 15, 16, 8vo., London, 1869.

Beitriige zur Geognostischen Kenntniss der Erzgebirge, pt. 3, Freiberg, 8vo., 1869.
Engineer's Journal, Calcutta, New Ser., Vol. XII, Nos. 16, 17, 18, 4to. Calcutta, 1869.

Geographische Mittheilungen, edited by Dr. A. Petermann, Pts. 1, 2, 3, 1869, /Lto., Goths.
Geological Magazine, Vol. VI, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 8vo., London, 1869.

Journal de Conchyliogie, 3rd Ser. Vol. IX, No. 2, Paris, 8vo., 1869.
Journal of Travel and Natural History, edited by A. Murray, Vol. I, No. 6, London, 8vo.,
1869.

Malakomologische Bliitter XVI, ; Bog. (Dr. L. Pl'cLll'er) Casscl, 8vo., 1869.
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Martini und Chemnitz, Sytematisches conchylien cabinet, Vol. III, Heﬁ; XXVI, Lief. 189,

4t0., Nurnherg, 1868.
Neues Jahrbuch ﬁir Mineralogie, Geologic, und Palaeontologie, Hoft 1, 2, Stuttgart, 8vo.,
1869.

Palaeontographica, XVIII, 6. Cassel, 4to., 1869.
Palaeontographical Society, Vol. XXII, 4to., London, 1868.
Novitates Conchologicae, by Dr. Pfeiifer, Vol. I, pt. 33, Cassel, 4to., 1869.

Novitates Conchologicas, Supp. III, Monog. d. Molluskengattung Venus, E. Riimer, Pts. lo‘,
17, Cassel, 4t0., 1869.
Poggendorif, J. C., Annalender Physik und Chemie, Leipzig, Indioes, 8vo., 1844-54-65.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, Vol. VI, No. 23, Roorkee, R0 . 8vo., 1869.
PRINcrPAL,

EoMASoN CouEos.

Quarterly Journal of Science, No. XXII, London, 8vo., 1869.

Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, No. XXXIV, London, 8vo., 1869.
Revue Universelle des Mines, de la Métallurgie des travanx publies des sciences a l’industrir>.
12me annee, Parts 5 and 6, Brux, 8vo., 1868.

GovnnnMrm: SnEcrrons, &c. (FnoM rnE GovnnnMnnrs).
BENGAL~—Hi.l1 Tracts of Chittagong and the dwellers therein, by Captn. T. H. Lewin,
Calcutta, Roy. 8vo., 1869.

,,

Report on the results of the administration of the Salt Dept. for 1867-68. Calc'

,,

Fol. 1868.
Report on the external commerce of Bengal for 1866-67. Calcutta, F01. 1868.

,,
,,

Report on the Financial results of the excise administration in the Lower Prov
inces for 1867-68, Fol. Calcutta, 1868.
Report on the administration of the License Tax under Acts XXI and XXIX of

,,

Report on the drainage and conservancy of Calcutta, 4to., 1869.

1867 in the Lower Provinces for 1867_-68.

Calc., F01. 1869.
Calcutta.

BomuY.—General report on the administration of the Bombay Presidency, 1867-68. Roy.
8vo. Bombay.
BURMAI{.—BI'ltlSh Burmah Revenue Report, 1867-68. Extract from proceedings in the
Foreign Department, No. 234. Moulmain, 8vo. 1869.
,,

Extracts from roceedings of the Chief Commissioner, British Burmah, in the

Home

apartment No. 264. Vaccination Report, 1867-68.

8vo. Ran

goon, I868.
INDIA.—List of civil oﬁicers holding gazetted appointments on the 1st January 1869. 8vo.
Cal. I869.
,,
Annals of Indian Administration, 1866-67, Vol. XII. pt. 4, 1868. Serampore,
8vo. 1868.
,,
Bibliotheca Indica, Ain-i-Akbari. New Series, No. 157. Calcutta, 4to. 1869.

,,

Geographical and Statistical report of the Topographical Survey of Chota Nag-pore
Division, 1868.

Calcutta, F01. 1869.

MADRAs.—Selections from the Records of the Madras Government.

Annual Report on Civil

Dispensaries for 1867, 8vo., Madras, 1869.
N. W. PRovINCEs.-Selections from Records of Government, North-Western Provinces, 2nd
Series, Vol. I, Nos. 3, 4, 8vo., Allahabad, 1868.
,,
Selections from the Records of Government, North-Western Provinces,
2nd Series, Vol. II, No. 1, 2, 8vo., Allahabad, 1869.
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Donors.
Carriage for troops, 8vo., Lucknow, 1869.

Report on the Revenue Administration in the Province of Oudh for year, 30th
”

September 1868.

Lucknow, F01. 1869.

PUNJAB.—Annual Report on vaccine operations in the Punjab for 1868. Lahore, Fcp. 1869.
Report of the Lahore Medical School for the year ending 31st March 1869.
H
Lahore, Fcp. 1869.
Annual Report of the Lahore Lunatic Asylum for 1868. Lahore, Fcp. 1868.
!I
Selections from the Records of the Government of the Punjab and its Depen
9’
dencies.

New Series, No. III, 1869.

8vo,. 1869.

TnANsAcmons or SocnmEs, &o.
BERLIN.—Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft, Vol. XX, pts. 3, 4, 8vo.,
BERLIN, 1869.
THE SocmrY.
BRUssELLs.—-Bulletins de l'Acadc'mie Roysle des Sciences, des lettres et des beaux-arts de
Belgique, Vols. 1 to 23, 1832-56.

,,
,,

Annuaire de l'Académie Royale des Sciences et Belles letters. Bruxelles,
12mo., 1836-57.
Mémoires Couronnes ct Autres Mémoires, Vol. I to XIV, Bruxelles, 8vo.,
1840-62.

CALCU'l"1‘A.—Re0or(ls of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. II, pt. 2, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.
THE SURvEY.
,,
Journal of the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India, New Series,_
Vol. 1, pt. 3.
THE SocmrY.

,,

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XXXVIII, pt. I. Nos. 1 and 2.

pt. II, No. 2, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.
THE SocrErr.
Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 4, 5, 6, 1869, 8vo., Calcutta,
1869.
THE SocnrrY.
,,
Rules of the Asiatic) Society of Bengal, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.
THE SoCIETY
CHBIsTIANIA.—GBG& Norvegica, Parts I, II, III, Christiania, Folio, 1838.
RoYAL UNIvnRsrTY or CnnisrIAnIA.
,,
Mémoires pour servir :5. la connaissance des Crinoides vivants, by M. Sars,
Christiania, 4to., 1868.
RoYAL Umvnnsrrr or CnRIsrIAmA.
,,
Om Underberget ved Kongsberg og om Guldets Forekomst Sammesteds, by
Th. Hiortdahl, Christiania, 8vo., 1868.
RonL Umvnnsrrr or CnRIsrimIA.
,,

DREBDEN.—Silmungsberichte der naturwissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft Isis, in Dresden. Jshr,

1868, Nos. 7. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 8vo., Dresden, 1868.
THE SocrErr.
GENEvA.—Mémoires d' 1' Institut National Genevois, Vol. XII, Genéve, 4to., 1869.

G6'1'l‘INGEN.—Na0llrlchte11 von der K. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften und der Georg-Augusts
Universit5.t aus dem Jahr, 1868, Giittingen, 12mo., 1868.

THE SocnzrY.
LIsBoN.--Memorias da Academia Real das Scienciss de Lisboa, Nova Serie, Vol. I, pts. 1, 2,
Vol. II, pts. 1, 2; Vol. III, pts. 1, 2, Lishoa, 41to., 1854-65.
LoNDoN.~—J0urual of the Society of Arts and of the Institutions in Union, Vol. XVII,

Nos. 847-857, 8vo., London, 1869.

THE SocmrY.

,,

Journal of the R0 al Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, New Series,
Vol. I I, No. 2, 8vo., 1868.
TH]: SocnrrY.

,,

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XIII, No. 1, 8vo., London,
1869THE SocnzrY.
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LoNDoN.—--Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XVII, Nos. 108, 109, 110, London, 8vo.
1869.
THE SocmrY.
,,
Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XXV, pt. I, No. 97, 8vo., Lon
don, 1869.
THE SocnsrY.

,,

Royal SocietyglI) Catalogue of Scientiﬁc papers (1800-1863), Vol. II, published by

,,

yal Society, London, 4to., 1868.
Transactions of the Royal Geological Society of Cornwall, Vol. V, London, 8vo.,
1843.

MADRID.—-Libros del Saber d_e Astronomia del Rey D’Alfonso X, de Castilla, Vol. V, pt. 1,
Madnd, Imp., 1867.

Mmnm RoYAL SocIErY.

MELBoURNE.—Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal Society of Victoria, Vol. VII,
1866, Vol. VIII, pts. 1 and 2 for 1867-68; Vol. IX, pt. 1 for 1868.

8vo., 1868.
”

THE SocurrY.

Transactions of the Royal Society of Victoria, Vol. V, 8vo., Melbourne, 1860.
THE SocnsrY.

Moscow.—Bulletin de la Société Impériale des Naturalistes de Moscow, Vol. XLI, No. 2,
Moscow, 8vo, 1868.
Tm: SocnzrY.
Pams.—Bulletin de la Soc. Géologique de France, 2nd Ser., Vol. XXV, No. 5, Paris, 8vo.,
1869.
THE SocnsrY.
,,

Mémoires presentes par divers Savants a'1. l'Académie des Sciences de 1’ Institut Im
périal de France, Vol. XVIII, XIX, Paris, 4to., 1868.
THE ACADEMY.
Mémoires de l'Académie des Sciences de l'Institut Impérial de France, Vol. XXIX.
1867, XXXV, 1866, XXXVII, 1868, Paris, 4to.
THE ACADEMY.

,,
,, .

Comptes Rendus hebdomadaires des Séancés de l’Academie des Sciences, Vols. LV to

LXV, LXVII, Paris, 4to.
Tm; ACADEMY.
PHILADELrnIA.—J0urnal of the Franklin Institute, Vol. LVI, No. 6, 8vo. THE I1rsrrrUTR.
,,
Journal of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LVI, No. 6, LVII,
Nos. 1, 2, 3, Philadelphia, 8vo, 1869.
THE INsrITUTE.
,,

Transactions of the American Philoso hical Society, 2nd edition, Vols. 1

to 7, 1789—1809, New Series, Vo . I to 9 and 11 to 12, 1818-63.
Philadelphia, 4to.
SALEM.—-Proceedings of the Essex Institute, Vol. I, l848—56, Vols. II, III, 1860-63, and
Vol. V, Nos. 3 to 8, 1866—67, 8vo., Salem, 1868.

THE SocmrY.

SToCKHoLM.—-Kongl. Vetenskaps Academiens Handlingar for ’A1', 1828, Stockholm, 8vo.,
1829, Indices.

TURIN.-—Memorie della reale Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, 2nd Series, Vol. XXIV.
Torino, 4to., 1868.
THE ACADEMY.
,,
Atti della R. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, Vol. III, pts. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
from December 1867 to June 1868, Roy. 8vo., orino.
THE ACAmmY.
VIc'1‘0nIA.—Transactions of the Philosophical Institute of Victoria, Vol. II. pts. 1 and 2 for
1857, Vol. III for 1858, Vol. IV for 1859, 8vo. Melbourne, 1860.
THE InsrrrorE.

WIEN.—Denkschrif'ten der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Mathematisch-Natur
wissenschaftliche Classe, Vol. XXVIII, Wien, 4to., 1868.
THE AcmEMY.
,,
Jahrbnch der kais. kon. Geologischen Reichs-anstalt, Vol. XVIII, pts. 3, 4, Wien,

Boy. 8vo., 1868.
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WrrN.—Verhandlungen der k. k. Geologischen Reichs-anstalt, Nos. 11-18, Wien, Roy.
8vo., 1868.
THE InsrrrUTn.
,,
Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenchaﬁen, Mathematische
Naturwissenschaﬁliche Classe, 1st Division, Vol. LVII, pts. 1, 2, 3,
Wien, 8vo., 1868.
THE ACAnzxY.

,,

Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Mathematische
Naturwiuenschaftliche Classe, 2nd Division, Vol. LVII, pts. 1, 2, 3,
\Vien, 8vo., 1868.
THE AcAonnr.
Mars, Gnor.ooIC.u., &c.

R61E3, F.—Ge0gnostisch Karte von ober-Schlesien, Nos. 7 and 10, Folio, 2 Maps.
HAUE8, FRANZ Rrrnm V.—Ge0logische Uebersichts-karte der Oesterreichischen Monarchie,
Blatt. X, Wien, 1868.
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ON THE rmns conrAmmo S1mc1rIEn W001) rn EasTEnn PEonE, Bmrrsn BoaMm, by
WM. THEoBALD, JUNIL, Esq., Geological Survey of India.

No fact relating to the geolo y of Pegu is better known than the abundance of siliciﬁed
wood occurring in the valle o the Irawadi, but as no detailed account has hitherto been
published of the beds from which this fossil wood has been derived, it is my intention in the

present notice to give such a sketch of them as will show their most salient points of interest
and facilitate the recognition of the group elsewhere, where its occurrence might from its
mineral character be overlooked and its beds confounded with other and more recent deposits.
At the same time I shall, as much as possible, restrict myself to the area of Eastern Promo

and to the fossil-wood grou proper, only incidentally alluding to the gweat series of beds
with which it is intimate y connected, and on which it rests, as each group has a marked
facies of its own, is generally, as a rule, easily recognizable and characterised by entirely
different organic remams, though the balance of evidence as yet tends to prove a passa 10
from one to the other and an undisturbed sequence in the beds composmg them. T e

fossil-wood group, too, is the smaller and, as regards its organic remains, the simpler of the
two, and can therefore be treated by itself more conveniently than in connexion with the

lower, from which the organic remams require much additional study and comparison with
living species, for which very imperfect facilities at present exist.
The most familiar form in which fossil-wood occurs in the Irawadi valley is that of well

rolled and polished ieces of from one to six inches in length, distributed through the coarse
shingle which under ies the ordinary alluvial clay of the province and is freely exposed in the

bed of the Irawadi at a variety of places, as, for instance, under the station of Thaiet-mio
and on the opposite bank under the deserted fort of M iadé.

Opposite Promo also a

great thickness of this gravel, less coarse than at Miadé, but equally well supplied With well
worn and rounded fragments of fossil-wood, occurs, fully 30 feet thick, and nsmg to a height

of about 60 feet above the present ﬂood-level of the Irawadi.*
Besides the ordinarily sized pebbles of fossil-wood, there occur in the

vc18 towards the

frontier, as close to Thaiet-mio, for instance, well rounded logs of silioiﬁ: wood, some two
or three feet or more in length. These, of course, have never travelbd very far from their

original site, and we accordingly ﬁnd the parent beds of this quasi-llbiqlllliollﬂ fossil-wood
in force but a very few miles from the river, whilst irrefragible ovi(l~'I1cc_pI‘9sentﬂ itself of the
former extension of these beds over a much larger area than now 0cc}1p1ed by them Well as

far south as Rangoon in the chips of logs of fossil-wood Jf 9- 81% too great for distant
transport, either resting on some lower member of the grJnp, or encased in more recent
deposits, the detritus of the beds which originally envebped them, §lnd with n0 greater

change of position than that wrought by the mere action of gravity durmg the long process
of denudation going on around them.
It is not eas very precisely to describe the distribution of this group without reference
to a map, but in astern Prome the area it occlpieﬂ may be taken at somethmg 1e88 than
' The course character of this graveI or shingle, the well roundedand olished condition of its ingredients,
mnsistin

of the hardest silicious rock, and the somewhat mixed size 0 the pebbles, seem to me

reatly in

favor of t e marine origin of this gravel at a period antecedent to the formation of the present nvcr v ey, when
the sea was wearing any the shaly risin beds I am now about to‘describ_e, though I cannot so much as guess at
the source ofthose silicious rocks of whic most of tin pcthles cous1si, so dIffvl‘¢l1t are they from anytlinnr now found
in the neighbourhood, or I might say province.
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700 square miles, of which not more than a bare ﬁfth or sixth is covered by the highest sandy
bed with which the fossil trees are associated, and which from its incoherent character has

everywhere suffered to the greatest extent from the action of denudation. There can be no
doubt that the entire group formerly extended as an uninterrupted deposit far below the
latitude of Rangoon, though the highest member of the
cup with its associated fossil
trunks does not extend down now in force nearer than 130 m' es or thereabouts to that town,
or not south of the Tounguyo nulla. The exact termination to the south, however, of this
fossil-wood bed is rendered very obscure, by its merging, so to speak, in the debris which
has resulted from the waste of the group, and beneath which it sinks and is lost sight of.
That it formerly extended much further south is rendered certain (and perhaps the occur
rence, in citu, of patches beneath the newer accumulations at the present time is also indicated)

by the occurrence of large pieces scattered about within the area of the detrital beds above
mentioned, of a size such as to preclude the idea of transport from adistance; as, for instance,
between the Okhan and Then say streams, where a log of not less than four feet in length is

embedded in a mass of confused detritus fully 65 miles south of the spot I have assumed as
the southerly limit of the group containing the fossil wood in situ. Smaller pieces of fossil
wood are found much nearer Rangoon and in cuttings in the neighbourhood. These ieces
on my ﬁrst visit to Rangoon, and before I entertained any suspicion of the connexion of

thebeds at Rangoon and those containing the siliciﬁed wood, I was inclined to regard
as brought to the spot by human agency, as the Burmese are fond of surrounding their reli
gious buildin s with osts of this wood “Engin chouk," but I am now convinced that
such is not he case, ut that the pieces in question are derived either from the wasted
and missing upper beds or from the lower ones of the group still remaining, which, as
I shall show, contain the same fossil-wood, though s aringly and never in the same sized
pieces as the upper or emphatically the fossil-wood
of the province. Thus the fossil

wood in the Proms district occurs in two distinct formations and under very different
conditions, m':., in the form of entire trunks in situ or fragmentary pieces, but little rolled,

and in well worn or polished pieces, some of large size, but more frequently as pebbles, which

form a conspicuous ingredient in the recent gravels.
Below I give, in descending order, a table of the main divisions into which the miocene
beds east of the Irawadi may be divided, the upper three of which constitute the fossil

wood group of which I am now treating :—
MIoCENE.
(Descending).

Fossil- ood group.
fa).-Sand—in parts gravelly and conglomeratic—characterised by the profusion of
concretions of

roxide of iron associated with it; fossils, trunks of siliciﬁed

exogenous woo

and locally mammalian bones.

In the subordinate beds of

uonglomerate, rolled fragments of wood as above, siliciﬁed, (that is, mineralized

lﬂlbsequently to their entombment), mammalian and reptilian bones and teeth
of caltilaginous ﬁsh.
(5)--Fine Bill?) clay with a few small pebbles mixed with sand in strings here and there
the wh0le\ery ﬁne and homogeneous and devoid of fossils.
(c).—A mixed assemblage of shales, sand, and conglomerates. the last very subordinate,

partaking 111u.c‘! of the characters of beds a—b ; a little of the concretionary
roxide of 1rfJh Fossils, rolled wood siliciﬁed; mammalian and reptilian
u0e and mftlllgiaous ﬁsh teeth. Towards the base, the beds contain marine

Ellens, and p35s Into “nose of the next group.
Pegu Group.
(d).-—-An en0rm0u8_ 8u06essi0n of sandstones and shales of unknown thickness and not
usually fossillferous. Particular beds, however, contain fossils in profusion :
(0. g., (I-1.—-Hard sandstone with corals (Cladocera).
d-2.—Blue Kama clay, highly fossiliferous.

d-3.—Q1/Uzerea Promensis bed or Prome sandstone,
and numerous others which cannot be speciﬁed till their fossil

contents have been more especially examined).
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(a).—This bed which we may fairly suppose to have been once co-extensive with the rest

of the group is now

eatly diminished in area by denudation, which its mineral character

even more perhaps t an its position at the top of the same has tended to encourage, so that
even within the area where it is at present best preserved it by no means constitutes the

entire surface, being everywhere deeply scored through to the underlying beds below. The
surface is everywhere protected bya gravelly layer composed of small quartz pebbles and
ferruginous concretions derived from pebbly strings and irregular courses of conglomerate

dispersed through the sand, which readily washing away leaves the residual layer in
question at top; to the protection afforded by which against further waste, the existence

of what still remains of this incoherent bed is largely due. This surface layer is of
variable thickness, its development being, to some extent, a measure of the denudation
this group has undergone.

On the surface and impacted in it at different depths where

it is very thick lie logs of siliciﬁed wood of all sizes from a foot or so to trunks of 40 and
50 feet, not entire, but jointed up into pieces of various len hs through spontaneous fracture,
probably brought about by their own weight, and irregu ar subsidence during the removal

of the friable matrix wherein the were originally encased. Though, as a rule, those large
logs occur as described in a grave y debris, the sometimes occur relatively to the incoherent
sand so as to leave no doubt of its being the

ed wherein they were originally deposited,

and on which they may be sometimes seen apparently in situ, as between Thanat-ua and
Kiun gee, and not on y in this bed but in the beds beneath it, the same fossil-wood occurs,

though in smaller pieces, and much less abundantly. The lar er logs are quite unrolled,
but the smaller pieces are often rounded by transport, though never to the extent seen
in the pieces of fossil-wood contained in the recent gravels.

When this sand rises into

bills, the sides are invariably steep, and not unfrequently scarped, exposing a clean vertical
section of sand with its crust of gravel at top. This sand weathers into curious pinnacles
wherever an isolated stone, shell, stick, leaf, or other foreign body has afforded shelter
from the direct impact of rain, and the incoherent rock all round washing away eventually
leaves the protecting substance perched on a slender pinnacle of sand, which recalls the

similar phenomenon of the “earth-pillars of Botten” ﬁgured by Sir C. Lyell in the 10th
Edition of his " Principles."

In color this sand is greyish, very ﬁne and uniform, and with only acertain admix
ture of impalpable argillaceous matter forming, where exposed to traﬁic, a ﬁne dust, or,

in the beds of streams where the argillaceous portion has been removed b water, a clean
silver sand very fatiguing to travel over. Though the sand I am descri ing unquestion
ably contains siliciﬁed wood, yet it seems probable from the great abundance of large
trees strcwed over the surface, that they existed more plentifully in that topmost
rtion

which has almost disappeared through denudation leaving only these bulky memorials

ehind

it, than elsewhere. The structure of the wood has been to a considerable extent obliterated
by decay before its mineralization was effected, and all that can be deﬁnitely said of it is

that the wood is exogenous and not a conifer.

I have remarked but one species in Promo,

though the Burmese, from trivial distinctions in color and weathering, affect to recognise the

modern Enjin (Hopea mum) and the Thiya (S7101-ea obtusa), an identiﬁcation of course quite

illusory. This wood nowhere exhibits any traces of marine action as might have been
‘anticipated had it ﬂoated about till water-logged in a brackish or purely salt estuary, and
hence it may be inferred with considerable probability that it ﬂoated about in a fresh
water
sea, siliciﬁed.
or chain It
of must
lakesatfed
slug 'shremembered
stream, tillthat
it sank
where
it in
became
ultimately
the by
samea timeélie
the wood
found
beds
containing marine fossils is also free from perforations, but these are small pieces, much

rolled pnor to their entombment and probably under conditions on some sub-marine bank
unfavorable to the presence of either Pholas or Tcredo.

In some pieces of fossil wood

I have noticed minute tubular cavities (perforationsP) about '02 or less 1n rhameter, which
might have been produced by some insect whilst the trunk was still standing, but such

cases are rare.

Associated with this sand, and forming sometimes irregular beds in it, 0r more

frequently lenticular courses, now thickenin , now thinning out, occur some hard sandstones,
sometimes very ﬁne grained, at others a peb ly grit, or even coarse conglomerate. N0 regular
position in the sand can be assigned to these subordinate layers, but the ﬁne hard sandstone
often occupies a high position in the deposit, whilst a coarse conglomerate is not unfrequently
met with towards its base. Both sandstone and conglomerate are usually richly charged

with shark's teeth of small size (Lamna), the conglomerate being usually ossiferous as
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well, though throughout the deposit the occurrence of bones is irregular, capricious,
and local.
A good section displayin the relation of these grit-courses to the less coherent rock
around them, is seen in the hil about three miles east of Shuebandor, or about ﬁfteen miles
east of Alzin-mic. The hills arehere steeplly cut in the bed I am describin , the surface
being covered with the usual gravel, wit abundance of siliciﬁed wood an ferruwinous
concrctions, the former completely blocking many of the deep gullies cut on the hill side.
Sta‘awed about here may hkewise be seen numerous lustrous fragments of iron slag, from
the native furnaces once scattered over these bills. The sand hero presents its usual incohe
rent, typical character, but a compact sandstone, passing into a coarse grit in

atches, is

somewhat freely developed in irregular lenticular courses in it. On the surface 0 the inco
herent sand at this spot, and evidently weathered out of it, I picked up a fragment of the
lower jaw of a deer, and from the immediate vicinity I collected mammalian bones, mostly
ill preserved and fragmentary, shark vertebra: and teeth, and chelonian plates (C'ol0:cochel s

and two species of Emys). In the great slabs of grit lying about amidst the debris of t 6
wasting sand which enveloped them shark's teeth were plentiful, accompan ‘ing mammalian
bones and fragments of wood, many of which had been perfectly rounded by attrition
before they were embedded. These pieces of wood are, however, not common. Another
locality where bones are still more abundant is one-half mile north-east of Talok, or fourteen
miles north-cast of Thaiet-mio on the east bank of a stream not marked on the map. Bones

are here far from scarce, but friable and ill preserved.

They occur both in the mcoherent

sand and also in the coarse grit and conglomerate associated with it, together with shark's
teeth and small pieces of wood. At this spot there is a good deal of coarse conglomerate,
and in accordance with the indications afforded by these coarser beds we ﬁnd the bones

of a lar er size, and many of these much rolled and abraded before they were ﬁnally
embedd
a

.

Here I got a fragment of the lowegljaw of an elephant, together with fragment

portions of the limb bones of that animal,

imperfect either from original violence or

siihsequent decay, the former cause certainly operating in some instances.
I may here remark that the bones found in this group (within the area I am now concerned
with) are not all in the same mineral condition. The majority are somewhat imperfectly mineral
ized and consequently decay very readily when bared to the atmosphere by the wastmg of the

surrounding rock, and th1s I am convinced is the reason of so few bones being found on
the surface, even in s

ts where the rock is seen to contain them somewhat plentifully.

A few fragments may ere and there remain, but most of the bones noticed by me were so
tender, that it was clear that a short exposure to atmospheric action would reduce them to
crumbling masses, which would break up and leave scarcely a trace behind them. A bone is,

however, here and there found in the water courses well miueralized and calculated to defy
atmospheric action, but the scarcity of these fragments attests that such is not the usual

condition of bones in these beds. That these well mincralized bones are derived from the
same beds as the more friable ones is undeniable. The best mineralized bone perhaps met

with was the part of a deer's jaw above mentioned, and this most certainly was derived from
the soft incoherent sand whereon I picked it up.

The astragalus of a ruminant (Cervine ?)

found also by me during a former season, was in like manner an isolated example of well pre
served bone, though bemg found in a small stream its parent bed was not demonstrable. In
Upper Burmah well mincralized bones are probably more common to judge by those which have
been at various times collected there, and the difference is merely the result of different condi

tions at the time of their deposition, such as we might expect to prevail, and depending pro
bably on the irregular access or supply of silica in solution. That the supply of this silica
must have been at some period abundant is testiﬁed by the enormous amount of siliciﬁed
trunks everywhere met with, but the horizon of these is certainly higher than that at which

the bones in question occur, and although small pieces of siliciﬁed wood occur commingled
with the bones, it does not therefore follow that the same abundant effusion of silica took

place at the time of their deposition as subsequently occurred when whole forests were silici
ed, and this I should be inclined to regard as the true explanation of this condition of
most of the bones in this sand, via, an insufﬁcient supply of silica in solution.

As a rule, it is not, however, in the sand but in the coarser and more conglomeratic beds
that the bones seem mostly to occur, of which a good instance is seen midway between

Omouk and Lema, some 19 miles cast-south-cast from Thaict-mio.

Here a great bed of
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conglomerate is seen dipping 30° south-cast in which I noticed the tusk of a small elephant,
but too friable to be extracted from its hard matrix, together with other bones, all in a poor state,

and more or less injured by rolling about on a coarse shingle before their ﬁnal consolidation.

Next to the presence of siliciﬁed wood, a remarkable development of concretionary
peroxide of iron seems to characterise the sand I am describing. The ore occurs occasionally
as a thin hand, up to perhaps a thickness of three inches, breaking n or jointing into
rhomboidal concretionary masses of diiferent sizes and shapes. More usually the ore occurs
in the form of variously shaped concretions from one to four inches in length, though occa»

sionally even larger.

These concretions are found in both the sand and conglomerate, to

which last when nnmerously developed they impart a peculiar varnished look, which might

sometimes be almost styled (but for the technicality of the term) viscous or slaggy. The
more usual sha e of these ooncretions is ﬁattish oval or amygdaloidal, but they occur spherical,
cuboidal, cylin rical, with both ﬂat and hemispherical ends, discoidal and any intermediate

form, but always symmetrically proportioned, and the"result of a segregativc action or pro
cess in the clayey and ferruginous components of the bed when in a plastic condition.

Of

whatever shape however, their structure is extremely uniform, consisting of an external crust
of concentric layers of brown hmmatite surroundmg a kernel of pure white or yellowish
clay, lying loose and shrunken in the interior.
Externally these nodular concretions are roughened from the adhesion of the sand enve
loping them, but this rough crust scales oif readily, leaving their surface perfectly smooth.

Internally th oﬁen present a blistered appearance from the mammillary crystallisation
of Limonite w ich lines them, becoming on exposure to the atmosphere and rain lustrous and
varnished. Where the bed has been of too harsh a character to permit the regular
gation of the ore, it is found lining sinuous cavities in the coarse matrix, leaving got,
approximating walls, evidently produced by shrinkage, which gives such portions a very

peculiaraspect and one which simulates a viscous condition. In some places even a botryoidal
structure is induced where the rock is less coarse.‘

The thickness of this upper sand cannot be closely estimated, but 40 feet is probably
more than the average thickness of what now remains of it.

(b) .—Below the last described sand occurs a deposit of very uniform character composed
of pale silty cla which passes upwards into the overlying sand. This silty clay is very
ﬁne, thin bedde

and homogeneous, with merely a few strings of sand here and there, and

an occasional small pebble in the sand.

It is everywhere seen at the base of the last bed

into which it seems to pass, though their res ective characters constitute a good means of

demarcation between them.

It is entirely

evoid, as far as observation goes, of organic

remains. A ood section of this silty clay is seen south of Thanat-ua, between Allin-mio
and Kiunga 6, but the bed presents no special point of interest.

It is also largely exposed in section 1% miles east of Talok on ascending out of the
stream (previously noticed as unmarked in the map), but it merely presents the same uniform

character and absence of fossils, which distinguish it elsewhere. Where the upper sands have
been completely denuded so as to leave exposed a large area of this bed, an undulating country
is the result, possessing a marked character.

The surface of the country does not there

greatly differ in appearance from that seen within the area of the alluvium, and it would not
' Under the Burmese rule this ore was extensively smelted, but no fumaces are now on where at work in the
district. Remains of furnaces which were merely rectangular kilns, cut in the ﬁrm alluvial clay of some steep
bank, which gave easy access atto for replenishing ore and fuel, and below for withdrawing the products, are
numerous about Shuebsndor, iun n 6, and
ebor, together with slaghcaps, sometimes of no inconsiderable
dimensions. Throughout the area of t ese upper sands, however, slag may e found here and there scattered about,
as the iron-workers shifted their scene of operations from spot to s ot, wherever charcoal and are was for the time
most plentiful. The works must have in many cases been conducted n the dry season only, as the heorths of some
fumaces still standing open into the beds of streams which during ruin would certainly have found an entrance
to them. The blowing apparatus was probably the eifective vertical cylinder bellows formed of large bamboos still
in use in the district by blacksmlths, but the oldest inhabitant could give me no particulars of the manufacture,
asnone of the class of iron-smeltcrs now remain in the district. The introduction of English iron and steel has
doubtless been the main cause of the abolition of this branch of industry, aided by the harsh and injurious system
of the Burmese oillcisls during the early struggles with the British, but in some places it was alleged that the iron
workers had ﬂed the country to avoid bein forcibly transported to Calcutta to make iron for the terrible foreigncrs.
This may seem very absurd, but those w 0 know the imrrained creduliiy and ignorance of Asiaties will beinclincd
to give some weight to the reason stated, though it is probable that ibis fear, stron ly as it may once have operated,
ll; np longgr felt, though the state of the market and the price of iron now ruling n Pcgn prevents the resuscitation
o t c trn e.
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be eas in a limited space to discriminate the clay in question from the ordinary alluvial
clay o the valley. Where, however, freely exposed, it presents much the appearance of a
‘regur,’ save in color, which is a pale yellowish-gray, quite devoid of any tinge of red which

the alluvial clay generally possesses, and equally so of the dusky carbonaceous hue of a
regur.

From some peculiarity in its composition or hygrometrie qualities it in dry weather

opens out in great cracks, and is always covered with a sparse crop of stunted grass in
separate tufts, and a tree jungle of a peculiar aspect from the dwarfed character of the
trees composing it, present among which are the Toukkian (Terminalia macrocarpa), Te,
(Diospgros. sp.), and the “ Shiibiu" of the Burmese (Phg/llanthus emblica).* The country
around Lsidi comprising the doab between the Pade and M yo-hla streams is composed of this
clay with sparing remnants here and there of the upper sands. It is largely exposed, too, in
the broad valley about Lepalzih (Let-pan-hla) and between that village and Chouk-soung
(“stone fang"). Towards the mouth of the Myo-hla stream near Toukkian-daing,
(Htouk-kyun-deing,) this clay forms the open country and is dug for making pottery.

It might here be readily mistaken for the alluvial clay of the valley, but for the occurrence here
and there strewed over it of small pieces of siliciﬁed wood derived from the denuded sands which
once covered it. The thickness of this bed I cannot estimate, but I should not place it
under 40 feet ; how much more cannot be determined.
(c).—Below the last described clay, a group of beds occurs of rather varied character,
resembling, to some extent, the beds both above and below it. It contains, though sparingly,
the same description of fossil wood as the sands at the top of the group, and some of its
beds present characters very similar to portions of those beds; whilst towards its base, it
appears to pass insensibl into the lower group characterised by marine fossils. It is,
however, generally very evoid of organic remains, though, as a convenient lower horizon to
it, I have taken a sandstone which is enerally recognisable where the junction is clear, by
a few organic remains not very wellpreserved, among which a coral (C'lad0cora) is most
characteristic, which we may regard as the highest member of the lower group.
A section of these beds is seen in the Kini-choung (K yeeneechi) above Mogoung,
which may be taken as illustrating their general character, and some portions so resemble the
ossiferous sands and gravels of the upper beds that I searched conﬁdently, though in vain,

among them for like fossils.
(Descending).
Pehbly sandslone
seen, about
50 0
Pale silty shale
...
'.
...
8 8
very false-bedded pchbly sandstone
16 0
Harsh sandstnne,rathcrirreguiar
0 1
Compact yellowish silt with a centml band of kidney-shaped nodules 1 to 2 feet
in diameter
2 0
Gravelly sand
0 2
Yellow pchbly sandstone
...
3 0
Pchbly conglomerate, loose and gravelly'.
(a few feet).
74

9

This section, though not a thick one, will illustrate the general character of the u per
portion of this division (0).

The silty shale much resembles the shale in division b, w ilst

the sands equally recall the uppermost sands, (a.)

Close on the horizon of the above section

' The clay above described and the sandy beds of the same group, respectively, oﬂ‘er good instances of the
connection of particular soils with particular kinds of vegetation. So generally does this hold good in Pezu that in
some instances it aiibrds a good empirical criterion of the geological formation beneath. in the area of the fossil
wond sands, the most promment tree is the Eng (Diplcrocnrpua yrandf/lora}, and this tree so commonly effects I

sandy soil that the Burmese call such soils, whether witlun the limits of the fossil-wood sand pro er or the zone of
detrital accumulations skirting the hills, “ Engdaing," or the tract of the Eng tree, and though, 0 course, Eng trees
are found on other deseriptmns of soil, yet it is on this sandy belt that the Eng ﬂourishes most vigorously from
probahl being there less competed with by other trees, well ﬁtted as it for a sandy soil, The "Thiya" (Shores
obhua, Vuli,) the “Kanyin" (Dipterocorpua alato, Wull,) and the “ l-Jn;,ryin" (Hopes mam, Wull,) equally affect the
sandy “En daing," though not in suliicient numbers to characterize the forest. on the other hand, these trees
abhor the ca described above and are most miserably dwarfed on it. The Toukkiau (Torminaﬁa mcmmrpaj,
though dwa ed, seems to answer best on this clay,hut from some cause or other it does not seem favorable to vegetation.
I think this must be due rather to its hygmmctrie properties, than to any injurious ingrcdientin it, and that if
a1-tiileially irrigated, it would give better promise to the cultivator than the densely wooded sands to which it oifers
so unpleasant a contrast.
Bamhoos are not usually much develo ed on the Engdaing. and a striking demarcation is not unfrequently

seen where the Engdaing meets the bonnrihry of the older beds on which bamboos ﬂourish with great luxurlance.
The Burmese are fully alive to this fact, and if an enquiry is made regarding a village, say, if it stand within the
Eu dning, will answer it negatively, “ it is among the bamboos," an expression quite equivalent in their minds to
sayihg ii is no! on the l-]m:d'.1iu',- whcrc bamboos are rare and never are [he churucicnsiic re;_:ctation.
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must probably be placed the ossiferous beds, at the top of the river reach above Talohmhor
( Keng‘ y ua in map), yellowish sands pebbly at top and passing up into rather soft conglo
meratic

sandstone containing bones, both mammalian and chelonian, shark's teeth and

vertebrae, fossil-wood and rolled fragments of oysters and other shells.
A small but instructive section is also seen of these beds in the Myouk Nawen g, a little
below Th amb yagon (Tham-bya-ga-gon), where pale silty shales are seen supporting a great
thickness of rusty incoherent sand traversed by thin layers of shale and a coarse quartzose
conglomerate with clay galls and cavernous hollows incrusted with a layer of the brown
haematite, as seen in some sandy beds of the u per division (at). In this conglomerate I found

mammalian bones, shark's teeth, and a small lbg of fossil-wood about two feet long of very
similar character, though less completely mineralized than that found so abundantly in bed a.
‘No other fossils were discernible here, nor, as a rule, throughout this division, though towards
its base, sandstones come in containing marine shells and corals, though neither plentifull
nor well preserved.

These marine beds, however, are naturally more connected with the

great group which follows immediately below the present, and which nowhere contains the
fossil-wood so characteristic of the present group.
It only remains to add a few words on the very close restriction to the eastward of
fossil wood after leaving the area of the fossil-wood group. Nowhere within the area occupied
by this group is fossi wood, in pieces of the largest dimensions, more liberally distributed
than along the eastern margin of the deposit along which it is everywhere found abundantly,
but directly the boundary of the
oup is passed there is an almost com lete absence of

fossil wood, even in moderate size?pieces.

A very close and careful scare in some of the

larger nullas may result in ﬁnding a piece here and there for some few miles from the

boundarv, but that is all, and the question at once presents itself,—has this fossil-wood sand
extended fo'rmerly across the ranges to the eastward and to the Sittang Valley, or was its
extension in that direction limited by a boundary somewhat corresponding in its general
direction with the present boundar ' of the groupP Without any detailed knowledge of the extent
of the group on the eastern si e of the Pegu range, we know the single fact that this

fossil-wood group occurs in the Sittang Valley, and this and the presumed conformity of it
with the lower group which constitutes the bulk of the intervening ranges of hills, would
strongly lead us to regard the
up as having once stretched uninterruptedly from the valley
of the Irawadi across that 0 the Sittang, or over the entire country bounded to west and
east, respectively, by the Arak an and Poung Loung chains. That this must have been the
case with the great bulk of miocene rocks so largely developed in this part of the Irawadi Valley
is certain, but one argument, though a negative one, is, I think, sufﬁicient to make us pause
before accepting the idea of a eontmuous extension of the fossil-wood bed over the same
area as those of the group below it.

This argument is the absence which I have alluded to of

fossil wood for a distance not far short of 50 miles, that is, throughout the entire breadth of

country occupied by the precipitous hills and tortuous streams of the Pegu range. When we
reﬂect on the large size of some of the siliciﬁed trunks which may be said to strcw the
country along the eastern
cessation of any save the
boundary, and consider
evinced by its abundance

boundary of this group in Eastern Prome, and the abrupt
veriest traces thereof, and these but for a short distance from the
also the imperishable character of much of this fossil wood as
in the hard and well worn gravcls of the Irawadi Valley, we

are irresistibly led to question the former extension

of this

fossil-wood

bed across a

belt of country wherein it has left no traces. The evidence is about as forcible as negative
evidence can be. Additional weight is also given to it by the fact, that its admission presents
no difﬁculties, but quite harmonises with the process which the geological history of
the district seems to indicate as having occurred. We have only to suppose that the
deposition of the vast series of miocene rocks developed in Pegu proceeded uniformly
(during, possibly, a synchronous elevation, in a gradual manner, of the ocean bed) till
the entire series, save the topmost members, had been de osited. Lacustrine conditions

we may now presume to have supervened over portions at cast of so large an area, and
the elevation of the Pegu ran e of hills commencing about this time would cause the
ﬁrst land to appear on a low

lt of country occupying in its general arrangement the

present line of the Pegu range. In other words, t e deposition of the uppermost beds
of the group and notably of the fossil-wood sands would be arrested along a line of country
not greatly differing from the present boundary of the group. The elevation of the
Pcgu range and its corresponding disturbance of the adjoining strata certainly continued
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down to a period subsrxpueut to the ﬁnal deposition of the fossil-wood group, though from
the mineral character 0 the upper beds, any movements they have been subjected to are

with diﬁiculty determined, and these movements may have, to some extent, interfered
with the effect of a coup d'ceil, but from several points of elevated ground beyond the
area of the fossil-wood beds, I have been struck by the manner in which those beds
were s read out; on alower level, in a fashion strongly suggestive of their accumulation

under a/custrine conditions alonga stretch of elevated country almost coincident with the
resent boundary.

This is notably the case at the extreme north of the district near the

ritish boundnr above Teybin and Bilugon, and is also to be remarked elsewhere, though
the forest is so ense that it is rarely one is able to get a glimpse of an large extent of
country. Had it been otherwise than here supposed, it would be extreme y hard to under

stand how the imperishable testimony of fossil-wood logs and fragments had been so com
pletely removed from the hilly tract, where as a matter of fact they are wanting. They are
certainly the hardest bodies met with, and havmg held their own among the quartzose rocks
which comprise the bulk of the Irawadi gravels, must, a fortiori, have no less successfully
withstood the destructive action of denudation amidst the soﬂaer miocene beds which
alone are met with in the Pegu ranges. I need not, however, dilate more on this subject,
which will be readily enough cleared up when the geoloo-y of those regions above the

resent

British frontier comes to be carefully examined into which these fossil woods extcn , and
wherein they seem to be more largely developed than within British territory.

MINERAL PRODUCE OF INDIA.
Towards the close of the year 1868, I solicited from the Commissioner of Kumaon

(and some other oﬁicers) information as to the quantity and value of the minerals raised and
brought to market within their jurisdiction.

Such local operations, where minerals are

raised solely for local use, and in reality are never exported, or, only in very small quanti
ties, even transported from one district to another, taken separately, are of small importance,
but when aggregated for the country at large, they represent an amount and value which

must be very considerable.

And these small local mining operations can only become known

by the assistance of the local oﬁicers. To Colonel H. Ramsay, C. B., Commissioner of Kumaon,
I am indebted for the returns now given for Kumaon and Gur/nval. The information
has been collected, under his orders, by Mr. Lawder, Civil Divisional Engineer, Kumaon.
Mr. Lawder was for several years one of the oﬁice staff of the Geological Survey, and
possessed, therefore, a general knowledge of the subject referred to him, and has evidently

devoted himself with zeal to the collection and preparation of information.
I was, I confess, surprised at the quantities stated to be raised and the extent of the mineral
industry. Viewed merely as a source of employment of labour, these returns show the equiva
lent of the continuous labour during every day in the year of no less than 154 persons,
and yet the effect is scarcely felt beyond the narrow limits of the province itself, excepting in so

far as this local supply obviates the necessity for imports of materials from elsewhere.
MIINERALoGICAL Sr/msrICs or KUMAoN DIvIsroN, collected under instructions from
THE CoMMrssronsn, CoLonn H. RursAv, C. B., by A. W. LAwnnn, EsQ., Civil

Divisional Engmecr.
My endeavours to collect reliable memoranda of the mineral resources of Kumaon have
not been so successful in their result as I could have wished. The entire absence of reliable
native information, and the general unwillingness exhibited by the inhabitantsto speak

at all on the matter, arising from the fear that any knowledge they might communicate
would perhaps eventually be the cause of increased rental demand or of the appro riation
by the Government of the land in which the minerals occurred, have presente many
dilﬁculties. The information obtained from the Bhotecas was given with great reluctance.
Owing also to my having but little surplus time to devote to the full elucidation of the
subject, the memoranda supplied here are doubtless somewhat imperfect and incomplete; my
duties, although carrying me to all parts of the Kumaon district, conﬁne me ‘(with some

exceptions) more particularly to the roads, and I have probably repeatedly passed by old
minos. or places rich in minerals, in utter ignorance as to their existence, not to mention
other places remote from any frequented thoroughfare. ‘
'
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In the following notes I am indebted to reports already published for much information.

The principal economic products in the Kumaon Division are the following: gold; copper;
lead; iron; arsenic; sulphur; alum; lignite; bitumen; limestones; ﬂags; slates, &c., &c.
DETAIL or LocAmrrEs.
Kumaon District.

CoPPnn.—Ores of this metal are found at Rai in Gungoli, Sira Barabisi,
Kharai, Kemokhét (each bank of Luddya river), Geewar, &c., &c.
Rai.—This mine is the principal one in the Putti. The ore is chieﬂy pyrites,
and occurs in a matrix of steatitic and taleose schist. I visited these mines in the
winter of 1868-69, and found the mines closed up by a landslip, and the entrances full of
water. The ore is extracted by means of drifts sli htly inclining upwards to allow for
drainage, as appears to be the mode most gener ly adopted throughout the hills. A
specimen of ore which I found on the spot seemed rich. I also discovered slight traces of
copper pyrites in quartzite near Gunai in Athagaon Putti.

Sira Barabisi.—Sira is noted for its cop er mine.
the gangue.

Dolomitic and taleose rocks form

The ore is a mixture of copper an iron pyrites.

Kharai.—Goul is the principal mine. The ore is worked in the same manner as at Rai.
Steatite and limestone are the neighbouring rocks, the former being the matrix principally.
K emokhét.—C0pper is found in small quantity on the east bank of the Luddya
river in Kali Kumaon. I have seen no specimen of the ore.

Geewar.—-There is a small mine of copper in this Putti.
At Gurung and Chinkakolly there are mines which have been closed for some time;
also at Beler and Shore.
IRoN.—Ir0n

is

found in

Dhuniakote,

Agar,

Geewar,

Kutoli, Ramgurh,

Tulli Rao, Chowgurka, &c., &c.
Dhuniakote.—There are the remains of some mines or burrows just opposite the
staging bungalow on the left bank of the Khyrna river. The ore is haematite, occurring in
irregular masses in uartzite. The rocks in the neighbourhood are more or less impregnated
with oxide of iron.
ese mines are now unused.
There is also a mine south of Semulkha in this Putti, and another in Utehakote,

both now unworked.
Agar.—This
is very
rich inItiron
ore, here
almostgenerally
every vill
e having
its mine.
The ore
seems to be Putti
a brown
haematite.
occurs
inaﬁieds
or cleﬁss,
and
sometimes in irregular masses. The rocks in the vicinity are silicious. Only a few of these
mines are now worked to any extent.
Geewar.—Iron occurs in quantity in the neighbourhood of the villages Khetsari
Maelchour, Tilwara. Simulkhét, Gudi, and Burlgaon.

I can give no opinion

as to the kind of ore, having no specimens.
Kutoli.—At Suyalgurh there is some iron ore which is not at present worked
to any extent.

Ramgurh.—There are several mines in this Putti, some largely worked.
Munglalékh.—This mine in Tulli Rao Putti is highly esteemed for the quality

of its ore, which is raised in quantity.
Chaugurka.—The ores of iron are plentiful in this Putti, and are worked in some
places.

At Jhirratoli in Darﬁn the oreismagnetic.
Dechouree and Kh1'1rpatal.—There is not, I beliew‘, any ore, being at present
worked by the Kumaon Ironworks Company.
GRAPHITE.—-This mineral crops out at Kaleemnt hill to the north of Almorah in

the Ja ésur range, and on the spur of Baninee Devee, facing Almorah on the
Lohug at road.
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GoLD: Sena River.—This stream rises in the lower ranges of hills, and joins the
Ramgunga river in Putti Dhlin. Its sands yield gold, and the bed of the Ramgunga
below the junction is aurifcrous. The washing is not very proﬁtable, scarcely averaging
4 annas a day to each workman.
Taluka Chandi.—The sands of the Ganges running through Chandi contain gold,
but the proﬁt arising from the washing is not greater than in the Sona river.
CoPPER: Dewalgurb.—The Dhanpur and Dhobri mines yielded largely in
former times, but of late years 0 erations have not been so vigorously carried on, owing to

the intricacy of the workin s, and the idea prevailing among the miners that very little ore
remains in the mines.

he ores are principally copper pyrites, and grey or vitreous copper

ore, with the red oxide and green carbonate in smaller quantities. The matrix is calcareous.
Galena is associated with the copper ore.
Nagp(1r.—There are several mines here none of which appear to be at present worked.
LEAD: Dhanpur; Tacheeda.—These mines do not seem to be extensively carried
on. The ore is galena, and the matrix principally of silex, with varying proportions of
felspar and calespar.
There are some lead mines at Ghertee in the snowy range between Milum and
Niti which have been long since deserted, also at Rallum, Bamskum on banks of the
Goree river, and Baidlee Baghir.
InoN: Tulli Chandp001‘.—This ore is probably a haematite with a little magnetic
iron. It has a slight repelling action upon the needle.

Tulli Kaliphat.—Tbi specimen resembles specular iron ore.
Mulli Dussoli.-The specimens are highly magnetic and rich in ore.
Tulla Chandpﬁr, Rajb1inga.-—-This haematite ore is largely worked.
Nagpﬁr.—-This ore gives no deﬁnite result with the ordinary rough tests.

It may

possibly be a carbonate of iron.

Lohba.—Here a rich haematite is raised in quantity.
Mulla N agpdr.-—The ore is most probably haematite.
Painu.—This ore is brittle and hard, and possesses the iron black colour and metallic
lustre of magnetic iron, but the specimens of it failed to affect the compass in the manner

characteristic of that ore. It may possibly on analysis be found to contain manganese, and
if so, it will be an interesting mineralogical discovery.

Iriakote.—It is diﬁicult to say what form of ore this is. Its streak fails to convey a
deﬁnite idea of its composition. It would appear to be an hydrous form of sesquioxide of iron.

Pokri.—These mines have been reported on by several oﬁicers.
SULPHUR.—This mineral is found both in Kumaon and Gurhwal. In the former
district at Moons yaree, in the northern parts of the district, and there are also some

sulphureous springs, as that at N ynee Tal. In Gurhwal it is found in the range of hills
to the north of the Pindur river within a couple of marches of N undp riag; also at
Mulla Nagpﬁr and Mulli Dussoli, but is not now collected to any extent.
AasEmc.—Yellow arsenic (Huri tal) is found in the northern parts of the district near

M oonsyaree.

Only small quantities are brought down to the Bagésur Fair by the Bhooteas.

LIGNITE.—Indications of lignite ap ear near Raneebagh, close to Hnldwani, and

in the streams of the sub-Himalayas nor» of N ujibabad. They do not give promise of
any workable fuel, and judging from the experience obtained in other parts of the hills, it is

questionable whether any lignite deposits will ever be discovered of such extent that they
will repay the cost of opening them up.
An analysis of a specimen of the R a nib a gh lignite gave
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The percentage of ash 3'6 contrasts favorably with that of .thc ordinary Indian
coal raised in Bengal. The ash is colored by the presence of iron.
BITUMEN or mineral resin (Salajiﬂ) occurs near the summit of many mountains where
it exudes from crevices m the rocks.
In the neighbourhood of Kotegaon, Gowarseo, south of Paoree, it is seen near
the top of lar cliffs, and is worked by natives by means of a scaﬁblding suspended from

the summit.
am unable to state the amount of it extracted. It is generally used as a medi
cine and exported to the plains. Medicine from Salajit is also prepared in Gunguli
iii K ueI(111 aon, but I have been unable to ascertain from whence the mineral is originally
0 tain

.

LIM1:sroNE.—Tho Kumaon hills are proliﬁc in limestones, occurring both in immense
masses, exhibiting various shades of color and structure, and as local Tufa deposits.

In the newer geological formations of the lower hills it occurs sometimes as a light
colored rock, and sometimes as the cementing material in conglomerate beds and very frequently
as Tnfa deposited by local springs and streams. The process of deposition is most active
during the monsoon rains, and in nearly all the springs emanating from limestone rocks, the
waters are highly charged with calcareous matter.
These tufaeeous deposits occur less frequently in the higher ranges, but there the blue
hard limestones generally containini silex, and other hard varieties. prevail, forming well
deﬁned beds, and in many instances t ey are the predominant rocks of some of the larger

hill runs. Small blocks of ver pure black limestones are sometimes to be met with, and I
have picked up some small nodu es of kunkur in the Lu d d y a river.
The princi al material utilized by the natives of this district is Tufa, it being more
easily burnt an prepared, and more suitable to the kutcha kilns in ordinary use. Where it
has in its composition a little iron it seems to yield a strong mortar.
The localities in which lime is manufactured are very numerous, the most important

being Naini Tal and Jeoli for use in the neighbourhood.
In the Kharai range, halt‘-way between Bagésur and Alm orah, from which the latter
station is almost wholly supplied. At Chitaih, i the hills north of Dwara Hat; at
Simulkha, Bnital Ghat, and Dekoli, in the Kosi valley, for consumption in the
works in progress in the new military station at R-anikhét, and on the new cart-road from

thence to Ramnagar. There is also lime, somewhat silicious, in Agar Putti, in the
Retha ea: ran e,Athagaon, and in almost all the hills in Gunguli. At Ramésur
it skirts the road or miles.
It also occurs near Khyrna on the Almorah road, at M ulwa Ta1, and in Geewar, &c.

RooFING SLATEs, &c.-—Rooﬁng ﬂags are very plentiful in the district of Kumaon, and
are generally micaceous or chloritic.
At Chitaili near Dwara Hat there are some beds of imperfectly metamorphosed

clay slate, the planes of cleavage seeming to occur almost in the same lines with the bedding.
The quarr was formerly used to some purpose, but owin ' to the neglect of former owners, It
has been fbr years ﬁlled up with debris, so that I was una lo to observe the beds properly.
Clay slate occurs also in the neighbourhood of Naini Tal, but the cleavage is im.

perfectl ' developed. There area couple of quarries on the banks of the Ramgunga in
Suit

utti.

BUILDING SroNEs.—Almost everywhere in the district within easy reach good
building stone is to be had. At Almorah ﬁne-grained_evenly-bedded quartzites and
mica schist form the hill itself, and supply matenal not to he excelled for
' Mr. Lawder is here in error in calling Salajit bitumen or mineral resin. it is an alum or native sulphate
of alumina which forms on the aluminous shales in the hills. At least such is the Salnjii of Nepal, where it is
well known and from which it is more largclv exported than from Kumaon. Wonderful medicinal virtucr are
attributed to it, and in the plains it often sells for its weight in silver (soc Notice of a native sulphate of alumina
from the aluminous rock: of Nepal, by J. Slevenson. Esq., Supt., H. C. Salt trc Factories‘ Journal, Asi-'|tic
Society, Bengal,vol. II, p. 321. Also On the alum or SulaJit., of Nepal, y A. Campbell, Assistant Sm-_
gc0n,&t3.. &c.. ibid, p. 482; also asecond note by Mr. stevenson, p. 605). Whether the mineral referred to
by Mr. Lawdsr be really the same as Salajit i cannot usscrt.~T. Onnunl.
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durability and facility of dressing.

[vm..

Mica schist seems to form the principal beds for

some distance to the east and west of Almorah, reaching to Dwara Hat and Masai

on the west, Pali, Ranikhét, Siahi, Devi, Dole, and towards Kali Kumaon
to the east, and also in the formation of the Jagésur and Binsar ranges to the north.

At Naini Tal the stones used are limestone and clay schist.
At Ranikhét a pale colored gneiss forms both a handsome and a lasting building
stone.
Sandstone is abundantly found in the lower hills.
Gneiss and chlorite schist are used frequently as building stones in the district.

Imports.—-The chief importations are BonAx (Tincal),S.uxr, and GoLn from Thibet.
BonAx.—Borax is obtained from the borders of a lake at Chappaksnni, a few km
from the Kylass mountain in Thibet.

It is collected from June to September and sold at the several fairs—Ganpa, Gupa
Chin, Sibbillum, Chakra, Taklakhal, Dhabakar, &c.

It is purchased hero by the

Bhootea traders and brought down to Bagésur. At these fairs the price of crude bom: is
something under 2 Rupees per msund (about 50 seers), and in the same state it fetches
from Rs. 8 to 9 per maund at the Bagésur Fair, which is the chief mart of the
J owari traders. The borax bought up here is despatched to Ramuagar, where it is reﬁned
and redisposed of at about Rs. 22 to 24 the maund.

Traders from the Byanse, Chowdanse, and Dorms Passes transact sales of
borax at Dharchula and Burmdeo, and the Gurhwal Bhooteas from Niti at Kanaseo

and Ramnagar, nearly all the borax is disposed of to plains traders—
Probable amount of borax brought through Milum Pass in 1868-69

...

17,000 mds.

Probable amountof borax brought through Dorms and B yanse in 1868-69...

15,000

)1

Probable amount of honor brought through Niti and Mans in 1868-69

15,000

”

...

ToTAL

47,000 mds.

SALT.-—1ﬂ found at Rhuduk in Thibet, and is sold at the same fairs as borax. It is
also found at Silungsakka in Thibet—
Probable amount imported vid the Jowar Pass (Milu m) in 1868-69
4~000 mils
Probable amount imported oid Darma and B ysnse in 1868-69
Probable amount imported via‘ Niti and Mann in 1868-69

...
ToTAL

3,000
2,000

,,
N

9,000 mds.

Salt is purchased in Thibet at the rate of 1 Rupee 12 annas per maund (roughlv
measured) and sold at Bagésur or Almorah at from 5 to 6 Rupees per maund. Almost all
the salt unported from Thibet is consumed in the hills.
GoLD.—Is found in many of the rivers in Thibet; at Silungsakka. &c. ; it is sold at the

same fairs asthe salt and borax either in nuggets or in grains. About 10 to 12,000
]tupe_es' worth is brought down annually. some of which is disposed of in the hill
distncts (K_umaon and Gurhwal), probably about one-third, and the remainder most
hkely ﬁnds its way to Delhi, Agra, &c., &c. It is sometimes found to contain copper.
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Captain Garstin, in submitting the numerical return from Gurhwal, says—
“ The return has been repared from statements sent in by Putwarees, and I do not think
any great reliance can be p aced on their correctness, as it must have been most difﬁcult for
them to ﬁnd out the information required; the people working the mines themselves not
having the slightest idea of the amount of ore they either collect or sell.

“ The copper mines in Dhainpur used formerly to bring in a much larger revenue than
they now do; the fact being that the shafts have been sunk so deep into the hill, and the
pass

s are so intricate, that very few people will venture into them.

The miners also say,

that t e mines are nearly worked out.
“There is, one may say, no export of ores from this district, the mines worked only

being suﬂicient to supply the wants of the people.
“ I regret that I cannot give further information, but the agency at my disposal is
too limited to enable me to collate any that I would deem trustworthy."
1st July 1869.
A. W. Liwnna.
The mines noticed in the above return have been known for many years. Some of
them were noticed by the earliest European visitors to these bills. And when there was no
communication with other countries and no supply of imported metal, they were naturally of
higher importance and of greater value than in later years, when their rudely extracted
products have had to contend with European manufactures. The earliest description, in any
detail, of these sources of mineral wealth was given by Captain J. D. Herbert in 1829
in his report on the mineral productions of that part of the Himalaya mountains between
the Sutlej and Kali (Gagra) rivers, &c. (Asiatic Researches, xviii, Pt. 1, 227). In this almost

every locality noted above is mentioned.

Dhénpur and Dhobri at that time paid a revenue

or royalty for the right of working of Rs. 1,200 per annum; Gangﬁli and Sira of Rs. 1,000;
Pokri Rs. 600. The localities, modes of working, and rocks are described, and the means
of improvement noted. The iron and lead mines are also noticed, as well as the non
metallic products of the hills—sulphur, alum, bitumen, graphite, borax, limestone, &c., &c.
The inaccessibility of the various places is also noticed.
In 1838 a re rt on the copper mines of Kumaon by Captain H. Drummond appeared
in the Journal 0 the Asiatic Society of Bengal (vol. vii, p. 934). In this he 'ves the results
of an examination of many of the mines by a practical Cornish miner, Mr. Wﬁkin, whom he
had brought out from England. The Rye (Rai) and the Sheers (Sira) mines, both noticed

above, are specially referred to. Mr. Wllkin recommended certain trials and improvements
in the mode of working, taking a favorable view of the prospects. An experimental trial
was then made with the view of opening a regular mine at Pokri, in Gurhwal. , Extensive

workings had here been carried on from very early times, and one mine, called the Rajah
Khﬁn or Rajah's mine, had, it is said, yielded in one year more than Rs. 50,000. At the
time alluded to (1838-39) the right of minin was leased for Rs. 100 per annum. Two

galleries or adits were commenced, one in each 0% the two ravines in which the copper was
known to occur, the Rajah Khim and the Chumitti ravines, about 500 yards apart. Up
to May 1839, 149:‘; feet had been opened in the Rajah Khan drift, and 111 feet in the other.

(Lieutenant Glasfurd, On the experimental copper mine in Kumaon, Jour. Asiat. Soc., Beng.,
viii., 471).
The work was continued until June 1841, when the estimated cost had been largely
exceeded, and as no suﬁicient returns were obtained, the trial was ﬁnally stopped. At that
time 257% fathoms of ground had been driven through. In addition to the two old mines
noticed above, the Rajah's and Chumitti (or Chaomuttee), a new opening was made, when good
specimens of ore were found near the surface, but at a depth of 15 fathoms they ceased, and

at 23:} fathoms it was abandoned. Details are given by Mr. Wilkin as to other mines in
the neighbourhood of Pokri also.
The total sum expended in this experimental trial was Rs. 7,384 and there was realized by
sale of copper during the time Rs. 779%. Mr. Lushin ton, who gives these details, mentions
the real obstacles to success which have to be conten ed with. The distance of the mines
from the plains, the slowness and expense of carriage, the cheapness and abundance of

English copper. the superliciality of the mines yet known, and the want of coal are all
serious drawbacks.
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At thetimc M r. Lushington wrote (1843) the mines of Dhanpur were rented for Rs. 1,700
per annum in 1812. Under the Ghoorka Government, the rent ﬁxed for mines for the whole
rovince was only Rs. 3,500 (Company's Rupees).

Since 1815, when Kumaon was conquered

y the British, up to 1846, the average revenue derived by the British Government was for
copper in Kumaon Rs. 800 to 1,200, in Gurhwal Rs. 2,086, the highest revenue for any year,
for all mines being Rs. 5,417.

Iron yielded an average of Rs. 1,900 in Kumaon, and Rs. 226

in Gurhwal. (Account of experiment at Khotree copper mine, with notices of other copper
mines, by G. S. Lushington, Esq., Commissioner, (Jour. Asiat. Soc., Beng., xii., 453).

Again, in Se tember 1845, Mr. Sigismund Reckendorf, Mining Engineer, reported on
the same mines,( our. Asiat. Soc., Beng., xiv, 471).

Dhzfmpur and Pokri are on opposite

sides of the Douliganga, each about six miles from the river, or 12 miles apart.

Dhanpur

is 1,000 to 1,500 feet higher than Pokri. Both are said to be on the same layer of talcose
slate, which is stated to head north-15°-west. Mr. Reckendorf thinks, indeed, that the whole
of the known copper mines from the Nepal terai on the east to beyond the Pokri mine on

the west are onl

parts of one layer of no great thickness, sub-divided occasionally into

two or three!
e considers the ore notto occur in a regular lode or vein, but in a bed.
He thought all previous trials had been misdirected, as they had been carried out in the
old workings, and that new ground altogether ought to be opened up. He formed a much

poorer idea of the chances of success at Dhobri, but considered that everything tended to
show that at Pokri copper could be obtained in large quantity. He urgently deprecates,
however, Government attempting anything itself.
In 1854 the Hon'ble Court of Directors sent out Mr. W. Jory Henwood, with two
mining assistants and an iron smelter, to examine and report on the metalliferous deposits
of Kumaon and Gurhwal. After going over all the distncts, Mr. Henwood reported in
May, 1855. This report gives much useful information, but, so far asregards the copper

mines, the opinion formed was most unfavorable, and indeed coudemnatorv.
Pokri he says:

Speaking of

“We have never before seen a spot so scantily sprinkled with ore, and

offeriu , in our judgment, so small a prospect of improvement 0 extensively and perseveringly
work

.”

(Selections from Records of Government of India, Home Department, viii, p. 5).

The greater part of the report is devoted to the rich iron deposits of these bills, regarding
which we cannot at present speak.

Subsequentl to this (1865) I know of no systematic attempt to work the copper mines
of Kumaon or
rhwnl. The native miners have, however, continued to delve out annually
in a wretchedly insecure way a few hundred maunds of ores, an amount which, from
Mr. Lawder's returns given above, appears to be more considerable than I should have expected.

The Geological Survey has not yet had an opportunity of visiting these hills.

October, 1869.

'1‘. Owns.

COAL-FIELD NEAR CHANDA, CENTRAL PROVINCES.
Since the ﬁrst notice of this ﬁeld was published in the Records of the Geological Survey
(August 1868, p. 23) a systematic examination of the ﬁeld has been commenced. It was
fully pointed out by Mr. W. Blanford, in the paper referred to, that the country was in parts
so covered that it would be impossible to obtain any satisfactory knowledge of its structure
without borin or sinking. Since then two skilled borers and boring tools have been
obtained from

ngland, and further sets of tools are on their way.

The season had already

far advanced before these were available, and as the rains were then near at hand, it was
considered desirable that these men who had just arrived, and who were therefore quite
unacquainted with the peculiarities of life in this country and of the climate in which they

were to work, should, for a time at least, be kept where good house shelter could be obtained. _
The work was placed under the immediate charge of Mr. M. Fryar, M. E., Mining Assistant

on
the Geological
Survey.
was season
requested
for bori
within
reach so
of
(‘handa
or Ballarpur
duringAnd
the he
rainy
and totoselect
keep spots
the men
at nfirst
together,
that they could aid one another in any diﬁiculty which might occur at ﬁrst starting.
Under Mr. Fryar's instructions the ﬁrst bore-hole was commenced in the beginning
of June. This bore-hole (No. 1) was very near the south-east corner of the boundary of
the Nuggcenn Bagh, north of the native town of Clmmla. This bore was put down 80 feet
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and was then stopped, “as the material bored through continued to be simply stiff sand."
A second bore was then commenced about 230 feet from the ﬁrst, in the direction of the dip‘

of the rocks,—-about east-15°-north. This passed through the following section :—
I‘‘eet.
12
8
20

Total

Inches.
0
of ochrey nrenaeeous shale.
0
Soft shsls of deep red and purple colour.
0
Of the ssme material as found in No. l bore-hole.

40

0

At this depth, 40 feet, this bore-hole was also stopped.
No. 3 was then commenced at about 450 yards still further in the direction of the dip,
or into the ﬁeld, or about 527 yards from No. 1. This bore-hole was near the junction of
the Ghimoor road and the Nagpur road, its bearing from No. 1 (magnetic) being about

north-38°-east.
This third boring gave the following section :

'

I-‘eet. Inches.
5
Brown soil.
ol aoc o o o aoc o o
11
Red brongel.
Brown
sand.
lSowawgwgﬂugw :s§buqEw§auﬂu
Hsrd red ironstone.
Light
pipe
clsy.
|-|
Dark brown clny.
soft li ht sandstone.
Light rown sandstone.
Light colored sandstone.
very light colored sandstone, very coarse.
Yellow sandstone.
very dnrk sand shale.
variegated san stone.
Yellow sandstone.
Brown sandstone.
variegated sandstone.
Coarse brown ssnd.
variegated sandstone.
Light blue sandy shale.
Good coal (a).
veryJ dark blue sbsle, a little snndy.
Lig t blue sandstone, a little shsly.
Light colored sandstone.
Black shsle mixed with coal (b).
Light blue sandstone.
Dark sandy shnle.
Iron p ites.
Light luo sandstone and brown sand mixed.
Total

242

“And as in this depth we have entered something of a Talchir a pearsmie, I have

stopped this hole and commenced one at Ballarpur."

(Mr. Fryar's report, 4th July).

Specimens of the coals passed through in this pit, as brought up by the pump, were
assayed, and yielded—
(a) two feet bed

(b) eighteen inch bed'.

Carbon.
478

volatile.
41'!)

Ash.
ll'2

42-1

41-2

I6'1

both poor coals, neither containing 50 per cent. of carbon.

The beds are also from their small

thickness unworkable with proﬁt at that depth.
A fourth boring was made near the dhk bungalow to the west by south, and between
the bungalow and the Jhurput nala.

This (No. 4) was put down with small rods, “and

ought to have entered coal a few feet from the surface, if the apparent di of rocks at the
surface had been a guide ap roximately to the dip of the coal beds below.” ( r. Frynr, 28th
July). This boring was :1. out 500 feet to the west of one put down by Mr. Binnie, C. E.,

in which coal was said to have been cut. No. 4 did not reach coal, and was abandoned.
Preparations were made for a ﬁfth boring (No. 5) about six chains from the Jhurput
nala on the left bank, due south of the town of Chanda, but no boring was carried out here.
At Bsllsrpur, the ﬁrst boring alluded to above was put down on the left bank of the
river, nearly opposite the point where coal is seen on the right or Hydmbad side of the river,

and about 300 feet from the river bank.
proved to be the case.

This position was in‘'udiciousl_y selected, as

It was in fact within the limits of the old bed of the river. and was
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abandoned, as there was not tubing “ enough to carry the hole through the running sand
and gravel met with.” This diﬁiculty might certainly have been avoided, but unfortunately it
was not.

The probability was in fact pointed out in April 1867 (see p. 25, Records, Geolo 'cal

Snrve of India, 1868), where it is said, “ in sinking upon the Chanda side, it is far

om

impro able that only alluvial clay may be met to the depth mentioned." The borin tools
were then shifted to a second posihon where rocks were visible close by. This second he e was
put down about a mile to the north-east near the town of Ballarpur (less than half a mile).
This boring was carried down to a total depth of 236 feet.
The following is the section passed through :
Feet. Inches.

5|w iucogsmgogEu uoeaswuawg sncaw

Bed iron brongel (moorum).
Soft brown sandstone.
stron blue clay.
very ark-red sandstone mixed with iron.
Brown sandstone.
Soft light colored sandstone.
variegated sandstone.
Red sandy clay.
Dark colored sandstone.
Brown sandstone.
Hard red sandstone mixed with iron.
Brown sandstone, with mies.
Yellow sandstone.
Good coal.
Black shale.
Good coal.
very dark shale.
Green looking sandstone (blueish).
Dark-blue sandstone mixed with shale.
Light colored sandstone.
Iron pyrites.
Light colorod sandstone.
Black shale, a little eoaly.
Dark blue sandstone mixed with shale.
Light colored sandstone.
Iron pyrites.
Light colored sandstone.
Black shale, a little eoaly.
Dark colored sandstone, a little shaly.
Iron pyrites.
Light colored sandstone.

Total

Mr. Fryer reported on the 16th September that he had ordered this hole to be stopped,
“ as we are evidently in the Talchir sandstones.”

He adds, ‘ you will observe a similanty of

section by comparing the second hole at Ballarpur with the No. 3 one at Chanda’ (given
above). There is doubtless some little similarity, but I am unable to see the proof that the
bore was evidently in the Talchir beds.

The boring rods were then moved from Bellarpur to a point on the road to Moolk from
Chanda, between two and three miles from Chanda town, near the place where the road crosses
the Jhurput nala, in the corner between the stream and the road to the south of the road.
This bonng was in rogress up to date of last report, and on the 12th instant had reached a

total depth of 124 eet 6 inches. The following is the section :
Feet. Inches.

§l8u—o§qo~=4wo=qH@u

aloa o am co ao wao

Loose sand and loamy soil.
Yellow sandstone and bands oi’ ironstone.
Hard red ironstone.
variegated sandstone, with little clay.
Soft red ironstone.
Ironstone band.
Bed sandstone mixed with iron.
Yellow sandstone.
variegated sandstone.
Yellow sandstone.

very hard red rock.
Brown sandstone.
Light brown sandstone.
Light red sandstone.

Coarse light brown sandstone.
Hard red rocks.
variegated sandstone.
Total

H
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It is evident that the rods have not yet touched a bed of the coal-bearing rocks in this

section, all the beds passed through belonging to the Upper or Panchet series.
Reviewing the results thus obtained, we ﬁnd that borings at Chanda, which are repre
sented as having passed through the entire thickness of the coal-bearing rocks there, and
to have pierced the Talchir beds below, (in which no coal is known), exposed only two thin
beds of poor coal, so thin as to be unworkable.

While at Ballarpur also, a boring of about

the same depth (about 240 foot), said in like manner to have gone through the entire thick
ness of the coshbearing rocks and to have ierced the Talehns, showed also two beds of
coal, one of 18 inches, one of 9 inches in thic ness.

It need scarcely be said that none of these are workable at the depth at which they
occur.
Before these explorations had commenced, Major Lucie Smith, Deputy Commis
sioner of Chanda, who deserves the highest credit for the sustained zeal and intelligent
earnestness with which he has prosecuted these enquiries, had a pit opened on the bed of coal
visible in the Wurda channel, near Googoos, or Chendoor.

And from the coal there met with,

at a depth of 30 feet below the surface, a considerable quantity was raised for experimental
trials to which I will presentl

refer.

As, however, this pit was within the limits of the

ordinary ﬂood level of the Wurdh, a bore-hole was put down about 330 yards from the bank
of the river and nearly in the line of strike of the beds. This bore-hole was carried out
by Corporal Carson, of the Public Worlcs Department, under the orders of Major Lucie

Smith, Mr. Fryar also assistin . As was tolorably certain at such a distance the coal was
found to continue. This bore-ho e was sunk altogether to 121 feet 6 inches, and gave the
following section :
Fcet. Inches.

l=cw#Eumuuu5=u$mw

Total

al¢moc ac : o;ao

Surface clay.
Bed moorum.
variegated sandstone.
while sandstone.
Yellow clay.
Dark-brown clay.
Black shah-.
Coal.
Dark sandy shale.
Cool.
Blue shale.
Oval.
,, mixed with iron pyriles.
Coal.
shale.
Coal.

121

Below this is white sandstone streaked with black shale. It is much to be regretted
that the boring was not continued, so as to ascertain the thickness of the formation hero
and the position of this thick deposit of coal in it.
The coal having thus been proved here, a pit was commenced and is now in progress.
A second bore-hole was then commenced about a mile to the south, and to the west a
little south of the village of Googoos. This is as nearly as can be the locality rewmmended
by the Geological Survey in 1867, “about 300 yards west of the village of Googoos."
This bore-hole was carried down in all about 112 feet, giving the following section :
Feet. Inches
6
0
Surface clay.
22
0
variegated sandstone.
0
3
lronstone.
21
6
variegated sandstone.
2
6
Red rock.
4
0
Yellow clay.
6
0
Dark shaly clay.
8
6
shale.
2
0
Crimson colored sandstone.
17
0
Clay and sand.
2]
0
Light colored sandstone.
7
0
Variegated sandstone.
Total

H1
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At this depth the mineral lifter jammed, and after several days' unsvailing eﬂbrts to
lift it, it became evident that it would be necessary to sink to it. in order to relieve the tools.
After some delay this sinking is now in progress and had reached 27 feet on the 12th instant.

Such is the progress made in the exploration of the ﬁeld.
As regards the im

rtant question of the qualit

of the coal, several trials have been

made. The coal raised rom the pit near Googoos was rst sent to the Great Indian Penin
sular Railway for trial in their locomotives. The Locomotive Superintendent reported on the

16th April “that the coal was not suitable for locomotive urposes, being very dirty. Out of
1 ten 4 cwt. used, there were 6 cwt. of clinker, but very itt e in the smoke-box. with a load

of 4 cotton wagons and one brake. Great quantities of sparks came out from the chimney,
and remained on ﬁre for some time.

From Boorhanpore to Khundwa, the brake-van alone

was attached to the engine, and although the ﬁre had been cleaned at Chandnee station, it

had to be cleaned again before getting to ongergaon (17 miles). We could not get a welding
heat with the coal, although it contains great quantities of gas."
The ﬁre-boxes on the Great Indian Peninsular Railway are constructed to suit English

cod, and the engineers are accustomed to its use.
not admitting this to be a conclusive trial.

There appeared, therefore, sound reason for

More coal was raised, and better coal selected,

and this was sent to the East Indian Railwa at Jubbulpore, some to the works in progress
under the Public Works Department at the anhan bridge, and also a second supply to the
Great Indian Peninsular Railway. The results of these trials are decidedly encouraging. It
is said that the coal took the tram on the Great Indian Peninsular Railway down as far as
Budnaira (100 miles) without difﬁculty; the engineers were agreeabl surprised with its
capabilities,
did not
“ think
it quite“ u ith
to Chanda
the mark."
At thewas
Kaniian
bridge
works,
it
was tested inbut
a small
portable
engine.
coal steam
got up in
llliour
and 25

minutes with a consumption of 36lbs., the coal being wot, a strong breeze blowing and rain
falling at the time.

The coal burnt clear, and freely and very clean, leavin a small residue of

ash without clinkers, and evaporated on the average 4-lbs. of water per 1 . of coal consumed.
With English coal steam was raised in 1 hour 35 minutes, with a consumption of 28lbs., the

coal being drier, but small and deteriorated from exposure, but the weather was ﬁne at this
part of the da and very little wind. The evaporation was at the rate of 6'5lbs. of water
per lib. of co ." The Chanda coal is specially noted as “ burning clean."
The trial on the East Indian Railwa was the only one in which the Chanda coal was
compared with other Indian coal. “ T e Locomotive Superintendent reports that the con.
sumption of Chanda coal on two trials was 88% cwts. and 85 cwts.

r 100 miles. against

67 cwts. of Ranigunj coal for the same distance. The coal did not wor well at ﬁrst, partly, it
appears, owing to the construction of the ﬁre-boxes, and partly, perhaps, to the stormy weather
in which one of the trials was made, but it did better afterwards."

These trials show the ‘ duty’ of the coal to be as compared with English coal (‘small
and deteriorated by exposure‘) as 4: 6'5, or 61 per cent., or, in other words, it is tths worse
than this English coal.
As compared with Ranigunj coal. its duty was as 67 to 87 (mean of 8875 and 85‘),
or 77 per cent., or nearly }th worse. It is not stated what “ Ranigunj" coal was in use.
The coal, however, did the work required of it, and in a satisfactory manner.
These coals were, as mentioned, from the pit sunk at the Wurdah. To test the coal

met in the boring near that river, as given above, Mr. F1'yar was requested to forward
specimens. Of these he sent 33, one from each of the three-feet seams above the thick coal
and 31 from it, these being taken from the material brought up by the pump at intervals of
about a foot of sinking. These were all assayed carefully by Mr. Tween, and the results are

given below.
There can be no doubt that assays of this kind, and more especially when made on the
stulf broken down b a borin -chisel, are only approximate indices to the value of the coals
tested. But in the a sence of tter means, they do afford fairly comparable results, and
do unquestionably give a fair indication of the economical value of the coals. Indeed, the

very results given a ove are singularly conﬁrmatory of this.

The assays were completed for

several weeks before the above results of actual trials were received.
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The 33 specimens tested gave the following results :—
Depths, &c.

i(.‘arb0n. ‘volatile.

A (1st threafeet seam)
E (2nd three-feet seam)
1 (from thick coal)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

. :
I
.,
l
' ‘
1

10
11
12
1::
14

15

. .
'
. .

1
1
,

'

Ash.

Depths, kc.

we
374
-180
45-5
44-0
4s~5
44-4
M7
47-4
47-1
are

no
28-0
see
30-4
as-4
400
see
395
ass
as-s
40-0

. 91
34-6
1544
1m
16-6
we
we
we
15-s
15-5
124

we

see

12-0

26

46-6
44-s
40-7 ‘ M‘5
so-4 , 33'!
33-3
281

s-s
14-8
as
331;

27
28
20
'10

‘ av-s

zs-s

1e
11
)8
19
20
21
21*
22
23
24
25

Carbon. volatile.

‘

. .
..

1
'

..

.

.

. E
'

Ash.

as-5
4‘4-2
zsrs
as-s
we
461;
44-9
42-7
4511
52-4
40-3

as-7
31-4
23$
as-0
see
41-1
42-5
see
33-0
32-0
24-5

24-s
24-4
47-2
so:
17-4
12-6
12-6
an
217
15-6
35-2

-we

32-s

211$

44-2
55-1
35'6 :
56-2 ‘

29-0
32-0
32-s
3115

261,:
12-9
are
121

33-4

It is obvious from these results that while this thick deposit contains some layers
which are really good coal. there is also a large amount which is scarcely deserving of thg
name of coal at all. Stuff with 30 and 40and even up to 47 per cent. of ssh—useless
matter—would be of no avail excepting for purely local demand in such work as lime-burning,
&c., while coal such as is represented by No. 13 or No. 30, or the bed A, would hold just com
parison with some of the best coals in India. Probably the fairest way, seeing that although

the specimens are taken from about every foot, the actual matter assa ed may really represent
only an inch or two in thickness, is to take the whole as one, and tahe as the mean composi.

tion the average of all the results (neglecting for the present the two se mate 3 feet
seams). And for comparison, to take 30 s ecimens of Ranigunj coals from di erent worked
beds, and take the average composition 0 these.

Taking the 31 specimens of the Googoos coal, the average result of all is
Carbon
Volatile
Ash

..

4/4'51
3534
20‘15

And the average result of 30 Ranigunj coals is—
Carbon
50'9
Volatile
34'6
Ash
..
'
14'5
that is, the Googoos (average) coal is 6'39 per cent. inferior to the average of Ranigunj
coals as to the main heating power, and it is also 6 per cent. worse than the same as to
amount of useless matter. Or, viewi
it in another way, it ma be said that out of the
31 odd feet of ‘coal’ there are 28, w ich contain less carbon
an the average of 30
Ranigunj coals, good and bad, and only 3 which contain more; while there are 23 which con.
tain more ash than the same average, and only 8 which contain less.

I

These results appear unquestionable, so far as the coal yet obtained is concerned. Thai;
this coal will at the same time prove highly useful cannot for a moment he questioned; and

we must only continue to seek for better.
The results of these trials showed the duty of Chanda coal roughly, as compared with
Ranigunj coal, to be as 67 to 87. The comparison by assay gives 45 : 51, or the trial b rail
gives the work in the ratio of 1'00: 1'29, that by assay as 1'00 : 1'14. As compare with
English coal the duty was by actual trial as 4'0 to 6'5, by assay as 4/#5 : 68, or, in the ﬁr5';
case, as 1: 1153, in the latter as 1: 1'53.

lﬁﬁ
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These are very close approximations and fully bear out the value of such assays.

In all

cases. it is worth notice also, the result as per assay is more favorable than that by actual
trial. Both methods of testing the value prove that good useful fuel exists near Googoos

in considerable quantity.
The explorations are being carried on with vigour, and the results will be given from
time to time.
,

In connection with this enquiry, it is necessary to give publicity here to some important
facts regarding which considerable misapprehension has evidently existed.

In the last

eneral report on the Central Provinces, the Chief Commissioner has (p. 76) said: ‘ so far coal

has only been discovered in that known as the Damuda series, and it remains to be proved
whether the Kamptee group is carboniferous.'

This name ‘ Kamptee group’ has never been

published before or deﬁned, and without such deﬁnition it is meaningless.

It was a term

used by Mr. W. Blanford on a preliminary sketch ma of the district, copy of which was given
to the oﬁicer of the Geological Survey working at C anda for his information. But the term
was simply one of convenience, and for temporary local use as applied to a series of beds in

the vicinity, and signifying nothing more than those local beds ; simply a name used instead
of a long phrase to convey certain peculiarities in texture, &c. It is one of many such short
names which, used for a time merely locally, give place to others when relations and connec
tions have been traced out. It has therefore never been ublished or used in any other way
than as a term of convenience among the oﬁicers of the geological Department.

It is in fact

meaningless without deﬁnition.
But having thus been used, I ma state that the local beds so called “ Kamptee” are nothing
more nor less than the Central In ian representatives of the great Panchet series of rocks,
so well seen in the Ranigunj coal-ﬁeld, still better developed in the Jherria, the Bokaro, the
Karun ura, and other detached coal-ﬁelds towards the west, and which series of rocks can

be (an have been) traced across all the intervening country up to Nagpur and Chanda.
And as in the Ranigunj ﬁeld, so in every other section exposed throughout the hundreds of
miles of country (thousands of square miles) not a trace of coal is known to occur in them.
This induction is far wider and far more satisfactory than any examination of the Central
Provinces alone could afford.
But, in addition to this, accompanying this extension and development of the Panchet
series, there is, from east to west, a steady and continuous but rather rapid diminution of the

true coal-bearing rocks (the Damuda senes), so that the formation which in the east is of
several thousand feet in thickness, with more than one hundred beds of coal of varying
thickness, and which is there easily divisible into three groups, on passing to the west so
dwindles down, that, in the Nerbudda valley and in the Chanda ﬁeld, the total thickness of

the formation does not exceed as many hundred feet as it was thousands in the east, and that
all the coal is conﬁned to a few beds of great irregularity near the base of the series. These

facts also have been established not by any local investigation, but by a long continued and
systematically carried out series of examinations and measurements spread over hundreds of
miles of the country.
There ap ears not a doubt as to the fact that coal does not occur in the Panchet rocks.
There is equal y no doubt that coal is not in the Talchir rocks below, and the sim le point
that remains to be proved in the Chanda ﬁeld is the extent, thickness, and value 0 the coal

which does accompany the Damuda rocks. If the country were not so much covered the
limits of these rocks could readily be traced; there is no diﬁiculty in distinguishing them.
But unfortunately there is a large part so concealed by superﬁcial deposits that the existence

of these coal-bearing rocks must be probed out by boring.

And this is what is now being

done by the Geological Survey for the Government of India.
The borings at Chanda and at Ballarpur given above are additional proofs of the very
limited thickness of these rocks.

The entire thickness of the Damuda series, as it there

exists, together with all the overlying beds, is said to have been passed through within about
235 feet. Of this more than one-third belongs to the upper series, leaving the thickness of
the entire Damuda or coal-hearing formation here not more than about 150 feet!
The l8tI: Oclober 1869.

T. OLDHAM.
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LEAD in the Burnn District .- CEnrRAL Pnovmons.—-To the information already given
regarding this lode of lead-ore but little has been added since then (see Records, Geological
Survey of India, 1862, Pt. 2, p. 37).

At the close of the season, Mr. Smart, the Revenue

Surveyor engaged in that district, completed a small plan of the locality and immediate vicinit

on a scale of four inches to the mile. He found fragments of the metallic vein scattere
u on the top of the hill, on which it was seen for a distance of half a mile from the spot
w ere it was discovered last year. ‘ The direction of dip of the vein could not be ascertained
owing to the confused and fractured arrangement of the surface rocks.’ Mr. Smart had no
means of proving the vein.

I hope to be able to have the locality examined this season.—T. O.
ME'ni0R11‘Es.—To the kindness of Dr. Waldie we are indebted for the remainin
portion of the specimen of the Khetree stone, (fell February 1867), which he analyse

with care, and of which he gave an excellent description at the meeting of the Asiatic Socie

in

June 1869. Dr. Waldie states how it is frequently so difﬁcult to procure specimens of t ese
highly interesting bodies which fall from the heavens, as the people, in their ignorance

looking upon such visitors as evidence of the wrath of their deities, carefully reduce to
powder and dissipate all the pieces which they can procure. Only two pieces are known to
exist, both small; one is in the collection of the Asiatic Society, and this one in the collection

of the Geological Survey.
From Dr. Tschermak, the successor of the much regretted Dr. Moritz Hiirnes, in charge
of the Imperial Mineral Cabinet atVienna, we have also received a very ood specimen of
the fall which occurred at Slav etié, in Croatia, on the 22nd May, 1868, an descnbed by the
mdefatigable Haidinger, on the 3rd December, 1868, to the Academy of Sciences, Vienna.

Also, a specimen of the Ornans (Doub) fall, of which we were already in possession of
a ﬁne piece through the

February, 1869). This f

cod ofﬁces of M. Maroon, (see Records, Geological Survey of India,

took place on 11th July, 1868.

Also, a specimen of the very interesting stone which fell at Kriihenberg near Zwei
briicken (Pfalz) on the 5th May, 1869.

These valuable additions to our numerous collection are further proofs of the friendly
aid and co-operation we have invariably experienced from the Geologists of Austria.
October, 1869.
T. OLDHAM.
ACCESSIONS T0 LIBRARY.
FnoM lsr JULY T0 30TH Sr.mMBnn.

Titles of Books.

Donors.

BALL, JoHN.-—A Guide to the Eastern Alps, l2mo., London, 1868.

BARRANDE, J.—I.

Réapparition du genre Arethusina, Barr.

II. Faune Silurienne des environs de Hof en Baviiare, 8vo., Leipzig and
Paris, 1868.
THE Anrnon.
BEAUMoNT, ELIE DE.—Rapport sur les progres de la stratigraphic.

Recueil de Rapports sur

l'état des lettres et les progries des sciences en France, Roy. 8vo.,
Paris, 1869.
BENECKE, DR. E. W.—-Geognostisch-Palaeontologische Beitriigo, Vol. II, Part 2, Roy. 8vo.,
Miinich, 1869.

BnnEnEN, VAN, AND Gnnvus, PAUL.—0stéographie des Cétacés vivants et Fossiles, Parts 2,
3, 4 (with Plates), 4to., Paris.
BERNARDI, LE CHEvALIER, A. C.—M0nographie des genres Galatea et Fischeria, 4to.,
Paris, 1860.
BRAUHs, DR. D.—-Der mittlere Jura im nordwestlil1hen Deutschland, 8vo., Cassel, 1869.
Bazaars, D.—Tho Industries of Scotland, their Rise, Progress, and Present Condition, 8vo.,
Edinburgh, 1869.
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Title: of Books.
Donors.
Dourvss—-Anssrr.—Matériaux pour l'étude des glaciers, Vol. VIII, Part 2, 8vo., Paris,
1869.

EDWARDS, MILNE.—Recherches Anatomiques et Paléontologiques pour servir 5. l'histoire des
oiseaux fossiles de la France, Parts 26 to 30, Mo, Paris, 1867 ‘
EwnwsLn, E.—-Lethaea Rossica, on Paléontologie de la Russie, Part 12, with Atlas, 8vo.,

Stuttgart, 1869.
Gnnvus, PAUL.—Z00logie et Paléontologie générales, Parts 10 and 11, 4to., Paris, 1869.
HACKETT, T. R.—Geological and Mining Report of the Gympie Gold Field, Fcp., Gympie,
1869.
THE AUrnoR.
Hmonron, Rnv. S.—The Three Kingdoms of Nature brieﬂy described, 8vo.. London, 1868.
HAUGHTON, REv. S.—On some elementary principles in Animal Mechanies (From the Pro
ceedings of the Royal Society, No. 94), 8vo., London, 1869 (Pamphlet).
THE AUTHon,

KABBTEN, Dn. GUs'1‘Av.—Beitr" e zur Landeskunde der Herzogthiimer, Schleswig und
Holstein,

I, Reihe, Heft 1, 4to., Keil., 1869.

Lmm, E., AND CnmsrY, H.—Reliquiae Aquitanicae, Parts 8, 9, 4%., London, 1869.
LINDEHAN, MoEI1‘Z.—Die arktische Fischerie der Deutschen Seestiidte, 1620—1868. Peter
mann's Geograpbische Mittheilungen, Supplement, No. 26, 4to.,
Goths, 1869.
Lorrnan, Bnnemrn I-IEINR.—Leitfaden zur Bergbaukunde, Band II, Part 2, 8vo,, Berlin,
1869.

Mann, G. P.—Man and Nature; or, Physical Geography as modiﬁed by Human Action,
8vo., London, 1864.

.

MARTINI nNn CnEMnrrz.—Systen1atisches Conchylien-Cabinet, Lieii, 190, 191, 4t0., Niirn

berg, 1869.
MAsTnns, M. T.—Vegetable Teratology (Published by Ray Soc., London), 8vo., London,
1869.

MUIR, J .—-Original Sanskrit Texts on the Origin and History of the People of India, their
Religion and Institutions, Vol. III, 8vo., London, 1868.
Govr. or InnIA.

NE1nn1cn, DR. A.-Diagnoeen der in Ungarn und Slavonien bisher beobachteten Geﬁi.ss
gilanzen, 8vo., Wien, 1867. (Published by K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesellsch.,
ien).
OnLmo, WILLIAM.—A course of six lectures on the chemical changes of Carbon, 12mo.,
London, 1869.

OosTEn, W. A., UND F. von C.—Protozoe Helvetioa, Mittheilungen aus dem Berner Museum
der Natnrgeschichte, &c., I, 4to., Bern, 1869.
PAGE, DR. DLvID.—ChlPs and Chapters, a book for Amateur and Young Geologists, 8vo.,
London, 1869.

PrEwnE, DR. L.—Malakozoologische Blaetter, Vol. XVI, 3—-8 Bog., 8vo., Cassel, 1869.

PICTET, F. J .—Matériaux

our la Paléontolo ‘e Suisse ou recueil de monographies sur les

foes‘ es du Jura et des pes, 4th Series, Parts 10, 11, 4to., Geneva, 1868.
QUENsTEDT, F. A.—-Petrefaotenkunde Deutschlands, 1st Division, Vol. II, Parts 2, 3, with
Atlas, 8vo., Leipzig, 1869.
Roscoe, H. E.-Spectrum Analysis, 8vo., London, 1869.
Scnnmn, J .—Die Distomen der hohen Tatra, 8vo., Wien, 1867. (Published by K. K. Zool.
Bot. Gesellsch., Wien).

TwnxLow, Muon GmnuuL G.—Facts and Fossils adduced to prove the deluge of Noah,
8vo., London, 1869.
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Titles of Books.
Donors.
Wmrnnr, J. D.—The Yosemite Guide-Book: 'A description of the Yosemite Valley and
the adjacent region of the Sierra Nevada, and the big trees of
California, 8vo., Cambridge, 1869.

Wrnnxnrz, JoH.—Beitriige zu einer Monograpbie der Sciarien, 8vo., Wien, 1867. (Published
by K. K. Zool. Bot. Gesells, Wien).

PERIoDICALs.
American Journal of Conchology, Vol. IV, Part 5, 8vo., Philadelphia, 1869.
American Journal of Science and Arts, 2nd Series, Vol. XLVII, No. 141, 8vo., New Haven.
1869.
Annals of Indian Administration in the year 1867-68, Vol. XIII, Part 1, 8vo., Serampore,
1868.
THE Govr. or INDIA.

Annals and Magazine of Natural History, &c., 4th Series, Vol. III, Nos. 17, 18, Vol. IV,
Nos. 19, 20, 8vo., London, 1869.
Engineers’ Journal, New Series, Vol. XII, Nos. 19—21, 4to., Calcutta, 1869.
Geological Magazine, Vol. VI, Nos. 59, 62, 8vo., London, 1869.
Journal de Conchyliologie, 3rd Series, Vol. IX, N0. 3, 8vo., Paris, 1869.

Neues Jahrbueh ﬁir Minemlogie, Geologie und Paloaontologie, Parts 3, 4, 5, 1869, 8vo.,
Stuttgart, 1869.
Novitates Conchologicae, I Abth., 34 Lieﬁ, 4to., Cnssel, 1869.
Novitates Conchologicae, II Abth., 14 Lieii, 4‘to., Cassel, 1869.
Palaeontographica, Vol. XVII, Part 2, 4‘to.. Cassel, 1869.

Pmnnnmn, Dn. A.—(irg%graphische Mittheilungen,_Heﬂ;. IV, V, VI, 1869, 4to., Gothu,
9.

Professional Papers on Indian Engineering, Vol. VI, No. 24, Roy. 8vo., Roorkee, 1869.
PnmcrrAL, TnoMason CoLLEGE.
Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, New Series, No. XXXV, 8vo., London, 1869.
Quarterly Journal of Science, No. XXIII, 8vo., London. 1869.
Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. II, Part 3, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.
GnoLomcnL SUnvnr or InnIA.
Revue nniverselle des mines, de la Métallurgie, des travaux publica, &c., Vols. XXV & XXVI,
Nos. 1 & 2, livr., 8vo., Liege, 1869.
Zeitschriit ﬁir die geaammten Naturwissenschaften, Vol. XXXII, 8vo., Berlin, 1868.

Nu. Hisr. Soc., Hans.
Govmumnnr SELEcrrons, &c. (rnoM rnE GovnnnMnnn).
BENGAL.—GBDBrRl Report on Public Instruction in the Lower Provinces of the Bengal

Presidency, 1867-68, with Resolution, 8vo., Calcutta, 1868.
,,

THE Govnnnnnnr or BENGAL.
Report of the Meteorological Reporter to the Government of Bengal for the ear

1868-69. with Meteorological Abstract for the year 1868,

cp..

Calcutta, 1869.
THE GovnnnMnnr 0F BENGAL.
B0!lBAY.—Oﬁicial Correspondence relating to the System of Revenue Survey and Assessment
and its administration in the Bombay Presidency, 8V0-, Bombay, 1869.
Tm; BoMnar Govmnnmnr.
Bauusn Bmnun.—Report on Hospitals and Dispensaries for 1867-68: Extract from
' s in the Home Department No. 263, Roy. 8vo., Maulmain.

1869.

CHms CoMmssronnn or BRITIsH BUmun.
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Titlca of Books.
Donors.
lhumsn Bmman.-British Burmah Criminal Justice Report, 1867: Extract from the
Proceedings of the Chief Commissioner, British Burmuh, in the
Home Department, No. 94, 8vo., Rangoon, 1867.
CHIEF ConmrsuoNEn or Bnrrrsn BUaMm.

,,

,,

,,

British Burmah; Home Department (Police) Annual Police Report,

,,

1868, Roy. 8vo., Rangoon, 1869.
CHIEr CoMmssronEa or Bnrrrsn BUmun.
Annual Report on Criminal and Civil Justice in the Courts of the

Recorders and in the Small Cause Courts of Rangoon and Maulmain
during 1868, 8vo., Rangoon.
CnrEr ComnssronEn or BRIrrsn Bmmsn.

(‘ENTRAL PE0VINcEs.—Rep0rt on the administration of the Central Provinces for the year
1868-69, by J . H. Morris, Esq., 8vo., Nagpore, 1869.

CHmF CoMmssroNnn or CENTRAL Pnovnzcns.
INDIA.—Selections from the Records of the Government of India, Home Department,
No. LXXI, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.
THE GovnnnMnnr or lnnIA.

,.

Annual Report on the convict settlement of Port Blair for the year 1867-68, 8vo.,

.,

Reprint, No. 15, of Records in the Public Works Department. Progress Report of
Forest Administration in the Province of Oudh, 186 -68, by Captain
E. S. Wood. Fcp., Calcutta, 1869.

Port Blair, 1868.

THE Govnnnmznr or InmA.

Tan GovnnNMEnr or InmA.

MADRAB.—SBl8cti0Ds from the Records of the Madras Government, No. XI.

Report on

Public Instruction in the Madras Presidency for 1867-68, 8vo.,
Madras, 1868.
THE MADms Govnnmrnnr.

,,

Selections from the Records of the Madras Government, No. XIII. Report on
Uncovenantcd Service Examinations in Madras Presidency, Roy.
8vo., Madras, 1869.
THE Govnnmumr or Mmass.

,,

The Madura Countlrly: A Manual com iled by order of the Madras Government,
by J . . Nelson, Esq., in ve parts, 8vo., Madras, 1868.
THE Govnnrmnnr or Mmnas.

A Manual of the District of Vizagapatam in the Presidency of Madras, compiled
by D. F. Carmichael, Esq., 8vo., Madras, 1869.
THE Govnumunnr or MADnAs.

*\lnnro.u. DEPAR’l‘MENT.—A Sketch of the Medical History of the Native Army of Bengal
for 1868, by Surgeon Major J . T. C. Ross, Foo1sc., Calcutta, 1869.
INsPECTOR GENERAL or HosmraLs.

Mrsonn.—Report on Public Instruction in Mysore for 1868-69, 8vo., Bangalore, 1869.
CHms Conmssronnn or Mrsona.

N. 'V. PnovmcEs.—Report on Meteorological Observations in the North-Western Provinces
of India, 1868, by Murray Thomson, Es?., Foolsc., Allahabad, 1869.
HE GovnuNMnnr, N. W. P.

O1'I)H.—Annual Report of the administration of the Province of Oudh for the year 1868-69,
8vo., Lucknow.

CruEe ComrrssroNEn or Onnn.

,,

Report upon the progress of Education in the Province of Oudh, 1868, Foolsc.,

.

Report on the Police administration in the Province of Oudh for 1868, Foolsc.,
Lucknow, 1868.
OmEr CoMmssrnmzn or OUnn.
Report upon the administration of Civil Justice in the Province of Oudh, 1868,

Lucknow, 1869.

Foolsc., Lucknow, 1869.

CHIRP ConmssronEn or OUDn.

CmEr Comnss1om:n or OUDH.
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Titles of‘ Books.

Donors.

OUnn.—Report on the administration of Criminal Justioe in the Province of Oudh, 1868,
F0olsc., Lucknow, 1869.
CHIEF CoMMIssroNER or OUDH.

,,

Report on the condition and managementof Jails in the province of Oudh, 1868.
Foolsc., Lucknow, 1869.

CHIEF ComnssronEn or 0UDH

PUNJLB.—Selections from the Records of the Government of the Punjab and its De end
encies, New Series, No. III, on Beloch Tribes in the Dem

hazi

Khan District, by Captain C. Minchin, 8vo., Punjab, 1869.

THE Govnnnmmr or rHE PUNJAB.

,,

Selections from the Records of the Government of the Punjab and its Dependencies,
New Series, No. IV. Administration of the Bahawulpoor, Chumba,
and Patowdie States.

8vo., Punjab, 1869.

THE Govnnnmznr or THE PUNJAB.

,,

Selections from the Records of the Government of the Punjab and its Depend
encies, New Series, No. V. Tea Cultivation in the Kangra District.

8vo., Punjab, 1869.
THE GovnnnMnnr or rHE PUNJAB.
Report on Meteorological Observations, 1868, by A. Neil, Es . Fcp.,
Loodiana, 1869.
THE GovnnnMnnr or rHE
NJAB.

,,

Annual

,,

Results of Tour in Dardistan, Kashmir, Little Tibet, Ladak, Zanskar, &c.

The

Languages and Races of Dardistan. Vol. 1, Parts 1, 2, by G. W.
Leitner, Esq., 4to., Lahore, 1869.
THE Govnnrmnnr or rHE PUNJAB.
Roonnnn.—Thomason Civil Engineering Colle o, Roorkee. Annual Examination, August.
1869. Report at the cose of the session, 1868-69. Fcp., Roorkee,
1869.
PRINcrPAL, Tnoruson CoLLEGE.
TRANsACTIoNs or SocIErms, &c.
B0MmY.—Transactions of the Bomba Geographical Society, from January 1865 to December
1867, Vol. X III, 8vo., Bombay, 1868.
THE SocrErr.
CALcU1"rA.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. XXXVIII, Part II, No. 3, 8vo.,
Calcutta, 1869.
THE SocrnrY.
,,
Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Nos. 7, 8, 9, 8vo., Calcutta, 1869.
THE SocmrY.

DUnLIN.—-Journal of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland, Vol. II, Part 1, 8vo., Dublin,
1868.
THE SocmrY.
K(ENIGsBnnG.—Schriften der Kiiniglichen Ph sikalisch-Ookonomischen Gesellschaft zu
Kiinigsberg, IX, Abtheil, , 4to., Kiinigsberg, 1868.

L0ND0N.—-Journal of the Society of Arts and of the Institutions in Union, Vol. XVII,
856—87I, 8vo., London, 1869.
THE SocmrY.
,,
Journal of the Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XXXVIII, 8vo., London, 1868.
,,

.
THE SocrErY.
Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XVII, Nos. 111-113, 8vo., London, 1869.
THE SocIErY.

”

Proceedings of Royal Geographical Society, Vol. XIII, No. 2, 8vo., London, 1869.
THE SocmrY.

”

Qmirterly Journal of the Geological Society, Vol. XXV, Parts 2, 3, Nos. 98, 99,
8vo., London, 1869.
THE SocrETY.

9:

Report of the Thirt -Eighth Meeting of the British Association for the advance
ngzpgt 0 Science, held at Norwich in August, 1868, 8vo., London,
1

.
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ﬂtka of Books.
Donors.
MAKOHESTBL—Proooedings of the Literary and Philoso hical Society of Manchester, Vol. V,
1865-66; Vol. VI, 1866-67 ; Vol. II, 1867-68, 8vo., Manchester, 1868.
THE SocurrY.
,,
Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, 3rd Series.
Vol. III, 8vo., London, 1868.
THE Socurrv.
NonrnUnnnnunn.-Natural History Transactions of Northumberland and Durham,
Vol. III, Part 1, 8vo., London, 1869.

Puus.—Bul.letin de la Société Géol 'que de France, 2nd Série, Vol. XXV, No. 5; Vol. XXVI,
No. 2; 8vo., aria, 1868.
THE SocnrrY.

PHn.n>nr.rHIA.—Journsl of the Franklin Institute, 3rd Series, Vol. LVII, Nos. 4, 5, 6, 8vo.,
Philadelphia, 1869.

FRANKLIN INsHTUTE.

ST. PE'l'ER8BURG.—Bnlletin de l' Academie im ériale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg,
Vol. XIII, Nos. 4, 5, 6, V0 . XIV, No. 1, 4to., St. Petersbourg, 1869.
ToRoM‘0.—Canadian Journal of Science, Literature and History, New Series, Vol. XII,
No. 2, 8vo., Toronto, 1869.
CANADIAN InsrrrUTE.

Vusnna.—Verhandlungon der K. K. Zoologisoh-Botanischen Gesellsohaft in Wien, Vol. XVII,
8vo., Wien, 1867.

,,

Sitzungsberiohte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaftcn, Mathematisch
Naturwissenachattliche Classe, 1st Division, Vol. LVII, Parts 4, 5.

2nd Division, Vol. LVII, Parts 4, 5.
Vol. LVIII, Part 1; Roy. 8vo., Wien, 1868.

THn AcmEnr.
Msrs, &c.

IIAUER, FRANZ RITT. von.—Geologische Uebersichts-karts der oesterreichisoh-n
Monarchie, nach den Aufnahmen der K. K. Geologischen
stalt—Blaett. Nos. I und II, 8vo., Wien, 1869.
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